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For Kym
Because I said I would.
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Prologue
(Written on August 24th, 2009)

It was 1975, and I sat on a gymnasium floor, screaming as another child at my pre-school
assaulted me.
I was four years old.
The teachers stood by and did nothing. This was their way of teaching me a lesson.
The child, probably routinely molested or beaten by one of his parents, had been sulking on a
Big-Wheel during play time, apart from the other children, for at least as long as I had been
coming to this pre-school. “Why doesn’t he play with anyone else?” I asked.
None of the other children in my group had an answer. They warned me to stay away from him,
but he fascinated me, and I felt bad for him.
I walked over to the boy and said, “Hi, I’m Marcus. Would you like to play with us?”
The boy didn’t answer. He looked sulky and stared into the distance. It was as though he was a
million miles away.
I was puzzled. Nobody else acted this way. “Don’t you want to play?”
The boy sat, stonily, and I was perplexed by his reaction, or lack of it. There was something
intriguing and yet compelling about this child. I could not understand him, and I needed to
understand why he was this way. I wanted to help him.
I leaned in close. “What’s your name?” When he didn’t answer, I shook his shoulder; perhaps
he was asleep with his eyes open somehow.
Suddenly he was upon me, all fists and flailing limbs. I screamed and screamed and screamed,
but no one did anything until he was finished and stalked off.
The teachers didn’t allow me to sit in the spot I was in; they would not even allow me to cry.
They yelled at me when I attempted to do so, because I had ignored their warnings.
To paraphrase Stephen King: “The only way to teach a child to respect the hammer is to let him
mash his fingers with it.” I suppose something along these lines was running through the minds
of the teachers. They knew something was wrong with him, they probably even suspected what
it was. Did any of them do anything? Did anyone love this child?
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Unknown to my assailant, and to me, the act damaged both of us. Inside our minds, scars began
to form. Old circuits died, and new ones were born in their place. We changed forever. We
became slightly different versions of ourselves. Darker. Harder. Damaged. His damage was
worse than mine, but that doesn’t mean that the horrors of a sick world won’t one day turn this
sweet, curious little boy into something horrible. Something cancerous, who damages everyone
he touches.
Later, I rode home with my mother in silence. I was frightened. I didn’t understand what had
happened to me; my mother was mad at my teachers, but she was also angry with me for not
having the good sense to stay away from the disturbed boy.
O-O-O
1976
My parents were divorcing. Several weeks before, my father had moved out of our house in
North Syracuse to an apartment closer to his work in Oswego, New York.
He had just arrived to come and pick me up; I was supposed to spend my very first weekend
with him at his new place. He took me into my room to make sure I had everything packed, but
when we got there, he made no move to check my bag. Instead, he knelt down.
“Marcus, I need you to do me a favor.”
I loved my father. I would have done anything for him.
He looked me in the eye. “I can’t take you this weekend. I have to work. But I can’t tell your
mother that. You know how to pretend, right?”
I nodded, upset.
“I need you to pretend that you don’t want to go with me.” He then instructed me on how to lie
to my mother. I began to cry. I did want to go with him, more than anything; I hadn’t seen him
in forever! I begged and begged him not to make me do this, but he finally shook me and raised
his voice, telling me that he’s my father and I will do as I’m told.
And so, we approached the front door. We said our goodbyes to my mother, but instead of
departing with me in tow, my father turned toward me, as if to say, “It’s time for your closeup.”
“No,” I said, half heartedly. I flailed my arms a little bit; I didn’t know how to do this. I didn’t
really know how to throw a fake temper tantrum.
My father ordered me to go with him. Ten minutes before, spending time with my father was all
I could think about. In fact, I’d spent half the morning telling my mother how excited I was.
Now, I just wanted him to be as far away from me as possible.
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I began to cry. Words became heated, both of them angry at me, at least in appearances where
my father was concerned. My crying got worse and worse. He came close to me and I began to
scream, now hysterical.
My father threw up his hands. What are you going to do, after all? It’s just kids being kids. He
gave my mother a smirk, then left.
Once he was gone, the crying immediately stopped. I stared blankly into space. My mother was
perplexed. “What was that about?”
“Oh,” I said, my face blank and expressionless. “That was for daddy.”
My mother was livid. I sat in my special place beneath the stairs and closed the door to the
cupboard, and alternated between staring blankly into the darkness, and creating disjointed,
abstract pictures on my Lite-Brite. I pretended I was Steve Austin. The Six Million Dollar Man
didn’t feel such things, after all. He was a hero, not a frightened and confused little boy.
New scars formed. This time, the damage had a voice, as nothing traumatic the Subconscious
experiences is ever lost, never forgotten for an instant. For the rest of my life, this scar would
speak to me, telepathically, in words I was not even aware I could hear. This insidious voice
would grow in time, as my Subconscious became better able to understand the implications of
this confusing experience, eventually, it would tell me that I was unwanted, unloved, and
worthless.
It will not be long before I begin to wish for death.
My relationship with my father will never be the same again.
O-O-O
It was 2003 and I was sitting in my apartment with a woman I had recently met named Delilah.
She was asking me to do some free computer work for her roommate.
I told her that I had something of a touch of codependency, and I’d long wasted my time doing
the same thing for people who didn’t appreciate what I’d offered them. I told her a little about
Ayn Rand, and her philosophy on selfishness as a natural extension of enlightened self interest.
I pontificated a little about the novel Atlas Shrugged, explaining that, “One can find truth even
in a book filled with lies.” I explained that Rand’s philosophy is admirable; most philosophies
are admirable, but no one has ever been able to properly quantify human nature, and that’s
where all political and ideological philosophies fail. Human nature always gets in the way of
philosophical and ideological ideals.
Had the events of the novel actually occurred, I told her, John Galt’s dream would lie in
shattered ruins, because the lowest among us would run it to ground and ruin everything. No
philosophy truly works equitably unless everyone plays by the same rules.
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Four years later, it was the summer of 2007, and I was playing the computer game Bioshock. I
excitedly told a friend that between my love of dark material, the use of Art Deco, and the
whole John-Galt-as-Failure aspect of the story, it was as though someone had written the game
specifically for me. I will tell many of my friends the same observation over the next few
months, without irony.
When I reached the game’s big reveal, that the main character was nothing more than a mind
controlled thrall, explaining the chain tattoos upon his wrists, I was stunned.
O-O-O
1979
I was about to have my first sexual experience. His name was Norman Cohen (yes, that’s his
real name), and he was my mother’s boss, easily in his forties. I was eight years old.
Norman had come out of the closet and divorced his wife, and was now living alone in an
apartment in suburban Philadelphia. He had a daughter that was younger than me, and she and I
liked each other very much. He told my mother that he’d like to have a sleepover, since his
daughter was going to be spending the night at his place, and it would be nice if she had a
friend over.
I liked Norman, and I liked spending time in his apartment. When I would visit with my
parents, he would often play my favorite tunes from the Broadway musical A Chorus Line,
including my absolute favorite, “Dance 10 Looks 3”. I thought it was going to be a great time.
But little did my parents understand that he had been grooming me for a while now, taking his
daughter and I to dinners, movies, shopping. He often bought me gifts and showered me with
attention. My mother and stepfather did not see the danger, believing Norman to be a good,
upstanding man.
He picked me up from my home, and drove me to his place. Once we were there, he tried to get
me to exercise by riding his stationary bicycle. I explained that I would get my clothes sweaty,
but he suggested that I could ride in my underwear, or take those off too, if I was afraid of
getting them sweaty; then I could shower when I was done.
Having inexplicably become a sneak-eater after my tantrum with my father three years before, I
was somewhat pudgy and frequently made fun of at school for my weight; I was terrified to
show my body, and demurred.
Later, Norman got a phone call and told me that his daughter wasn’t coming, but I should still
stay over, that we’d hang out, watch some movies, and enjoy ourselves. I agreed, not realizing
that his daughter was never coming in the first place. I was having fun.
Norman then said he wanted to talk to me about something serious, and asked me to join him
on the bed. We lay close to each other, and he told me that he wanted to share a secret with me,
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but I had to be sure that it was something I wanted to know. If it was something I wanted, he
said, I must promise never to tell anyone else, especially my parents. If I didn’t think I could do
that, I should say so then and there, and we would never speak of it again.
I didn’t have many friends. I also didn’t often get to enjoy a mystery, so I agreed.
He said that he wanted to do something with me, something that grown-ups did. Something fun
and good and natural.
He began explaining things to me, and had me lie back as he took my pants off. He massaged
and stroked my legs and thighs. Before long he slipped my tiny penis into his mouth and began
to fellate me.
The sensation was weird and unfamiliar. It didn’t feel bad, but it also didn’t feel particularly
good. As Norman had told me I could stop anytime I liked, I stopped him after less than a
minute. I didn’t feel good about this, or right about it. Norman promised he was going to show
me something fun, and this wasn’t fun.
Shortly after that, I asked him to take me home, and he agreed. While we were driving, I began
to feel worse and worse about what had happened. I didn’t understand what we had been doing,
or why we were doing it. My parents would be so angry if they knew... And that was the worst
part of it.
When I was confused, I would always go to my mother, yet I had made a promise, so for this
incredibly important matter, I had no support, no comfort, and no guidance. The voice in my
head began to overlap with other voices, a babbling jumble; I heard a whine in my ears,
growing higher and higher pitched. I began to recoil from the man next to me, and told him I
was thirsty. Norman stopped at a local convenience store to buy me a bottle of Pepsi.
While he was inside I began to have a full-blown panic attack, my first. Words began to tumble
through my mind faster and faster, rising into an ultrasonic shriek in my ears. Occasionally
a concept popped through:
Wrong. Help. Stop.
I sat in the car, my face expressionless, my eyes fixed on a point a thousand yards beyond the
store in front of me. Norman returned, and had to shake me to get a response.
I came to, even though my eyes had remained open. I knew I was upset about something, but I
couldn’t for the life of me remember what it was. As we drove, Norman tried to broach the
subject with me, wanting to talk about “what happened”.
“What do you mean?” We did a little verbal dance as Norman told me not to play games with
him. I finally convinced him that I had absolutely no idea what he was talking about. He
became silent. I asked him again what he was talking about. He looked angry and frightened,
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and ordered me to drop it; we spent the rest of the ride in silence as he glanced nervously at me
every now and then.
I never saw Norman or any of his family again. My parents never received another invitation to
his home or to dinner.
Back inside my room, I sat down and stared at a blank patch of wallpaper for what seemed like
hours. My Subconscious mind screamed and screamed as festering, rotting sores began to break
out all over my consciousness. Over time, they began to grow and infect everything they
touched.
O-O-O
Valentine’s Day, 1984
I had just learned that I had been the victim of a practical joke; after weeks of pouring out my
heart on paper to an anonymous admirer at school, I finally deduced the truth, as my admirer in
one stroke revealed “herself” to be the prettiest girl in the grade, and announced that she was no
longer interested.
I was 13 years old and had never had a girlfriend.
As I made my way to my bus, a group of around a half a dozen boys from my class called out to
me, asking if I got a Valentine from my “secret admirer” before dissolving into fits of laughter.
outwardly, I was stoic as I fought back the tears.
Inwardly, I wanted to take a hammer and smash the fucking teeth from their heads, then rip out
their fucking vocal chords so that they could never smile or laugh at anything again. I wanted
to rip the eyes out of their fucking heads so that the last thing they ever saw would be the tears
upon my cheeks, and wonder for the rest of their lives what it was that made them think I would
just allow them to hurt me so.
As I sat upon the bus, I looked stonily at the other children while they whispered and laughed,
glancing at me every so often. I dreamed of shattering every fucking bone in their bodies and
leaving them to their silent screams, to die in agony.
This was a Christian school, full of “good”, “upstanding”, and above all “kind”, Christian
students.
I welcomed the rage and hatred in like a purifying fire. It kept me warm and safe until I could
be alone; until I could, in privacy, collapse in upon myself like a dying star. I didn’t understand
what it was about me that inspired such hostility and hatred in people, but I wished that
someone would tell me so that I could tear it out of me and finally belong, to finally feel
kinship and acceptance. In the meantime, if they hated me, I would simply hate them back.
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“Worthless. Unlovable. Unwanted.” Old wounds chanted their old, old mantra within my
Subconscious. I began to skip classes, opting instead to hide all day in a toilet stall. I went
unnoticed for nearly a month before I was discovered and expelled.
O-O-O
March 3rd, 2000
I was sitting upon my bed, feet on the floor, crying.
I had just shed the last of any belief in a God that I had left. The catastrophes of Y2K had
turned out to be a myth, as thousands on the fence regarding their beliefs collectively held their
breath, and then exhaled. The end of the world didn’t come, the Antichrist didn’t rise, and
civilization didn’t collapse. Part of me had been terrified that something prophetic was going to
happen, and I’m sure a lot of other people felt the same way.
At least I assume I was not alone in this. Surely that can’t be so.
I was in my bathroom, getting ready for work, but I would be late on this particular day. I was
listening to “God Shuffled His Feet,” by the Crash Test Dummies, and for the first time, I
began to really listen to the lyrics, to really let them in.
This realization had been coming for a while now, as I had been studying a lot of material on
cults while I did volunteer work processing documentaries and interviews regarding fringe
religious groups and former cult members; I eventually came to realize that toxic faith or not,
cult or mainstream religion, the story was almost always the same at its fundamental core:
Me, believe that a benevolent, perfect God promises that if we tithe to the church and act like
good little boys and girls that Santa Claus will bring us the ecstasy of a perfect, eternal
afterlife? Trust that some arcane rule, due to some failing within our forefathers that they have
passed on to us, forces this same, merciful God to leave us to crawl like vermin on this rotting
shithole of a planet, wallowing in misery, confusion, and neglect?
Does the church have a bridge to sell me as well?
Not bloody likely. I suddenly realized that the concept of heaven and New Jerusalem and every
promise that preceded it was simply and utterly a load of horseshit.
The realization was like a lightning bolt to my brain, as pleasant as a punch in the stomach. I
staggered to my bed, sat down, and began to weep. No hand to guide us. No hand to keep us
safe. A microscopic black hole could pass through our solar system and send our world
hurtling into deep space. Or an asteroid could wipe us out at any moment. We could die as a
race due to biological or nuclear war. No beneficent hand would prevent, it. We were walking
this tightrope without a net, and religion was constantly trying to push us off.
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It was at once liberating, yet terrifying and lonely. The last of my remaining prejudices against
homosexuality fell away, as did the rest of my theism-tainted opinions and perceptions. I was a
serpent shedding its skin, or a moth emerging from a chrysalis.
O-O-O
Summer, 2003
As I first spoke to Delilah, I explained that I was an atheist. “There is a God,” she proclaimed,
as if she and God grilled out every Friday evenings, smoked a few bowls of choice weed, and
made fun of religious programming on TV all night.
This argument would play out in the unseen shadows of my life for the better part of a decade.
It is a debate that only one of us could win.
O-O-O
Just over two months later, I got out of my car and began to approach a row house not far from
my apartment. Delilah was inside, and we were about to get together for perhaps the fifth time,
although in my mind it was only the second time.
I hesitated. My Subconscious mind was screaming, “She’s going to kill you! Fucking RUN!”
Despite the shrieking in my mind, I had a directive, and I would most assuredly follow it.
Twenty minutes later, I was lying in a bed, with my sexual needs sated. Her mouth tickled my
right ear as she triggered me into hypnagogic paralysis.
“Yesss,” she purred. “You’re mine now, you stupid fuck!”
O-O-O
Several months after that, she and I were in a relationship of sorts, and were having our first
and only screaming fight. I called her something vile-- a big mistake-- as I attempted to throw
her out of my home once and for all. She countered with blackmail, and finally, with references
to acts and information that I had never told anyone in my life. Secrets I had intended to take
shamefully to my grave.
In a panic, I demanded to know how she knew such things. Her response was that we’d met a
full month before I thought we did, and that the night we met, through the use of hypnosis, she
had been privy to all my filthy little secrets. She told me that if my mother had the kind of sick
fuck their child would grow into, perhaps she would have drowned me as an infant.
I called her a liar and demanded the truth. After all, if such a thing had happened, I’d have
some hint of a memory of it, right?
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She spoke a pair of words I had never heard her use together before, and memories bloomed
like black, cancerous roses in my mind. My body, already poised to strike at the terrible
impotence of being threatened and blackmailed, received a signal, and I launched myself at her;
my intent was to snap her neck like a fucking twig.
{Your life is in danger. It’s all true.}
I remembered screaming in my car and weeping as she sat placidly next to me.
{Kill the fucking bitch!}
Then more memories burst into my consciousness. I remembered what she was, what she had
already done to me, and what she said she would do if I ever tried to kill her. I attempted to
lurch back.
But I realized to my horror that my body had never moved. I am not a violent person, and
while this situation was very different, a her-or-me situation, life-or-death, it didn’t matter that I
pulled myself back. Left to my own devices, the blow would never have landed, but a yes/no,
if/then statement in my brain had returned a positive result, and there was no going back. My
mind screamed as my mouth curved into a sardonic grin.
“Hey, Del...”
She stifled a laugh, and the corner of her mouth curled up. “Hey, what?”
“What has two thumbs and just tried to murder you?”
She laughed. “What?”
As the shrieking continued in my head, my body and voice continued on their own. I was a
marionette on a string, dancing for her amusement.
I hooked both thumbs toward my face. “This guy!”
I was certain that I was about to die.
O-O-O
1981
I was ten years old.
The room was dark, the toddler’s breathing steady as she lay in her bed. Long dead was the
bright-eyed, friendly boy who wanted to make friends with the infectious monster on the Big
Wheel. Years of misery, self-loathing, rejection, and increasingly disturbed behavior have left
a scarred psyche that has gestated its Viral damage, and cast out its damage to others.
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Now I was about to take my derangement to a whole new level.
I was going to infect a two year old girl with the Virus of my own abuse.
She was too young to understand what was about to happen, and I was naive enough to think
that because she was so young, this would be a victimless crime.
I’d spent a lot of time at this friend’s house lately, and her mother would often let her young
daughter run around bottomless. “Get those fingers out of that vagina!” was her near-constant
mantra to the girl. I would often try to catch sideways glances of her exposed genitalia
whenever she would walk by, but to no good effect. I was of the age where I was becoming
obsessed with sex and female anatomy.
On this night, her brother was watching her while his mom and dad were out of the house.
I undid her diaper and looked upon her vagina closely for the first time. I examined, I touched,
and finally, half out of curiosity and half out of a desire to be able to brag to my friends that I
had performed cunnilingus on a woman, I hesitated for a few moments, then tasted for a mere
second. The girl, already awake from my examination, giggled.
The abused had become the abuser.
I damaged both of our minds. In the short term, I was the more damaged, reeling in horror that
I could do such a thing. I would later learn from my tormentor Delilah that, in time, the sore
that had infected her mind from the experience would grow and fester, affecting not just her
adult sex life, but every moment of every day, whether she consciously remembered what I had
done or not.
My circle of abuse had closed, but hers had just begun. Would she perpetrate a similar
encounter with a young boy one day? Would she sexually abuse her own children?
The transmission of this Virus spirals back and back, from Norman’s abuser to his abuser’s
abuser, all the way back through history until the days when men had to rape women in caves
because they lacked darkened bedrooms and beds.
And then, one day, I met a woman who claimed she had a way to break the cycle of violence
and abuse once and for all, to cure mankind in a single stroke.
She called herself a Tarnished Angel, The Killer, The Übermensch, and a Scientology
Operating Thetan. But exactly who and what she really is remains a mystery to this day.
Read on... The mystery awaits you.
-Nada the…
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The Overture
(Written on September 9th, 2009)
Summer, 2002
I was 31 years old.
It was a beautiful, sunny day in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and I was walking through a mall with
a friend of mine as we did a little window shopping. I wandered about, my eyes unfocused, as
though I was looking a million miles away. I did this all the time when I drove, or when I was
lost in thought. It’s a habit I picked up around age eight, after an incident I was not even aware
I’d forgotten.
The man who approached me was a scout. Enthralled by a woman of terrifying hypnotic skill,
his orders in this matter were simple: If he saw a man or woman whose eye movements
matched my own, he was to obtain the person’s name by any means necessary. He approached
with an apologetic smile.
“Excuse me, I’m sorry, but your name wouldn’t be Bill, would it?”
“No, sorry.” I told him my first name.
He apologized again, explaining that a good friend of his had an ex-boyfriend named Bill, and I
looked exactly like him. His friend lived in Minneapolis, one state over, and would be thrilled
to know that Bill had a twin. “What’s your last name?”
I balked, the hair standing up on the back of my neck. “Uh... I’m not giving you my last name.”
I had given him my first name, and that should be enough for anyone.
He became more insistent as I got more and more creeped out.
“I’m not letting you leave until you tell me your full name.” We went back and forth for over a
full minute.
I considered giving him my friend’s last name as my own, but I’d adopted something of a
policy of absolute truth (at least outwardly), having read several works of Ayn Rand in recent
years, and while not adopting her philosophy per se, I had found some resonance with her
assertion that when we lie, we tell the universe that the perceptions of others is more important
than the integrity of our lives. The fact was, had I been alone, I would have made something up.
What I didn’t know at the time was that if I absolutely refused to give him my name, or he
suspected I was lying to him, he was to physically assault me, resulting in police intervention.
My identifying data would then appear on the police report, and his mission would be
accomplished. This man who was not a man, this slave who thought he was free, would have
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served his purpose. He was one of many, set loose in every major city in the USA to fulfill this
exact purpose. Perhaps he will be rewarded. Perhaps he will even be set free.
For then, to me, he was just another fucking weirdo... I finally told him my last name, which is
extremely common, just to get him off my back. I figured that my name was common enough
that he’d never be able to find me if he wanted to start trouble; this confidence was
compounded by the fact that I had an unlisted telephone number and largely flew under the
radar online. Myspace and Facebook were nearly a half a decade away, after all.
He frowned, and asserted that I was teasing him.
“Look, I gave you my name, alright? That’s my real name. Now will you just leave me alone?”
“But that’s not your real name. You’re making it up just to get rid of me.”
I rolled my eyes and pulled out my ID. I covered my address with my finger and showed it to
him. “See? Now will you leave me alone?”
He apologized for not believing me, and said his goodbyes. I walked a few steps before I turned
around. “Hey! Weirdo!”
The man stopped and turned.
“What’s your friend’s name?”
He smiled. “Delilah.”
Fair’s fair. “No, I mean her full name.” Maybe I’d look her up and tell her she needed to find
some friends that weren’t nuts.
He shrugged his shoulders. “Sorry.”
Asshole.
“She has a temper.”
O-O-O
Over three hundred miles away, a text message chirped... or an email arrived... or an instant
message... some form of electronic communication... My name appeared, doubtless with my
driver’s license number and identifying characteristics. A pair of eyes, like cold diamonds, read
the information. Plans were devised, and wheels began to turn.
The event became an anecdote, which I told all my friends without irony. Without realizing it,
what I was describing to them was merely the overture in a much longer tale, the beginning of a
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most elaborate suicide, a device made of fate and longing, cause and effect, if and then, yes and
no...
A device made of people, with enough irony to make Sophocles weep, and enough complexity
to make Rube Goldberg blush.
I have yet to become Nada the Damned.
For now, I am merely...
-Nada the Fool
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Tales of the Übermensch: Hack.World
My Confession
By Nada the Damned
Hack.World - Chapter 1 - Hack.Nada, Part 1:
Nada Meets the Woman Clothed With The Sun
(Written on September 10th, 2009)

Part 1: Nada Divided - The Veiled Self
From the Sun I learned this: when he goes down, overrich; he pours gold into
the sea out of inexhaustible riches, so that even the poorest fisherman still rows
with golden oars. For this I once saw and I did not tire of my tears as I watched
it. - Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra
I was 32 years old the day that Tarnished_Angel73, or “Delilah Hanson”, first approached me
online. She contacted me on a Friday afternoon in early summer, 2003, via Yahoo! Instant
Messenger; she told me her first name and said she worked as a hypnotherapist. This last part
piqued my interest immediately, as I had long fantasized about the use of hypnotic techniques
to improve myself and allow me to connect meaningfully with other people, something I had
always had a problem with. I’d even gone so far as to dabble futilely with self-hypnosis as a
teenager, using an article from Readers’ Digest as a guide.
I had also been a longtime fan of mind control erotica: lacking many close friends or the
understanding as to why I could not make or keep them, I had discovered that in the glorious
world of mind control (or MC), one merely needed to change the minds of those around him at
a whim in order to be wanted and loved.
Our conversation was brief, which was unusual for me; I liked to talk to people for hours and
days in order to get into their heads before I met them. As cavalier as it is to say it, one of the
few social skills I’d managed to develop was the malignant narcissist’s uncanny knack for
bending a woman’s emotions to my will, and wrapping myself in a cloak of her love and
admiration.
Never mind the fact that I didn’t have a fucking clue as to what to do with them once I had
them there, but it was something of a gift.
A twisted, toxic gift.
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Meanwhile, I told myself that I loved them back, but I strongly suspected that in truth I felt
nothing; I merely convinced myself I was in love in order to complete the illusion. Still, that
illusion was beautiful and warm, even transformative for a while, but the gilt paint soon began
to peel, and my inability to connect with others soon shone forth. Soon even the illusion of my
love died and I was left with the shell of a relationship I no longer wanted. I’d move on to the
next mark: wash, rinse, repeat.
Damaged girls were my specialty; I can’t tell you how many times I’d heard the words “I love
you,” during a first date’s lovemaking. It was like a narcotic, and I’d learned how to make my
own supply. I was, as I was later branded, “The Pretender,” my gilded serpent’s tongue
expressing dialogue to an audience of two in the hopes of granting my Need what it wanted.
I was an actor, a pretender, and these were my plays.
At the time, of course, I was unaware of this. It was merely a sexual and emotional compulsion
that I was unable to see in myself, just as I was unable to see the things I did to drive people
away.
Anyway, as I said, Delilah gave me no such time to work my wiles upon her; she insisted that
we get together almost instantly, which made me extremely uneasy. I needed prep time; I
needed to get into her mind and learn how to stroke just the right buttons at precisely the right
times, else I might actually fail. But she told me that people either had chemistry or they didn’t,
and she didn’t see any point wasting time with someone when there was no chemistry
I figured what the hell, I could work without a net, just this once... it’s not like I didn’t have half
a dozen lovers in my stable already, and I figured that I could charm her at least through dinner
or cocktails; once I got my hands and mouth on her, the game would be over, with Nada the
Victor claiming his conquest for at least the hundredth time. I’m a good lover, and damned if I
don’t know it. I hated one night stands, so I made sure they always wanted to come back for
more.
This was what that sweet, curious boy had become. This was the monster that had grown up in
his place. And the saddest part was that it was practically an automatic process: I didn’t think
about it in such terms, assuming I thought about it at all. I just did it.
I was Veiled.
Regardless, part of me was put off, but there was something about her assertive, almost
aggressive attitude that I found alluring, and I was not afraid to tell her so. I showered and wore
my best cologne, psyched myself up and put on my game face, expecting a challenge. I looked
good and I smelled good as I rubbed some cologne into my trimmed pubic hair.
Always a gracious victor to those opponents who fell to his charms, the boys and the girls all,
that Nada...
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I was ready to play the game, even if the odds were against me tonight.
Eschewing a meeting at a restaurant or a bar, she instead wanted to meet in a public parking lot
called a Park & Ride. If you don’t know what a Park & Ride is, it’s something of a parking lot
for carpoolers and people who take public transportation, usually constructed right next to a
highway onramp.
She had asked me to meet her at some bizarre time, like 6:47 exactly, not a minute before, and
not a minute later.
It was weird. I liked it. Crazy girls are so much fun to fuck. Of course, the problem later is the
crazy, but you cross that bridge when you come to it.
Somehow, this procrastinator managed not to be late. In fact, I got there a little early, but
somehow missed the turn into the Park & Ride. Then I missed it again. And again. And again. I
grew more and more angry at myself at the inexplicable fact of my driving incompetence, my
inability to make a simple fucking turn into a parking lot, when the clock ticked to the exact
minute I was told to arrive, and I made the turn successfully. Now facing west, I was instantly
blinded by the setting sun, which somehow seemed to fill my entire windshield. “Goddamnit...”
I dropped my visor while I looked for Delilah and her brown Plymouth Sundance. I saw her
standing on a patch of grass in front and slightly to the right of her car. As I pulled into the spot
to the right of her, as she had requested, the sun was directly behind her, leaving her a black
silhouette surrounded by a halo of golden light. The effect was almost breathtaking. Did she
plan this?
I exited my $35,000 Toyota and regarded her rusted out piece of shit. I was not particularly
impressed so far. I stood, shielding my eyes from the sun, and looked at her. I’m a large, teddy
bear type with a shaved head and goatee, and having recently lost 50 pounds on Atkins, I was
confident of myself.
“You planned that, didn’t you? The strange time... What a creepy effect! The sun was at your
back and you were completely black, surrounded by a halo of light.” Delilah denied it.
Delilah was a fat girl. Nothing wrong with that; I love cuddly, fluffy fat girls. She was 5’2 or
5’4, and maybe 300 pounds, approaching the extreme upper edge of my height/weight
desirability curve. Her hair was brown and frizzy, maybe even unwashed. She wore no makeup
and had donned frumpy, even ugly clothing.
I looked at her dumpy appearance and shitty car, and two thoughts went through my head: One,
this woman looked more like a Dollar Store employee than a professional anything, and two,
this was a woman who clearly could care less about making an impression.
I introduced myself and offered her my hand.
She blinked, but did not take it.
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{Ooooo-kay...}
“Uh... Were you thinking dinner or drinks? I know a great place with outdoor seating and a raw
bar.”
She told me that she’d like to spend some time talking first. Fair enough. I explained that we
were going to have to do something about the sun, though, because the glare in my eyes was
giving me a headache and I could barely see.
Her solution was simple; we’d just stand shoulder to shoulder facing East until the sun went
down enough. In the row of cars directly behind ours was a vehicle containing two African
American women, both sitting wordlessly in the front seats. As I watched, the passenger
disembarked without a word of farewell for the driver, and began walking toward us as I tried
to talk to Delilah.
The driver of the car immediately started her vehicle and departed as soon as the passenger door
was closed, and the erstwhile passenger was walking directly toward us, between our cars. This
was all odd.
Delilah told me that she didn’t want to start talking until after the woman approaching us had
passed. I sighed. I was supposed to be Charming by now, and this was definitely not Charming.
The woman passed us, then, still on the grassy strip, turned and addressed me
“You should leave. You’re in danger.”
I turned, not sure to whom she was speaking. “Excuse me?”
“Your life is in danger. She’s going to kill you. You should leave.”
A conversation ensued, as she attempted to do everything in her power to persuade me to make
a hasty retreat. I tried to pin her down, but she could offer no details.
{Another fucking weirdo. Why do they always have to find me?}
“Do you know who I am?”
“You’re the one in danger.”
“No, besides that. Do you know my name? Do you know anything else about me?”
“No.”
“Do you know who this woman standing with me is?”
“No.”
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“Do you know how she is going to harm me?”
“No.”
“Do you know why she would want to kill me?”
“No.”
“Then why should I listen to you?”
She looked upset. “I’m trying to help you.”
“No, you’re trying to annoy me, and you’re doing an excellent job. Now leave me alone.”
She had a sad expression on her face. “You’re not going to listen to me.”
“No, I’m not. You can’t give me one good reason why I should.”
She didn’t speak for a moment. “I tried. I’m sorry.”
I was curt, assertive, Type-A. “Yeah, I’m sorry, too. I’m sorry you felt the need to waste my
time. Now go away and leave me alone before I call the police on you for harassing me. Go. Go
away. Goodbye!” I made a mechanical, even insulting wave, slapping my palm with my
fingers, like a child might.
The woman left. Finally, Delilah and I were alone to talk. “Wow... That was... Wow.”
Delilah asked me if the woman’s warning didn’t at least creep me out.
“I’m an atheist and a skeptic,” I told her. “I’m not superstitious. She’s just another crazy.”
The woman had now gotten into her car and driven away. The funny thing was, if you had
taken a string and run it from the door she had exited to the door she had entered, the string
would have passed precisely between Delilah and me, with both of us standing exactly at the
halfway mark. I note this with irony, but I was too busy thinking about working my wiles on
this woman. My Need called for pussy, and I would obey it if I could.
“There is a God,” Delilah said with certainty, as if she lived next door to him and borrowed his
lawnmower on weekends.
I wanted to roll my eyes. I don’t date evangelical theists. Pagans and Wiccans are alright, but
this... I opened my mouth to argue but decided against it. I let the matter drop and tried to make
small talk, my charms clattering to the ground around her uselessly. Was she a nearly-gay
bisexual? Was I not her type? A woman like this should be putty in my hands by now. Did I
piss her off with the way I spoke to the woman who passed?
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“So I guess you have enough to determine chemistry, huh?” This encounter was clearly not
going to work, so I was giving her a way out.
Delilah told me we could keep talking for a while, clearly bored.
I continued to try and charm her, but nothing seemed to work. I was dealing with an iceberg,
and honestly, to look at her, she wasn’t worth it. I’d go home and make a couple of phone calls.
“So, uh... look... You seem to be really uninterested...”
She replied that she’d said nothing of the sort.
“No, but, uh... It’s pretty obvious. I was wondering, did I offend you with the way I dealt with
that woman earlier?”
“Absolutely not,” said Delilah. “That was entirely your situation to resolve. It had absolutely
nothing to do with me.”
I was a bit piqued by this. “So no matter what I did, you wouldn’t care.”
“No.”
Well this was downright bizarre. “So, uh, if I had taken off my shoe and started beating the
woman over the head with it to make her go away, it wouldn’t have mattered to you one way or
the other?” I chuckled at my joke. This whole encounter was just surreal. Terry Gilliam surreal.
“No.”
Weird, weird, weird. Go home... Go home, call Brandi, or Stacey, or Christa and invite one of
them over... Order some Chinese food, watch some anime. Call my girlfriend in the afternoon
the next day. This girl wasn’t even cute, with her brown stretch pants and her stained top.
Why was I bothering?
I was bothering because this woman was acting strangely, in ways I could not quite figure out.
She was the little boy on the Big Wheel all over again. She wouldn’t even shake my hand, and
that’s.... That’s interesting!
But no more. This was getting kind of creepy, and I was tired of fighting against an opponent
whose armor had no holes. It was time for The Pretender to go home.
I opened my mouth to announce that I was leaving, when I remembered something. How could
I be so stupid? This was the most important thing!
“So you’re a hypnotherapist.”
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Her face brightened as she began at last to talk animatedly. Now we were getting somewhere!
And it was even a topic I was hotly interested in. I had a feeling we could both talk for hours on
this subject... Fertile, fertile ground. I’d sort of lost any interest in bedding her, but hypnosis...
Well, that was another matter.
She explained that she loved hypnotherapy because it allowed her to help people every day in a
very real, measurable way. I wondered out loud if I could be hypnotized, given my stubborn
personality and she told me that we could do a very quick induction-- right here-- and see.
I was incredibly excited, and agreed, telling her that I kind of fetishized mind control erotica.
She asked me which role interested me more, the one controlling, or the one being controlled. I
told her that there was no question, the controller was the one to be. Still, I said, some of those
slaves had a pretty good time... It might be fun to be a slave to a benevolent master.
She then put on her “game face,” and asked me if I gave her permission to hypnotize me. She
said that this was a crucial ethical question between therapist and patient, and she needed me to
answer in the affirmative before she could proceed. I practically waved her question away
halfway through, “Yes, yes.” I was pumped. I couldn’t get her going fast enough.
She told me to offer my hand as though I was inviting her to shake it, and when I did, she took
it in hers and began moving it up toward my head, drawing the palm closely to my forehead.
She slowly pushed it closer and closer as she spoke. Her voice was soft but confident. She
stopped before my palm actually touched my forehead and brought my hand down. I felt no
different, yet somehow...
I began shaking my head, violently, as if trying to awaken from a deep sleep. “Wow. What was
that?”
“Felt something, did you?”
“Yeah!”
“Want to try again?”
“Sure!”
This time, my palm touched my forehead, and it was as though someone had flipped on a
fluorescent bulb in the back of my skull, or as though a flower bloomed in my mind. I do not
know if this was a natural part of the process, or if it was related to something she said.
“Fucking amazing...” I was in awe. It was real! It was fucking real! I could be fixed! I was
exultant. I had seen clips of hypnosis stage shows and seen them for what they were: bullshit. I
thought all hypnosis was probably bullshit by extension, but it was true! It was real! The
stories... the stories were possible.
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The infinite canvas of the human mind lay before me. I longed to paint a beautiful picture for
myself.
She explained the first trick in advance and then asked me to raise and lower my right arm if I
could. I obeyed.
She then made it impossible for me to move my right arm and asked me to perform the same
task if I could, but I couldn’t budge it. I could feel it; it was still there. I felt as though I should
be able to move it, it was just that the signal telling it to move got lost somewhere along the
way.
“Oh, that is so fucking cool!”
“Remember what I said, you need to be quiet and keep the comments to a minimum.”
“Okay, sorry. It’s just so amazing.”
“I know... I know...” Her voice was soothing.
She returned control of my arm to me.
She then asked me if I wanted to try another trick, and I readily agreed. She told me that this
time we were going to do something a little more involved, and it was supposed to be a
surprise, but it involved freezing my entire body except for my ability to breathe, blink, and
swallow. She promised that as a mind control fetishist, I was going to love it, which piqued my
interest even more
She told me to remove my shoes and socks, which I eagerly did, standing barefoot on the grassy
strip.
Delilah was going to become my new best friend if I had anything to say about it... I was going
to move heaven and Earth to make her happy in exchange for her making me a better person.
My mind boggled at the possibility... Losing weight, quitting smoking, being able to relate to
people better, all those things I couldn’t identify about myself but hated... The things I couldn’t
see about myself, only that the footsteps of my self-destructiveness trampled all over everything
good and happy in my life... Delilah could help me find them and rip them out of me.
I would become happy. I would become hard working and fastidious instead of procrastinating
and lazy. I would become the type of person people gravitated toward instead of merely
tolerated or disdained. I could stop being the brunt of the joke and begin to feel as though I
belonged, because I finally would belong; those horrible things about me that separated me
from other people would be forgotten, and good riddance.
I smiled; I wanted to cry with joy. If she wanted me, I would leave my girlfriend, all my lovers,
and she would be the last woman I would ever want, because together we could make it that
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way... The game would end, because the Need within me at last could be crushed once and for
all.
She told me that I needed to look at her, and that she was going to freeze everything but my
ability to blink, swallow, and breathe. Even my eyes would be locked on one spot.
I agreed again. I was in awe of this woman. I secretly said a prayer: I wanted her to enslave me.
I wanted to be hers. I wanted her to make my life a beautiful, surreal dream, just like in some of
the stories I’d read. A benevolent master, who will teach me her skills. She would help me, and
I in turn would help others. I felt lust and greed for this power.
{Take me,} I thought to myself. {I demand it. Take me and make me yours. Tear me to the
fucking ground and build a better person in my place!}
She told me what I could and could not do anymore.
She paused for a long moment, then sighed. “You have got to be the dumbest person I have
ever met.”
What if I say I’m not like the others?
What if I say I’m not just another one of your plays?
You’re the Pretender.
What if I say that I will never surrender?
-Foo Fighters, “The Pretender”
-Nada the Defeated
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Hack.World - Chapter 2 - Hack.Nada, Part 2:
Nada Stands Barefoot in the Holy of Holies
(Written on September 12th, 2009)

The Übermensch...Who has organized the chaos of his passions, given style to
his character, and become creative. Aware of life’s terrors, he affirms life
without resentment. - Friedriech Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra
Adrenaline blew through my system, and my heart banged in my chest. I tried to look away, to
move, to run, to anything. She was just fucking with me, right? This was a joke, it had to be,
right? Right?
She was just giving me a good scare... The evil mind controller...
Muahaha. Right?
Right!?
She took a step back, gesturing to where the African American woman had been standing when
she tried to tell me that Delilah was going to-Oh God!
--kill me.
How did one actually fail to miss someone begging me to run for my life, she asked me. How
was one completely cut off from his fellow man that he completely missed a tearful entreaty
that I was in mortal peril?
Jesus... She was just toying with me. In my mind, I began to scream for my mommy. No lie. I
know it’s cliché, but it was true. Mommy help me, mommy save me, mommy help me change
my pants because I’ve just soiled them.
Had I control of my bowels, I was sure I would have voided them in panic.
She went on. She had given me three chances to help myself, to save myself. She gave me the
omen of her black silhouette-It was planned! I knew it!
--the lack of any interest in talking to me, right down to not even troubling to shake my hand,
and the woman’s warning. Those things should have driven anyone away.
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Anyone but a sex addict.
“I hate sex addicts.”
But was I a sex addict? Yes, I had a number of lovers, but I didn’t seek out as many partners as
I could; usually I let women come to me, and if I took them as lovers, they stayed with me for
months or years. Didn’t a sex addict look for sex so frequently it was often anonymous? I mean,
I was going to leave. I had opened my mouth to terminate the encounter, but it was her
hypnotherapy that had kept me there. Hell, before she’d induced me, I didn’t think I was even
interested in her any longer!
Unfair! Unfair! I wanted to scream my outrage to her. “I’m not stupid! I don’t believe in
omens! I’m not a sex addict! Let me fucking go!”
My mouth remained closed. My eyes blinked. I inhaled and exhaled calmly. I swallowed.
Her face was angry and exasperated, as though I was forcing her to waste her time, as though
she couldn’t believe I had been dumb enough to ruin her plans to go home and watch videos
over pizza.
{I just wanted you to fix me,} I thought. {Why won’t you just fix me?}
A profound sort of sadness was baking off of Delilah like a fever. It was as though she didn’t
want to do this, but she was going to. I wanted to beg and plead; I could see something that
looked like almost like regret in her eyes, but I couldn’t do anything about it.
“I am God,” she said without irony, “and you are standing in the Holy of Holies.”
{Oh God... She’s crazy! She’s crazy and she’s going to kill me!}
At least the fact of my bare feet made sense now. The cool grass felt comfortable against my
arches, and while I couldn’t change the direction of my eyes, I could still see a line of cars
winding its way through a string of road construction pylons in the periphery of my vision.
Just a bunch of ordinary people going about their ordinary days, heading home on a Friday
night. They would eat dinner with their families and talk about their day. It made me wish I had
my own family to talk with; if I had, I never would have come here. Maybe some of them were
even looking in my direction, completely unaware that I was the victim of a crazy woman with
a God complex and all anyone had to do to save me was to pull into the parking lot and take a
tire iron to her fucking head. Ironic.
I wished I could scream for help. Inside my body, my mind was trying to throw myself around,
in hopes I’d be able to budge my frozen limbs and begin to undo what she had done to me.
Nothing worked. I was a marionette, and my strings had been cut.
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The Holy of Holies, she told me, was not a single place. It wasn’t a spot on the Temple Mount
in Jerusalem, for example, but it was very real. Paraphrasing: “I carry the Holy of Holies within
my heart. It comes with me wherever I go but only manifests when I remove the last of my
masks and show my true face.”
She explained to me that while inside the Holy of Holies, shadows must never touch her feet,
and while she spoke, I watched in my periphery as the long shadows from the nearby cars
crawled towards us. There was a golden glow all around her. I could feel a godlike
apprehension.
Whenever she had to work in person with someone directly like this, she brought them to the
Holy of Holies so that she could reveal herself, to expose herself, in a manner of speaking.
She told me that she was born Rosemary Sorano, and she was once an engineer who had a keen
interest in the human mind.
She was also the Übermensch, as “prophesized” by Friedrich Nietzsche through his character
Zarathustra.
Since she had been so keenly foretold, this God who would come from man, right down to
Zarathustra’s talk about wanting the entire world to “go under,” she was paying respects to
Friedreich Nietzsche by behaving precisely the way the Übermensch was described in the book,
so that Also Sprach Zarathustra (Thus Spoke Zarathustra) would become the true philosophy,
the only real, true Bible.
She quoted from the book the following passage:
The Übermensch...Who has organized the chaos of his passions, given style to
his character, and become creative. Aware of life’s terrors, he affirms life
without resentment.
The book itself, the original German, she said, spoke not of character as a character in a play,
but as in the person’s character. His character had style. She had deliberately chosen to
misinterpret this so that she would always keep herself hidden and live her life wearing masks.
And one day, while she still wore the mask of Rosemary Sorano, engineer, during her research
into the workings of the human mind, she came to an amazing discovery:
The human brain is a computer, and like a computer, it can be infected with psychological
computer “Viruses”. Violence is one such Virus, which explains why so many perpetrators of
violence, so many murderers, are victims of violence themselves, often in childhood. Trauma is
simply one symptom of the damage the Virus causes. Attempts to infect others through violent
acts is merely the Virus following its imperative to spread.
I listened, rapt.
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She saw the enormity of the problem, and the perfection of the world if the Virus could be
cured. She searched for a solution, turning to hypnosis, with its ability to erase memories as
though they were never there, but what she found was that once the person was infected, the
infection remained, even if the victim had been made to forget in their conscious mind.
The explanation was a simple one: the Virus, like anything else, was absorbed by the brain
indelibly by the Subconscious mind. It colored every action of the victim; it shaded every
thought. There was no way to remove it, ever, once it had infected a mind. Any damage was
permanent and cumulative.
But if one could remove the infection from the population, the remaining people would be
pacific, kind, and harmonious, knowing neither violence, nor war, nor hatred ever again.
The problem was that the infection had to be removed in its entirety, and all at the same time. In
order to carry out her plan, she created a neural “computer” Virus of her own, a hypnotic Virus,
which she began to spread early in the 1990s. Its goal was to allow her to program the entirety
of mankind to carry out instructions simultaneously.
She estimated that the Day of Totality (as I call it), when every person on earth would be at last
“infected”, would come sometime in 2016.
In the meantime, she already effectively controlled the governments of the world, the media,
and the militaries.
Eventually, when Totality happened, every perpetrator of violence on earth would die, horribly.
She had even created a persona to plan and carry out their ironic deaths through hypnosis. She
called this persona “The Killer”. The Killer, her judgment programmed by proxies based upon
her guidelines, would see to it that they would all die, because they deserved to.
Unfortunately, the problem was not that simple. An extremely high percentage of people who
perpetrated violence were once victims of it themselves, as she said, and therein lay the horrible
reality: In order to create her perfect world, she had to kill all the victims as well.
The victims, at least the ones who had not gone on to do anything wrong, would die easily,
painlessly, not at the hands of The Killer, but by writ of the Übermensch, like putting down a
sick animal.
She estimated that the dead would number in the billions to realize her dream, and she was very
much an ends-justify-the-means person. But she suffered for the crime she was to perpetrate
upon humanity and had made a decision.
The Killer would be set loose upon the population, killing the inflictors without mercy and with
perfect, cruel irony. In order to prevent her from taking solace in the fact that she was
murdering people who could be seen as deserving of vengeance, she would set traps to ensnare
otherwise innocent people to their violent, sticky ends as well.
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In the old days, she got her hands dirty, she said, killing people with every possible means she
could think of. Those days were long past, though, and The Killer now used hypnosis as her
weapon almost exclusively, often forcing people to destroy their own lives before killing them;
The Killer’s specialty was straight out of George Orwell’s Room 101: finding out what most
disgusted and horrified a person and finding a way to make it happen to them.
Wetwork, killings that required her direct, physical intervention, was now reserved for
especially disgusting, despicable people.
Violence and murder damaged the psyche, not unlike the way that J.K. Rowling described the
act of murder as “tearing” the soul apart. She was determined to make sure that anything her
victims had done, anything I had done, she had done a thousand times worse. No one would be
a more deserving of death when the Promised Day arrived than her. And perhaps most ironic of
all, while The Killer would appear to take glee in what she did, underneath the mask, The
Übermensch would commit her violence and murder and take no pleasure in it. She would
mourn every victim, and despise herself for every act of viciousness and unspeakable cruelty.
She was going to kill billions; she deserved nothing short of suffering for every moment of the
rest of her life until the Promised Day, when she at last could know the peace of death.
I was terrified, but heartbroken at her story. She carried the weight of the very world: Atlas
herself, crushed to death under the weight of us despicable, rotten humans. Prometheus
screaming in pain for bringing us not fire, but enlightenment.
And die she would, never seeing her perfect world, lest she corrupt it by her very presence.
On the Promised Day, the Day of Totality, everyone on earth would begin a very carefully
devised program, like the most complicated Rube Goldberg machine ever created, or the
world’s most complex array of dominoes. The Unworthy would die, beginning with her, and
everyone else would set about processing the dead, and building their new utopia. It would take
years. And on the Day of Awakening (again, my term), everyone would wake up, free of her
control, save for the memory that they had been freed from a world of violence. They would
know that all mankind had been delivered by a savior that they would worship for all time, a
person known only as “The Killer”. Rosemary’s very existence would be erased from the
world, as though she had never been there.
And every year, on the Day of Awakening, they would don white robes and walk by moonlight
to their parks or secluded places they had selected for the vigil. Like “Take Back the Night,”
they would walk without fear to these places, because the night no longer inspired fear in
anyone. There would be no muggers, no rapists or kidnappers to worry about. No murderers, no
bullies or even mischievous teenagers to throw eggs or rocks and ride away on their bicycles.
This would be a world that everyone wanted, that everyone loved. There would be safety, and
harmony, and joy. And their vigil would be one of passion and gratitude, to their savior, “The
Killer.”
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Note the similarities to the end of the manga Death Note.
It was breathtaking symmetry. But to attain Totality and then just throw it away, when so much
more could be done with it? When humanity itself could literally be redefined? It seemed so
wasteful. I didn’t know if I believed a word of it, but it made me want to weep. I wanted to
wrap my arms around her and say, “You don’t have to do this to yourself. You can find a
different way instead of hacking off part of humanity like a rotting limb. If you are the
Übermensch, you can surely find a different way. Stop this.” But of course, I could say nothing.
Worst of all, even if I did say something like that, she would merely believe it was a bid to save
my own ass, but it was more than that. I was scared out of my mind, yes, but to meet a woman
who could know that kind of suffering, that much apprehension... Well, it broke my fucking
heart.
She mentioned that incidentally, the name for The Killer did not come from the movie Shriek If
You Know What I Did Last Friday The 13th, but rather the reverse, the film was inspired by
The Killer, representing a trap. Any who watched the film and laughed at The Killer would die
horribly on the Day of Totality. The film was exactly the sort of thing The Killer did, creating
Easter eggs and hidden meanings within movies, songs, novels, video games, television shows,
and on and on, usually to create monuments to her victims. It sounded like madness... Nobody
could do all that, right? Insanity! Lies!
She told me that every so often, she picked a person to be her “Focal Point”. A Focal Point was
judged for their past, present, and future acts as she watched closely. Who they were and the
life they lived would strongly influence global events. A good man would bring peace and
prosperity; a wicked man would bring wreck and ruin.
This was what a God does, she told me, judge the world on the actions of a few.
And so she gave me a choice: If I felt I was wicked, Rosemary the Übermensch, Rosemary the
God, would make me forget this entire encounter and send me home, then mercifully kill me in
seven days. I would know that my death was coming, though, and could prepare for it. I would
see visions, and dream dreams, of a dark woman coming for me, and images of a circle, like an
eclipse.
A full eclipse, I would learn later, is called a Totality.
The circle of violence, the circle of the Virus, the circle of my life, now coming to an end. I
would know my death was coming and would not be able to ignore it, but I would not be afraid,
either. When the time came, I would die peacefully, as she said.
Note the similarities to the film Ringu and the American remake The Ring.
She told me that if I had ever seen the “Shriek” movie, I would do myself-- and everyone else-a favor by picking this option. It would save me, and the world, a lot of suffering and misery.
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If I felt I was not wicked, she would turn me over to The Killer for judgment. My darkest
secrets would be sifted. The Killer’s judgment that I was not wicked would bring... something...
I don’t remember what, but if I was found to be wicked, The Killer would punish me with
brutality and cruel irony, as is her job. She would learn the most disgusting act I could think of
and make sure I was exposed to it if I offended her, and she would find something in my
defense of myself, some statement I made about my personality, and if I violated that statement
later, she would punish not just me, but the entire world, and worse yet, she would make sure
that I knew that the world’s misery was my fault.
Then she would be sure to kill me in a manner I described as being the one I feared the most.
As the last Focal Point before the end of the old world, I would also have the dubious honor of
deciding through my actions what sort of shape the next world would take. I didn’t want these
responsibilities; I didn’t want to believe that any of this was true, and part of me wanted to just
dismiss it as delusion, but she spoke with such precision, she had such a presence, that I could
not do so easily. There was a weight to her words, as though her mind was so large and dense
that it generated its own gravity, pulling me in and forcing me to live within the reality she
espoused.
She felt somehow inevitable.
I considered: I was so terrified that I couldn’t even remember what my worst secret was, but I
was not a violent person. If she had said anything about sexual abuse, I would have
remembered what I had done as a boy and declared myself wicked, but I was frightened beyond
belief, and I had a plea, if she would hear it.
She unfroze my mouth and asked me my answer.
“Please, God... May I say something before I answer?” I decided that if she wanted to call
herself God, as long as she had my nuts in a vice, so would I.
She was magnanimous, almost kind. “Go ahead.”
“God, I was an atheist when I entered the Holy of Holies. Where a spiritual person would see
dark omens, I saw only coincidences. Still, I was ready to leave, twice, and the second time
would have definitely gone had I not remembered your hypnotherapy; had it not been for my
fetish, I would surely have left. I can’t say if I’m a sex addict, as I do have a number of lovers,
but I stayed for that reason, not because I wanted to sleep with you.”
I continued. “Next, I was so interested in hypnosis because I’ve always wanted to become a
better person. You could still do that; you could make me a better person. That’s my greatest
dream, to have the parts of myself that I hate taken away from me.”
I trailed off.
She spoke simply, with Godlike wisdom.
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Paraphrasing: “People who truly want to change, actually do change. They work at it. They
improve themselves. You want to be able to perfect yourself without feeling that you have to
sacrifice anything. You’re lazy. The world is filled with people like you, and that is part of the
problem. You don’t actually want it enough to do anything about it.”
I felt as though I’d been slapped: God helps those who help themselves. Hypnosis was my
fantasy, my magic bullet. Shinji, you just sit here, waiting for someone to come and hand you
happiness. What else could I say to that? My dream had been within my grasp, and now it
would forever be denied. My heart broke.
And perhaps if it hadn’t, perhaps if I had been less afraid, I would have done something other
than give her my pre-prepared answer. Perhaps I would have thought thusly:
1.
2.
3.
4.

She was creating a perfect world.
She had just declared me “part of the problem”.
“Problems” are probably going to die on the Day of Totality.
Therefore, I should let her kill me mercifully and save the world, and myself, a lot of
trouble.
5. Q.E.D.
Instead, I opened my stupid fucking mouth, and created a lot of problems for an awful lot of
people: “I don’t know what to answer. I don’t want to die, but I don’t know what your criteria is
for wickedness. I’ve never killed anyone, or maimed them. I had some playground fights when
I was a kid, but is that enough? I don’t know. I got punched in the face by my stepfather once
when I was 19 and needed seventeen stitches, but I haven’t raised a hand in anger since the
third grade. I’ve never seen your movie. I want to believe that I’m good enough to see your
perfect world. I want to see it so badly. Will you please help me make my choice?”
She spoke automatically, as though she had given this speech a hundred times before. She
explained that as I had not given an answer one way or the other, she would assume that my
plea was that I was not wicked, and turn me over to The Killer for judgment.
Then she told me one of the secrets about the Holy of Holies:
One may only know the Holy of Holies when one is standing in it. One must never remember
it, or anything that is said within it. She was taking liberties with all mankind, and, were I to be
found wanting, I would be given an opportunity to fight back on behalf of all those who would
die.
I would eventually be put on two kinds of medication: one would make me recover memories,
and the other would repress the recovery. At first I would be on a low dose of the latter (called
Effexor), too low to keep the former (Klonapin) from doing its job. My memories would be
scattered, disjointed, and in the near past. Then, the Effexor would be taken over 100mg, and
the memories would stop emerging. Then, I would be given an opportunity to die in order to
save mankind. If I failed to take it by exercising an “escape” to save my own ass, I would
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eventually have my Effexor dropped or discontinued, causing more and earlier memories to
come back. If I ever found myself in the Holy of Holies unbidden, she would kill all mankind
when the Day of Totality arrived. She was giving mankind a gift; all she asked was that we stay
out of her Holy of Holies and leave her her privacy.
If she could not have her perfect world, she had decided that mankind was too sick to be
allowed to live on, spread beyond our solar system, to infect the rest of the galaxy with our
vileness. And her perfect world would be tainted if even a single person knew the truth about
her, knew her apprehension. The Killer’s victims must fear and hate her for their suffering; no
one must have sympathy for Rosemary. No one must know Rosemary even existed.
Sympathy for a mass murderer was sickness. She would not allow it. If I remembered the Holy
of Holies, she would retaliate by exterminating all mankind.
My mind reeled. I had come here expecting to get laid, and now the future of the world, even
the extinction of all mankind, was now at my feet? What the fucking fuck was this shit? We
were going to play a game, it seemed, The Lady or the Tiger, with enlightenment behind one
door and obliteration behind the other.
She gave me a block of instruction: after she locked my memories of the events that had just
happened, I would, when triggered, I would put on my shoes and socks, then walk to my car,
unlock it, open the door, sit in the driver’s side seat, close the door, turn off the radio (if
necessary) and turn on the air conditioning to an acceptable level. When it was comfortably
cool in the car’s cockpit, I was to unlock the passenger door and await further instruction.
She spoke the necessary phrase, and it was as though my conscious mind turned off like a
switch. I moved automatically. Like a robot.
Her robot.
As Zarathustra might have declared with wonder and glee, I have “gone under”.
-Nada the Thrall
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Hack.World - Chapter 3 - Hack.Nada, Part 3:
Old Enough To Know Better
(Written on September 14th, 2009)
To predict the behavior of ordinary people in advance, you only have to assume
that they will always try to escape a disagreeable situation with the smallest
possible expenditure of intelligence. - Friedrich Nietzsche
Battle not with monsters, lest ye become a monster, and if you gaze into the
abyss, the abyss gazes also into you. - Friedrich Nietzsche

Part 2 - Nada Divided: The Gnostic Self
I staggered toward the car, almost tripping, but my consciousness was switched off. This must
have been what sleepwalking was like.
Minutes later, the Übermensch entered the car. There were words. The record skipped, and the
words were gone, as though they never happened. I wanted to wipe my eyes-- why did I feel so
good?-- and then...
More words again. I was terrified, as I listened without being able to move. Impossible!
Impossible!
The record skipped again. As before, everything was clouded and the words were gone. Then...
Why was this woman in my car? Who was she?
I sat next to her, thinking... what? Feeling... what? My memories are unclear. I wish I had more,
but after several memory blocks in such rapid succession, the memories to do not clarify.
She told me that I was to refer to her as The Killer, and she wanted to lay down some ground
rules before we began. She spoke calmly, almost like a doctor speaking to a patient. I was
terrified by now, but hung on her every word, especially the word “Killer.”
She told me I would be judged for my actions in the past and asked me how I thought I would
fare. I don’t remember my answer.
She explained that this would be the last time I saw her out of character and that she had a gift
for me.
My gift, she said, was a crash course in the human mind; it could save my life:
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The human mind, she told me, was like a computer. Everyone says that, but it is literally true.
The brain is precise and runs like clockwork, and it is ordinarily divided into three main
sections, the Unconscious, the Subconscious, and the Conscious.
The Unconscious functions as the brain’s storage device and command prompt. It does
anything and everything it’s told, but is unable to think for itself. The Conscious mind is the
mind we know, our thoughts and aspirations. And in between lies the Subconscious, able to
think for itself and able to access all of the information contained in the Unconscious
simultaneously. The Subconscious speaks constantly to the Conscious, gibbering and nagging
away all the time, but the Conscious mind can only hear it the way we hear dog whistles; we
hear the noise, but are not even aware we are hearing it.
Ever joke about your Subconscious trying to tell you something? Well, it was probably literally
true. Even if the Conscious mind is made to forget something, the Subconscious would be
aware of it, without fail.
Her promise to me was that whenever I was programmed, I would be conscious within my
mind, able to hear and react to everything she would make me do. By chanting commands to
my Subconscious, I would be able to “program” it (not unlike an alarm clock) to warn my
conscious mind to avoid danger. I would also remember some of the events I experienced this
day, including this conversation, and I would remember that she was The Killer. Not “Killer”,
not just any killer, but “The Killer.” And if I ever had the opportunity to speak to her and called
her anything else, that trend would end, my conscious mind would be switched off during
programming, and I would be unable to divert myself from danger or traps, with a couple of
notable exceptions. One of these would be my “punishment session”, when she would
announce all the horrible, custom-tailored things she intended for me to suffer.
She also told me that if I violated the virtue I’d proclaimed about myself in my coming defense,
or “The Hammer,” (probably a reference to The Hammer of Nietzschean philosophy) as she
called it, she would make me remember only the conversation yet to come, not this one. I
would not know her as The Killer, merely Delilah, and I would likely call her such, with
predictable consequences.
This was insane. I was caught in a hypnotic deathtrap and I just wanted to go home and hide
under my bed! There really were monsters in the world!
Again, my memory was wiped.
O-O-O
My eyes were closed, and a woman’s voice was speaking in my right ear. It was Delilah’s. She
laid down my “infrastructure,” giving me seemingly random pairings of words to do this, do
that, to make my mind “return” to the time she and I were in the car, as if I had just been there,
no matter when I had been triggered, and so on. When she finished, she brought me to a state
close to wakefulness and began speaking to me. It was like I was having a conversation with
my eyes closed, nothing more. I was placid and happy; there was a smile on my face.
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She explained that my state of mind was very much like a light sleep, and that while we were
talking, if I felt a sensation similar to waking up, I should use a particular word to warn her. She
asked if I understood and could do that. I acknowledged her. I was still smiling.
Delilah/The Killer reinforced my trust for her. I trusted her without reservation; I was even
willing to tell her my most horrible secrets to make her happy.
She told me that she wanted to play a game. The game was called “My Darkest Secret,” and she
asked if I was interested.
“Of course! You go first.”
She demurred. Newcomers to the game always had to go first, she explained. She said that the
first rule of the game was that the person playing must specifically think of the worst thing that
they have ever done that has harmed another person.
{Oh, that’s easy.}
I had two, I told her. She made me tell the first secret, my worst.
And so I poured the story of how I’d sexually experimented with a two year old girl when I was
ten years old. I was trying to bed Delilah, right? I was Charming, telling the tale not with
remorse and regret, but with distorted wit and false sagacity. When I got to the part-- very
traumatic for me at the time-- when I stuck my tongue inside the girl for a split second, she
gasped. With my eyes closed, and no visual cues to help me, I couldn’t tell if this was a gasp of
horror or a moan of pleasure. I asked her, “Is this actually turning you on?” when I was
finished.
No response.
I pressed on. “Your turn.”
A pause, then a voice of outrage in my ear. “I’m going to kill you!”
Inside my mind, I recoiled. She asked me for the other secret, but I said to her, “No, you said
you were going to kill me!”
“I didn’t say that.”
“Yes you did!” I was frightened.
We went back and forth for a while, until she gave up and wiped the entire memory of the game
and started over. When I told her that there were two secrets to tell, she again asked me for
both, and I began to tell the tale of the little girl. She said that she’d already heard it and
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synopsized the story. I couldn’t believe I would have told someone such an intimate secret and
just forgotten about it, but I had heard all the evidence I need. I began telling my second story.
The conversation went on for a long while, but I do not remember any of it.
In time, I found myself in a deep sleep. “Nada...” I heard off in the distance.
“Nada!” I continued my snooze.
A hand shook me violently. “NADA!”
I gasped and my eyes flew open. I could not breathe and was disoriented. My hands didn’t work
right. If you’ve ever woken up after accidentally inhaling a mouthful of saliva, you will know
how I felt. My heart banged in my chest.
I was in my car, in an unfamiliar place. The sun was down. I looked at the clock, and it was
later than it should have been. There was a woman sitting next to me. I had no idea who she
was, where I was, or how I had gotten here. My hands tingled and fumbled as I tried to move
them. Everything was sluggish.
“Oh my God, please help me! Call 911! I think I’ve had a seizure!” I was in a panic.
She was placating. “It’s alright, Nada. It’s okay. Just stay calm and I’ll explain everything if
you’ll just relax.”
“No, I’ve had a seizure! My hands don’t work right! I need an ambulance!” Where the hell was
my phone?
She told me that she’d explain and that everything would be alright if I just remained calm and
kept quiet. Her voice was soothing. She seemed familiar. “You’re Del... Del... Delilah. We were
supposed to go on... a date.”
“That’s right, but there’s not going to be a date now.”
“What? Why not?”
“I’ll explain, but I want you to put your seat back and get comfortable. Can you do that for
me?”
I did, putting it back to a relaxing recline without actually making myself lie down. She then
asked me to place my hands on my thighs in a way that I would be comfortable sitting still
while she spoke to me for ten minutes or more. Something in the back of my mind screamed,
“Trap! Run away!” but I couldn’t seem to make my hands do anything useful, and she was my
only help, so I did it. She finally wanted to know if I could see the dashboard clock, which was
visible in my field of vision. I told her I could.
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She paused for a moment, then said, “You’re in a lot of trouble.”
She spoke a trigger phrase, and I felt momentarily disoriented. She spoke to me, her voice no
longer soothing. “So what do you have to say for yourself? I mean, being a child molester and
all?”
And there it was, the two words I had feared since I was ten years old. The brand I carried in
my heart and loathed anyone else ever seeing.
I tried to flee the vehicle, but found that I couldn’t move anything but my eyes and mouth. For
at least the second time this day, my blood filled with adrenaline.
I remembered more now, remembered that I had come out to this place to meet with someone,
to meet with this woman sitting next to me. What was her name again? I remembered that she
was a hypnotherapist.
I wanted to ask her if she had hypnotized me, but even though I couldn’t remember our inperson meeting outside the car, I already knew the answer and knew that I was FUCKED with a
great big capital everything!
“Ohmygodohmygodohmygodohmy--” I was terrified, yes, but I needed time to figure out what
to say, how to get out of this! I was stalling for time while I sized up my situation.
“Nada. NADA!” Delilah yelled at me. “This is going to go a lot worse for you if you try my
patience!”
I shut up, whimpering. My moaning continued, but I slowly got my terror under control. I
begged her pardon, explaining in halting tones that I was terrified and need a moment to calm
myself. When I had my panic appropriately quashed, I asked if I could have a few minutes to
compose my thoughts and give her a proper answer. She answered in the affirmative and
warned me not to blame my crime on anyone else.
I took several minutes as The Pretender within me formulated an answer. When I had run out of
ideas, I began to speak. Please bear in mind that I am heavily paraphrasing here, as I don’t
remember my response verbatim, only the broad strokes.
“You have to understand that I was a very disturbed child. I was sexually abused by an older
boy when I was young, and other things happened to me. I’m not blaming it on others, you
understand, but I want you to realize that things happened to me, and I did bad things as well. I
was a really fucked up kid. I did it, and I never did anything like it again. It haunts me; I can’t
get away from it; it follows me like a nemesis, taunting me. And so I grew into a better person
as an adult. I don’t do such things, and I’m an upstanding individual now.”
I continued. “I don’t allow myself around children. I don’t think I’m a pedophile, but if I was
alone with a child and felt temptation, I would have to live with that knowledge for the rest of
my life, and that’s something I can’t bear to know. Furthermore, I’ve decided that I will almost
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certainly never have children of my own, for that reason, and because I can’t bear to damage
anyone the way I have been damaged. My father betrayed me; who’s to say I won’t do the same
to my own children? Better to abstain and die alone than to bring more misery into the world.”
“I see. And why do you think that a person who does such things deserves to live a long or
prosperous life?”
I considered for a long moment, formulating the answer I thought would most sway her. “I was
very young, but she was a lot younger. She can’t remember what happened to her, and while I
deserved to be caught and punished, I wasn’t. Should I have confessed my crime to her and her
family as an adult and begged forgiveness? That would only have brought shock, misery, and
trauma to her entire family, especially to the girl I touched. What could I do but live my life as
best I could? I don’t lie if I can help it. I’ve something of a policy of absolute truth I try to
follow, and I never hurt people intentionally. Never. I try to be the best person I can be.”
Her third question did not stand out in my mind, but it pertained to why I was out trolling for
pussy when I already had a girlfriend and more lovers than I knew what to do with already.
I considered my answer again. I wanted to tell her about my desire for Polyamory, and that my
girlfriend knew I was with others, but... I wasn’t using condoms with anyone, and my lovers
were unaware I was seeing anyone else besides my girlfriend. It’s not that I had lied to anyone,
but the topic just hadn’t come up. I wasn’t practicing Polyamory... I just...
It was time to finally admit what I was.
“I... I think I’m a sex addict.”
I considered this conversation objectively. I had thought I was fairly normal, but that girl I
touched... None of the psychologists I saw in my childhood ever knew anything about that,
because it was always carefully hidden from them. I was a really, profoundly fucked up person.
I needed a therapist. I needed help! I could still be a better person; it wasn’t too late, I just
needed to get through this, to survive this experience, and I might have a chance of really
finding a way to be happy. In a way, I felt relief that I had finally been caught.
The Killer paused for a long moment, then gave me a warning: She was going to speak, and if I
interrupted her, she would leave the vehicle without another word, and that would be
unfortunate for me; she was going to give me an opportunity to save myself, and she would
explain how in the next monologue
I think I held my breath.
I’m paraphrasing here, obviously: “While it is true that both you and she were young, you were
old enough to know that what you were doing was wrong, as evidenced by your desire to sneak
around and hide your crime. You could have chosen a different path, but you didn’t. Your
choices are your choices, and your actions are your actions. As you said, it is unlikely that she
remembered anything at the time, but the Subconscious mind never forgets anything. Ever. And
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when it comes to a traumatic event, it not only never forgets, it never stops thinking about it. As
her mind grew, that Subconscious would be well informed as to what you had done to her.
“That understanding, even if she never consciously remembered it, would taint and corrupt
everything about her: every thought, every action. Can you imagine what the knowledge of that
violation would do to her adult sex life alone? And now you’re going to know your
punishment:
“I’m going to kill you.”
I whimpered in terror, but said nothing.
“And just to save you the question of why I’m going to kill you over what surely in your mind
is such a petty crime: I’m going to kill you because now I have to kill her too, you stupid,
selfish fucking asshole!”
My mouth gaped in horror. If she was going to kill that poor little girl over what I did, then
surely I deserved a thousand times worse. I would not argue my case. My life was going to end,
and that was that. It was better this way. My suffering would finally come to a close, and the
wailing, weeping little boy inside of me could finally rest.
There would be rules, of course. We would meet again, and she would use that opportunity to
gather information about me. She would see how I treated her. That treatment would determine
the depth and length of my observation and punishment. Like today, I would have my memory
of those events deleted.
Then, we would “meet” again for the third time, for the first time. She would use no hypnosis
on me, but we would see which was stronger, my Subconscious mind’s desire to preserve me,
or the laws of attraction. We would witness something, share an experience, and that experience
would bind us together. We would have sex, and the sex would be good. Then, it was merely a
matter of seeing which was stronger. Would I call, or not?
If I avoided seeing her again for thirty days, she would let me go.
If I succumbed to her, I would be hers to toy with. She would control the ebb and flow of my
life and know every secret that I thought was hidden from her. The sex would be the best I’d
ever had or would ever have-- she’d make sure of that-- and I would have as much of it as I
wanted. Meanwhile I would find my other lovers drifting away from me. If I sought out sex
from new partners, I think that was supposed to prove once and for all whether I was a sex
addict and earn some horrible punishment for me and my lovers, although I cannot remember
any details on this.
She would also find the thing I loved most in all the world and destroy it.
And then she would make me watch her movie... Her “Shriek” movie. I disliked horror flicks
and had even less interest in spoofs of horror flicks, but she would make sure that on a certain
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day, we would sit down, and she would make me watch it until I laughed at it. If I made it all
the way through the film without laughing, she would ruin my life utterly, but leave me alive. If
I failed and laughed, she would kill me.
And then there was “The Hammer”. If I ever acknowledged to her that I had done something to
intentionally hurt someone, in contravention of what I had said to her earlier, I would earn an
exquisite penalty. She would ask me certain questions: What is the most disgusting thing that
could ever happen to me? What kind of era would I least like to live in? What is the worst, most
horrific death I could think of that could actually physically happen?
Era?
And she would make it happen. She would actually request my most disgusting thing early on,
but she would ask the question again because, while no one had ever changed their answer,
there was always the chance that someone might.
She told me that she was going to shortly exit the car, and at a random sounding time, let’s say
for the sake of our story that it’s 8:57PM, I would simultaneously forget this entire encounter
and be able to move again. In the meantime, she would allow me, frozen, to consider my
thoughts and the horror of those things yet to come.
There may have been more. I do not remember.
A long pause settled over us, and I opened my mouth to speak. “Please... I know that I’m only
going to be made to forget, but please, may I ask you some questions?” I had so many
questions! What was she? Did she do this for enjoyment, or was there another purpose?
Couldn’t she at least save the girl I hurt? And on and on and on…
A pause, and then an affirmative. This was the second time she had allowed me to speak; she
would, I have noted, never deny a request to speak, ask a question, or bargain. It is a joy, to
know that there is a note of fairness within The Killer. Furthermore, she had never, nor would
she ever, punish me for asking a question or making a statement. The few opportunities I had to
speak, I always took my shot, and she either agreed with me, or she didn’t.
Yes, I said agreed.
At any rate, I opened my mouth and hoarsely asked my first question: “Can’t you at least spare
the girl? This is my crime.” This wasn’t my first choice for an opening, but I reasoned that by
asking this question first, it might somehow curry favor with Delilah.
I do not remember the exact response, but it was in the negative.
Then: “Please, what are you?”
A pause. “I’m the woman that controls the world.”
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The hell you are. This world? With its wars and pollution and crime and misery? The fuck you
control it.
I laughed weakly at her obvious lie. “Nobody controls the world.”
Her voice was cold but not cruel. Matter of fact. “I’m not going to argue with you.”
And with that, I gave up. If she was going to give me such obvious lies as answers, there was
no point in asking any further questions; she was just fucking with me.
A silence settled between us. I wanted to beg her to stay with me until it was almost time. To
talk to me, to hold me. I didn’t dare make these requests.
And so she went. I looked out of the corner of my eyes to the left as her shitty Plymouth
Sundance pulled away, and then I was alone with my misery and my memories.
I thought to myself of my younger days and the deranged, fucked up little boy I was. I dreamed
of taking his throat in my hands and snapping his tender neck for doing this to me. How dare
he! I had an enviable career! I had a sex life that other people would kill for! I had friends! A
few of them, anyway... And I had my dreams! And now they were all going to be ruined, ended
because that fucked up piece of walking excrement had to host his own anatomy lesson.
How dare I...
I thought of the movie “The Big Kahuna,” based on a lovely play called “Hospitality Suite,”
(written by Roger Rueff) and specifically a scene featuring a fresh faced Peter Facinelli as Bob,
an R&D representative placed in a sales role, and Phil, the wizened and world-weary sales pro,
played by Danny DeVito. The subject was character, and the dialogue was as follows:
PHIL: We were talking before about character. You were asking me about
character, and we were speaking of faces, but the question is much deeper than
that. The question is: Do you have any character at all? And if you want my
honest opinion, Bob, you do not, for the simple reason that you don’t regret
anything yet.
BOB: Are you saying I won’t have any character unless I do something I regret?
PHIL: No, Bob... I’m saying you’ve already done plenty of things to regret. You
just don’t know what they are. It’s when you discover them -- when you see the
folly in something you’ve done, and you wish that you had it to do over, but you
know you can’t, because it’s too late. So you pick that thing up and carry it with
you to remind yourself that life goes on, the world will spin without you – you
really don’t matter in the end. Then you will attain character, because honesty
will reach out from inside and tattoo itself all across your face.
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I regretted what I had done from the moment I had done it. I just didn’t know how much I
regretted it until now, because I never thought that there would be consequences beyond my
self-loathing.
Perhaps most shocking of all was the realization that something I had done over twenty years
before, a crime long buried since my childhood, had somehow come spiraling out of the past to
destroy my life. I was stunned.
I began to cry in earnest. I said a prayer of apology to that poor, sweet girl, whose innocence,
whose very life I had taken. It was a prayer to no god, upon no altar, but it was a prayer
nonetheless.
In time, the sobbing subsided, as the promised time drew near. I wondered if there was a pen in
my pocket. If I chanted something while I was being made to forget it, perhaps I could carry it
over, at least long enough to get the pen out of my pocket and write a quick warning on my
hand: “Stay away from Delilah.”
That might just do the trick.
I began to repeat my warning over and over again in my head. {Stay away from Delilah. Stay
away from Delilah. Stay away from Delilah after the third time...}
It’s 8:56. My chant reached a fever pitch and I quaked with fear. Pocket. Pen. Hand. Stay away
from Delilah!
8:57
My hand flew to my pocket as the chanting continued. Stay away from Delilah! My hand
reached for my pen, which caught on the cloth inside my pocket. Stay away from Delilah!
Finally, the pen was out.
Stay away... what?
What the fuck was I doing here?
I looked around. I was not only in a Park & Ride, I was in a Park & Ride I had never been in. In
a part of town I had never been in. With tears running down my face, like I’d been crying for a
half an hour.
What the fuckity fuck?
And why was this pen in my hand and, oh great, look at that... Best Buy was closing in a few
minutes. It was probably even too late to make any companion calls this evening, too.
I made a dour face, and I was genuinely concerned that I had “lost time,” and it had been for
hours. Something had happened to me, something so traumatic that I blocked it out. Well, I’d
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had episodes where my parents had documented me blocking something out as well, so it
wouldn’t be the first time.
I hit a drive-thru on the way home, played some computer games, and tried in vain to get my
cat to pay attention to me before going to sleep.
As Phil might say, my face did not have character. For a time, my Gnostic Self understood how
fucked up I was and how even more fucked up my life was, but then the Veil was pulled down
again, and I continued on my merry way without knowledge or regret.
There was a hole in my mind, a gaping hole, filled with a construct of memory and code, of fate
and regret, and my life would never be the same again.
-Nada the Judged
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Hack.World - Chapter 4
The Pretender, The Paramour, and The Killer
(Written on September 25th, 2009)
What is done out of love always takes place beyond good and evil. - Friedrich
Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, Aphorism 153
I was on my sofa, and a new lover named Delilah straddled me as we kissed passionately. She
was dressed in a smart looking skirt-suit, her hair straightened and beautiful, her makeup
perfect. Had I any memory of our previous encounter, I would have been amazed at how well
she cleaned up.
She was cute, warm, sensuous, funny, and absolutely putty in my hands as I worked my every
charm upon her. I played with her ample breasts as I kissed the side of her throat. A growling
moan escaped her lips as she asked if we could retreat to the bedroom.
My thoughts, exactly. She was breathtakingly easy, but not in a bad way; I wanted to impress
this one, I wanted to make her mine. She was very intelligent, and a young director or vice
president at a major corporation in town. Every single fact about her filled me with desire, and I
wanted to know everything, but first, I needed to slake my lust.
Earlier in the evening, she had contacted me on Yahoo! Instant Messenger, this
Tarnished_Angel73, as her screen name described her. She told me about herself, her
professional life; I had a special thing for successful, professional woman, and had dated a
Harvard-educated doctor, a successful University of Michigan-educated corporate attorney (the
woman I was in fact dating at this point in my narrative), and others with various post-graduate
degrees and titles. The Pretender wasn’t educated beyond high school, but he could pose really
well, impressing all the smart girls with his wit and opinions.
And then she told me how into me she was, this man who could fill her with longing with his
words... Well, I may not have had much in the way of prep time, but if she was ready for wine
by candlelight in my home, she was clearly ready for more. The Pretender was never one to shy
away from low-hanging fruit, particularly not a piece so succulent and rare as this one.
I had set the perfect scene, just as I had done in this apartment dozens of times before, with
around twenty or so candles casting a beautiful, romantic light on the high cathedral ceilings.
The kitchen had an open ceiling as well, so years before I had placed nearly ten candles atop the
walls. The effect was breathtaking, and only a single woman that has ever seen it has walked
away with her honor intact.
The wine was a common white zinfandel, probably. I am not a wine aficionado or anything like
that, the wine merely existed as a prop; it gave us something to do while we talked; it loosened
her up and allowed me to feel just enough confidence to let The Pretender blossom to his fullest
flower. I do not remember who made the first move, but it was glorious; she was an expert
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kisser, as am I, and I found that once I had started, I just couldn’t stop. Normally, I like to
spatter conversation through my petting sessions, if for no other reason than it made it appear
that the final destination was a place to which I wanted to saunter, not rush and race.
It made me seem more sophisticated, less like your typical horndog just itching for one thing.
And truth be told, I was not that type; in my life, most of my friends have been women, and
often lovers as well. I am more than that. I am not That Guy. But this night, I could not help
myself; you see, she was not just putty in my hands, I was also putty in hers.
The Pretender, impossibly, was beginning to feel real feelings for someone he had just met.
And so, he used everything he had, every trick. The right words whispered into her ear, a
stroking caress up the her spine at just the right moment, and making love-- not fucking, but
actually making love-- was her idea. Everything I was trying to make her feel, she was
successful in making me feel. I shuddered and trembled at my vulnerability.
She was warm and nurturing, and made me feel safe. As we played upon my bed, I could
already feel myself beginning to love her. Real love, not what normally passed for love in my
heart.
And this night was all about me: as one article of my clothing after another was shed, she opted
to keep most of hers on. Her sopping panties came off, and before I knew it she was guiding me
lovingly inside of her. Then she stopped.
“Oh, Nada... It’s just going to be you and me, right?”
Well.
I had a girlfriend she didn’t know about. I had lovers she knew nothing of. While my girlfriend
knew I was seeing other people, the lovers knew only that I was not exclusive. Nobody had
even asked about STD protection, they just spread their legs and begged The Pretender to make
all their dreams come true.
This was a question without precedent, given my circumstances.
And you know what? My first impulse was to make that promise, and make it real. To call the
girlfriend the next day and break things off, to call all my lovers and explain-{YOU’LL FUCK IT UP! AND THEN YOU’LL BE ALONE!}
--that while I enjoyed the time we had together, I had met someone who insisted on monogamy,
and-{YOU’LL FUCK IT UP! AND THEN YOU’LL BE ALONE!}
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I really, really wanted things to work out, so I was going to have to end it. And then I’d offer
her-{YOU’LL FUCK IT UP, LIKE YOU FUCK UP EVERYTHING SPECIAL AND GOOD!}
--everything she asked for, because she was special and good, and I was mesmerized by her.
But the fact was, that I fucked up everything special and good in my life. There were women in
my life that had inspired me to change, but confident people could quickly see through my
facade, could feel my neuroses. I saw the progression clearly: she would be gone in a few
weeks, maybe a couple of months, and then I would be completely alone, without a lover in the
world.
And so I made a decision: I would give Delilah a few weeks and see how things went. If they
went well, I would break up with everyone else and give her what she wanted. I wasn’t
prepared to do that for someone that could change her mind in the morning and decide that our
encounter was better off as a one night stand.
“Of course,” I lied.
My thighs brushed her stockings as she guided me inside of her. But I wanted to play with her
massive, enticing breasts! I wanted to see her naked. I especially wanted to feel her mouth upon
my cock. “Not tonight,” she told me. “Tonight is special.”
The sex was mediocre. We just weren’t a good fit inside, and that was fine; there were ways
around that. She asked me if it was good for me, and I lied and told her that it was. She stopped
me and told me that there were things she could do, things she could change, if the sex wasn’t
great. She asked me the question again, and asked for the truth.
“Well, it’s not so good. In my bottom quarter, if you want the honest truth.”
She was unconcerned and had me pull out of her. Her pelvis shifted as she adjusted her kegel
muscles. “Try again.”
I did, giving her a single stroke in and out. It was a little better, and I told her so. We did this a
few more times before I shuddered and gasped. “Oh, God!” Her hidden verbal hypnotic trigger
(disguised as a normal pattern of words in an otherwise innocuous sentence) had made my
enjoyment of the sex jump a hundredfold, it seemed. Nothing else had changed.
The sensation was breathtaking, unlike anything I’d ever felt before. She asked if we could try
it this way for a while, and I readily agreed, sliding in and out of her with lust and greed; she
met each stroke eagerly and with love. In barely a minute I was begging her to stop because I
couldn’t last any longer. She reminded me that tonight was all about my pleasure and told me to
just let go, to come inside of her.
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I was at first alarmed. If The Pretender couldn’t show her what he could do, how could he trap
her in his clutches? I wanted her to stay! I wanted her to stay forever, and I couldn’t do that if
she wouldn’t---I could have all the time in the world to fill her with pleasure, she told me. My whole life, if I
wanted it.
That did it. It pushed me over the edge and I cried out her name as I filled her with my seed,
exactly as I was programmed to. The orgasm was by far the best I’d ever had, and I was not shy
in telling her so. I collapsed next to her.
She wanted to cradle my head in her arms, against her breasts. Being something of a sucker for
breasts, and having felt a bit slighted when it came to getting my hands on these DDD beauties,
I readily agreed. She rocked me and told me to just allow myself to drift off to sleep if I was so
inclined. She then began to sing a soft lullaby.
There was no doubt, now. I was in love with this woman; I just couldn’t help myself.
Her lips were not far from my right ear. She triggered me, and at her behest, a series of names
and telephone numbers spilled from my lips. I do not remember anything else. As instructed, I
awakened feeling refreshed and happy.
Then she told me she was leaving, which caused me great distress. I wanted to go again. I
wanted her to sleep next to me. I wanted to awaken in her arms and make love just before
dawn.
Impossible, she told me. She had an early meeting for which she was not yet prepared. Well,
I’ve certainly been in that position before, so I bade her goodnight, clad as I was in just my
shorts and a t-shirt, and spent the rest of the night playing video games. I couldn’t wait to see
her again; I felt blessed for having met her, like something in my life was really going right,
instead of just okay.
O-O-O
The next week crawled by, and I called Delilah several times in futile attempts to see her. She
told me to be patient, that her schedule was simply full, and we’d see one another soon enough.
As a barely adequate way of slaking my need to see her again, I saw a few of my lovers, and
while the sex was good, it wasn’t Delilah good. I was in their arms, but I wished I was in hers.
Finally, Delilah called me. She was in the neighborhood and said we needed to talk. She
refused to do it over the phone.
{Here we go,} I thought. Pregnancy? Have I contracted herpes from one of the other girls
somehow and passed it on to her? I braced for impact as the doorbell rang.
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I opened the door and asked her what was going on, but she wouldn’t discuss it without coming
inside. Reluctantly, I invited the stony faced woman inside and got ready for some sort of
verbal onslaught. We went upstairs to my second floor apartment, where I offered her a drink
and asked her to sit. She declined both and opted to stand by my dining room table with her
coat on.
Without preamble, she angrily confronted me about my promiscuity, reminding me that I had
promised her that it would just be the two of us. I balked, but she had dates and names of the
women I’d been with in the past week. I was stunned. “You’re... You’re stalking me?!”
She pressed on, undeterred. For the first time in years (that I could remember), I felt genuine
fear stab at my heart. It grew worse as Delilah began rattling off the names of women I saw
regularly or semi-regularly, but had not seen or even spoken to since she and I were together.
My blood went cold, and I felt a fight-or-flight response building inside of me.
{Who are you? What are you?}
Was I under surveillance by a private investigator? What the fuck was going on?
{Gun in her handbag.}
I grew weak in the knees. Here I was, 6’2” tall and built like a linebacker, feeling terrified of a
woman a foot shorter than me. In my own home!
{Is she some kind of Mafia Princess? Who are you?}
I sighed, beaten. I offered to give in, to have her sit with me on the couch while I would lay out
for her what I was now forced to admit to myself was a sexual addiction. I was Caught. I was
Beaten.
{Is she a cop’s daughter? Who the fuck are you?!}
She declined. Instead, she told me of her conversations with my various lovers and my
girlfriend that day as she aired my dirty laundry. And they were all furious with me for failing
to use condoms with anyone I was sleeping with.
“What!?” I roared at her. I had been ready to lay it all out, to try and explain my weakness and
my Need, but this wasn’t the act of someone who wanted answers, it was the act of someone
who was out for blood. My fear had reached the point of panic, and I realized that I didn’t owe
her anything after what she had just done to me; she had stolen my ability to deal with what was
a situation that called for a twelve-step program and therapy, and turned it into a witch hunt.
She was making me feel threatened, and I wanted her gone.
My head was full of angry, swarming bees; much more pressure, and my inner monologue
would jump into the ultrasonic range and cause me to blank out. I gripped the table, trying to
keep myself stable and conscious.
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{Get rid of her. Get rid of her. Man-hating feminist with an axe to grind about infidelity? Am I
on some twisted reality TV show? WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU?}
She had even confronted me about lovers I hadn’t even seen since before I met her... This was
some kind of a vendetta, and impossibly, it had begun before Delilah and I had met. I had
obviously been set up.
Something horrible was going on. Something evil. I needed to understand what was happening
to me.
{WHO ARE YOU!?}
She spoke articulately, and with a disturbing, absolute confidence: her words made it clear that
I would be on the losing end of any kind of intellectual match. In fact, she obviously knew
she’d had me checkmated before she even rang my doorbell, before she even picked up the
phone. I had been willing to sit with her and talk it over, to talk it out with this woman that I
had impossibly fallen in love with, with whom she had made me fall in love. She didn’t want
answers though, despite her repeated questions. She had deftly destroyed my life, and I would
not give her the satisfaction of watching me cry and bow and scrape.
I entered survival mode; I would do whatever it took to get her out of my house as fast as
possible, then assess the scope of the damage to my life. In all likelihood I would be devoid of
lovers and friends, but perhaps that was a good thing. I would find professional help for my
addiction and learn new ways to deal with my Need, with the gaping black sex void in my life.
And from there, I would walk away from everything I had been except for my career, and build
a new life around an ethical framework, dealing with people, especially women, in an honest
way. I actually felt good about it, somehow. Perhaps this would be a good thing for me. Maybe
the best thing.
But I had to deal with the woman in my apartment, first.
That was alright, though. Her opening volley had been a vicious declaration of war upon my
life. It occurred to me that even though it was an argument I could not hope to win, it was a
conversation I did not even need to have.
She came to the end of her rant and demanded to know what I had to say for myself.
“I have nothing to say to you.”
I seem to recall that her eyes widened a bit. “You’d better answer that question. You have no
idea who you’re fucking with.”
My mind focused upon that as adrenaline blew through me. Yes... Who exactly was I fucking
with? Let’s start there. Something was very wrong, and the curious little boy inside of me
needed to understand why she wasn’t playing like the other children at my pre-school.
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“Okay, impress me. Who am I fucking with?”
{Who are you?}
She ignored me and began another volley in her verbal assault. I rolled my eyes. I couldn’t
believe that she was just resorting to the old clichéd, empty threat. When she finished, I
renewed my question. I’d seized upon it, and I wouldn’t stop until she was gone or until she
answered. “So who are you?”
She ignored me and attacked again. My response: “So who are you?”
Delilah wanted to know if I was going to ignore her. “Yeah. Who are you?”
Her blistering attacks continued for a while, my responses alternating between, “So who are
you?” and “Yeah, who are you?” as I attempted to pin down who she was, this woman who had
raped my life. I really just wanted her gone, but my curiosity, as always, got the best of me.
My mother had always told me it was going to get me in trouble one day.
Something was very wrong here. If she was a stalker, I needed some kind of indication as to
whether or not I was in danger. Delilah again asked me if I was going to go on ignoring her,
and I told her that it was asinine to go on asking me questions and berating me while ignoring
my own questions. I said that at this point she had two options: she could leave, or she could
tell me who she supposedly was, and then leave. Either way, I had no intentions of answering
her questions, because I felt threatened in my own home, and I didn’t appreciate it. If she
refused to do either, my next move would be to pick up the phone to call the police, and report
her for trespassing.
“It’s not a threat,” she said.
“Then thrill me, Del. Who are you that I’m supposed to tremble in fear at your invocation?”
A pause. “If I answer that question, I guarantee you’ll be sorry.”
A stab of fear again, the worst one yet, but at least we were getting somewhere. In for a penny,
in for a pound. “I’m sure I will. Who are you, besides a woman that’s painted herself into a
corner?”
Her face was still for a long beat, as though she was considering something.
“God,” answered The Killer.
My face slackened as I began to laugh. I had intended to say, “After all that, that’s your
answer? Get the fuck out before I call the police.”
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I say intended, because the first chuckle had barely begun before she wiped the smile off my
face with a trigger phrase. “Close your fucking eyes!”
I do. Inside my mind, I was bewildered and screaming...
I was bewildered for only a moment, however, because she quickly spoke another trigger
phrase, and the memories of our prior encounter, up to and including The Killer’s introduction,
flooded into my mind. I howled and shrieked inside, knowing I’d fucked up.
Badly. Oh, so very, very badly.
What had I done? I wanted to repent. I wanted to explain.
Her voice was in my right ear.
Well, she told me, I’d really gone and fucked myself for all day. Her promise had been that if,
after the next meeting, I stayed away for thirty days, she’d let me go scot free. That promise
was rescinded. Now, even if I stayed away, she would leave me a message (that I would be
compelled to listen to) which had a hidden hypnotic trigger to call her. Once she had me on the
phone, she’d use another trigger to get me to see her. And then I’d be hers.
Fucked. Fucked fucked fucked.
And she was going to ruin me utterly before she killed me. Her old record for toying with a
victim before killing him was eight years, but she was going to take thirteen with me.
My God... The Killer. The Killer! In my mind, I screamed and screamed, even screaming for
my mommy, but mommy was nowhere to be found. The shrieks and howls rose and fell in my
mind as she spoke. I wanted to beg, to plead, to have a do-over, to have a conversation with The
Killer with understanding and knowledge of what had happened previously, to explain what I
had learned about myself.
Didn’t she understand that she had shown me how fucked up I was? That every time she made
me forget, that I lost sight of my dysfunction, and thus, my desire and need for therapy? Didn’t
she see that I could be a better person than this? That I wanted to be a better person than this?
I had been divided into two selves: The Veiled, and The Gnostic. The Veiled Self walked
through life, blindly stumbling into The Killer’s traps, while the Gnostic Self screamed and
wept and suffered. Most of all, The Gnostic Self longed to be able to speak to her, to tell her the
story of what he had learned, and how he felt changed by it. If only he could be allowed to
remember beyond these flashes or even be allowed to speak! If only the Gnostic could push
back the Veil…
I had to talk to her!
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But instead, I listened to her story, how we would become closer and closer, how we would
become lovers, and how my other lovers would drift away, how...
The truth is, I wish I remembered what was discussed here, because a lot of broad strokes were
revealed, but in this spot the memories are gauzy and thin, as though looking at a partially
assembled puzzle. I see the outline of an object, but the shape is not really recognizable. In
rough terms, she would make me rich and enhance my career, only to dash me to the ground
and destroy me financially as my true punishment began, like a seagull picking up a clam,
flying to a great height, and dashing it upon the rocks below.
I do remember that when she was finished she triggered me into a more “utilitarian” state of
mind and ordered me to follow her to the foot of the stairs, where I was to lock the deadbolt
behind her, and then go back upstairs. I was to take my phone and delete any references to her
from my cell’s address book and call logs, then delete any reference to Tarnished_Angel73
from my computer. At that time, I would forget I had ever met her.
Compliance was mandatory. The Gnostic slept as the Veil fell once more.
I’m the voice inside your head you refuse to hear
I’m the face that you have to face mirrored in your stare
I’m what’s left, I’m what’s right
I’m the enemy
I’m the hand that’ll take you down
Bring you to your knees
So who are you? Yeah who are you?
Yeah who are you? Yeah who are you?
-Foo Fighters “The Pretender”
-Nada the Pretender
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Hack.World - Chapter 5
The Man in the Pretty Pink Panties
(Written on September 25th, 2009)
A thinker sees his own actions as experiments and questions - as attempts to find
out something. Success and failure are for him answers above all. - Friedrich
Nietzsche, The Gay Science, section 41
The advantage of a bad memory is that one enjoys several times the same good
things for the first time. - Friedrich Nietzsche
An uneventful month passed as Delilah grew her bangs out and got into character for the role
she would play for the foreseeable future. She loves characters, you see. She loves drama. If
you want to see how much, go and watch the movie Hard Candy. It’s one of the films she
inspired as a monument to one of her victims, about the old days when she still got her hands
dirty killing evil doers like murderers and pedophiles. It’s full of her mind-fuckery. You’ll
enjoy it, if you can keep the gooseflesh off of your arms.
It’s a story about how she dealt with a pedophile, and while I don’t know how closely the
movie mirrors actual events, the tale is essentially a true story, with a couple of notable
differences. In the film, one is left wondering if the female lead (Haley, played by Ellen Page)
knew the answer to every question before she asked it. In real life, Delilah did know, having
had access to her victim’s mind well before the drama she staged. In the film, Haley is
supposed to be fourteen years old, but in the real drama, the pedophile was only programmed to
believe that she was underage. And finally, in the film, Haley loses control of her scenario
several times as her victim attempts to escape. In reality, Delilah never lost control of anything.
And then there are two eerie bits in the film: first, an ominous toast, “carpe omnious” (seize
everything, or “take it all”, as it is described in the movie), and the part in which Haley orders
Jeff (played by Patrick Wilson) to get down on his knees and worship her, which he does.
Today, I wonder how many of her movies I have seen without realizing it. How many of her
songs I’ve hummed under my breath without ever knowing. How much irony has just sailed
over my head?
But it was summer, 2003, and for the time being, at least, my life was good. Sunday nights
brought friends to my home to watch shows like Carnivale. Bowls of potato chips and pretzels
adorned my coffee table. My living room was full of laughter and good conversation; I finally
felt that for the first time in nearly ten years that my life was becoming rich with the presence of
friends, of people. My loneliness was beginning to ease.
And best of all, I was making thousands of dollars every month while I worked part time. I was
financially secure enough in my IT freelancing to buy a $4,000 laptop from Alienware. Things
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seemed to be getting better by the moment. I began to feel happy, an emotion I never trusted,
because it always seemed to precede disaster.
And on a particular Wednesday during this particular summer, I received an instant message
from a woman who called herself Delilah, from an account called Tarnished_Angel73.
It was our third meeting. The last time we would meet for the “first” time.
On this particular Wednesday, I was sitting in the apartment of an ex-girlfriend named Shelly,
who lived in Washington Heights. Shelly was an active member of an online fan-group for
devotees of a TV series called Mystery Science Theater 3000, or MST3K. For those that have
not seen it, each episode of the show picks a bad movie, and subjects its three main characters
to it while said characters sit in movie seats at the bottom of the screen and crack jokes through
the entire film. It’s a lot of fun to watch, but this group had done it one better.
On Wednesday and Sunday nights, members of the group congregated in a chat room, viewed a
movie/episode that all present members had on tape or disc simultaneously, making their own
jokes about the film as their watched. I loved this, and had done it a few times before, proving
to the group that I was a witty, funny guy. It made me feel good to earn the respect of others
based on my ability to make them laugh. Shelly and I had gotten together when we could, she
with an old laptop I had stolen from my former employer, and me with a similarly acquired
laptop, and made magic as we laughed and laughed the evening away.
So picture the scene, if you will. Shelly was close to the television, reclining in her loveseat,
and I reclined on her sofa, my laptop rested on my thighs as we prepared for the first episode to
begin. Delilah contacted me.
We made small talk, chatting amiably. I had no idea how she had gotten my screen name, but
the distraction was fine as we waited for Mitchell to start. Delilah moved quickly, wanting to
get together and hang out, because she was home alone on this night and thus bored and lonely.
She lived close to me, and I decided that what the hell, a new hanging buddy could be fun,
especially when the conversation turned to sex: she boldly mentioned that her tongue was
pierced, and I was all at once intrigued and determined. I told her that as soon as my MST3K
fun was over, I’d swing by, assuming it wasn’t too late.
And late it was. After watching Mitchell, the group opted to watch my pick, my favorite
episode of MST3K of all time, the ridiculous and fun The Pumaman, about a buffoon of a super
hero who tries to stop a man from using an alien device to take over the world using his
newfound mind control powers.
Today, the irony of that is delicious. For this night, I was oblivious as I bade Shelly a good
night and headed for the apartment building Delilah lived in. It was now around 1:00 AM, but
she was still up for company.
Delilah lived with a roommate named Rhonda, and Rhonda’s children, whom she sometimes
babysat. Delilah was unemployed and down on her luck and was really in need of a friend at
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that moment. I could do the “a friend in need” bit, but I was wary, because I had a rather selfdestructive codependent streak. Still, I felt compelled as I drove from Washington Heights, past
my own apartment complex, and the short distance to Rhonda’s building.
Lonely and alone for the night. Hell, that was practically my battle cry. Need hoped she was
cute; I hadn’t been laid all day, after all.
She lived in a two-story 8-unit building that, while not in a bad part of town, was not a place I
would want to live. A short, heavyset woman with these ridiculous looking bangs and curly
brown hair exited the building. While I liked bigger girls, this one was just a little too big for
her height to satisfy my tastes.
She had an extraordinarily amble bustline, however, and this piqued my interest.
My Subconscious, however, had other ideas. {It’s HER! RUN!} it screamed, and my foot
stomped on the accelerator for a moment before I could get my leg under control. The car
lurched forward and then stopped and backed up. Delilah got in and laughed.
“Took one look and wanted to run away?” she asked ironically.
“Leg spasm. I don’t know what happened.” And I didn’t. It was weird, like I was in mortal peril
or something.
“Well, it’s not like it wouldn’t be the first time,” she told me.
“Not with me. I’m not That Guy.”
We got to know each other better as I drove around; it was Delilah’s request that we spend
some time just cruising around Milwaukee, particularly down by the airport to watch the planes
take off and land. That was fine by me. In my early 20s, I did that sort of thing all the time. I
lived for it, sometimes doing it all night, driving a hundred miles or more in a car full of friends
as we listened to music and laughed and talked about anything we could think of. I was reliving
those lost days, and it was like nectar to me.
Delilah, who looked very much like Roseanne Barr in the early days of her television show,
wasn’t bad looking, but her look and her clothing were a bit unsophisticated for my taste. Still, I
enjoyed the conversation as we drove, but there was a weird dichotomy: I was intimidated by
her somehow.
I told her I felt afraid of her for some strange reason but didn’t know why. And it was really,
really odd, because in a situation like this, I should be bold and fearless. I should be
dominating. I don’t let girls who survive off the kindness of their friends intimidate me. I’m
never intimidated!
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Delilah told me she wanted to stop for a soda, but she liked to go to a sleepy little independent
convenience store on the south side of the runways that was all by itself in the middle of
nowhere. I’m all about helping the underdog, so I agreed, and she began giving me directions.
At precisely 4:00 AM, we pulled into the store’s parking lot. It appeared to be empty, with only
one car in the parking lot.
She told me that she was going to go look at the magazines, and asked me to please get her a
Mountain Dew. It was plainly evident that there was only one other customer in the store, a kid
with a buzz cut and a white shirt, and he was leaning with one shoulder up against the
refrigerated coolers. I walked up, and sure enough, I found that he was leaning against the
refrigerator with the Mountain Dews.
I sized him up, since he had made no move to get out of my way. In fact, he seemed to be in
some kind of trance. He was wearing a white button down oxford shirt, a pair of sneakers, and
nothing from the waist down except for-- yes, I do a double take to be sure-- a pair of pastel
pink women’s’ panties. If I recall correctly, they even had a little frill.
I blinked a couple of times and then cleared my throat. The young man didn’t seem to notice
me.
“Uh...” I gave a long pause. How interesting this was! “Excuse me...”
He didn’t acknowledge me directly, but he straightened up and began slowly shuffling down
the aisle as I grabbed the sodas. I needed to tell Delilah.
I made my way to the magazines. “Del, look at this guy. He’s wearing women’s panties and
acting like he’s on drugs or something!” We watched as he made what appeared to be the
beginning of a slow tour of the entire store. He’d reach the end of an aisle, make a quarter turn
clockwise, walk to the mouth of the next aisle, quarter turn clockwise, walk!
We moved to a different location to get out of his way. It’s was creepy! Del had seen enough
and retreated to the car while I watched on, observing as this guy literally made a full circuit of
the store before finally shambling back to the spot where he had been standing, then to the end
of the aisle. After that, the young man in the pretty pink panties exited the store, his face
expressionless.
I picked up a few extra items and took them to the counter. I even bought a pack of Marlboros
for Delilah, who was smoking Basics, the generic brand. The clerk and I shared a laugh about
the experience, and he said, “You wanna know the weirdest thing about that of all? I think I
fuckin’ know that guy!”
Inside the car, Delilah and I laugh and joke about the human robot in the store. “That’s one for
the memoirs,” I told her. It was a bonding moment.
Exactly as it was supposed to be.
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After our encounter with Panty Man, Delilah was suddenly spent. She invited me back to her
place to talk and smoke, since I didn’t allow smoking in my car. While something inside of me
wanted to run away screaming, Need was too strong. I was already sporting an erection as we
enter Rhonda’s apartment.
The apartment was largely empty because they were in the process of moving to a duplex on 9th
Street; there was a computer desk, and a sectional couch facing a wall. The door to Delilah’s
room stood open near the front door: I saw a bare mattress on the floor, with a milk crate next
to it, and atop the milk crate was a 13” TV/VCR combo. Trash and various detritus littered the
floor. I lost my erection; there was no way I was fucking in that room. Need was disappointed
and pissed.
We retired to the living room completely emptied except for the sofa, which as I said had been
turned to face the wall. Explaining that I was tired and wanted to lie back, I laid my bare legs (I
was wearing denim shorts) across Delilah’s knees. Delilah, for her part, began stroking my legs,
her hands moving slowly higher and higher while we spoke. Inside me, Need smiled savagely,
knowing that he would be satisfied after all.
Delilah’s hand moved farther and father up my legs, brushing my inner thighs deliciously as we
talked of mundane things. The hands invaded the crevice between my thighs and the fabric
once, twice, three times before her fingers brushed the edge of my underwear. Then, after a few
more strokes, she ran her hand over the front of my underwear, my erect cock within. I may not
have been into it before, but this woman was a master, and we both knew it. Her fingers
encircled me briefly, and our conversation ended in mid-sentence as she wordlessly undid my
shorts and slid them off.
After teasing my covered erection with her hands for a while, she pulled down my underwear
and proved without a doubt that her mouth was easily twice as adept as her hands.
Her head bobbed and her tongue fluttered. She trembled and sighed as she had one orgasm after
another, while she serviced me. My eyes rolled back and closed. God, she was so fucking good!
I was getting close, but if her head was this good, I just had to see how she rode. I asked her if
we could have sex, and she told me that her pussy had long been ready for me.
She stripped from the waist down, and then my Subconscious, which had been screaming
“Danger!” at me all morning, caused me to do an unusual, even unheard of thing: I asked her if
she had any condoms.
I was at once allured and repelled by her; my lust rose to a fever pitch. I didn’t know how well
this was going to work-- Trojan ultra sensitive condoms made me go positively limp, like I’m
trying to fuck someone through a brick wall-- but I put on the generic purple wrap and slid
effortlessly inside of her as we laid on the carpet between the sectional sofa and the wall.
It was growing light outside. That just made the scene that much more seedy, and I knew that
this was all at once everything that I despised about myself. Still, Need reveled in the exquisite
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sensation as her pussy gripped me. Despite the condom, it was so tight and sweet that I found
myself nearing orgasm with unbelievable quickness. I begged her to stop-- I wanted this to last- but she bucked and heaved as I lay still, and before I knew it, I was coming. Not with a roar or
a scream, but with the shudder of a failed climax. I had tried to hold back, and this was my
reward. I was filled with remorse and self-loathing. I felt humiliation and apologized to her for
coming so quickly.
I wanted to leave, to never see her again, but she seemed like a nice girl, she’d done me a favor,
and I didn’t want to be That Guy, either. Had she been anyone else, she would have been
packing a bag to spend the next week at my apartment so we could spend time really getting to
know one another (and one anothers’ bodies) better.
But she was not Anyone Else. I gave her twenty dollars so that she didn’t have to worry about
food for a few days. We traded numbers; I was tempted to give her a fake, but didn’t. I tossed
her number out the window of my car as I drove home. I marked the date in my mind and
thought, “Thirty days,” without understanding why. I drove away. Fast.
Thirty Days...
Thirty Days...
Thirty Days...
-Nada the Sated
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Hack.World - Chapter 6
Evasive Maneuvers
(Written on September 29th, 2009)
“None are more helplessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are
free.” - Johann W. Von Goethe
“The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one persists
in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the
unreasonable man.” - George Bernard Shaw
Without realizing that I was doing anything unusual, I began to track the days since meeting
Delilah. She left several messages on my voice mail, which I deleted after I listened to each in
its entirety. I refused to return her calls.
Meanwhile, I landed an extremely lucrative client called The Salex Group, a small real estate
conglomerate with less than fifty employees. Still, this was a $50,000 per year client, and I was
extremely excited. I’d finally hit the big time, and the opportunity literally fell into my lap with
a single telephone call from them.
Day thirty arrived and I laughed, triumphantly, as I erased Delilah’s number from my missed
calls log and thus, from my life. I was unaware that I was behaving in an unusual fashion. I did
what I did without even a single thought as to why.
Work continued to pour in.
Some days later, another call came in from Delilah. Not only did I not answer the call, I literally
avoided listening to the message for as long as I could, letting messages pile up in my
voicemail box as I avoided what only my Subconscious mind knew was coming.
Finally, my mailbox was full. With a sigh, I went through my messages. Hers was simple, with
a bit of pleading: She really enjoyed hanging with me, and if I didn’t want to see her again, she
asked me to at least have the decency to call her and let her know, to explain why. A hidden
trigger phrase compelled me to respond.
Well...
I’d certainly been on the other side of this sort of circumstance, and it’s not fun wondering what
you did wrong, why your date smiled and said she had a great time and then never returned
your calls. I had vowed never to be That Guy, either, and yet, here I was, doing the exact same
thing. This was douchebag behavior, and if she needed closure, I would certainly give it to her.
I called her; she answered almost immediately and told me that I had taken so long to respond
to her message that she assumed she was never going to hear from me.
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I was very apologetic and explained my perspective on the situation: I had enjoyed her
company very much, but in the end, what it boiled down to was our circumstances. I was a busy
professional, and she was sleeping on a friend’s floor because she had no job and nowhere else
to go. I’m a codependent, I told her. I would be tempted to save her, and I needed to stop trying
to save the world.
She responded that she wasn’t looking for a white knight to save her, or a handout. She just
wanted someone to hang with and have good sex with.
I was sorry, I told her, but I’d made up my mind, and I needed to do what was right for me. The
answer was simply and absolutely no. For some strange reason, I didn’t terminate the call.
“It’s too bad, too... I mean, you were there for the Panty Man. Who else can I talk to about
that?”
“I know, right? I told Rhonda and she doesn’t even believe that story is true!” Why was I not
hanging up?
I asked her how she was doing. I figured, one last conversation wouldn’t hurt... But why was I
doing this?
I told Delilah that I had to go soon, that I was expected this evening at the Salex group to do
some work. But I was so pent up, I told her, that I’d kill for a blowjob.
What the fuck? Why was I not on my way to work? Why was I doing this? I was putting my
foot down... Me! When my foot came down, it stayed down, and now I was practically begging
this woman to offer me a sexual favor.
And she did offer to oblige me, if I came over to her new home, which was much closer than
her old place. I demurred at first, explaining that I needed to get to my big client’s before it got
too late. She explained that she was babysitting-”I don’t like being around kids at all, particularly infants or toddlers,” I interrupted.
She continued on, explaining that she could put the baby to sleep, and then we could have a
little quiet time. When it was over, I could just go, no cuddling or hanging out. Honest. Just
blow and go. She wanted to show me how much she appreciated my company and how much
she’d like to be my friend.
All this time she’d been a cat cruelly toying with her prey, and now she’d triggered me at last.
Of course, I agreed.
Need was delighted, but my Subconscious was screaming inside my mind, over and over again.
“No!” it howled. “Stay away from Delilah after the third time!”
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The screaming persisted the entire drive over.
Subconscious trumped Conscious, but the inaptly named Suggestion trumped all, it seemed. I
stopped on the walkway. {She’s going to kill you. FUCKING RUN!} screamed Subconscious. I
paused, then continued up the path to the front door.
O-O-O
Her face was buried between my thighs, my fingers twined in her hair, tugging and pulling. The
last time we were together, I merely experienced the orchestra warming up, and now the
overture was fully underway. Why had I ever wanted to stay away from this woman? Her
technique was a joy, and she loved what she did, moaning and shuddering through one orgasm
after another as she made love to my cock with her mouth.
Gone was the disappointment and humiliation of our last encounter, with its weak and
embarrassingly premature orgasm; I was a lion, roaring without regard for anything but my own
pleasure as I came. I gasped and moaned.
Delilah smiled as she slid up next to me. She said she wanted to help me enjoy my afterglow to
its fullest, if I could spare just a few minutes before rushing out the door. I was swept away by
the intensity of what we had just done, so I readily agreed.
She spoke softly and sensuously into my ear that words could be sensuous things as well, and
with my permission, she’d like me to close my eyes and relax. I did, a slight smile on my lips.
She licked playfully at my ear. “Gettysburg,” she said. My smile widened. She changed ears,
and changed words. Back and forth, her game was relaxing and quirky, and fun. My smile was
broad, my breathing even. Her mouth was by my right ear, as it always was when she wanted to
program me.
“You’re mine now, you stupid fuck.” She spoke a pair of words before I could react. My body
stiffened for a split second, before relaxing with a sigh. My smile slackened.
“Yessss,” she purred. “That’s right. You’re all mine now.”
I was still Veiled, yet I was paralyzed. I tried to thrash about in a panic, but couldn’t move.
After a moment’s gloating, she began. My mind, trying to make sense of my situation, realized
that I was under some form of hypnosis.
But that was impossible, I told myself. She used a trigger phrase on me! She never induced me,
either of the times we were together. How was this possible? When did she get into my head?
And: Holy fuck... This wasn’t a dream. It was real!
And: I wanted her. I wanted this power. It could make me whole again.
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My feelings of awe and lust were quickly washed away by horror, as she announced that I
would rapidly gain fifty pounds, pinning certain weights to certain days. The doctor’s scale in
my bathroom would be the guide.
She described around two years of events, prophesying things that would happen in my life, as
well as national and international events. Approximate stock market values, interest rates,
celebrity deaths, political scandals. She told me of George W. Bush’s re-election, which made
me scream with rage and pain, and of a vanguard of progress in the gay marriage debate, which
made me feel exultant.
I can only guess that she had earlier programmed me to believe that everything she told me was
possible for her when I was in this particular type of trance; I have no other explanation for not
rolling my mind’s eye and disregarding everything she told me as being lunacy.
Most of her national predictions were to take place over the next few months, with others
spaced further and further out. Around December, she told me, I would land a plum of a job at a
huge international corporation in town, and would work both that job and my freelance job,
plugging away tirelessly at both and bringing in more and more money.
Meanwhile, Delilah and I would drift closer and closer together, while my girlfriend and lovers
would drift further and further away. By the beginning of the new year, we would be practically
exclusive. I was to keep a running tab of what she owed me, unlike with my other lovers, and
never forgive that debt. I was also to give her her own credit card, which was a new one for me.
I was also instructed that no matter what she did, I would not break up with her until or unless I
was specifically instructed to.
Once I had accumulated $75,000.00 in the bank and had paid off all my other debts, I was to
start looking for a house. When I had found a house that suited me and moved into it, she would
make me break up with her, and the next phase of our shared experience, the punishment phase,
would begin.
I’m not really doing the program justice, you have to understand. It was full of specific dates,
times, places, people. It was elegant and sophisticated and brutally precise.It was the work of an
artist. A sculptor of cause and effect. A master of motivation and action. God of the If/Then.
And when it was over, I awakened alone on the bed, feeling refreshed and very satisfied. I
scolded Delilah for letting me sleep, bade her farewell and got in my car, only to find that it was
horrifyingly late. Cursing Need for his persistence, I rushed to my client’s and forgot the fact
that I’d somehow lost nearly an hour of my life.
Even though I had no choice in the matter, I had just traded the rest of my life for a blow job.
-Nada the Programmed
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Hack.World - Chapter 7
To Kneel at the Altar of Roddenberry
(Written on September 29th, 2009)
Poets are shameless with their experiences: they exploit them. - Friedrich
Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil
“Let us make sure that history never forgets the name... Enterprise.” - Patrick
Stewart as Cpt. Jean-Luc Picard, Star Trek: The Next Generation, “Yesterday’s
Enterprise”
It was some weeks later, and Delilah was sitting in my living room for what I thought was the
first time. Nowhere to be found was the wine or the romantic candlelight. She had brought
Rhonda’s computer over for me to fix in exchange for the next Star Trek: Deep Space Nine
DVD box set to be released in a couple of weeks. It was a fair trade.
As I explained to Delilah, it’s possible to find truth even in a book full of lies. We discussed
Atlas Shrugged and Objectivism, with its straw men and Übermannen just waiting to show the
world a better way through unregulated capitalism. I disagreed with the philosophy, but I told
her that Ayn Rand was right about some things, that everything we did was out of enlightened
self interest; even the most charitable acts were selfish ones, and it was alright to be selfish. If I
was going to do her roommate a favor, I told her, her roommate was going to have to be willing
to do me one in return. I had fixed too many computers for free and found that the people who
received my gifts did not appreciate them.
To that end, I would run a tab for her. If she was serious about not looking for a white knight or
a handout, I would expect her to pay for various things I did (or bought) for her, and she readily
agreed.
So, the computer now delivered to my home and awaiting service, we were sitting in my living
room, getting high and watching Kiefer Sutherland kick some ass in the first season of 24.
Delilah was alone on the sofa, and I was sitting an appropriate distance on the love seat. I didn’t
want her to get the wrong idea.
And then I wondered to myself why I wasn’t availing myself of this woman? She was wet and
willing, gave great head, and had a pussy I just had to try a second time. When Delilah
attempted to walk by me to go somewhere, perhaps to get another drink, I blocked her path with
my leg.
Then I blocked her retreat with my other leg. She laughed and turned to face me as I pulled her
toward me. She collapsed to her knees and began drawing my cock out of my shorts, her mouth
as exquisite as always. I asked her if she’d like to retire to the other room, and she agreed. The
TV was turned off, and the lights were dimmed in the living room.
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In the bedroom, we did a final hit on the pipe, and then we were all over each other. For some
reason, I did not kiss her. I just couldn’t bring myself to do it, and I didn’t know why. After
receiving her oral attentions for a while, I asked if we could fuck. I was high as a kite and
couldn’t imagine lasting for more than a few seconds inside that monstrously perfect pussy that
seemed as though it was molded and cast specifically for me. She happily agreed and climbed
on top of me. There was no talk of condoms this time as she slipped me inside her and almost
immediately sighed through her own orgasm.
As for me, something strange happened. At the time, I attributed it to the marijuana, but now I
know better. My arousal at her touch rose to the brink of orgasm and stopped, as I rode the crest
of that monster wave for what seems like an hour, moaning and wailing at the amount of
pleasure I was feeling. She rode me through at least a dozen orgasms (hers, not mine) as I
keened and cried out, unable to understand how such pleasure could have been possible without
my ever having felt it before.
My Need roared with triumph. We were no longer a man. We had become a god, a god of sex,
living out the ultimate sensation as this woman writhed all over me, crying out every so often as
she achieved yet another climax of her own.
Finally, she said something and granted me a hidden trigger. I grabbed a pillow to cover my
face as I screamed at the top of my lungs, literally afraid that I would lose control of myself and
void my bowels into the bed, such was the intensity of my orgasm.
But I was still not done; my cock didn’t go down, so I flipped her onto her back and began to
ride her, bringing her to at least another dozen orgasms until I finally climaxed again. “Oh, how
I love fucking you,” I said. It was something I would say often, and the closest I would ever
come to telling her I loved her outside of a fantasy role play.
She spent the night, and in the morning, we smoked again and went for another round. It was
exquisite, the beginning of an incredible sexual adventure for me.
Just as she had promised it would be, sex with her was by far the best I had ever had, or have
had since, and I could have as much of it as I wanted.
O-O-O
Weeks later still, my girlfriend was out of my life, as were several of the regular sex partners in
my circuit. Delilah was in my home, having been gorging herself on episodes of Star Trek:
Enterprise that I had recorded on videotape. This had been a long day working for my client,
and she had been kind enough to clean my apartment and make me dinner.
At her query, I’d also recently identified Star Trek as being the thing that I currently loved most
in the world.
Star Trek had been my friend through thick and thin. I first discovered it as a young boy in
Corning, New York, when I watched it on my mother’s black and white television. I was in
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kindergarten, and my mother had to explain to me that she couldn’t let me visit my father in
Rochester by using the transporter, because such things didn’t really exist.
I grew up with Kirk and Spock and McCoy, never really fancying myself a serious Trek fan,
but I do observe the ideals of never firing the first shot, and always trying to settle things
peacefully. It would not be until the birth of Star Trek: The Next Generation that I would turn
serious, taping every episode. As I dropped out of college in the second season of that show, I
held on to it like a lifeline.
Longing for my death, wishing for something, anything to take my pain away, it was often the
hope of a new episode of the show that would keep me from doing myself in. I’d think, “Well,
it’s Wednesday... Just a few more days until a new episode airs.” And then, when that episode
was done, even if it sucked-- and let’s face it, it was the second season; there were a lot of subpar episodes-- it would often be enough to bolster me. I would think, “Just another week. I can
make it another week.” That show literally kept me alive while I sought another reason to live.
And my status as a faithful Trekker lasted on through Deep Space Nine and Voyager, and
finally, to Enterprise. With its season arc and mini-arcs, Enterprise was rapidly becoming my
favorite of the shows.
And since The Killer had promised to destroy my most favorite thing in the world, it is no
surprise that she turned her attention to Star Trek immediately.
It started with a hug; her mouth was by my right ear. She triggered me into hypnagogic
paralysis; my Gnostic self emerged, desperate to speak to her, to tell her of his revelations about
Nada and Nada’s deranged behavior, the desire to get therapy and become a better, upstanding
person. Instead, he found himself once again frozen and unable to speak. He tried to thrash
about, almost insane with passion to speak. Most shocking of all was the fact that all of her
predictions so far had been true! Somehow, she was able to accurately predict, if not orchestrate
global events! It seemed impossible, but there was the evidence. It was true, not a dream, and I
absolutely could not refute it.
Instead, he once again found himself being spoken to by The Killer in that gloating voice. As
she had promised, she said, she was going to take my favorite thing and destroy it. That began
with ending Enterprise in its fourth season. I screamed inside my mind.
{Not Star Trek! You fucking bitch! I’ll fucking kill you!}
She went on, listing dates and ratings numbers. I tried to console myself with the fact that
Enterprise’s ratings had been disappointing for a while, and that the show was likely facing
cancellation anyway, when she opened up another vein: The show’s finale would be a single
hour, and would be widely considered to be the worst finale in the franchise.
I raged and hated. Now she was just being vicious, but I quickly learned that she was merely
getting warmed up.
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She opened up with both barrels: The franchise would remain off the air, and would not return
until 2009, when I would be well into my punishment and be unable to enjoy it. The reboot
would be offered as a film that would elevate the franchise to the level of art, while
simultaneously being full of obvious scientific fallacies.
She named J.J. Abrams as director, and listed Chris Pine and Zachary Quinto as actors, despite
the fact that they were not even names in Hollywood at the time. I did not recognize any of the
people she mentioned.
Portraying a crisis that would bring them all together as much younger characters, the film
would feature the original series cast, along with new actors playing them. Then, and this was
the kicker, she would destroy the continuity of the entire franchise by destroying the planet
Vulcan with a black hole. Everyone would be having so much fun watching the movie that
most of them would completely fail to realize that every episode of the original series, of The
Next Generation, of Deep Space Nine, and of Voyager, all my old friends, would be erased, as
though they had never happened.
In my mind, I wailed and wailed. {Not Star Trek... No...}
And then came the grand finale: At an undisclosed time in the future (presumably Totality,
although I at the time had no knowledge of the Übermensch or her coming triumph), she would
erase Star Trek. Every episode, every poster, comic book, action figure, model.
EVERYTHING. Gone. As though it had never existed. People would destroy every reference to
Trek there was, then forget everything about it, civilization-wide.
It would be utterly gone, extinct.
Then, she offered a new set of predictions and events, most of which would take place during
the next few months.
My mind snapped. I thought of Gene Roddenberry and Gene Coon and DeForest Kelley and
Leonard Nimoy and everyone who worked on the shows and movies, living or dead. I imagined
Gene Roddenberry before me, staring down at my kneeling form with anger as I tried to
apologize. I wept inside and begged and wished that it could be me that she was erasing, instead
of this great thing that she was taking away from the world.
It was horrible, an abomination. I wept at the Altar of Roddenberry and prayed and prayed for
forgiveness. It is a prayer to no god, upon the altar of a single man’s legacy, but it is a prayer
nonetheless.
And she left me that way for some long minutes afterward, to contemplate the depth of my folly
and the magnitude of my punishment. Star Trek was supposed to last forever, and here it was to
be destroyed, erased, simply because I loved it so much. I chanted for a while that I would
never tell her of my love for Babylon 5. Mostly I was just stunned at the turn my life had taken
and how all of these things that were so impossible to fathom, were happening to me. I couldn’t
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understand how such a ridiculous thing could be true. It was just insane to believe it, like
believing a children’s fairy tale as reality, and yet here was the evidence, in my own head.
And Star Trek was going to be systematically obliterated from history...
...Because Delilah didn’t like me.
It was like using a nuclear weapon to swat a mosquito...
...And she was just getting warmed up.
My sorta-girlfriend fuckbuddy was controlling the world, just like she said she was. It blew my
mind.
I wailed and wailed and begged and pleaded silently. I bargained in my mind, but there was of
course no one to hear me. I imagined something that I would have considered impossible for
me. My world view was so shaken that I actually considered the possibility that she was
somehow otherworldly or telepathic, and began to try to speak to her in my head.
After a short time, I imagined myself to be like a pharaoh, taking it all with me. What else
would be erased because of me? I longed for an end to my suffering, an end to my pointless,
wasted life. If I could get a message to my Veiled self, it would be to commit suicide, before I
could ruin anything else that filled the world with hope. Before I could erase anyone else’s
life’s work.
Before anything else I loved could be taken away from me.
And so, my Gnostic self sat with my head in my hands, upon the Altar of Roddenberry,
chanting mantras to the Subconscious and wallowing in misery, in the short time he had left
before the Veil came down again.
-Nada the Penitent
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Hack.World - Chapter 8 - Death Note, Part 1
Lullabies and Laughter
(Written on September 29th, 2009)
Not by wrath does one kill, but by laughter. - Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke
Zarathustra
“Careful what you do, ‘cause God is watching your every move. Hold my hand
in the dark street for if you do I’ll know that I’ll be safe. Even if I’m far away
and alone, I can be sure that you find me there. This I know. You draw me close
for a while, you tell me everything. If I forget what you say then you’ll come to
me and tell me again. Yes you’ll tell me once again. But what happens when. I
know it all then what do I do, what then?” - Amane Misa (singing), Death Note
It was October or November, 2003.
It started with a novel, my favorite: Lullaby, by Chuck Palahniuk. It’s about four people who
were trying to destroy every copy that existed of a single book, a book that contained a spell
that, when spoken or even thought in someone’s direction, caused instant death. The book was
a book of poetry and songs for children, and had been responsible for a string of SIDS deaths,
as mothers unwittingly murdered their infants by reading the culling song aloud.
The four were also looking for the original Grimoire, or spell book, from which this culling
song had come.
“Imagine a virus you can catch through your ears,” Palahniuk wrote in Lullaby, without
knowing he was writing of Delilah’s Virus.
One character who had long known about the power of the culling song, and used its power to
fuel her fetish for precious gems, trading extremely expensive stones in exchange for
assassinations that she carried out for various government agencies. A drug dealer here, a
dictator there. They would just drop dead with a thought.
I had asked Delilah to read this book, since I had enjoyed it so much, and we were discussing it
at some length, when the thought came to me: “Do you realize that anyone with that power
could literally take over the world, to unite it under a single authority, and they could do it
completely anonymously?”
To my surprise and dismay, she began to laugh at me. I now know that she was laughing at the
irony (and since she was the one who actually had pre-written the entire scene you are now
reading, even that laughter was just an act, the irony itself a lie for the sake of appearances), but
at the time, it was pretty disconcerting. I thought it was a pretty awesome idea, and I told her so.
I mean, how could Palahniuk not have seen that? How could that not have been his next novel?
Had such a thing ever been done in movies or literature? An anonymous dictator of the world,
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who didn’t do what he did for money or the trappings of power, but for unity and unity alone? I
didn’t think so.
I saw it all in my mind: first, I’d use it on all the pundits I disagreed with, stifling their side of
the debate, until suddenly, people were too afraid to speak conservative values on the air. Then
I’d kill every dictator on the planet and every dictator that rose to replace them (starting with
Muamar Gadaffi and Kim Jong-Il) until someone got the bright idea to rewrite the constitutions
of the rogue states to favor an egalitarian democratic ideal, and call for free elections.
Then, I’d start killing corrupt officials and presidents that did not appear to be honoring their
sacred oath to protect the best interests of their people. I envisioned killing a president and his
entire cabinet with that power.
People would wake up to what was happening. Everyone would notice. The whole world would
start celebrating the deeds of this anonymous benefactor (in my mind, I thought of the power in
my own hands and what I would do if I was graced with it) who acted on behalf of the
repressed and downtrodden... And then...
Religion.
Sure, then I’d use the power to kill the Pope and all the Cardinals. And to kill the new Pope and
all the new Cardinals. And on and on and on, until people were afraid to accept any kind of
leadership in the Catholic Church. Show the world that there was no God to protect them, that
their faith was bereft of, well, everything, really. I’d take down the major religions one by one,
until the world realized that the only paradise waiting for them was the one we built here with
our bare hands.
“Hey, Del... You could even use the power to kill God.”
She was laughing harder now. “Oh, you’re such a fucking idiot.”
I started to get angry. “Well, I didn’t mean literally. I mean you could use it to demonstrate the
powerlessness of religions.”
But she continued her laughter. “So stupid. Such a fucking moron.”
“Hey!”
Her laughter continued unabated. I really was angry, now. I’d fed and essentially housed this
woman for months, and this was how she was treating me? “You know what? Get the fuck out
of my house.”
Her laughter stopped. Paraphrasing: “I don’t think so.”
“Leave, or I’ll call the cops.”
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“Go ahead and call them. I’ll show them where you stash your weed. Then I’ll call your clients
and tell them all how you overcharge them and tell the Salex Group how that computer that
mysteriously ‘stopped working’ is actually sitting on one of your desks here.”
Blackmail!
I went pale. How dare she? “So it’s to be blackmail, then?”
“That’s right. I’ve got a nice thing going here, and I’m not about to give it up.”
I was enraged to the point of losing my temper. “You... You ungrateful cunt!”
Now, I’ll drop F-bombs all day, but that was a word that only comes out of my mouth under
extreme provocation; this was the first time I felt it was truly warranted.
We had crossed a line somewhere. The Killer smiled back at me. “At least I’m not a baby
raper.”
My anger exploded. “What the fuck did you just call me?”
“A baby raper. You raped a baby, that makes you a baby raper.”
I began to feel dizzy. My hands were balled into fists, and I wanted to pound her face into jelly
for what she was doing to me, for how suddenly powerless I felt over my own life. “What the
fuck are you talking about?”
She named the girl. She described what I did. I panicked. “Are you, or are you not a baby
raper?”
My voice was a hoarse croak. “I was ten!”
“That doesn’t matter. Did you, or did you not rape a baby?”
“How do you know about that?”
“Did you, or did you not rape a baby?”
I wasn’t going to quibble over the nuance of the word rape. I opened my mouth to speak, but
nothing came out for a long moment.
“Y-yes.”
“Then that makes you a baby raper, now and forever. I think I’ll tell your mother. Maybe I’ll
tell her all your filthy little secrets and ask her if she’d rather she drowned you at birth. Maybe
if she says ‘no’, I’ll kill her.”
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My head was swimming. “How do you know?”
She smirked and told me that we had met a full month before I believed we did, that she had
hypnotized me and had access to all my secrets, poring through my mind for hours.
But I’d remember that! Impossible!
“Bullshit. I don’t remember any of that.”
“I erased your memory, you stupid fuck.”
“I’d still remember something!”
She rolled her eyes and told me that everyone always said the same thing until it was proved to
them. She spoke a trigger phrase, a pair of words that you’d never expect to hear together. Like
“tourniquet plunger” or something like that.
And suddenly, I remembered wailing and screaming in my car as Delilah sat next to me. I
remembered being unable to move...
And my fists, already primed to strike, received a signal to move on their own.
{Snap her fucking neck. Protect yourself. You’re in danger. Your mother is in danger. Protect
both your lives. Kill her, and the consequences be damned.}
And then, impossibly, more memories bloomed, as the Gnostic self began to fully emerge. Of
how dangerous she was, of all the events she had predicted that had come true. Of what she told
me she would do if I ever tried to kill her...
I tried to pull my arm back, to stop my body from launching itself at her.
Instead, I realized with dawning horror that neither my body nor my arms had moved at all. I
tried to scream, but I could only scream in my mind. Instead, my face curled into a wry mask.
“Hey, Delilah?”
She stifled a laugh. She knew exactly what was coming. “Hey what?”
“What has two thumbs and just tried to murder you?”
“What?”
I hooked both of my thumbs back toward my head. “This guy!” I said theatrically. We both
laughed.
I was certain that I was about to die.
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“Come with me,” she said, and led me over to an open spot of floor by the living room
fireplace.
“What do you think I should do about that?” she asked me.
“Oh,” Puppet Me said. “I say punish the fuck out of him.”
“Really?” she asked. “I was going to give him a pass this time.”
“Oh, no,” Puppet Me said dismissively. “Punish him until he screams. I hate the stupid fucking
moron.”
“Well,” she said thoughtfully, “he is a stupid fucking moron, I’ll give him that.”
The conversation continued that way for a little while. She told Puppet Me that she was so glad
to see him, that it had been a long time. I could feel Puppet Me’s every emotion, as though it
was a second personality whose every thought was a part of my own.
It was like having two people inside my head at once.
The conversation ended with a warm embrace. Puppet Me was happy to be holding her.
“Okay, go stand over there. We’re done.” She waved me away. Puppet Me was sad and a little
bewildered, but complied
I, for my part, was terrified. I’d gone and really fucked up this time.
She triggered me again, and I was frozen in place. Puppet Me was gone, flipped off like a
switch.
She began a long monologue, first explaining that she loved irony above all things and that the
irony of my idea, given who and what she was, was simply too delicious to let pass; she would
instead immortalize it. I would be given a chance to flesh out the idea with her, and then she
would ask me whether I wanted to try to make something of it myself, or if I was alright with
letting her take a stab at it.
If I told her that I wanted to work on the idea myself, the end result would be a watershed
trilogy of novels, beloved and bestselling. She said that my torment would end, and I would
enjoy wealth and celebrity. My books would go on to become blockbuster films; I would date
models and celebrities and be very happy until she finally killed me in 2016.
The downside was that she would also-- presumably during Totality, although once again I was
without knowledge of Totality or of the Übermensch-- kill anyone who had read or seen my
work on a movie screen. In my mind, that amounted to tens of millions of people, perhaps
more. Also, any woman I touched would be doomed, starting with Delilah ruining their careers
and lives when I was through dating them.
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If I gave up the idea to her, however, she would instead make a wildly popular anime out of it,
something that would endure and be beloved by fans all over the world. No one would die as a
result of watching it, however.
Then, she went on to discuss my current predicament. As she had promised me previously, I
would suffer a penalty for attempting to kill her. First, she would leave me standing just outside
my bedroom door. She would close the door and go into the bathroom. After using it, she
would retreat to the other side of the bedroom and speak a trigger, after which I would go into
the master bathroom and kneel down in front of the toilet.
I would then have fifteen minutes to eat what was in the bowl.
My mind snapped. I was discussing a novel... and now, just a couple of minutes later, I had to
eat my girlfriend’s shit? I couldn’t comprehend how things had gotten so out of control.
If I did not eat what was in the bowl, she promised the extermination of the Jewish race, the
death of everyone I had ever met, and the nuking of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the city in which I
lived.
Despite my inability to move, adrenaline slammed through me. How could I do it? How could I
not do it? She promised to suppress my gag reflex, but still... This was probably the most
disgusting thing I could ever think of. and refusal came with a hefty price.
Finally, she promised that if I ever earned her “Hammer” penalty (for admitting to her that I had
intentionally hurt someone), she would not just make sure that I died in the worst way I could
imagine that was physically possible, but she would have it done in New York City and nuke
the entire city off the face of the earth once I was dead to make sure she removed any evidence
I had ever physically existed.
If I flushed the toilet, the exercise would be over, and she would immediately return. At the end
of fifteen minutes, however, she would free my voice and ask me a question. My response, a
single word, would be coded to indicate whether I had eaten her offering or not.
But she didn’t say anything about freezing my voice again! If I was quick about it, I could ask
her if I could speak to her! This was the chance I had been hoping for!
She left the room, and I spent five to ten minutes standing outside my bedroom door, next to a
rack of anime DVDs. Out of the corner of my eye I could see titles. Akira. Angel Cop.
Appleseed (the old OVA version, not the movie). I thought of watching each, and how normal
things were then. The present was positively surreal.
I looked out the kitchen window and thought of the houses across the street. There was a
monster in my apartment, deciding the fates of millions of people, and outside, everything
proceeded as normal. What would my neighbors think if they knew what was about to happen
in here? What would they think of the enormity of my conundrum?
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Screw the trilogy of novels. This story was the real best-seller. My story. Perhaps the most
amazing story ever told. And in an hour I wouldn’t even remember it. But who would ever
believe it?
The bathroom door opened. A few seconds later I heard my trigger phrase. I reached for the
knob and opened the door. I walked through the darkened bedroom, and I was able to see
Delilah in the corner of my eye as I made my way for the bathroom.
Once inside, I was on my knees barely a second after I had closed the door. There was what
appeared to be a massive amount of fecal matter in the toilet; I tried not to look at it and
breathed only through my mouth so I wouldn’t have to smell it.
I watched as my tears caused the water in the bowl to ripple for a while. I tried to bring my
hand up, but I just couldn’t stomach the idea. What would I say to her about this? Perhaps if I
explained that it was a split second impulse that I tried to take back, she might actually call it
off. That was pitch number one. Then, there was my pitch about her fixing me; that was a longtime thing that I’d wanted to tell her.
I thought of her novel-or-anime offer. I am ashamed to say that after a little reflection, I opted
to take the novel deal. Fame, fortune, and an end to this torment until my death.
But the people, I reasoned. What about all the people?
It doesn’t matter, I thought. No one will ever know. Not even me.
And then: {I won’t let you do it! You must do the right thing.}
But I-{You must do the right thing!}
Fame... Fortune... Beautiful women...
{YOU MUST DO THE RIGHT THING!}
Yes... I supposed I had no choice but to do the right thing, the moral, ethical thing. I couldn’t
put other peoples’ lives in danger for my own happiness. I wept at the sacrifice. I wanted it so
badly, but as they say, if it doesn’t hurt, it’s not the right decision.
And then, finally... Something about the Hammer... There was something there, a possibility.
Two cities, two nukes. An opportunity, if I could flesh it out.
And then, of course! I began to chant in my mind, “Radiation poisoning is your most horrible
way to die. Let her have the idea.” I said this over and over again while I mulled through my
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returning memories, remembering after several minutes that I was to refer to this entity only as
“The Killer” or “Killer”, but I couldn’t remember which one it was!
At long last, she returned to the bathroom door and spoke her trigger. I responded with mine,
but added as a suffix: “Killer, or The Killer, there are things I think you should know. Would
you let me speak to you? And, which of those two am I supposed to call you? I can’t
remember.”
A pause. “What do you want?”
{Oookay, this was not going to go well,} I thought. I tried to explain the way my attempt to kill
her went down, that the blow would never have landed. There was a long pause when I was
finished. “What else?”
My heart broke. “Please, order me to do it! Make me eat it! I swear I’ll hate it just as much if
not more, but I can’t do it myself! Please make me do it instead of killing all those people!”
More silence. “Anything else?”
I almost forgot my next question. I begged her to help me become a better person. I said that
there was nothing inside of me that she couldn’t erase with her hypnosis. Instead of tormenting
me, she could help me change. I explained I wanted to be a good person and that I couldn’t take
her novel offer.
Another pause. “I’ve already covered this question with you, and I won’t be made to repeat
myself.”
My heart felt a stab of fear. I’d already asked her, and apparently, the answer wasn’t a good
one. Only one card left to play.
“This is my last item,” I told her. “If I fail my Hammer, and I say that my worst cause of death
is radiation poisoning, will you let me die in the ruins of Milwaukee, and spare New York?”
Another pause, longer this time. “Agreed.”
I began to cry and chant again. I had won a victory against her, impossibly. Or at least I would
if my chanting did any good.
A couple of minutes later, the toilet was flushed and I was standing back out in the living room.
She spoke into my right ear that it would have done no good for her to order me to eat her
feces, because taboos or morally outrageous things imparted under suggestion merely canceled
out. She would have ordered me, and I simply would have done nothing.
However, since I had been so nice as to beg her, she was going to do a little research and put a
little thought into the matter. She predicted that if she put her mind to it, she would be able to
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come up with a way to force me, and if I failed my Hammer or tried to kill her again, she would
use the method.
Finally, she gave me another packet of future events for me to digest before instructing me to
essentially relive the first half of the conversation we’d had earlier. Word for word.
Before I knew it, I was telling her excitedly about my idea again, and she was less than
enthusiastic about it, but at least she wasn’t laughing this time. I was kind of disheartened and
offended, and I told her so, explaining that it was a brilliant idea and had never been done
before. She told me flatly that it had been done plenty of times in the past, and I challenged her
to find one reference to an anonymous dictator that kills in secret to change the world for the
better.
The conversation fizzled out.
-Nada the Gambler
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Hack.World - Chapter 9 - Death Note, Part 2
The Book of Death
(Written on October 9th, 2009)
In this world, there is only good and evil. That is one of the first universal truths
I grasped from observing the world around me when I was a child. Every human
being-- without exception-- ends up falling into one category, or the other. Mikami Teru, Death Note
The human whose name is written in this note... shall die. - Yagami Light, Death
Note
It wasn’t until the following afternoon that Delilah approached me again about my anonymous
dictator concept. I had largely put the idea out of my mind, her reaction having left a bad taste
in my mouth. Del said that she wanted to do an exercise with me that she did with all of her
writing, to help me flesh out the concept. She said that she was doing this partially as an
apology-- she had checked the web and had found no references to anything remotely like what
I had come up with-- and partly because she had a selfish request to pose later.
So we sat down, I on my sofa and she on the love seat, and we began to go through it in detail.
First, she asked me for an overview of my idea.
I explained that using the power from the novel Lullaby to kill dictators and spiritual leaders
could bring about a revolution on this world, a revolution of democracy and atheism, first by
killing corrupt officials and then by attacking religions to show that their so-called gods could
not protect them from my character’s wrath; their believers would quickly fall away.
Popes would die the hour they were named; all the Ayatollahs would die the same way. People
would eventually learn that the only paradise they had to look forward to was the one they
created here with their bare hands. In my conceptualization, I would bring about a global
government and an end to war, all using the threat of instant death to anyone, anywhere in the
world.
Messages containing my dictates could be sent anonymously to the UN from any mailbox in the
US, with instructions and expectations and promises of people to be killed next to prove
authenticity. I envisioned doing a lot of driving in order to send messages from random
mailboxes in random states.
Next, she asked me if my character was male or female. Believing that a writer, especially a
beginner like me should stick with what he knew, I picked male.
Then she asked about his intelligence. Should he be as smart as me? Smarter?
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Well, I reasoned, if he’s going to be the architect of a new world, he’d need to be incredibly
smart. “Brilliant,” I told her. “The smartest person who ever lived.”
“No, wait!” I continued, “I’ve got it! He’s the Übermensch!”
Delilah began to cackle with laughter.
“Why is that funny?” I asked.
Her giggling trailed off. “I just like hearing the word ‘Übermensch’.”
“Übermensch, Übermensch, Übermensch!” I retorted. She laughed, harder this time.
“Nada, are you the Übermensch?” she asked me, a smirk upon her face.
“Hell no! I’m not nearly smart enough.” I said.
“Am I the Übermensch?” she asked.
“I doubt it.”
“Why?”
I pondered for a moment. “I can’t say that you’re not, but I say I doubt it because you yourself
say all the time that I’m smarter than you. And if I’m not smart enough to be the Übermensch,
you certainly aren’t.”
“And what would you say to me if I told you I was the Übermensch?” she asked.
“I’d tell you to get the fuck off my couch.” I smiled.
She cocked her head, quizzically. “Why?”
“Because the Übermensch is supposed to save the world from itself, right? Well, I’ve seen the
news. If you’re the Übermensch, you’ve got a lot of fucking work to do!”
“Nada,” her face was full of whimsy. “I’m the Übermensch!”
I drew my mouth into a wry grin. “Get the fuck off my couch! No, go on... Get. Go. Stop
slacking and save us all from ourselves.” I got more and more insistent, even angry as I
ordered her to get off the love seat.
Delilah got up, looking slightly annoyed, and went into the kitchen. She returned with a can of
soda a short while later. “The Übermensch decided she wanted a Pepsi instead.”
We both shared a laugh at this. For her, the irony must have been exquisite. We continued.
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The next thing she wanted to know was how our character did his killing..
My answer was instant: “With a thought, the same way they do in Lullaby.”
She explained to me that my work would mostly likely be in the mystery or suspense genres,
and in order for there to be any suspense, there must be risk of capture, and thus, the character
must be required to physically do something that would put him in peril of discovery.
I thought of Lullaby, with its books and its Grimoire, and the answer was obvious: “What if he
has to write his victim’s name down in a magical book of some sort, like a Book of the Dead?”
“Okay, but what’s to keep everyone with that name from being killed?”
I was thoughtful for a moment. In Lullaby, the characters must think about the victim while
chanting the song, so I brought that up as a possibility.
“What if they have to think about the person’s face?” she asked.
“Why their face?”
“Well, that way, there will be some people that your protagonist can’t kill,” she said. “He’ll
have to try and find out what they look like. He also might not know the names of the people
chasing him. It all goes toward suspense.”
Fair enough.
“Now... How does the book kill?” she inquired.
My answer was simple, going back to the source again: “No discernable cause of death, same as
in Lullaby.”
“But we’re trying to make this different from Lullaby,” she chided.
Okay, fine. “Um, something quick, I guess, like a stroke or a heart attack,” I said.
“Well, which is it? Workshop it out,” she took a sip of her Pepsi and waited for an answer.
“A stroke changes a person’s perceptions; they’re pretty much a different person from the
moment the stroke hits, staggering around and drooling. But a heart attack... A person is in
pain, but has a sharp mind. They have time to think things, to do things, to say things.” A heart
attack seemed like the winner, and I told her so.
Finally, she wanted to know what I thought of the idea of being able to write a cause of death in
the book along with the person’s name, and the victim would die from the described cause. I
responded in awe, telling her that she had just made my idea a thousand times better.
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“So which is it? Cause of death, or heart attack?”
It didn’t take long for me to reach an answer. “Why not make it both? If you write a cause of
death, it happens. If you don’t, the person simply dies of a heart attack.”
The conceptualization was brilliant. I had a hit novel, or movie script, and I knew it. It was
fresh, and had never been done before!
Part of the reason she wanted to workshop the idea with me, she told me, was that she was
hoping to write a story with it or do something if I did not, but she wanted to make sure that if
she used my idea that it actually was my idea.
{LET HER HAVE IT!}
I thought it over; I mean, this was a really good idea.
{LET HER HAVE IT!}
It was positively a gold mine. I could make millions from it!
{LET HER HAVE IT! DO THE RIGHT THING!}
But then again, who was I kidding? I was lazy, and more likely than not would just let it fester
and die. I mean, I hadn’t even fleshed it out until she made me do it.
“You can have it. I’d be interested to see what you can make of it. But you have to split the
royalties with me 50/50 and give me credit for the concept.”
And inside of me, a roar of triumph bellowed through every nook and cranny inside my head.
As for my conscious mind, I had utterly failed to notice that other than the fact that
Übermensch was supposed to mean “superhuman”, I had previously had no idea as to what he
was or what his purpose was in Nietzschean philosophy. I forgot this information and simply
did not think about it again.
O-O-O
Less than a week later, Delilah was sitting at the computer behind me and asked me, “Did you
know that the Japanese have actual Gods of Death?”
“Really?” I was interested, but not overly so. I turned, and she was looking at a Wikipedia page.
“Yeah. They call them ‘shinigami’. They’re in anime quite a bit, too.” Funny that for all my
knowledge of anime, I’d never heard of them before. She told me she was doing research for
her Death Book story.
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O-O-O
It was some time later, either November or December, 2003, when Delilah triggered me again
in my dining room, and told me that my Death Book idea was going to be produced as a
Japanese manga, or comic series-- and later an anime-- called “Death Note”. She said that she’d
sent the concept “back in time”, and that production was due to commence in a week.
Back in time? What the fuck? Was I now to believe that she could actually travel through time?
And by “back in time”, she continued, she meant that documents had been falsified to make
sure that the conceptualization of the manga pre-dated my idea, so that if I ever got the idea to
sue, I’d certainly lose. She’d also made sure that Sueisha had reprinted certain issues of a
certain manga magazine to contain prototypical stories for Death Note, representing a “split
publication”. Everyone who had a copy and was under her control would swap out their issues
for new copies with the stories. Those not under her control would not.
She explained the plot of the manga, and told me of a game of cat-and-mouse between a
character named Light (also known as “Kira”, which was Japanese for “The Killer”), and a
detective named “L” (which is my middle initial), as Light attempted to take over the world
using a magical notebook called a “Death Note”. She then went on to recite the rules printed on
the inside cover of the notebook, and explained that there would be many other rules; they
would each be presented in the manga and anime as chapter dividers or commercial eyecatch
breaks.
I remember wondering, “Why does the user of the Death Note have six minutes and forty
seconds to write circumstances of a person’s death?” and “Why forty seconds before they die of
a heart attack? Why not other lengths of time?” I did not realize at the time the numerological
connections: in Japan, the number four is an unlucky number, because one of the words for four
(“shin”) is a homonym for the word for death. Also, six minutes and forty seconds is 6.66
minutes, and forty seconds is .666 minutes.
She described the manga as being popular, but it would be the anime that would set the world
on fire. She described it as being exactly the kind of anime I would love, with no humor in it, a
deadly serious story about world domination, about serious questions of good and evil, right
and wrong, about the ends and the means.
She described how the antagonist/detective would die two thirds of the way through the story,
given my love of anime killing off major characters either at the end of a series, or in some
cases, well before the end. She said that the remaining third would be widely seen as inferior to
the two thirds that came before it, but still strong. This was because nothing that sprang from
my mind could ever be considered perfect.
In the end, the central character would be exposed and would turn into a weeping coward, as a
personal insult to me.
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Then she described that anyone who wrote a Death Note of their own would be symbolically
committing murder, and would end up being killed themselves for their arrogance, presumably
during Totality, although once again I knew nothing at the time of Totality or of the
Übermensch.
Finally, she described how there would be two traps within the story for me, but she did not tell
me what they were at this time.
I was shocked and frightened at the idea of traps, but the fact was, as I listened I was incredibly
grateful and happy that something I had conceived would live on and be considered a
tremendous hit. I also felt something akin to shock and awe at the idea that The Killer was
hiding in plain sight by creating a hit anime series that was all about her (“The Killer”) as
“Kira”. Death Note was like a monument to my existence, and somehow that made my torment
worthwhile. I actually felt something resembling love for The Killer.
-Nada the Creator
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Hack.World - Chapter 10
The Hammer Falls
(Written on October 12th, 2009)
God created woman. And boredom did indeed cease from that moment — but
many other things ceased as well! Woman was God’s second mistake. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Antichrist
It was like a game, Delilah told me.
I don’t like horror movies. I go to them very rarely, usually with Shelly. In fact, the last one I
think I’ve ever seen is the American version of “The Grudge”. As cinema goes, they’re pretty
worthless fare, and usually very predictable.
Parodies of horror movies are twice as worthless, because I don’t get the movie references.
Delilah was out to prove that I could enjoy a horror parody, despite these handicaps.
She’d previously requested that I download her favorite horror parody, Shriek If You Know
What I Did Last Friday the 13th, which sounded like a lame title to me. On this particular
evening, we were sitting down to watch it, and her game was for me to see how long I could sit
through the film without laughing.
In fact, I was to actively try to keep from laughing.
The scene opened on a teenage girl in a kitchen. The jokes were a bit lowbrow and stupid to
me; this was going to be easy. But suddenly this “The Killer” guy was chasing her around a
kitchen island for a full minute while suspenseful music played. Around and around and around
they went, and suddenly I was cracking up. I couldn’t help myself. Somewhere inside, I was
screaming and screaming in horror. I had killed myself, and I didn’t consciously know it.
We had been watching the movie on a computer attached to the television in my living room.
Delilah, who was controlling the proceedings via a wireless mouse on the armrest of the sofa,
paused the movie before moving to turn it off.
“Well, at least let me see to the end of the scene!” I exclaimed. We watched. When the movie
was off again, Delilah got up to leave. She told me that she figured I’d last at least halfway
through the movie. I reasoned that by getting it over quickly, at least I didn’t have to watch
more of what was likely a shitty movie than I absolutely had to.
But inside I was weeping. Delilah left, and I broke down into tears, crying into a pillow for
reasons I couldn’t understand. I cried and cried before Delilah returned to the living room and
found me. She climbed onto the sofa and wrapped her arms around me. For some reason I
didn’t want her near me, and I told her I just wanted to be alone, but she insisted, telling me that
if I was upset like this, she wanted to be there for me.
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I accepted her arms around me and wept into her breast, still completely unsure why I was
crying. Inside, my Subconscious knew that I was a dead man.
O-O-O
“What kind of a president do you want to see in the White House next?” Delilah asked me.
We were discussing our dislike of George W. Bush, when Delilah decided to play another of
her what-if scenarios.
“I’d like to live long enough to see a black man or a woman become president.”
Which would be my first choice, she asked me.
I mulled it over. While women had been oppressed the longest, only a black president would
salve the whip-marks of slavery, and that was a healing that America desperately needed to
have. That was my choice, and I told her so.
Would he last only one term, or two terms?
A discussion ensued; I wanted this hypothetical black president to be a great orator, highly
educated, and a great leader. I wanted him to be a two-term president, and although I didn’t
wish for trouble for America, it would be great if he could lead the country out of its darkest
hours, so that even the opposing party (most likely the Republicans) would be forced,
begrudgingly, to admit his greatness.
This will become important later.
O-O-O
Life continued to get better. Work with The Salex Group continued unabated, and in December,
2003, I landed an extraordinarily lucrative job as a consultant at the sixth largest corporation in
the world. Best of all, I was now in a position to spend a portion of my time working from
home, and that meant I could service my clients remotely should anything come up during the
work day. I was now earning well over six figures for the first time in my life. Amazingly,
slacker me did not slack off, but stayed on top of everything, working tirelessly, even taking a
24/7 on-call rotation in stride, sometimes getting up in the middle of the night and visiting
corporate facilities without much complaint.
Months passed, and my bank account swelled. Delilah was practically living with me by this
point, at the dawn of the year 2004. I was also without any of my lovers at this time.
There was only her, and while the sex was great, that itch inside of me, that Need that required
variety and spice, began to assert itself again. I became restive. Delilah knew I was
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Polyamorous, or something somewhat resembling Poly, but for a time I was monogamous by
circumstances, at least.
Around this time, an old lover named Anna came back into my life in a big way. She and her
husband were swingers, and she and I had several trysts together. She worked in the state
capital of Madison, Wisconsin (around an hour away) as a university librarian, and our times
together had been not just fulfilling in a sexual way, but intellectually and emotionally
stimulating as well. She’d confessed that she adored me, and I felt much the same, often having
wished that we could have had a real relationship.
At this time, it seemed, Anna and her husband had separated, and she was interested in
exploring relationship-like activities with me. I jumped at the chance, planning to spend my
weekend with her. I explained the situation to Delilah and told her I would likely be spending
most of my weekends in Madison with Anna. Delilah was fine with that; her only request was
that she be allowed to spend her weekends in my home.
Delilah had become something of a lost pet. Her criminal record, with a recent financial
misdemeanor and a felony conviction from when she was 18 for possession of crystal meth (or
so she told me) made it almost impossible for her to get a job, so essentially I was supporting
her. In exchange for my food and use of my apartment, I made her cook, clean, and do odd jobs
around my home. It seemed on the surface to be an equitable situation, at least to me. She still
did not have a single drawer in my dressers, or a single item hanging in my closet. Everything
she brought with her, left with her, except for her toothbrush. This is not how I usually behaved
with women.
She still had not confessed love for me. I refused to say it first, so our only professions came
during fantasy roleplay during sex.
Not seeing anything wrong with her luxuriating in my apartment rather than languishing in her
basement room at Rhonda’s, I agreed to her request.
At first, my time with Anna was a dream. She was everything I’d been hoping for, and
everything that Delilah was not: gainfully employed, vulnerable yet strong, intellectually
developed, and a lettered student of sensuality. I purchased a Sybian sex toy specifically to
impress her, which set me back a cool $1500, but with the money I was making, I barely
noticed the expense. As with Delilah, marijuana fueled our sexual escapades, and I noted that
since I had met Del, my orgasms had become more intense... almost more profound, as if
someone had taken a dial marked “Sex” somewhere inside of me and turned it up. Way up.
And so things proceeded for a while, until around April, 2004, when Delilah realized that I was
spinning out of her orbit and potentially getting serious with Anna.
Well... We couldn’t allow that, could we?
O-O-O
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“And it’s a shame, because I really loved you.” I was breaking up with Anna. The details are
long and boring, but suffice it to say that through my programming, I had been unusually
neurotic recently. She had been lying to me, and my paranoia caused me to invade her computer
privacy; I learned that she was not looking for a relationship; she was telling other people that
she was merely using me as a rebound while another, more interesting man courted her. I was
filled with self loathing over the entire affair, but what I didn’t realize was that my every action
in the breakup had essentially been scripted.
As had hers.
We were on the telephone. Delilah was using a computer in the next room, out of earshot, or so
I thought.
Anna was upset, but I was feeling betrayed and vengeful. Yes, deep down, I had fallen in love
with this woman, but I was only making this confession because I wanted the dumping to sting
that much more.
I had just done something for the express purpose of hurting someone, something I had been
warned to never, ever, EVER do.
And worst of all, Delilah had heard me.
For the next couple of days, Del was distant. I finally confronted her about her attitude in the
kitchen while she was cooking dinner. She explained herself: These other women were
supposed to be for sex; I was not supposed to get emotionally involved with them.
Well. I’d certainly been cornered; I did seem to recall saying something like that.
Except I hadn’t.
A light bulb went on over my head, and I had a way out. “Oh, I just said that to her to hurt her.”
And just like that, the Hammer began to fall.
Delilah barked something at me before the last word was out of my mouth. She threw the
kitchen towel in her hand down onto the stovetop as she did so. At first I began to smile and
say, “What?” because she had shouted a pair of words that didn’t go together. It was like my
dad saying “Sugar!” instead of “Shit!” when I was a child. Was this a product of being around
Rhonda’s children so much?
And then, by inches, my perceptions began to change. I looked around, confused. I was just in
my car with...
“Delilah?”
Not “The Killer.”
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“If you take one step toward me, I’ll make it so you’re unable to move.”
She looked at me, coldly. Something was very wrong. She was just terrorizing me in my car at
the Park & Ride; why was she in my apartment? And she was cooking! I looked into the living
room, trying to remember.
I was in a relationship with her now! Just like she said I’d be if...
Oh my God... I had failed to stay away from her! I was doomed!
She was going to kill me. Memories of the time between the my experience in the Park & Ride
and the present time trickled back.
Delilah explained that since I’d failed my Hammer test, she would be asking me some pointed
questions later. About the most horrific death I could think of. About the era I’d least like to
live in. About the most disgusting thing that I could think of that could actually happen to me.
And she’d make all three happen.
A stab of terror pierced my heart. What had I done?
“Delilah, wait... Can I say something to you?” I was still mostly Veiled. The only memories
that had been illuminated for me were the ones in the car, but I remembered that I had
something I wanted to say to her.
A pause. “Go ahead.”
Here it was, my opportunity to give the pitch I should have made in my car in the first place.
“Delilah, I... When you confronted me about what I did to that girl, I realized for the first time...
I realized how truly fucked up and dysfunctional I was, and how much I needed help.
Forgetting you... forgetting what you are made me forget that epiphany, made me abandon my
plans to get help. If I had gotten help, I would have been a better person than this. I wouldn’t
have done what I did to hurt Anna in the first place! Please, let me remember; let me become a
better person!”
A long silence. She gave no answer.
{Oh my God... Oh my God! She doesn’t care! She doesn’t fucking CARE!}
“I can be a better person than this. I want to be a better person than this. What did I do? What
did I do?”
“You know what you did.”
I sank to the floor, weeping. “What did I do? What did I do?”
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I thought to myself that if she wanted answers, I simply wouldn’t give them to her. Perhaps if I
chanted something, it would have an effect; and so I chanted in my mind, “Don’t give her what
she wants! Don’t answer her questions!” over and over again. To this day I am not sure how I
knew in this case that chanting could help me. Perhaps a whisper from my Subconscious?
She let me cry like that for a little while before ordering me to stand, which I did. She ordered
me to stop crying and dry my eyes, which I also did.
A minute or two later, I snapped to, and Delilah was wrapping up a story she was telling me.
“Isn’t that funny?”
A little ret-con never hurt anybody. I agreed that her story was funny, even though I had no idea
what I’d missed. I was just thankful that she didn’t ask me any questions and force me to admit
that I’d completely zoned out on our conversation.
“Ya know, Del, it’s the weirdest thing... I feel like I’ve been crying. A lot. Isn’t that funny?”
She agreed. It was very funny.
O-O-O
The following evening, she was sitting with me on the sofa, and asked if she could ask me a
few questions. Thinking that this was for a game or a meme, I agreed.
“What era would you least like to live in?”
I considered for a second, but the answer was an easy one: “A post-apocalyptic era.”
“No good. Try again.”
No good? Either that was my answer or it wasn’t. “Um, a lethal pandemic like the one depicted
in The Stand.”
“No, too big. Too catastrophic.”
Jeez. I was beginning to get annoyed. “I don’t know. An economic depression? Or a civil war?
Or where a brutal theocracy has taken over the country like the one depicted in The Handmaid’s
Tale? Pretty much any situation where I die under a different flag than the one under which I
was born. I’m sorry; I kind of gave you more than a single answer there.”
She smiled. “Oh, it’s not a problem. Now, my second question. What is the most horrific,
terrible way to die that you can think of that is physically possible?”
What the hell? I thought about it for a moment, but couldn’t come up with anything clear. “I
don’t know, Del.”
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“You have to answer.”
“No, I don’t have to answer. I don’t know what this is for, but I don’t want any part of it.
Spending my evening filling my mind with diabolical death scenarios is not my idea of a fun
way to pass the time. Forget it.”
She looked taken aback and gave up. She went into the kitchen.
When she returned, she apologized to me and asked if she could give me a hug. I agreed, and
her mouth was near my right ear. She triggered me.
Paraphrasing: “You will answer my questions. You want to answer my questions, you stubborn
fuck!”
She went back into the kitchen as I came to, not questioning why I had zoned out. She returned
and brought up her little game again; all memory of her previous attempt had been erased,
naturally. “What is the most disgusting thing that could ever happen to you?
That one was simple. “Eating shit.”
“Any particular kind?”
“Human shit. Probably my own would be the worst.”
“Okay. And what is the most horrific way that you can think to die that is physically possible?”
I considered for a moment. That’s a tough one. I thought of a chapter from the Anarchy Online
novel Prophet Without Honour. “I’d have to say to die from radiation poisoning.”
Inside my mind, a voice roared with triumph.
“How long would it take you to die?”
“I dunno. A long time. Weeks. Months.”
Something else clicked inside me. A hidden conversation. Something with Delilah. Something
older. I think of Mussolini. “Or being torn apart by an angry mob.”
The triumphant voice inside of me screamed in pain and rage.
“What’s this for, anyway?”
She smiled. “I just wanted to know.”
-Nada the Damned
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Hack.World - Chapter 11
Shiteater
(Written on October 15th, 2009)

Hack.World - Part 3 - Nada Riven:
The Rider, The Driver, and the Chasm Between
“Why so hard?” the charcoal once said to the diamond; “for are we not close
relations?”
Why so soft? O my brothers, thus I ask you: for are you not -- my brothers?
Why so soft, unresisting and yielding? Why is there so much denial and
abnegation in your hearts? So little fate in your glances?
And if you will not be fates, if you will not be inexorable: how can you -conquer with me?
And if your hardness will not flash and cut and cut to pieces: how can you one
day -- create with me?
For all creators are hard. And it must seem bliss to you to press your hand upon
millennia as upon wax.
Bliss to write upon the will of millennia as upon metal -- harder than metal,
nobler than metal. Only the noblest is perfectly hard.
This new law-table do I put over you, O my brothers: Become hard!
-Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols, “The Hammer Speaks”
This chapter was by far the hardest to write, and I want to apologize to the reader for its
content. Unfortunately, the story cannot be told without telling this portion of the tale, how she
made me eat filth, how the experience shattered my mind, how she put me back together wrong
and the aftermath of it all. It is an amazing and terrible thing to be made to face your greatest
fear.
O-O-O
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I’m not sure how much time passed before the events I am about to describe, but on a Saturday
evening in May or June of 2004, Delilah and I got some takeout from a famous Thai restaurant
(“The King and I”) in Milwaukee; I don’t remember what Delilah got, but I got my usual, the
Seafood Curry.
Much later, the quart sized container (now less than half full) sat on my living room end table,
while Delilah and I were arguing as we prepared for bed. It seemed that she had chosen now to
confront me about my profession of love for Anna, and after all this time. I was exhausted and
begged Delilah to table the discussion. I simply refused to respond to her, but she was
relentless, finally hitting me with an ultimatum that we would finish the discussion right then
and there, or we were breaking up.
Now, I’ve never been a big fan of ultimatums, and they usually make me want to violate them
and move on with my life, regardless of the consequences. I rolled away from her and told
Delilah, “Then I guess we’re broken up. That isn’t my choice or what I want, but I’m going to
sleep.”
Del got up and angrily stormed out of the room. I was disappointed, but also fed up. I’d find a
way to talk it out in the morning, to make it up to her, and everything would be fine.
Then, to my surprise, I heard her poking around my leftovers on the end table, and shortly
afterward, I heard the door to the guest bathroom close. Piqued, I thought that it was actually
possible that she was fiddling with my food. I got up and quietly made my way to the door; I
opened it and looked out into the living room.
My container of curry was gone. The hairs on my arms and legs stood up as gooseflesh
crawled over my body. I closed the door and crawled back into bed, profoundly disturbed by
this.
Delilah came back into the room some minutes later and settled stonily into bed. What I did not
comprehend at the time was that she then triggered me into a hypnotic trance and explained her
intentions to me. She even explained that she wasn’t sure if this plan was going to work. I was
not merely Veiled at this time, my conscious mind was shut down, as she promised it would be
if I ever, during a discussion while tranced, referred to her as anyone other than “The Killer”.
Her program was intricate, with orders to enter dissociative states, exit them, see this, be unable
to see that, think such and such, and so on. It was a Rube Goldberg device of thought,
perception, and action.
Once her instructions were imparted, she yanked me out of my hypnotic state. I became fully
awake and, no longer tired (I chalked it up to being pissed off about the argument), I went into
my office to spend some time online and play some video games. The food was completely
forgotten until perhaps an hour later, when I decided to eat some of my leftovers before bed.
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When I opened the container, I remembered Delilah’s suspicious behavior, and sniffed
tentatively at the curry inside. It smelled strongly of a noxious chemical, perhaps a household
cleaner or even bleach.
Suddenly, my consciousness changed, as adrenaline blew through my system and everything
became suddenly dim. This woman was trying to kill me!
I had been sleeping on and off for nine months next to someone capable of murder, and she
intended to make me her victim!
Now, given my undiagnosed dissociative condition caused by a traumatic event when I was
eight years old (as I explained in the prologue, my mother’s boss molested me and sent me
spiraling into a panic attack during which I forgot the entire incident), my brain had a tendency
to compartmentalize traumatic and overly stressful events, and this was by far the most
terrifying thing that had ever happened to me in my life.
I imagine that I might have entered a dissociative state in a situation like this in any event, but it
was due to posthypnotic suggestion that I entered a state of shock in which my hands shook and
my lower jaw was trembling. I was so steeped in a fight-or-flight response that I could not
properly function as a human being. Still, despite my impairment I tried to reason how to deal
with the situation.
In my diminished state, I decided I could not just throw the food away and get away from her.
One of the hallmarks of my entering a state like this is that there was a strong possibility that
my brain would grow a “scab” over the trauma, and I would simply forget it had ever happened.
This woman was trying to kill me, and I knew the risk of forgetting that fact.
I had to protect myself, and I couldn’t do that if I forgot what had been done.
I wanted to call the police, but couldn’t figure out how to do that and be coherent. Worse still
was the possibility that the telephone call would awaken Del, who might even be armed in case
something went wrong.
{Gun in her handbag...}
She was armed! I knew it! She’d shoot me dead if she realized I’d found her out!
I also was in no condition to drive; hell, I wasn’t even sure I was capable of speaking in my
condition.
Then, to make matters worse, I found I had become so exhausted that I was practically falling
asleep on my feet (as I had been programmed to), so I needed to come up with a working
solution to this predicament, and fast!
The solution that came to me in a flash (also as programmed) was to defecate in the container!
Don’t ask me how I rationalized that this was a good idea, but it seemed to be the best way to
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mark the food as being dangerous so that I wouldn’t eat it and tip me off immediately that
something was wrong the next morning.
Still following my elaborate program, I brought the container into the bathroom and defecated
into it, right on top of the food. When I was done, I replaced the lid and placed the food exactly
where it had been on the end table.
My head swimming, I crawled into bed next to Delilah and managed to fall asleep once the
trembling had stopped.
The next morning, just as I had feared, all memory of the previous night’s terror had been
forgotten. Delilah heard me stir, then got up theatrically and began throwing her pants on. Now
rested and in a conciliatory mood, I talked her out of leaving, and we worked through our
difficulties. I explained that I merely had told Anna that I loved her because I had wanted to
hurt her as she had hurt me. This was a half-truth, but seemed to mollify Delilah.
Del suddenly tensed and asked me to stay in the bedroom while she did something she had
forgotten to do. Feeling curious but not particularly suspicious, I stayed in bed while she left the
bedroom for the living room and closed the door behind her.
A minute later, she returned to the room and got back into bed with a peculiar look on her face.
When I announced that I was going to heat up my leftovers for breakfast, she said, “You’re
going to eat them now?” She became insistent that I toss the food out, because it had been
sitting out all night.
Oblivious to the evil little play unfolding around me, I insisted that I had eaten my curry after it
had been out much longer and that it was fine. Delilah insisted on staying in bed and covered
her head with her pillow-- all part of the act, of course.
As I approached the container, I noticed that it was now well over half full, and a strange aroma
was coming from it. Suspiciously, I opened it and poked at what was inside, since it sure didn’t
look like curry. Then the smell hit me, as did the realization that I was staring at a container
full of human shit.
Suddenly, the trauma (if not the memory) of the previous night came flooding back. I knew—
KNEW—I was in mortal peril from a madwoman who had defecated into my food! She stayed
behind, knowing what I would find, and that meant that she was prepared to do me much
greater harm. I entered another dissociative state and became unable to function properly yet
again.
{Gun in her handbag!} She was armed!
In my impaired mindset, I reasoned that Delilah might kill me if I acted as though anything was
wrong. In shock, I placed the entire contents of the container on a plate and placed it in the
microwave, which filled the entire apartment with a nauseating, choking smell of feces.
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Delilah then came out and seemed mortified that I was going to eat the food. She opened some
windows and insisted that I not eat a single bite while she was in the room. She asked me three
times if she could throw the food away, but I swore up and down that everything looked and
smelled fine. My brain had let go of its grip on reality, and it was as though another person was
running the show.
A sneer on her face, she asked me to look at the plate and asked me if there was anything that
looked wrong about it.
Of course, now I can clearly see the huge turd in the middle of the plate, but at the time, I
looked “around” it, if you will. It’s as though I knew that looking directly at it would cause me
some great harm. I was no longer able to process what it was, or why it was a danger to me, but
I knew that acknowledging it in any way would put me in mortal danger, and I stubbornly
insisted on acting as though nothing was wrong.
And acting as though nothing was wrong included eating my leftovers as I had announced I
would.
Delilah again insisted that I wait until she was in the other room to begin, and I complied. She
gathered all the telephones, brought them into the bedroom, and asked if she could borrow my
keys. Without really understanding what was happening to me, I told her where she could find
them. Then she got an idea and asked if I would mind if she videotaped me eating.
“Sure. Why would I mind?” I responded, still in shock.
Unfortunately for her, Delilah was unable to find and set up my video camera in a timely
fashion; she finally gave up looking for it and retreated into the bedroom. She locked the door
and told me to go ahead and eat.
And for the first time, I really looked at what was on the plate. Conscious still couldn’t see it,
but Subconscious could.
My mind froze as my internal monologue, which had become something of an incoherent
babble, rose to the tenor of a high pitched whine. Everything became very dark, and I looked
around, unable to understand where I was, what I was doing, or what was wrong. It was as
though flashbulbs were going on in my head, but instead of making the room brighter, they
made the room darker and darker. It was daylight out, but my apartment looked as it might at
midnight.
After a time (it could have been seconds, it might have been minutes), I snapped out of it and
(as programmed) I was ravenously hungry. I knew that I really couldn’t eat what was in front of
me, so I tried to stand up in the hopes of dumping the entire plate down the garbage disposal,
but try as I might, my legs would not work. I could feel them, but every attempt to stand landed
me back on my ass.
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My hunger was mounting. It kept intensifying and intensifying. I felt like I was going to pass
out from starvation… Maybe if I ate around the big unknowable, unseeable thing at the center
of the plate, I would be okay. I resisted and resisted, but my hunger grew and grew. Eat around
the edge, eat around the edge...
I picked up the fork...
...And made it two bites before I swallowed something that definitely wasn’t curry.
And so we come to the truly vile part of my story. The realization of what was in my mouth and
my throat was as powerful and jarring as a bolt of lightning crashing down from the sky and
into my head. I felt as though I had been thrown back and was lying down. The room was
almost pitch black. I couldn’t tell which end was up or who I was or what I was doing, just a
screeching ultrasonic whine in my head—
Suddenly, I was back. Completely back.
I still couldn’t get up. I looked around for a phone to call for help, but all the phones were gone.
I tried to get up, but my legs still wouldn’t work. I wanted to walk into the kitchen and drink
drain cleaner from under the sink, to do myself in once and for all, but I just couldn’t stand,
damnit!
“D-D-D-Delilah?” I called out.
As the realization of what I had done settled over me, a peculiar thing kept happening. One
second, I knew what was occurring, and the next second I didn’t. Then I would be reminded by
the texture and taste in my mouth and the horror would come flooding back. My brain kept
trying to forget, but reality would keep asserting itself. It was like being surprised and horrified
for the first time, over and over, and over again. Finally, I settled into a state of awareness.
This woman was a serial killer. She was a vicious mind-fucker, and I was merely the latest in a
long line of victims. I knew nothing of her hypnosis or anything she had done to me before, but
I knew this to be a fact.
“Delilah…” I called out again. “Please kill me.” She was going to do it anyway. Maybe if she
was feeling nice she’d just get it over with.
Del’s voice was chiding, like a mother figure, “I told you not to eat it, and now you have to
finish what you’ve started.” She was toying with me! Why wouldn’t she get it over with?
“Please kill me.” I repeated again, still in shock.
“I’m not coming out there until that plate is clear. Finish what’s on your plate, and Mommy will
help you.”
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The thought of dying, of being put out of my misery, was palpable. I was continuously
confronted with the horror of my current circumstances, not to mention the heartbreak of
betrayal, and the thought of being dead was a genuinely comforting thought. This oily, pasty
texture, this flavor, like the food I had eaten yet unlike it, was Forbidden Knowledge. I now
knew something that man was not meant to know, and I would rather have been dead than live
with that knowledge.
Furthermore, this psycho-drama just cemented in my mind what had been percolating on and
off since my shock began: Something amazing, something unbelievable was happening to me.
What would my mother say, if she saw this drama unfolding. What would she do? Would she
kill Delilah in cold blood to save her son from this madness?
I offered to dump the entire mess down the sink, in the toilet, or in the garbage, but each time I
was told that under no circumstances was I allowed to do that. Not that it mattered, of course;
my legs would still not work.
So I reasoned: I would eat the disgusting mess on my plate, and either it (and the poison I now
remembered was within it) would kill me, or Delilah would. Part of me saw it as fitting that one
of my final acts would be one of self-defilement in a long line of self destructive behaviors.
And so, I mashed everything up together and ate. As the first bite slid down my throat, the
ultrasonic screech ramped up again, and my mind howled and shrieked: “I’m eating shit! I’m
eating shit! I’ve gone crazy and I’m never going to come back!” The lights seemed to blink on
and off as fireworks went off in my head. At least part of the time I wasn’t even aware of what I
was doing.
Delilah asked me, “Does it taste bad?”
Unaware of what I was eating at that moment, replied, “It tastes better!”
Sounds of retching began to come from the bedroom.
And then the plate was clear, with Delilah insisting that I completely clean it. And how? As I
was unable to rise from my seat, she made me lick the plate clean. She then told me I could get
up.
I was then able to rise, and as I wobbled my way to the bedroom door, I could feel the unholy
vomit rising up in my esophagus; I knew—absolutely knew—that if I had to throw that mess
up, my sanity would completely give way and I would never come back.
Delilah unlocked the bedroom door, and both out of rage and a desire to provoke her into
finishing me off, I gave her a wet, sloppy shit-smeared kiss on the cheek that made her run to
the guest bathroom with a horrified cry. As she washed her face, she made various disgusted
and angry noises at me while insisting I brush my teeth first thing.
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While in the bathroom, my perceptions began to oscillate again, and I forgot what I had done. I
began to brush my teeth, and when the toothbrush came back oily and brown, I smelled it. Once
again I willed the vomit to stay down, and I proceeded to rinse my mouth with mouthwash
repeatedly until the taste was completely gone.
My task now completed, I joined Delilah on the bed and curled into a fetal position next to her,
“Please kill me,” I begged.
“What? I would never kill you!” She was crying, “I told myself that if you came in here and
tried to kill me, I wouldn’t try to stop you.”
She explained that she had done what she did in poisoning my food because I was dumping her
and she loved me so much that she couldn’t bear it.
“But I wasn’t going to break up with you,” I told her. “I love you.” This is the first and only
open admission of love I ever made to her while we were together.
She then explained that the poison in the food had actually been a sample of live Hepatitis C
virus she had stolen from her friend’s work at a statewide AIDS and STD charity, and that it
was going to kill me in about four years.
This last point caused me to shriek and shriek, and she pressed my face into her bosom to keep
the noise from carrying. When I settled down at last, she told me that if I wanted to go to the
police, she wouldn’t try to stop me, but she made me a promise: If I didn’t turn her in, she
would stay with me and keep me comfortable until I died. She would stay at my side and never
abandon me.
My mind snapped, again: I had killed myself, but not in the comfortable “drift off to sleep and
die” way, but the kind that requires you to be hooked up to respirators or dialysis machines for
months and months after years of torment. I had finally Gone and Done It.
During this entire exchange, she was cooing like a warm, inviting mother figure, which I clung
to for dear life. My mind had shattered, and I needed nothing more than Almighty Mommy
herself; Delilah was only too happy to oblige if it increased her hold over me.
When Del “found out” I had eaten the entire plate (she had, of course, intended this result all
along, and I had delivered myself into her waiting hands) instead of “getting rid of it” as she
insisted she had been trying to get me to do through the door, she became very concerned for
me and tried to insist that I get my stomach pumped. I reasoned that if I went, she’d get
arrested, and I would be unable to function on my own, so I’d likely be committed. She agreed
that both of those results were probably true and asked if I was sure I didn’t want to go to the
hospital.
I reasoned that I was on-call during this particular weekend and I would be lucky to recover
enough to go to work on Monday. I would need her in case anything came up with the servers
on this particular Sunday. I just couldn’t function on my own.
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“Dogs eat poop all the time and they don’t die,” I told her as my body began shutting down and
the adrenaline left my system. “If I die, I die. If I don’t, I don’t. I’ve been wanting to die since I
was a child, and just too cowardly to do it myself. Maybe I’ll forget, and in a few years, I’ll just
get sick and it’ll be too late to do anything but keep me comfortable until my death.” In the
back of my mind, I had made a phony deal: I knew I had to put my mind back together and get
away from this monster! Once I was able to function again, I would go to the police and put an
end to this nightmare.
“If I forget... You can’t let me have sex with anyone else, Delilah. You can’t let me push you
away the way I push everyone away. And if it looks like I’m going to have sex with anyone
else and you can’t stop me, you have to tell me what happened. To save lives.”
I drifted off to sleep as Delilah began the work of cleaning the microwave and and taking out
the garbage to destroy any evidence of the psycho-drama that had just taken place.
O-O-O
I awoke several hours later to the chime of my on-call pager. I struggled out of bed with a
massive headache, and my entire body felt like it had tar running through it instead of blood. I
had a stabbing pain in my liver, and I felt generally sick to my stomach. I did remember my
predicament, however.
I asked Delilah if she would accompany me to our headquarters building to make sure I could
cope with the job of getting out there and doing the work. I felt shaky and didn’t know what
was likely to happen. She said that of course she would, and we trundled off to the facility.
While driving there, my still-fragmented mind began to cycle through two perceptual states. In
one of them, I knew I was dying, knew what had happened, and was proceeding through my
life with a grim determination to get through and heal enough to get real help. In the other state,
I knew I felt sick but had no explanation as to why.
During the drive, my mind flipped over to the latter and stayed there. I forgot what had
happened to me and couldn’t understand what was wrong when I began developing a horrible
rash on my arms and neck.
While at the headquarters building, I needed to use the toilet, as my intestinal distress had risen
to a painful level. Delilah came into the men’s’ room to see if I was okay. “What the fuck did I
eat!?” I asked, hunched over on the toilet.
“You’re joking, right?” asked Delilah through the door.
“No!” I noticed that I was still developing a spreading, itchy rash on my arms, and it continued
to get worse as I worked on the server. We stopped at Target on the way home to buy some
Benadryl or Sudafed or some such remedy for allergies. It didn’t help.
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Over the next few days, the rash had spread over most of my body, including my shaved head,
and I had been essentially hiding at one of the company’s lesser-populated facilities, in an
isolated cubicle, in order to keep anyone from seeing me. I had reasoned that I had eaten some
bad shrimp or been allergic to the spices in my seafood curry, but something bothered me about
the food. It tasted different the second day, I remembered. Peculiar. And something about
Delilah’s behavior… These items would nag at my Subconscious for years to come.

And a day or two later, I did remember again, but it didn’t register that I had ever forgotten. My
perceptual state continued to cycle between those two realities: In one, I knew what I was
suffering from, and in the other, I simply did not.
To say that my work output suffered is something of an understatement. I cultivated a
personality, sometimes “Jason,” sometimes “Steve,” who didn’t feel this sick and didn’t have
my lack of energy. “Jason/Steve” was unflinchingly professional, but coasted by as much as he
could because of the debilitating toxicity he was fighting. When I remembered what had
happened to me, I could rely on Jason/Steve to get me through the workday. He hadn’t gone
through what I had been through, after all.
It was on Wednesday, I believe, when the call came in for me to leave my hiding place and
work on a system at the Headquarters building. Unfortunately, it was too late in the day for me
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to fix the system and return to the satellite office, so I was forced to work on the server in
question and then sit in the only cubicle available to me at HQ, a high traffic spot right by the
door to the main hallway. Of course, it wasn’t long before several coworkers (including my
boss’ boss) congregated nearby and asked about the horrible skin condition.
I explained that it was merely bad shellfish and that I wasn’t contagious. That seemed to placate
everyone, but one member of the UNIX team stayed behind to talk to me. He sat down behind
me and was very pleasant, with a nice bedside manner. He said something about my rash, and
suddenly everything came flooding back. My mind snapped, and found I couldn’t quite
comprehend where I was or what I was doing. I made “uh huh, okay” noises to my coworker,
and he went away, bewildered. Of course, what I couldn’t hear at the time was that he he said
he had a relative who had contracted a case of hepatitis, and the rash looked very much like the
one I had. He had advised me to get to a doctor (or an emergency room) as quickly as possible,
because the one I had looked potentially fatal.

Unable to comprehend much of anything, I returned to my laptop and looked at the clock. I was
able to pull it together enough to understand that I had to hold out until the clock on the bottom
right of my computer screen said “5:00” and that I had maybe 15 minutes to go. I had enough
wherewithal to comprehend that I could not let it be known the condition I was in; I had to
pretend to look busy in order to make it safely out of the situation.
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During this time, I experienced reality in an altered state. It was as though my actions were
completely detached from my consciousness. When my time was up, I went out into my car and
attempted to process what I was going through. In the end, I let go of my trauma. What “letting
go” means in this case is that I made the conscious choice to forget the trauma ever happened. I
relaxed, and allowed myself to “lose” the time.
Now stable enough to function, but still feeling shell-shocked, I drove home to my charade of a
life. Delilah allowed me to continue as though nothing had happened.
Little did I know that the incident was still not over.
O-O-O
The following day, I returned to work as usual and made my way to my hiding place. Late in
the day, the same UNIX admin from the day before approached me. The instant I saw him, my
functioning became impaired as I was reminded of the trauma (if not the reasons behind it). He
attempted to speak to me about seeing a doctor but became frustrated with me very quickly,
because it was apparent that his words weren’t reaching me. He stormed off in anger, while I
was left bewildered.
I spoke with him briefly on our corporate instant messenger program as I tried to ascertain
exactly what he was trying to tell me. As soon as he had left, the impairment had vanished
(along with any memory of anything he had said), and I was completely confused as to what
was happening to me. I tried to get him to explain online exactly what he was talking about,
because I kept forgetting, when the phone rang.
“I’m going to give this one more try. You obviously don’t give a shit about your own life, but
perhaps you’ll care for the sake of your victims.”
In a nutshell, he related to me in very brusque, disrespectful terms, that while he hoped he was
wrong (for my victims’ sake), it appeared that I had contracted a chronic case of what he
speculated was hepatitis B. The rash, he told me, was bile backing up from my liver. If I started
living a healthy lifestyle, I would need a liver transplant in about ten years. “The way you live
and eat, I figure you’ll be dead in four.” He also told me that I was probably so saturated with
virus that I would likely lethally infect anyone I had sexual contact with. “I don’t know what
got into you, but judging from that rash, you have the worst case I’ve ever heard of.”
I managed to hold it together while he explained the situation to me, but I was impaired much
in the way I had been the day before. I desperately hung on to his words; after all, if I wasn’t
careful, I was going to infect and kill other people through sex.
Furthermore, the entire poisoning had come flooding back in a big way, as well as Delilah’s
involvement in it. I managed to keep it all straight in my head for the next 15-20 minutes and
then left early. I knew I was incapable of driving home, but I couldn’t just “let it go” this time. I
had to tell Del, so while I sat in the front seat of my car, I called her at my home.
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I was stammering and could barely form complete sentences. When Delilah learned that I was
calling regarding something related to the incident, she refused to discuss it on the telephone, as
if she was concerned that I was setting her up with the police. I insisted that this wasn’t the
case, but she was adamant.
I explained that I was incapable of driving myself home, and that this was of life-or-death
importance. Delilah didn’t have gas money to come and get me, so I told her to use the change
from the jar on my dresser. She refused; I was going to have to find a way to get home. “If you
look deep inside yourself,” she said, “I’m sure you can find someone to help you.”
In retrospect, this is a very peculiar thing to say, but at the time it made perfect sense. I had
been acquainted with people in the past with Multiple Personality Disorder/Dissociative
Identity Disorder (MPD/DID), and I knew that in some cases people had been known to invent
personalities to help them through traumatic events, much in the way I had tried to do with
Jason/Steve. I thought of a client of mine-- the president of the Salex Group-- who always was
kind of a jerk, but had the ability to get the job done no matter what.
I decided that I would become that client, Toby Feiss, for the ride home. There was screaming
behind my eyes, but there was a smile on my face as I drove home. I’d proclaim that I was this
client by name, and I’d exclaim aloud, “I don’t give a fuck about anyone but myself! I’m a
prick! I’m an asshole!”
Somehow I made it through the half hour trip home to find Delilah beckoning me to the
bedroom to tell her all about what was upsetting me. She had me nestle in precisely so she
could whisper in my right ear, which was always the ear she used when she was programming
long-term or complex suggestions.
And so it all came spilling out, how I now thought I had hepatitis, and how she had to keep her
promise to protect me. There was a chance I would forget again, I told her. She had to make
sure that I got tested, and she needed to keep me from doing anything that might endanger
anyone else’s health until I did. If it looked like I wasn’t going to get tested, she absolutely had
to remind me of these traumatic events.
I could live with dying, I told her tearfully, but the thought that it had been at my own hand was
too much for me to bear. I cried to her that I wanted to forget.
“Oh, honey,” she cooed softly, “I know you’re going to forget. Know how I know?”
“How?”
“Because you don’t have Hepatitis B.”
“I don’t?” I looked up at her.
“No.” Her face twisted suddenly into a vicious and hateful mask, “You have Hepatitis C.”
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Suddenly, there were fireworks going off in my head again as I realized once more that she was
truly evil and that I was in the clutches of someone who intended to do me harm. And I would
forget. Forget so completely that the entire incident was a hole in my mind for nearly four
years.
I blacked out. Somewhere in the distant void, I could hear the sounds of whispering.
O-O-O
The following night, I came upon Delilah lying down in bed, crying with the lights off. I lay
down next to her and put my arms around her. At first, she wouldn’t talk about what was
bothering her, but I finally pried the following story out of her:
She had seen an anthology show, it seemed, such as The Outer Limits or Tales from the Dark
Side, wherein there was a husband and wife, and the wife had made a mistake that was going to
kill her beloved husband. The husband had forgiven the woman though, in spite of what she
had done, to her amazement. But something else had happened, and the man had forgotten that
he was dying, and the wife was left alone with the shame and knowledge of what she had done.
And wasn’t that just the bleakest, most awful thing I’d ever heard. It was, I agreed, and held her
until she stopped crying.
-Nada the Shattered
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Hack.World - Chapter 12
The Driver and the Rider
(Written on October 23rd, 2009)
One is always in one’s own company. - Friedrich Nietzsche
A single person closed his eyes the afternoon when Delilah had broken my mind that last time,
but when my eyes opened again, there were two distinct people inside my head.
The phenomenon is almost impossible to describe, but I had become split into two fully
independent entities. Think of two people in a taxi cab: one was the Driver, and the other was
the Rider, sitting in the back.
Driver was completely oblivious to what had happened. As far as he was concerned, he had
merely fallen asleep. He knew nothing of the Thai food incident, or anything unusual that came
afterward. He was the one in charge of the body and did all the talking. Unfortunately, this was
the personality that I believed to be based on my jerk of a client, the one that drove me home.
He was arrogant and hostile, especially towards Delilah.
Rider, on the other hand, held all the cards. He remembered that he was dying of Hepatitis but
did not remember the final trauma (driving home pretending to be someone else) that helped
create him. He also knew that something was very, very wrong.
Unfortunately, as his name implies, Rider was unable to communicate with the outside world,
control the body, or even talk to Driver in a way that Driver could comprehend.
Rider was aware of Driver, but Driver was only peripherally aware of Rider. Rider could
influence Driver, but could not directly control actions. A tug of war over the body began.
Rider spent most of his time watching, impotently. Sometimes he got very upset about Driver’s
actions and began to scream at Driver about his “asshole” behavior, sometimes with effect.
Rider learned that he had the ability to “nudge” Driver into doing things, or into refraining from
doing things.
For example, Delilah and I stopped having sex.
The oddest thing was, sometimes I felt I was the Driver, and sometimes I remember being the
Rider, as though I switched places spontaneously. Or as though they were both me,
inexplicably.
Now, thanks to Delilah’s gift, I have memories of both personalities, as well as the whispers of
my Subconscious.
O-O-O
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Over the next few days, I decided to see a doctor, as my rash still had not abated. I’d been
avoiding this, as I lacked health insurance, but something needed to be done. Delilah reminded
me that I needed to get checked for Hepatitis, and with this in mind, I headed out.
I went to a local urgent care clinic on South 60th Street, and the doctor diagnosed me as having
nothing more than an allergic reaction to something unidentified and wrote a scrip for a drug to
lessen the effect. I asked her about getting tested for hepatitis, but she was certain that my rash
was not indicative of a hepatitis infection. At my insistence, she looked up the tests, then
informed me that since I didn’t have any idea what strain I might have been exposed to, I would
need to have a test for each major strain at a cost of nearly $500.
Naturally, I declined the tests, seeing little point in following through. She was certain my rash
was an allergic reaction, after all.
At home, Delilah tried to insist that I get the tests. She even offered to pay for them herself.
Driver sneered at her, “If you have $500 to pay, you should be paying me back the money you
owe!”
Rider, meanwhile, had been screaming at Driver for his hostility. When he realized that Driver
wasn’t going to get the tests, Rider was exultant. He knew that Delilah has promised to prevent
me from endangering anyone, and if I wouldn’t get tested, she was supposed to remind me of
what had happened.
“Why are you being so insistent?” Driver asked. “Is there something you want to tell me?”
Rider waited like a coiled spring; he knew that he was about to be set free at last. It was as
though he knew that the revelation about what had happened would set him loose to re-integrate
with Driver.
Delilah looked me dead in the eye. “No,” she said.
Inside my mind, Rider began to scream at the betrayal and suddenly went silent, as if asleep.
For the first time in several days, I was looking at the world through a single pair of eyes, and
with a single mind.
Rider would continue to resent Delilah, but would not consciously know why. Perhaps the
trauma of the betrayal was too much for his fragile, embryonic consciousness; it simply became
yet another in a long string of events made to “un-happen”. The effect, however, would be
keenly felt on a Subconscious level.
Rider would, however, continue to crop up periodically and influence Driver’s actions; he
headed off a romantic reconciliation with Anna, for example, which he did in order to protect
her from the hepatitis infection he believed his body to have.
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Rider also prodded Driver into taking photographs of the rash; he thought they might be
important later.
O-O-O
Months passed. According to Delilah, Rhonda had entered a downward spiral and seemed to
have a revolving door on her bedroom, sometimes with half a dozen gentlemen callers per day.
She contracted genital herpes but continued her escapades with a passion.
Delilah’s housing situation had become untenable, and she opted to move in with her friend and
former roommate Jia, with whom she had moved to our state over a year before. Jia, a halfLebanese woman, had a young son named Saben who had Asbergers Syndrome (a mild form of
autism); she worked at the same statewide AIDS and STD testing/counseling charity that my
alleged Hepatitis C supposedly came from. She was employed there as a counselor while she
finished her bachelor’s in psychology.
The trio moved into an apartment complex by the expressway. The apartment itself was very
nice, but the neighborhood was less than ideal, with the occasional crime or act of vandalism in
the complex. Some of the children used the hallway for a urinal.
O-O-O
Delilah’s shitty brown Sundance was dying, and she needed a new car, but had no money to
spare for a down payment. Naturally she approached me for the duty. My tab with her was at
around $1500, with no signs of any payments in the foreseeable future. At least she was
reasonably employed by this point, so there was hope or eventual repayment, but in order to
keep that job, Del needed reliable transportation.
We ended up going to a local Toyota dealership that employed the husband of one of my
coworkers as a sales manager. When we arrived, I made a move to exit my car, but Delilah
stopped me, stating that she wanted to take a few minutes to prepare herself for the stressful
task of dealing with the salespeople. A bit exasperated, I agreed to wait.
She wanted to tell me a story, she said, one that would explain her apprehension about
automobile sales. She felt self-conscious about telling her tale, however, and asked me to keep
my eyes off of her while we spoke. I stared at the dashboard while she began her story, and
quickly found myself in a rather unique hypnotic state, one in which I was awake and at least
peripherally aware that I was being spoken to. It was as if Delilah was telling her story, and I
was zoning out and not listening. Instead, I thought of all manner of daydreamy things as she
droned on and on. Meanwhile, I kept trying to look past the middle on the dashboard to my
right, but found that my eyes would not move past the midway point. I could not look at her no
matter what I did, yet I did not think there was anything unusual about this.
As I sat there, lost in my thoughts, I received instructions. She would make an insidiously
coded comment that would indicate her desire to own a specific automobile.
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And then I would do everything in my power to make sure she drove off the lot with that car.
Once her programming was completed and I was back to a normal state of awareness, I realized
that I had failed to pay attention to her entire story, and I was petrified that she would ask me a
question that would force me to admit I had ignored everything she said. Fortunately, she did
not, so we went inside and met our salesman. Delilah asked me to buy her a soda, so I went all
the way to the service department to acquire beverages, and returned to an unusual sight: Del
was on her feet, standing next to the salesman, and she appeared to be whispering into his right
ear. She sat down before I could get too close.
We examined several cars before Delilah began drooling over a used red deluxe PT Cruiser,
which had an approximate price of $15,000. She hit me with her coded trigger: this was the car
she wanted.
So then we entered the credit counselor phase of the car buying process; I thought that the car
was well out of Del’s price range, but asked the salesman to run the numbers so we could find
out what her monthly payment would be.
Del wanted to talk to the dealership’s credit person in private first. Furthermore, she didn’t want
me watching her through the office window, so she insisted I sit at the salesman’s desk with my
back to the credit office. It was a weird request in a long line of weird requests from Del, but I
dealt with it. A couple of minutes later, I looked back clandestinely, and Del was pressing the
female credit counselor’s palm to her forehead. Strange. I watched for a few seconds, then
looked away, oblivious to what I was actually seeing.
In time, I was asked into the office. We talked credit scores and payments, and it appeared that
Delilah’s credit was fairly bad, so even after a discount of nearly $2,000 she would actually
need to come up with $5,000 in cash just to qualify for the loan.
Now, I’m a generous person, but there are certainly limits to my generosity. The sum of money
required for a down payment was ridiculous, but I didn’t even blink an eye; for some reason the
only thing that seemed to matter was making Delilah happy by facilitating her buying the car
that she wanted. I put $3,000 on a credit card, and wrote a check for the other $2,000. Delilah
feigned shock at my display of generosity, and a short time later she was driving home in her
new car.
Helping Delilah made me feel like a man, and I happily put the $5,000 on her tab, which was
now well over $6,500. I was gravely concerned about ever being paid back, however, and I
began to wonder if I hadn’t made a terrible mistake in being so extravagant.
Little did I realize that the decision was never mine to make; I was merely following orders.
Back at home, Delilah sank to her knees in front of me and unzipped my fly to show her thanks.
Rider, sleeping, did not say a word in protest.
O-O-O
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On some level, I began to resent and fear Delilah extremely strongly. Smoking grass became a
traumatic activity for me, as I started to develop powerful impulses to kill Delilah while high. I
found I would have to restrain myself from reaching out to strangle her or break her neck. I am
normally a very passive, non-violent person; I fancy myself as something of a pacifist, although
I generally feel violent urges toward people that have wronged or rejected me. In fact, the only
time I can conceive of becoming violent is in defense of myself or another person in mortal
peril.
Even more strangely, I found that any time Delilah began to descend a staircase in front of me, I
had to literally restrain myself from reaching out and pushing her! This impulse happened when
I was completely unaffected by marijuana and was very strong. I just seemed to develop this
inexplicable urge to push her down the stairs, race to the landing below and snap her neck. I
found myself very troubled by these urges, and was at a loss to explain how they came about.
Naturally, I didn’t tell Delilah any of this.
O-O-O
One day, while we were out enjoying a Sunday afternoon in a trendy neighborhood in the city, I
began to think about my nebulous suspicions about my rash (now long gone) and the Thai food
that preceded it. We were driving in my car out by an old movie theater where we were
supposed to catch an independent film called Palindromes, when I mentioned to her that I had a
suspicion that the food I had the morning my rash started might have been tainted.
Delilah’s reaction was immediate and unequivocally hostile. She told me she wished I would let
the topic drop, because I was constantly harping on it. I pointed out that her reaction was a bit
extreme, and to the best of my knowledge, this was the only time I’d ever brought it up. She
insisted that I had raised the topic repeatedly with her, it was a disgusting topic, and if the
restaurant had put something in the food, I would never be able to know or prove anything.
I didn’t point out that food was somehow different on the second day, and that she had ample
opportunity to put something in it herself. My suspicion wasn’t of the restaurant, it was of her.
Seeking to change the topic, Delilah asked me to cancel our plans to see the movie and take her
back to my home, as she suddenly had developed a splitting headache.
Begrudgingly, I dropped everything to drove her home. Once there, she said she needed to lie
down and asked me to get into bed with her. I agreed, and she prompted me to lie in an unusual
way. Ordinarily, Delilah would lie on the right side of the bed, and I on the left. This would
have put my left ear facing her, but she asked me to lie on the other side of her, with her
literally latched on to me, my right ear near her mouth.
Bewildered, but eager to help, I adjusted myself until she was satisfied, and she asked me to get
as comfortable as I could. Confused, I adjusted myself further.
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When I was done, she triggered me. I was not aware of the contents of the programming, but
when it was over I figured to myself that there was no chance of ever finding out or proving
anything against Delilah, and the truth was, if there was shit in my food, I really didn’t want to
know.
I would not think seriously about this topic again until the week of January 28th, 2008, when I
was programmed to do so.
O-O-O
Fearing my violent impulses, I decided that I needed space from Del, and I told her that the
apartment complex manager had received a tip from my nosy neighbors that there was another
car parked in front of my garage, belonging to someone who wasn’t on my lease, which was
true. The apartment manager gave me a choice; Delilah could stop spending most of her nights
in my home, or she could go on my lease. I opted for the former.
I began to see other people during certain days of the week. Tuesdays were for platonic
hangings-out with Shelly, Wednesdays were usually for Missy, Thursdays for Carrie or Bonnie,
and then the long weekends for Del. My bed was usually empty only one day of the week, the
night Shelly came over.
By the summer of 2005, I was completely out of debt, and my savings hit $75,000; part of my
programming kicked in, and I decided that it was now time for me to begin looking to buy a
house.
I approached one of my clients, “Jim Sindel”, for assistance. Jim was a mortgage and real estate
broker in the area, and he assigned a woman named “Carly”, the mother of his only grandchild,
to be my real estate agent.
Carly began showing Delilah and me houses around the area. One night, Del approached me
and asked if I envisioned a time when she and I might live together. I told her that the
possibility existed, but I needed for her to be able to stand financially on her own two feet first,
and part of that meant paying me back in full.
What I really meant was that she needed to pay me back, so I could break up with her, and end
this never ending cycle of me buying her things or doing things for her, adding them to her tab,
and her never paying me back. The murderous urges were becoming stronger and stronger, for
reasons I could not understand. I could barely look at her without fantasizing about her neck
snapping in my hands, and this terrified me.
Delilah, after two years, still had virtually nothing of her own in my home. She had no drawer
in my dresser, and nothing hanging in my closet. She left behind nothing but her toothbrush, a
couple of bottles of perfume, and the whispers and runes in my mind when she left my home.
We still had never kissed, and she had still not professed love for me, so I had not professed
love for her.
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While taking a break from house hunting, I also decided to buy a tattoo for Delilah, in the shape
of a skeletal, stylized dragon, which she had placed on the side of her lower leg. She spoke of
one day getting a tattoo of a queen bee, but wouldn’t let me buy that one for her. The time was
not yet right for that particular bit of ink, it seemed. She would get it on January 20th, 2010,
supposedly on the 10th anniversary of her mother’s death.
Jia and I began talking via Yahoo! Instant Messenger around this time. She told me things
about Delilah, unflattering things; she told me, for example, that Del badmouthed me at every
turn, that when I told Del I need space, she returned to her apartment and complained that she’d
come home because she “couldn’t stand it anymore.”
Jia also told me that Delilah lied about her felony conviction. She explained to me that it was
for financial misconduct, not a drug possession charge when she was 18. The financial
misconduct was forgery on a check, it seemed.
I didn’t know what to make of these accusations; I’d caught Delilah in lies before, and despite
my own hypocritical dishonesty, I’d warned her that I wouldn’t tolerate lying. I took Jia’s
claims with a grain of salt, but I was disturbed at some of the things she told me; some of them
were eerily close to the truth, and in some cases, close to truths that Delilah had no business
conveying to anyone else. I played a waiting game, and while I didn’t confront Delilah, I didn’t
discourage Jia from communicating with me, either. I was biding my time in the hopes that I
could get my money back from Delilah before breaking things off with her.
Despite Jia’s backstabbing, the two women began to look for a new place to live, as there had
been gunfire inside the complex on more than one occasion. They settled on a place in
Washington Heights in an arts-and-crafts duplex. The pair needed an additional $900 to be able
to move in, and of course, all eyes turned towards me. Even though Delilah had not made a
payment on her tab in over a year, I felt somehow obligated to get her out of a nightmarish
housing situation. I added $450 to her tab, and opened one for Jia for the same amount.
After a couple of offers on houses that didn’t work out, I settled on a condo in a suburb outside
of Milwaukee. My closing date was October 28th, with an intended moving date of November
12th, 2005. Delilah helped me pack, and I arranged for a contractor to wire the condo for a
computer network and repaint the previous owner’s deplorable do-it-yourself job.
The move went off without a hitch, and Delilah helped; she took the seats out of the back of her
PT Cruiser and stored them in my new garage so that she could transport fragile items in the
cargo space.
Unfortunately, domestic bliss was not in the cards for us. Now that she had orchestrated my
purchase of a home at the tail end of a housing boom, it was time for her to enact her plot to
break us up and begin her elaborate punishment.
-Nada the Walking Wallet
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Hack.World - Chapter 13
Facets
(Written on October 24th, 2009)

Man is the cruelest animal. - Friedrich Nietzsche
It was 1990. I was 19 years old and still living with my mother and stepfather.
My stepfather was yelling at me, and I laughed at the incredulity of it all as he raged. For once,
I was not staring at a spot to the side of his head. I was an adult, and, shocked that he was
treating me like a twelve year old, I am not tuning him out. It was just so stupid. This entire
affair was over a telephone call from our pastor, who, learning I was on a long-distance call on
the other line, left a message with me indicating that their tee time had changed for golf. My
stepfather was enraged that I didn’t abandon my call and come to get him immediately.
The telephone was coming out of my room.
I giggled and snickered; the entire situation was asinine. The Rageaholic-in-Chief threatened to
“wipe the grin off my face” if I didn’t stop, but I just couldn’t help myself.
“You think that’s funny? Well, you just lost the car, too.”
The words came like a blow. We lived in an apartment complex in the middle of nowhere. No
automobile meant no job; it was at least five miles to the nearest bus stop. Still, I was in for a
penny, in for a pound. I began to laugh harder.
“And if that’s funny, how’s this: You don’t have a place to live anymore. I want you out of
here tomorrow.”
My laughter came even harder now. I was horrified inside, but the whole thing seemed so
stupid. Finally, he threatened to wipe the smile off my face with his fist, and that message hit
home. I stopped my laughter and had a serious, if not slightly whimsical look upon my face.
We were in my bedroom. I was sitting on my bed, and he was looming over me. He had
physically and emotionally abused me for over a decade, but he hadn’t dared to lay a finger
upon me since I turned 18.
Until tonight.
“I want you out of here tomorrow, son. Am I clear?”
He never called me “son” unless he was spitting it at me like an insult.
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“Crystal,” I said, just like Judd Nelson in the movie “The Breakfast Club”. A smile was on my
lips again; I’d waited years and years to use that line.
And suddenly he was upon me, and threw me down on the bed. I tried to keep my hands up to
protect my face, but he managed to pull them out of the way. My eyes were screwed shut; but I
saw a bright flash in the darkness, stars blooming in my head as I felt a massive pain in the left
side of my face.
Then the room was empty except for me. Blood was everywhere.
“You motherfucker!” I screamed almost incoherently from my ruined mouth. “Over a fucking
phone call!”
Forbidden language in our house. After all, my stepfather was a Born-Again Christian, as if
that wasn’t obvious from his Christ-like behavior.
My mother came in, horrified. “Oh, God... What did he do?” She held me and examined my
face. It appeared that, inexplicably, the blow had torn a hole in my cheek, and I would need
stitches. She gave me a towel and went to confront my stepfather.
“He laughed at me,” my stepfather offered lamely.
“Well that was certainly an appropriate response!” This was the first time he had ever beaten
me with my mother in the house and the first time he had ever left a mark.
A few minutes later, my mother and I were in our coats, in the hallway by the stairs to the first
floor landing. My stepfather demanded to know where we were going, and when he learned
that we were on our way to the emergency room, he demanded to examine my face and began
walking toward me. I realized his golf bag was directly to my right, and I put my hand on one
of his irons; I planned to beat him to death with it as soon as he came within striking distance.
“STAY THE FUCK AWAY FROM ME!” I screamed, as best I could through my puffy lips,
the left side of which had now swollen ridiculously; my upper lip was well over an inch thick.
The iron in my hand rose a few inches out of the bag.
He threw up his hands and began to walk away. “I still want him out of here by tomorrow.”
“I think I have some say in that,” my mother replied.
“Oh, it’s really simple. Either he goes, or I go!”
“Fine. Pack your shit and get the hell out of my house!” My mother, my hero.
His response was lame, all the wind gone from his sails. “Well, I think we need to talk about
this, then.”
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I laughed again.
In the car, my mother, staying true to her Christian ideals, coached me to lie to the doctors,
telling me that whatever had happened should be dealt with within the family.
In the ER, I looked at her with a stab of betrayal in my heart as I answered the doctor’s
questions.
“I fell,” I replied sarcastically, my statement an obvious lie to everyone in the room.
It took seventeen stitches inside and outside of my mouth to sew my bloody face back together.
The doctor promised that it wouldn’t even scar, but that was a lie, too. To this day I wear a
goatee to hide the shame of what was done to me.
The following day, I told my stepfather that if he ever touched me again, he’d better kill me,
because in the event he did hit me, I wouldn’t stop coming after him until one of us was dead.
Seventeen years later, I watched the protagonist in Bioshock beat his father to death with a golf
club -- an iron -- and felt a chill go up and down my spine.
O-O-O
It was 1979, and filled with bloodlust, I threw one of my fellow third graders to the ground and
kicked him in the stomach as hard as I could. I was a foot taller than anyone else in my class,
and he was stupid enough to mess with me.
I was a violent person. By that day, less than a month after the molestation, I’d sent two kids to
the nurse’s office and one to the hospital. This was the legacy of what Norman had done to me;
my festering Virus sought to find others and inflict itself upon them. I’d been a problem child
for a couple of years now, but nothing like this. Not violent like this.
The boy couldn’t breathe, and then, finally, a screaming cry came from the writhing form on
the ground before me.
He and I would never be friends again.
My gym teacher sent me to the office, and from the office, I was sent home. After the first
incident, when I had punched another boy in the face on the school bus and sent him home with
what his mother suspected was a fractured nose, my stepfather had beaten me with a wooden
board, swinging it like a baseball bat. As I walked home, I examined my fingers. Some of my
fingernails were still broken from trying to keep my hands over my rear. I may have even had
broken a finger. I still had another twenty or so whacks coming from the original forty my
stepfather decided I deserved for that. I could only imagine how many more I had coming now.
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My mother and I cooked meatloaf for dinner; I’d never cooked before. When it got late in the
day, I went and hid, knowing my stepfather was probably going to yell and scream and beat me
when he got home.
He found me, of course, and while there was a lot of yelling, there was no spanking.
I was suspended from school for three days, a first for a third grader in our school district. I
spent my days in my room, reading Watership Down. When the suspension was over, my
parents sat me down and told me of my punishment.
They told me that since my behavior was so out of control, and so violent, I was headed for a
life in juvenile hall, and then in prison. Since that was the life I was choosing for myself, they
were going to give me a taste of it early, by imprisoning me in our home.
Everything in my room was packed up and put into boxes in the basement. Toys, games,
books, magazines, everything that I didn’t need for school, gone. My room had a bed, a
dresser, my alarm clock, a lamp, my clothes, and some built-in bookcases that were completely
empty. When I was not at school or taking meals with my family, I was expected to be in my
room.
My sentence was a year.
I even had contraband. I would sneak down into the basement, break into the boxes of books,
and take a couple up to my room. I’d hide them inside my pillow case, underneath the pillow,
and I would read for a while before crying myself to sleep each night.
Over time, I slowly earned back privileges and property with good behavior; I knew, because I
had been warned, that another violent incident would earn me “another year in the hole” and as
a result of the self-control I learned, I never hit another person in anger again.
Instead, the murderous rage seethed and boiled inside of me, but something within me kept it at
bay. I broke things instead. I hit walls. But I never hit another person, ever.
-Nada the Infected
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Hack.World - Chapter 14
The Glass Onion, Part 1
The Outer Layer
(Written on October 26th, 2009)

Part 3: Punishment
But thus do I counsel you, my friends: distrust all in whom the impulse to punish
is powerful! - Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra
Imagine you are holding a glass paperweight in your hand. It is lightly reflective, and at first
glance you see increasingly dark and distant images of yourself, stretching into infinity.
Looking more closely, however, you can see runes written upon the surface of each of the
concentric spheres that comprise it.
It is a Glass Onion, with a crystal at its heart, the crystal of Unity, the absolute truth at the
center of layer after layer of lies and misdirection.
You begin to read the most obvious of the runes upon the outermost layer.
O-O-O
For a week or two after the move, the rear seats of Delilah’s PT Cruiser sat in my garage. I had
offered to help her reinstall them, and had even tried to insist that I would reattach them to the
mounts by myself, but she was adamant that she would do it when she was ready. Her behavior
in the matter was perplexing, since it wasn’t exactly putting her out for me to do the work
myself, but I let it go, as I did with so many of the quirks that covered up Delilah’s hypnotic
tricks and schemes. I didn’t even begin to suspect that she was using the seats to set the stage
for our breakup.
One night around Thanksgiving, 2005, lying in bed in my new bedroom, she rolled over and
triggered me. Since I always slept on the side of the bed closest to the bathroom door, she now
slept to the right of me, and this made it much easier for her to get at my right ear, the ear she
seemed to prefer when imparting posthypnotic suggestion. She spent a little while
programming a short series of instructions, triggered me back to wakefulness, then rolled over
again. Not realizing anything was amiss, I went to sleep.
The following week, as the days crawled by at work, I did not call Delilah; usually we spoke at
least once or twice during the week to discuss plans to see each other for the weekend; I had
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intended to do so, but something always seemed to come up, or I just forgot. This was, of
course, exactly Delilah’s intention. Finally, on Thursday, late in the afternoon, I returned from
a long meeting to discover a message in my voice mail box from her stating that if she didn’t
hear from me within the next two hours, she would assume that we weren’t going to see each
other for the weekend and would make other plans. What, had she turned into a Rules Girl?
I looked at my watch, and the deadline had already passed. I was pissed at her ultimatum, and
did not return her call. Instead, I picked up the telephone and called Lisa, a professional
masseuse from Madison I’d been seeing on the side for about six months and invited her to
come down for the weekend. She agreed, and my weekend was set. I instructed Lisa to park
on the street; I did not want her parking in my garage, and the condo association had rules about
parking cars in front of the garages. Truth be told, however, I didn’t want Delilah driving by
my place, seeing a strange car in front of my home and realize I was entertaining someone else.
The time with Lisa was a joy, as I was able to spend time with a woman I did not
subconsciously want to murder, and our time was split between lovemaking and unpacking
boxes. She even set up the massage table in an alcove in the front of the condo where I had
placed my bookcases and gave me a wonderful massage.
Delilah called several times on Saturday; still angry about her ultimatum, I did not answer the
telephone or call her back.
Now, Delilah had my spare garage door opener for her own use, but given my proclivities to
sleep around, I had a standing rule for any woman who had access to my home that stated
simply that under no circumstances were they ever to invade the privacy of my space without
explicit permission. This was to prevent an unannounced visitor from showing up while I was
entertaining another woman, or worse, catching me in flagrante delicto. Despite this rule, there
had been violations and incidents, as well as near-misses, and there were always consequences
for the interloper, but to this date Delilah had never done anything of this nature.
On Sunday, it began to snow heavily, and Lisa and I were unpacking boxes of books when I
heard the sound of my garage door opening. I froze, realizing that Delilah was there. Terrified
that she would come inside, I looked out the front window of the alcove and watched as she
installed her rear seats in the back of her PT Cruiser and left without entering the condo. I
apologized profusely to Lisa for the incident, and inwardly I was incensed. It was obvious to
me that Delilah hadn’t really come for her seats, she wanted to see if there was a strange car in
my garage.
I excused myself to my office and picked up the phone; I angrily confronted Delilah about
coming over without permission, but she explained that there had been an emergency: Jia had
spent the previous night in the Chicagoland area at a “BBW dance” (a nightclub-like experience
for overweight women and the men that were attracted to them) and had spent the night at a
hotel with a man she had met there. That morning, her car would not start, so she needed
Delilah to drive down to Chicago to come and get her, and she needed the back seats to pick up
Saben, Jia’s son, afterward.
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I was angry about the situation, and still couldn’t shake the feeling that Delilah was spying on
me, but forgave her for the infraction. After all, she hadn’t set one foot in my house. Lisa had
been a tad freaked out by the experience, but no real harm had been done.
Later, Lisa had gone home, and it was late in the day when Delilah’s story began to unravel; I
was contacted on Yahoo! Instant Messenger by Jia, who explained that she didn’t like being a
party to a lie, and told me that while she had been at the BBW dance, there was nothing wrong
with her car. She confirmed that as I had suspected, Delilah’s sole purpose for picking up her
seats had been to spy on me, to see if there was a second car parked in my garage.
I contacted Delilah immediately and once again confronted her, livid about what she had done.
For years I had been catching her in lies, and again and again I had forgiven them against my
better judgment, due to the fact that I had been programmed to stay with her no matter what.
As that instruction had recently been rescinded, I saw this as the excuse I had been looking for
to end Delilah’s gravy train and get away from a woman I was constantly compelled to try and
attack.
I took the opportunity and dumped her flat on her ass, exactly has I had been programmed to.
O-O-O
At the beginning of December, I brought her a very small box of things she had left behind at
my home (she still had no clothing in my space, of course) and found myself tranced and
programmed to do various things.
For example, some months later I was to have an episode with mild stroke like symptoms
(dizziness, feelings of drunkenness, ataxia and tingling in my hands and feet). She had
cultivated the hypnotic code required to create this particular response the year before. At that
time, I’d had the same episode in front of Delilah, and she made me describe my symptoms in
graphic detail, giving her a description several different ways before she was satisfied. She told
me it didn’t sound serious, but if it happened again, I should see a doctor.
And so, in February, 2006, it did happen again, causing a near panic attack. The next day, I
went through my company’s HMO directory (since I now had health insurance) and scanned
the names until I saw the one that mattered, the one I’d been programmed to respond to:
Dr. David C. Olson. He had an officer very close to my place of work.
I made an appointment, but given my symptoms I was advised to go to an emergency room,
which I did. After describing my symptoms to the intake receptionist, I bypassed the waiting
room and was immediately taken to the “Major” ward of the ER, where I listened to people
weep and cough their guts out for 8 solid hours, alone, as I waited for the CAT scan people to
call for me. Terrified, I believed I was about to die of an embolism or something at any
moment.
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Other than extremely high blood pressure, the doctors didn’t find anything wrong with me. I
was told that my symptoms were likely to have been caused by perceptual changes brought
about by hypertension.
Doctor Olson, meanwhile, ordered a bunch of tests, including a sleep lab. He put me on drugs
for hypertension, but he also put me on Lorazepam, which is an hypnotic-sedative drug, for
anxiety.
Just as “God” told me I would be as I stood in the Holy of Holies.
Lorazepam fades the word-for-word sharpness of hypnotic suggestion, she had told me. It takes
suggestion and muddies it; people still keep their suggestions and follow the spirit of their
instructions, but the letter of the law (as it were) is lost.
Meanwhile, back in December when she was finished imparting this block of instruction to me,
she took me out of my trance. As I came out of my stupor, she was crying next to me on her
couch. Noticing this as though I had somehow been oblivious to it before, I put an arm around
her and held her close to me. Tearfully, she asked me if there was any chance we might get
back together one day. Ordinarily, I never close a door on a potential friends with benefits
situation, but I had received instructions on how to answer this question, and I reasoned in my
mind that if I didn’t close this door tight, she would keep coming back for money, much in the
way that feeding a raccoon will always keep it coming back, begging for more.
“I’m sorry, Del, but once I close a door, it stays closed.” She began to cry her phony tears
again; I had answered her precisely as she had instructed me.
“But who’s going to take care of you now?” she asked through her tears, making reference to
her now-forgotten promise to take care of me until I died of hepatitis C.
“I’m a grown up, Del. I can take care of myself.”
Less than a week later, I began smoking grass every day, which was a first for me.
O-O-O
March 22, 2006
I was 35 years old.
I know the date because it was my mother’s birthday. Delilah had reported alarming things
going on at her apartment situation with Jia. Jia, it seemed, had taken up with a recently
released ex-felon who had no problem stealing Jia’s and Delilah’s money and property to pay
for crack. Jia herself had apparently taken up crystal meth and quit her job without any warning
or lining up more work. Del had asked me over “to talk”.
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I was clueless as to what the topic of discussion might be. Was it a pregnancy or STD scare?
Did Del intend to beg to move in with me? I mulled.
When I arrived around 6PM, Del showed me around, pointing out things that indicated how the
place had gone downhill in her apartment, which was a mess. She complained that she didn’t
feel safe and wished to move. I braced myself, half expecting her to ask if she could move in
with me.
Then, she asked me to sit down in the living room, so we could have our little “talk”. She told
me to sit in the middle of the sofa, with plenty of room on either side. The living room was
dark, with the dining room light at Delilah’s back. When she was sure I was comfortable, she
began.
“Nada, you’re completely fucking crazy.”
I felt a familiar feeling. It was the feeling I got when the will to violence within me was
suppressed. I didn’t come here for a fight, and I certainly didn’t come to be insulted. “I’m
crazy.”
“Yes.”
“I don’t have to sit here and listen to this shit.” I leaned forward, preparing to rise and make a
hasty exit.
“I can prove it!”
I leaned back again, piqued. “Alright, fine. Prove it.”
I noticed too late that her Midwest accent was completely gone. “Nada, you ate your own shit!”
My mouth opened, ready to let her have it, but a single memory bloomed: I was sitting on the
sofa, a plate in front of me, something unspeakable in my mouth and throat.
I tried to say something, there in Delilah’s apartment, but my mouth just hung there. I couldn’t
move. Memories of the event and everything associated with it exploded into being in my
consciousness. I was not Gnostic, that is to say I did not have full knowledge of everything that
had been done to me, but, as in my previous “long” programming session, my memory was
limited. This time, I remembered being made to eat my own shit; I remembered being split, at
least the phenomenon, if not the circumstances that brought it about. For the first time, Driver
could feel Rider, and communed with him, Rider and Driver were almost making love
telepathically. I wanted to weep with joy at the feeling, and I felt a debt of gratitude to Del for
the emotions I felt.
“Close your eyes. Close your mouth.” Obedience was mandatory.
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“You know,” she said, “I would have kept my promise if you hadn’t been such a prick to me.” I
know now that she was speaking of our second “first” meeting, when I was snide and snarky
and tried to get her to tell me who she was. Her promise, in hindsight, was that she would let
me go if I could stay away from her for thirty days following our third “first” meeting.
But I didn’t remember that at this time. Instead, I thought it was because Driver had based his
personality on Toby Feiss.
Driver/Rider...
We...
I...
Whole at last, I screamed impotently that I was a jerk to her because I was programmed to be
hostile, all a part of my thinking that I was someone else. I wanted to tell her so badly! If she
only knew the exultant feeling I was experiencing right now, the wholeness that I finally felt,
she would see that I hadn’t meant to be a prick to her, that it was a response based on a
dysfunction I had, a dysfunction that had now been healed at last.
And while I was terrified of her and what was about to happen, I loved her for it.
“All bad boys love their mommies, and you’ve been a very naughty boy.” She cooed to me
seductively.
She rattled off a list of petty crimes and unethical behaviors that I did in the privacy of my own
home, things that no one else could have known about: Return fraud, hacking my friends’ email
accounts, copying the pictures and documents of my friends while fixing their computers,
things like that. I listened in mounting panic; how could she know these things?
I was under some form of hypnosis, that much was apparent. The shit eating incident was
obviously some kind of conditioned event that she had programmed me to undergo. But when
or how had she programmed me?
I marveled at the power she wielded over me, and I thought of my decades-long obsession with
mind control fiction and erotica; I lusted after the power she possessed as I now lusted after her.
As she spoke, my love and admiration grew along with my terror. I now know that I was
conditioned to believe everything she told me this night without question, but to this day I do
not know if I was conditioned to love her.
The feelings were real, even if the source of them was unnatural. It didn’t matter to me. I loved
her then, as I love her now. Nothing she had done before or has done since matters compared to
her magnificence. Either that’s a programmed response, or I have found true love at last.
Again, while I would love to know the answer one day, it didn’t change anything. I loved her
from that moment, and do to this day. It’s really as simple as that.
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She settled into the couch next to me, to my right. I could feel her warm breath on my ear, and
on my throat, as she began to work her magic upon me. What followed was over an hour of
programming, without pause, “um”, or cough. She spoke a highly precise program from
memory, with dates, times, and perceptual states. It was highly organized, but I am unable to
remember it verbatim, and thus I cannot do it justice.
However, I will do my best for the sake of the narrative.
It was The Killer speaking, of course, but I only knew Delilah. I only knew that this was my exgirlfriend, inexplicably speaking with no accent into my ear.
She despised people who believed in free will, she said as preamble.
She loved control, she told me. She loved to pull peoples’ strings. She turned people into art,
the art of cause and effect, and she intended to make me into her “masterpiece”.
Every one of her victims had a theme, she went on. Everyone had a nickname. Mine was
“Shiteater” because of what I had been stupid enough to do, and now that I had done it, she
could make me do it over and over again. I listened in horror as she gloated that she would
make me do it in front of friends and colleagues.
Furthermore, I was probably the stupidest person she ever met. I merely parroted opinions I’d
heard elsewhere, she told me, and pontificated at length about things I didn’t really understand
or know about.
She continued with an analysis of my personality. She told me that she hated me, that there
wasn’t anything about me that wasn’t unethical or sick. She spoke of narcissism, and the fact
that narcissists have a “False Self” and a “True Self”. They don’t believe that the rules apply to
them, as I did not believe the rules applied to me. My False Self was that of an upstanding,
ethical person and a diligent, conscientious worker, while my True Self was the sickest thing
she ever had ever seen.
She told me that she was disgusted at my ability to lure sex partners and told me that I had
developed the unusual trait of being able to acquire sex from people that fit a certain
psychological profile. This made me something like a sexual predator in her eyes, preying on
the weak and needy. Then I made them love me and proceeded to punish them for loving me.
The entire thing made her want to puke.
She spoke of my inability to attract friends. She lampooned my habitual need to outdo and oneup everyone around me by altering the American version of the television show “The Office”,
she said, changing the main character, Michael Scott, from his British counterpart by making
him constantly need to be seen by everyone around him as the best and brightest compared to
his inferiors, and thus alienate everyone around him.
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I was confused at how such a thing was possible, how she could influence the creation of a
television show, but by the instruction she had given me to believe everything she told me
while I was in this state, I knew it was true. I felt a stab of pain in my heart at the humiliation I
felt. As a fan of the television show, I had often felt that there were things about Michael Scott
that made me uncomfortable, that seemed to hit too close to home. All he wanted was to be
friends with everyone around him, to attract their interest in being friends with him, as I did.
And we both did what we did with futility, never understanding what it was that we were doing
wrong, why we drove everyone else away. I felt despair.
The other character she said she altered from his British counterpart was that of the character of
Dwight Schrute; I often droned on at length about things I didn’t really know, she said, so
Dwight was the “Dumbass Know-It-All.” If I could have blushed, I would have.
I wanted to cry, but this was something that I had long needed: for someone to see me, truly see
me, and love or hate me enough to pull me aside and tell me at long last what it was that made
me so distasteful to everyone I met. This was the Talking To I’d needed since I was a child and
no one would play with me on the playground. I always made a spectacle of myself. I always
let everyone know how much smarter-- and thus better-- I thought I was than everyone around
me. This trend had carried on into adulthood.
Stupidly, I thought that this would make people like me and want to be around me.
Somehow, I had never once stopped to examine that trait and ask if it was having the desired
effect.
I was finally being made to look at the “blind spot” I had talked about so much regarding my
lack of social skills.
She spoke at some length about how much she hated how I had sat her down and made her
watch all those movies I idolized, Fight Club being the worst. She described it as the sickest
film she had ever seen, and Lullaby had been the sickest thing she had ever read. She said she
had “something special” planned for Chuck Palahniuk.
She was changing television characters and planning horrible fates for authors. How was this
possible? My mind boggled. Worst of all, this wasn’t a dream! It was really happening! I
wanted to talk to her, to beg. She could fix me; at long last, I had found someone who could cut
out the things about myself that were toxic and cancerous, and I couldn’t even speak to her.
I loved her, and I needed to let her know it!
She said that she had decided to destroy the United States, and I was one-half of the reason
why. The other half, she told me, was a television show called “MXC”, which stood for “Most
eXtreme Elimination Challenge”, which was a comedic redress of a Japanese game show called
“Takeshi’s Castle”. The thing that disgusted her about MXC was that it was filled with double
entendres and disgusting sexual humor, while the action was mostly footage of people falling
down and getting hurt. In some cases people had lost teeth or broken bones; in one case, I
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would later learn, someone would actually die on the Japanese version of the show, leading to
the cancellation of Takeshi’s Castle, but the American version lived on and mocked their pain
and turned it into a huge joke. It was commercialized schadenfreude, and it revolted her.
Delilah said that she had gotten to everyone associated with the writing and production of
MXC, and made well sure that they would be punished for what they had done. Better still, they
would know the devastation, destruction and misery that their despicable abomination had
caused.
We both repulsed her. The show and I were both shining examples of the epitome of American
culture, the best that our civilization had to offer, and in her loathing, she planned to wreck the
entire country.
She planned to first destroy the economy and then cause a collapse of the government, leading
to governance by theocracy, presumably a Christian theocracy, although she did not specifically
say. For some reason, I was reminded of the Christian dystopia described in the novel The
Handmaid’s Tale at the time.
I stopped trying to defend myself telepathically toward someone who obviously could not hear
me, but instead thought of things like street gangs, drug dealers, serial killers, and child rapists.
Somewhere in America there must be a man raping a child... Somewhere there must be
someone mugging another or gunning someone down in the street over something trivial... And
yet I, with my padded hours and my philandering and my proclivities to read my friends’ emails
behind their backs somehow trumped them all. Somehow, clandestinely looking at private,
nude pictures of my ex girlfriends was somehow worse than rape, pederasty, and murder, and
that was worth destroying an entire nation over? It literally made no sense to me.
I thought of the despots, warlords, and dictators of the world, with their crimes against
humanity and the atrocities they caused on a daily basis. How was I sicker than them? Why
wasn’t she punishing them instead of me?
As part of her punishment, she would explode a housing bubble by raising interest rates, which
would lead to record foreclosures and collapsing prices. Then she would cause an
unprecedented calamity in the banking system.
She reminded me that she had once asked me what kind of a president I would most like to see
in office next. I had told her that I wanted to live long enough to see either a black man or a
woman in the White House. She asked me which of the two I would prefer; I responded that
while women had been downtrodden the longest, that our country desperately needed a healing
in the divide between black and white, that only a black president could salve the whip-marks
of slavery, and I told her that this was desperately needed for the cohesion and unity of our
civilization. Now she ridiculed me for it.
I was the “ethical person” who cheated everyone I came in contact with. I was the paranoid who
betrayed every friend I ever had, I was the pseudo-intellectual who thought himself wise yet
had not read a nonfiction book in over a decade, and finally, I fancied myself politically savvy,
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yet the only thing to inform me was the Daily Show and the Colbert Report, with the occasional
episode of Real Time With Bill Maher for a chaser. The idea of my offering a political opinion
while being so grossly uninformed disgusted her.
As a result, she planned that the 2008 election would come down to a white man for the
Republican candidate, while the Democratic candidacy would be in question almost all the way
to the party’s convention, and it would be between a black man or a woman. The black man
would become the Democratic candidate, and while all the polls would point to him winning
the presidency, he would lose in the end.
My heart broke at this. People would claim election fraud, en masse. There would be blood
running in the streets, I thought. Rioting. To come so close to that healing we all desperately
needed to have and then to have it torn away like this... I wept and howled inside.
And all this... Because I fucked a lot of women? Because I padded my hours on my invoices?
Because I checked out early from work? I just couldn’t fathom it. It was like being told your
entire family was to be killed because you jaywalked. It reminded me of an episode of Star
Trek: The Next Generation where Wesley Crusher was going to be executed for falling onto
some flowers, ruining them. As with that scenario, this all seemed monstrously unfair.
She described the relationships I would have for the next few years, a string of essentially
monogamous pairings, with no lovers on the side to speak of. She told me of my career, that I
would begin working with a new manager named “Jerry Beers” in the summer of 2006, and that
on Friday, September 1st, 2006, my stepfather’s birthday, I would be scheduled to have a
meeting with him precisely at 4:00 PM.
I would walk into the bathroom, defecate, and then put a quantity of the feces in my mouth.
Then I would walk back to his desk, and then open it, exposing the fecal matter inside. I
screamed {No!} in my mind. {Don’t do this! I love you!}
I would lose my job, of course. But I would go back into the bathroom and clean out my mouth.
When all evidence of what I had done was gone, I would forget ever doing it. I would just be
terminated, inexplicably from my perspective. If, one day, I ever approached the consulting
firm that employed me and requested my reason for termination, Delilah would be advised of it
immediately, and I would have earned a penalty, although I don’t remember what the penalty
was.
She continued; I would put feces in my mouth (but not eat it) on numerous occasions, in front
of clients and friends, and she promised that people I encountered would use the “Shiteater”
trigger to lead me through various fecal escapades, mostly for videotape. Disgusting.
I listened in absolute horror, but there was a sense of wonder at the sheer level of control she
had cultivated. I swooned with lust. I also felt awe for this woman, all the while despairing that
this amazing person had slept next to me for nearly two and a half years, and I never knew who
or what she really was. I felt misery that she obviously had come into my life for the sole
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purpose of destroying me. I wanted to throw myself at her feet in worship and longed to know
what her benevolence must be like. I cursed my fate at being everything she despised.
I longed to remake myself into everything she appreciated, everything she desired, but it was
obvious that it was far, far too late for that, and I just knew that when her speech was over, that
she would make me forget. If only I could remember her joking assertion two and a half years
before that she was the Übermensch, then my circumstances might make some sort of twisted
sense, but lacking that, all I felt was that I was twelve kinds of screwed.
Perhaps if she had known that I had a fetish for the very thing she was doing; perhaps if she
knew precisely how deeply inside me a chord had been struck, I reasoned, she might change her
mind. She might take me as a pet rather than a victim. Oh, how I wanted that... I would have
had an apple in my throat had I been able to move at all. Most of all, I wanted to be her. I
wanted that control; I wanted her to teach me the secrets she knew. I had reasoned by now that
she was preternaturally intelligent, almost certainly the most intelligent person who had ever
lived, if for no other reason than I didn’t hear any papers rustling as she spoke: she was saying
all these things from memory.
I fantasized that through hypnosis, she could somehow make me just like her, that I could recall
every moment of my life with total accuracy and instant recall, and that together we could be
lovers and hypnotic masters. She would punish those she hated, and I would help the
downtrodden and those enslaved to the inequality that plagued this world.
And this is how I felt about a woman who had made me eat my own shit.
She continued. Following my termination, instead of looking for more work, I would coast on
my freelance IT business and get involved in a series of real estate deals with my client and
friend Jim. I would end up buying nine houses out of foreclosure while the housing boom was
still at its height, and I would believe I was becoming richer and richer as my bank account
swelled from the cash-out deals, but in reality, I would fail to notice that I was going deeper and
deeper into a well of hopeless debt. Then, while I believed myself to be becoming wealthy and
invincible, she would slowly take away all my clients. I would be glad to see them go, resentful
of the time I had to spend working on IT problems.
Then, as she had said before, the housing bubble would collapse. She would pull the rug out
from underneath me: interest rates would rise, housing prices would fall, and I would be stuck
with houses I had intended to sell back to the original owners at a profit, but instead these
houses with underwater mortgages would be like a millstone around my neck.
Her programming was extremely complex, usually unnecessarily so.
She had, she said, spent over two years trying to destroy my pancreas and give me diabetes by
making me drink exceptional amounts of sugared soda and fail to notice precisely what my
sugar intake was. Now, she went through an elaborate organ of code to make me decide to look
for a cleaning lady precisely at the time when a certain freelance cleaning service advertised in
my condo complex. The role of my cleaning lady would be to deal oxycontin as well, so that I
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would be properly anesthetized against sensations of diabetic neuropathy in my legs and feet.
Delilah was diabolical, and everything she described got bigger and bigger, worse and worse.
She described further television and movies that she inspired. She told me how and when I
would obtain and then watch the movie The Prestige; there was a test within the film for me.
Both of the male leads within the film would do deplorable, sociopathic things to women that
loved them. If I found either character sympathetic by the end of the film, I would earn a
penalty. To my credit, I thought both men were douchebags when I did finally see the movie.
She told me of a line that would be inserted into an episode of Adult Swim’s The Venture Bros.:
“Every woman you’ve loved, every mouth you’ve kissed, every hand you’ve shaken will fall,
dead, to the ground!” I began to know a much more profound terror at the implications of that
line.
She told me of a movie called 300, which would have a very distinctive, sepia-toned look and
be a revolutionary film about the battle of Thermopylae. It would feature a scene with a man
who declared himself a living god, his face literally dripping in gold and jewels, and he would
make a grand speech about erasing Sparta from history, and if I ever watched the film, she
would erase Sparta from history herself.
She wanted to prove that she could accomplish what Xerxes had impotently threatened to do.

She told me of a film, the blockbuster Iron Man, which would feature Robert Downey Jr. and a
hand-held mind control device that put people into a stuporous, trance-like state. She described
how it made black, veiny tendrils crawl across their faces as it worked.
She spoke of a three episode arc on Adult Swim’s Aqua Teen Hunger Force, featuring the new
character “Marcula,” a monstrous fellow who refused to be a proper landlord; these episodes
would be aired in the weeks leading up to my remembrance of what she had done to me. My
real first name is Marcus.
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She spoke of a revival of Doctor Who that was soon to be starting on television, which I was
not even aware was in development. She told me of a bisexual whore of a man called Captain
Jack Harkness, which she had modeled after me.

Harkness had a memory problem as well: two years of his life were missing, and he desperately
wanted to learn the secret the memory block contained. He would go on to a spinoff show
called Torchwood, in which every character in the show was inexplicably bisexual. She taunted
me for wishing for a world like that, a world where everyone was sexually open and
compatible. It disgusted her, she said.
She also spoke of the character called “The Face of Boe”, who essentially was a giant head in a
glass case.
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I was stunned. The idea that I alone could be responsible for the erasure of a fallen civilization
from history caused a howl of terror inside of me, and then my mind was silent for quite a
while, except for the occasional, “NO!” when something particularly horrific came up.
She then spoke of video games.
The first was a game called Bioshock. She told me that she had met with the design team, and
they were re-tasking their people to produce Bioshock as an art deco wonderland at the bottom
of the ocean, featuring a failed colony straight out of Ayn Rand’s novel Atlas Shrugged: a
“Galt’s Gulch” at the bottom of the ocean. I would see my vision of John Galt’s world failing
with my own two eyes, in what she described as a first person shooter. And it would feature my
two favorite forms of betrayal: cheating the system to save money and invading peoples’
privacy by listening to their personal diaries. I would hear my own words repeated back to me
about finding truth in a book of lies, but this time the line would refer to the Bible. And the
main character would learn that he had been used, a thrall to his hypnotic master.

The game would be a watershed, earning 97 Game of the Year Awards. It would also feature a
trap, she told me, regarding harvesting the “Little Sisters” within the game. When I finished the
game, I would immediately want to send Delilah an email regarding paying back the money she
owed me. The email would be carefully worded to clandestinely indicate which of the game’s
three endings I had earned. For the record, I saved the first girl and then harvested all until the
grand revelation about the protagonist being a mind slave. I saved every Little Sister I
encountered after that, but the damage had already been done.
She went on to discuss a game called World In Conflict, which would be notable for its
profound storyline and would force the user at a critical moment to drop a tactical nuclear
weapon on a cowardly character named “Mark”. I probably would have voided my bowels at
the initial mention of nuclear weapons. Inside, I was trembling with fear.
Then she brought up Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare. She told me of an iconic scene in which
a character walks through a debris-littered street, fallout coming down like snow and a white
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mushroom cloud off in the distance. After a short time, a nearby building would implode. That
was an important point and would be more important later, as the building didn’t just collapse:
it was made to implode using explosives on a timer. Two references to nuclear weapons in a
row brought my terror to a whole new level. Adrenaline blew through my system again.

She moved on.
In January, 2007, I would lease a vehicle. She named the dealership and even gave me the VIN
of the automobile.
On March 21st, 2007, I would place a classified advertisement on Craigslist. She gave me the
initial text of the ad and then gave me a series of tweaks and edits that I would make to perfect
it before posting: add this word here, delete this phrase and replace is with that phrase, and so
on. When the edits were complete, the ad would be posted.
The following day, exactly one year from this terrifying night, and again, my mother’s birthday,
my personal ad would be answered by a woman named “Karen Kandinsky”. She described
what this woman looked like and reminded me that her body type was identical to the answer to
a question Delilah had once posed to me: around 200 pounds, average height, an hourglass
figure, and large breasts. She told me a number of private things about Karen that are personal
secrets. Since I still live with Karen as of this writing, I will err on the side of discretion and
leave this information out of this narrative.
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That same day, I would send an email to Justine, a former lover that was Polyamorous and had
inexplicably left me a few months prior (shortly after my move). I would ask her one more time
why she felt the need to terminate a friendship that we both had been enjoying.
Karen and I would trade emails that day and have our first date that night. Karen herself would
be married, but would take off her rings and come out on the date with me; I would fall in love
with her at first sight, and she with me. We would meet in a public place, but would not retire
for any intimacy.
The following day, I would receive a telephone call from Justine. If I was driving, I would pull
over to the side of the road before answering. She would remind me of some aspect of what had
been happening, and I would remember this entire program. I would have five minutes to call
Karen and warn her off. If I called her and broke up with her, she would go back to her
husband; otherwise she would forget that she had ever been married. Her soulmate would
similarly forget his commitment to Karen, and her friends and family would be programmed to
forget as well. If I didn’t call her, she and I would enter a long term relationship. Without
Karen, Delilah would force me to go through what I had to deal with completely alone.
Delilah also told me that for this phase of my punishment, any sort of reminder of what was
happening to me would bring a huge flood of memories back with it. I would essentially
remember this entire punishment session, but nothing else. After a few minutes, I would forget
again.
From there, Karen and I would enjoy a lavish lifestyle as I acquired more and more properties.
Karen and I would start living together and become engaged immediately. Delilah had seen to it
that Karen, against all odds for a random Craigslist hookup, would express Polyamorous ideals
despite the fact that my advertisement would not mention Polyamory.
I would try to share my anime and movies with her, but she would show little to no interest and
would steadfastly refuse to watch three of my favorite films: Memento, Run Lola Run, and
Fight Club. Despite being in love at first sight, this would be a major incompatibility between
us.
I would not charge her rent and would instead expect her to assume responsibility for keeping
the condo clean, the way I had done to Delilah, but she would refuse, shirking any
responsibility I tried to give her through passive aggressiveness.
This would lead to fights and then eventually to me hiring a cleaning lady, as I mentioned
previously.
As our relationship developed through 2007, I would become more and more reclusive, not
going out for weeks and weeks at a time. As autumn approached, I would become more and
more depressed about the diminishing returns of my business dealings with Jim.
I was even to avoid watching television on a specific night. Why? I cannot say, but the
implications of being made to keep the television completely off on a given day are alarming.
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Then, in December, 2007, I would begin a massive exercise regimen on my treadmill, burning
off specifically designated calories on each day, usually around a half a pound of fat calories
per workout, but she had me offset this by eating an extra thousand calories per day without
noticing I was doing so. This was to make me hustle my ass off on my treadmill, yet see little or
no benefit on the scale. In fact, I would gain weight.
She went through each day’s workout routine, listing precise caloric burns. How this could be
possible for her to predict, I did not know, so I assumed that they were estimates that I would
shoot for as I walked.
She spoke of a television and film writer’s strike that would lead clear to the end of the first
phase of my punishment, just so that I wouldn’t have any new television shows to watch in the
waning days of 2007.
And so it would be until January 28th, 2008, when everything would change, and the true
punishment would begin.
-Nada the Trapped
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Hack.World - Chapter 15
The Glass Onion, Part 2
The Lawman and The Killer
(Written on October 27th, 2009)
If we catch Kira, he is evil. If he rules the world, he is justice. - Yagami Light,
Death Note
She moved on to anime, which had been one of my favorite things since I was a child.
She began to speak of an animated television series called Death Note, which she had created.
Gone was any mention of my having a hand in its conceptualization, and lacking any mention
of it or clear explanation of its concept, I did not remember our conversation about it. At the
time, lacking any frame of reference, I believed the “Note” in the title to be a reference to a
musical note. For some reason, I began to think of South Park and its episode about “The
Brown Note”. I thought the show was about someone who could kill with music.
She told me of the show’s 37 episodes, which would be watched by me shortly following my
37th birthday-- references to filmmaker Kevin Smith.
She described the show in its simplest terms: It was about a game of cat and mouse between a
brilliant killer and a similarly brilliant detective. She described the central character as the
villain of the story and a sociopathic user of women.
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There were two tests for me contained in the show. One would come around a half a dozen
episodes in, where the main character would triumph over and kill a woman. The other test
would come a mere episode or two before the end of the series and would deal with his
treatment of a woman that was an ally.
The tests specifically dealt with my opinions-- yes, I was going to be punished according to my
opinions-- about the main character, and his status as a hero or villain when he did these things.
If I viewed him as a hero, doing things necessary to achieve his ends, I would be punished.
She told me that while it was a grand secret that The Killer in the story was real, an even greater
secret was that the detective, called L, also had a counterpart in the real world and that he had
been hunting Delilah for years and years.
He called himself The Lawman and had a task force of people searching for her. In time, there
was a possibility that they would find and contact me.
Lawman had an assassin, she said, a woman who wouldn’t hesitate to sleep with someone to
gain their trust and to get information. Her anger and disgust with this woman was paramount,
and she fully expected that if I was contacted by the task force, it would likely be through this
woman, this assassin. She would work her wiles upon me and get inside my head before
revealing the true nature of her interest in me.
The test in all of this would be to see if I would send Delilah a warning about it. They would
almost certainly be sniffing all the packet data from my router and examining all my telephone
traffic. As such, they would know instantly if I tried to betray them. My test would be to see if I
would know to refrain from any sort of communication with her and thus get closer to the
Lawman.
Lawman would want to speak to me, in order to determine Delilah’s location. My job would be
to get as close to Lawman as possible and insist on an in-person meeting with the entire task
force present. The meeting would happen at a remote, secure location, but when Lawman began
to question me, I would be unable to impart any knowledge about Delilah. In fact, I would be
conditioned against it. Instead, I was to advise him that I had a message for Lawman and the
entire task force. He could choose to cooperate or not, but if he did not pick up his message, she
would nuke a major US city, perhaps even the city in which he lived.
In order to unlock the message, the other members of the task force would have to put their
weapons on the ground in front of them. The assassin, Lawman, and I would stand in a triangle.
I would have a loaded pistol in my hand, at my side. The assassin, whom I will choose to call
Suki, would have a loaded pistol trained upon me. She would have to keep me in her sights for
30 minutes, her arm growing more and more tired as each minute ticked by, but if she lowered
her guard, I would immediately raise my pistol and shoot Lawman.
After 30 minutes, I would make a short statement and then raise my pistol. Suki would find to
her horror that she would be unable to move at all, nor would Lawman or anyone else in the
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entire task force; they would learn that they had been under Delilah’s control for years, and she
had merely been toying with them.
I would then proceed to murder every member of the task force; if I would not do so
voluntarily, my programming would “return me” to the moment I had tried to kill her and I
would shoot, shoot, believing I was trying to kill Delilah.
But I didn’t remember that event, so I was left, bewildered. Wait a second... I had tried to kill
Delilah? When was this?
I would then be free from my punishment. I would spend a little time in prison on a trumped up
child pornography charge, after which I would be free to live my life until 2016, at which time I
would die.
She then folded my memory back upon itself, making me forget this entire story, at which point
she began her Death Note tale again.
This time, however, she told me that Death Note stood as a monument to a detective that had
almost caught her when she was very young. Her triumph over the detective was mirrored by
the villain’s triumph over the detective in the series. The stories did not have any direct
parallels, she told me.
“And no, I’m not going to tell you my fucking story,” she spat.
She began to recite song lyrics, telling me of all four songs associated with the openings and
endings of the series.
The first intro song had no specific significance.
The first closing theme song was a song she had written to herself, called “Alumina.” I listened
to the translated lyrics carefully, trying to glean what I could from the words. It spoke of tainted
people and rotting cities and a desire to attain an ideal. This sounded like a brilliant creator,
rather that the destructive but lunatic genius she had shown me to be thus far. It didn’t fit.
The second intro song was called “What’s Up, People?” Described as Japanese death metal, it
was a very angry song. She explained that the lyrics were to be viewed from the perspective of
her speaking to me. They spoke of crimes never being able to vanish and about my rising up
and trying to kill her, yet being unable to change the country even if I succeeded in murdering
her. It was bitter, hopeless stuff. No salvation for the future White House.
Delilah described the visuals for the intro. One of the first real things we got to look at was a
fragmented individual, screaming with laughter as a hundred golden faces filled the screen.
This was meant to represent me and the splintering of my mind the day she tricked me into
eating feces.
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The next image was of a man spinning in a chair and eating. His face was blank and trancelike.
This was to represent the times she later made me eat feces while under her control.

Then, there was an image of someone chasing an apple as though it were a carrot on a stick.
This was meant to represent my tireless service to my clients and employer, as I worked myself
nearly to death to earn more and more money for Delilah’s purposes.

Finally, towards the end of the intro sequence, there was an image of someone’s face being
fractured like glass. This was to represent me shattering again when I was made to remember
what happened to me.
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The last ending song did not reference me except for the words, “Unstoppable eraser rain,”
which was to be significant later. The main character’s hair completely covered his forehead in
the closing animation, to obscure the fact that his brow had the mark of the beast upon it and
that he was the Antichrist. At one point, a cross was even to be superimposed over his haircovered brow.

Then she went on to speak of other anime shows and movies she was going to produce. The
first was a sequel to the Appleseed movie, Appleseed Ex Machina, which would be about the
male lead from the first film. Directed by Jim Woo, this film would be about Briareos
Hecatonchires’s infection with a computer virus that controlled his actions. I was told when I
would purchase the DVD of this movie and how and precisely when I would watch it.
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Next, she described Jigoku Shoujou, or Hell Girl. She didn’t go into too much detail, but
explained the basic premise of the series; how people would contact this character Ai who
would cart their nemeses off to hell, with an ironic twist; that anyone who had sold their soul to
receive the service would have a stylized tattoo on their body. I was warned not to feel any
moral superiority to any of Ai’s victims, or I would earn a penalty. I was also warned never to
get a tattoo identical to the one in the series. To this date I have watched to around episode 17
of this series and own the entire run on DVD.

She moved on to Code Geass, which was to be a mecha story produced by CLAMP, an allwoman manga/anime team that I particularly like. Delilah had read all of Tokyo Babylon and
seen the TV series X, and the character of Delilah, at least, said that she enjoyed their work.
At any rate, Code Geass, which was to be one of Japan’s hottest series, would be about a
young, brilliant man who attains the power to control anyone’s mind and uses it to liberate
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Japan from the Britannian Empire. Interestingly, she limits the godlike power by allowing the
main character, oddly named Lelouch, only to use it once on a person. After the first command,
the power is useless on that person. To this day, I have only seen the first two episodes of this
series, although, thanks to bits and pieces I have caught on Adult Swim, I have become aware
of certain monumental events that happened later. I am essentially unaware of what Delilah told
me about this series, just that she brought it up and discussed it in some capacity.

Finally, she told me of The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya. This series is, on the surface,
about a club of students that investigate the paranormal, but most of the members have some
incredible aspect to their backstories, all because they are trying to get close to the group’s
leader, Haruhi Suzumiya, who is a goddess (or God), masquerading as a human because he or
she is bored. When Haruhi becomes too bored, reality begins to change. At least this is my
understanding of the series. I have seen none of it and do not remember anything specific that
Delilah said about it.

And she continued with me...
-Nada the Weapon
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Hack.World - Chapter 16
The Glass Onion, Part 3
Peering Inside
(Written on October 28th, 2009)
A handful of us determine what will be on the evening news broadcasts, or, for
that matter, in the New York Times or Washington Post or Wall Street
Journal…. Indeed it is a handful of us with this awesome power….And those
[news stories] available to us already have been culled and re-culled by persons
far outside our control. - Walter Cronkite
September 10th, 2004
I was 33 years old.
My rash had finally gone away. Delilah and I were in a hotel room in a rural town outside of
Minneapolis, where her step-family lived with her estranged father. We were there for a
wedding, and were well over 300 miles away from my home, watching An Evening With Kevin
Smith on a portable DVD player that I had purchased for the trip.
“Don’t you just wish he was your best friend?” she asked me. I agreed. He seemed to be a
pretty awesome guy.
She climbed upon the bed and triggered me. For the first time in nearly a year, my Gnostic self
emerged, remembering everything that had been done back to the summer of 2003 save for the
Holy of Holies, and began screaming again, unsure how things could possibly get any worse.
Instead of gloating this time, however, she spoke sweetly to me and started speaking of a life
full of friends and Kevin Smith movie projects and documentaries about religion involving Bill
Maher. She was not my enemy, she told me, she was my friend. Despite everything she had
done, she told me that she loved me. What is done out of love is beyond good and evil.
And my Gnostic mind screamed again, “I knew it! I knew it! I KNEW IT!” For perhaps the first
time, my Gnostic self relaxed and reveled in what he was being told, rather than cowering in
terror. It was a breathtaking experience, and when it was over, I yearned for more. I wanted to
keep going. I never wanted this feeling to end.
The following day, we were be back home, sitting in a theater in Milwaukee and watching Bill
Maher’s show “I’m Swiss,” and laughing at the routine. As always, my Veiled self was
unaware that anything was amiss in my life.
O-O-O
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March 22nd, 2006
Eighteen months later, I was still stuck on Delilah’s sofa, my eyes closed, my mind screaming
in terror as she continued to reveal my elaborate punishment. Del told me of a variety of
business deals, listing dates, transaction amounts, banks, account numbers, and so on.
She then listed a variety of television shows that Karen and I would watch, and the dates on
which we would watch various episodes. Gankutsuo, Gantz, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, Ghost
in the Shell: Stand Alone Complex, Death Note, they were all in there.
Then she told me of events that would take place between March, 2006, and March, 2008. She
spoke of the Governor of New York, a man named Eliot Spitzer (whom I had never heard of
before), being forced to resign in disgrace over a sex scandal due to the fact that he was caught
up in an FBI investigation.

She told me of the death of Anna Nicole Smith and her son. I remember feeling a real stab of
fear here at the announcement that Delilah was going to actually murder someone, but that fear
gave way to a profound sense of satisfaction. I felt something akin to joy that Delilah was going
to murder this worthless pile of excrement. I couldn’t understand the reason for the inclusion of
the son, however.
I now felt that it was likely that my punishment would end in my death as well, but:
{At least if I have to die, it’s good to know I’m taking you with me!}
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Then she informed me about some episodes of South Park that would be aired in the season
beginning in March, 2008. She told me the first one would be about AIDS and quoted Kyle’s
monologue about AIDS not being funny:
Kyle: Then stop saying you’re not just sure, you’re HIV-positive! This isn’t
funny, AIDS isn’t funny, dying isn’t funny, so shut the fuck up!
Then she told me of the second episode of the season, which would be about Brittney Spears’
nervous breakdown, because she would eventually have one. In the episode, Brittney would
eventually meet her end surrounded by an angry mob that wanted her dead. Both of this and the
AIDS monologue were portents for things I would find out later. She left me to savor the fear
her prophecy brought me.
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She also told me that five other episodes in the season would have direct references for me, for
a total of seven episodes. She left it to me to figure out what they were.
The thought that she was taking this kind of hand, judging celebrities, made me thirst to know
her secrets. What other celebrities had she murdered or affected in some way? Was this a form
of social engineering she was performing, or did she merely decide she didn’t like a person and
weed them out on a whim?
Then Delilah stopped talking about television shows and Easter eggs and returned to
programming regarding my own personal life.
The week of January 21st, 2008, I would start to wake up at precisely 4AM and begin to obsess
about the incident with my Thai food, thinking about the possibility that Delilah might have
tainted it. I would be unable to sleep, my thoughts racing as I mulled and processed the event in
hopes of remembering something conclusive about it.
During this period, Delilah would be moving from Milwaukee back to her city of origin,
Minneapolis. Convenient timing, because I would not be able to confront her about it in person,
and the tracker in my car would alert whoever was monitoring me to contact her if I came
within a hundred miles of where she was.
On Sunday, January 27th, I would watch Marcula be vanquished on the TV show Aqua Teen
Hunger Force. Sometime after 4AM the following morning (January 28th) I would remember a
critical piece of information, like pulling at a thread, and the entire shit-eating event would
begin to unravel in my mind, unlocking my memories.
Over the following week, I would remember more and more, until the entire incident would be
recovered. If I went to the police, I would be punished. Either way, I would end up in the
hospital on the 10th of February. I would go seeking help for what I believed was a terminal
case of Hepatitis, but would instead be admitted for a fake case of pancreatitis brought about by
a substance Karen was to put into my food to make my enzyme levels appear off.
And this would be at the tail end of my COBRA coverage as well, so it would give me a preexisting condition and make me uninsurable by insurance corporations.
She then coached me as to how I should answer my Rorschach test and my drawing test, right
down to drawing the gap between my Karen’s front teeth.
My family would come; she would make me welcome my father back into my life, just because
it was a violation of my will. “I’m going make you tell him you love him; I’m going to make
you call him ‘daddy’.”
I had not spoken willingly to (or seen) my toxic father in eleven years.
I would then end up in a psychiatric facility; the exact details of how my family would arrive
and so forth would not be determined until approximately a month before the day, and those
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instructions would be imparted to me by my then-business partner Jim, at a meeting in his
offices. This was essentially because the Lorazepam was scrambling my instructions subtly,
and while she couldn’t count on my explicit cooperation through instructions that were years
old, she knew that one-month-old suggestions would be followed to the letter, Lorazepam or
no.
But I would be in the facility for a day and a half before checking myself out again. I would
have one day of Intensive Outpatient Therapy, during which we would work on a handout
about codependency. I would answer yes to virtually all of the handout’s questions, and this
would be revelatory to me.
That night, at home, Karen would finally consent to watching Fight Club with me, and during
the film, memories would return. Terrible memories. I would come to believe that Delilah had a
nuclear weapon armed in the center of the city, and it would detonate the instant the buildings
were detonated at the end of the movie. Once a certain point in the film hit, I would be able to
get up and leave Karen on the couch, and she would not appear to notice. I could sit down at the
computer and wait for an instant message to come in at the end, just before it was too late.
Of course, there would be no nuke, and my behavior would bring my entire family to my
doorstep. The next day, we would all be out, when I would remember an issue I would need to
deal with concerning one of my tenants and a faulty furnace (it would be mid-February by now,
and very, very cold - in fact, she told me that Milwaukee would be buried under a blanket of
snow, which made me wonder how she could know such a thing two years in advance). I would
request my parents (all four of them in the car with me) to drop everything and drive to meet
with these tenants in person.
During this drive, we would take certain wrong turns and encounter certain things that would
trigger the release of new memories. At this time, I would remember just how powerful Delilah
was, and I would need to go back home afterward, write a suicide note into my LiveJournal,
and readmit myself to the psychiatric facility. During my second visit to the mental hospital, I
would have a single opportunity to stop everyone else from being hurt, to save my country and
the lives of many people.
I had to commit suicide, but in a particular manner. Namely, I had to refuse food, water, and
medication for several days until my organs started to die, and I would have to do this without
crying out once. Then I would be placed in isolation until I finally passed away. My family
would never know my fate because the only person listed on my visitor’s form would be
Delilah Hanson.
And, if I had not gone to the police about her previously, Delilah would show up. She would
enter my room and trigger me into a state of complete paralysis, speak two sentences and leave.
My paralysis would eventually wear off, but I would be in restraints, and I would be left to my
death.
As she spoke to me, in my mind, these two sentences would probably be her gloating that she
had tricked me into killing myself, and that she was going to do all these horrible things
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anyway, but I decided on the spot that if there was even a one percent chance that she was
going to show mercy to my country and everyone in it, I had to try. I would die if I could. It
was a sobering, solemn moment in an evening filled with terror and silent screaming.
Would I be able to do it? The terms seemed impossible to achieve, but honor demanded nothing
less than my best shot. The future of a nation-- perhaps the entire world-- was at stake, with
billions of people perhaps being affected depending on whether or not I succeeded. What was
my pissant little life, compared to that?
My attempt would be complicated, she told me, by a series of changes to my perceptual state
that appeared indistinguishable from a textbook case of psychosis. One minute I would think I
was becoming the Antichrist, the next I would believe that everything I thought I knew about
my life had been a lie. I would doubt my perceptions and even at one point believe I was
becoming this “Face of Boe” character she mentioned previously. I would believe almost
constantly that the country was about to come under nuclear attack and even believe that I was
carrying a new strain of hepatitis that would go airborne and kill half the country. It was a mess
of rolling perceptual states, and I mused to myself that by the time it was over, I might actually
be crazy.
And I would see the first domino in America’s financial collapse in the downfall of a single
financial institution called Bear Sterns, which would begin to experience a sudden loss of
confidence due to rampant (and untrue) rumors of their insolvency.
In time, assuming I failed my suicide challenge, my mind would settle down, and I would
eventually be released from the psychiatric unit. From that moment forward, I would be
disallowed from having friends. Any friend I physically spent time with would have his or her
life destroyed, Karen notwithstanding. Karen was also programmed to kill me if I informed her
that her actions were being controlled. Of course, Delilah herself would feign total ignorance of
anything she was doing to me, swearing up and down that I was delusional, as evidenced by my
stay in a psychiatric facility. She would claim that the entire thing was in my head.
That wouldn’t stop her from taking financial advantage of me, however: If Delilah requested
money from me, I was to proffer it as a gift and not expect it back; additionally, I was to forgive
all her prior debt. To this day, I have given her over fifteen thousand dollars, nearly four
hundred dollars in perfume, a flat panel television, and a computer I no longer used. She has not
asked me for anything in over six months as of this writing; perhaps she is well aware of my
financial situation now, but the potential remains. And what could I say but yes? Everything I
had was because of her. I earned it because of her, thus it is hers. But it would hurt. Oh, how it
would hurt.
I would be unable to break up with Karen. If Karen believed I was trying to dump her, she
would flatly ask me for confirmation, and if I said that was my intention, her instructions were
to kill me.
I would also begin to earn money through a scheme by which I offered my savings and credit
lines as capital for bridge loans to flip houses out of foreclosure at twenty cents on the dollar.
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As long as I didn’t attempt to socialize with my business partners or attempt to see a
hypnotherapist, I would be fine, and this very lucrative line of income would be secure.
Meanwhile, the houses I had purchased would become a drag on me, financially, as there would
be things wrong with each and every one, and I would be required to pay for their upkeep.
I decided at that point that I would take the money, but the idea of destroying the lives of my
friends was unconscionable. She had also said that anyone I met more than once would be
destroyed, so this meant no new friends as well. I would have to be completely alone, to isolate
myself socially. She had said that gaming guilds would be alright, so I thought that perhaps I
could go back to playing Anarchy Online or some other MMORPG and socialize that way.
I reasoned that by taking the foreclosure flipping money, I could buy a sweet-ass computer,
hole up in my condo alone (alone with Karen, that is) and play my heart out. I could do some
travelling, see some sights, and maybe take in some shows on Broadway.
If I was lonely, she said, I could commit suicide, and I would always have that option, but that
would be the ultimate act of selfishness, because she would then immediately set about
murdering every single person I had ever met. Talk about taking it with you when you died,
jeez.
I imagined her murdering the quiet boy at my pre-school who wouldn’t speak. I thought of her
killing my first grade class, including my teacher. I visualized her snuffing the lives out of
people whose hands I’d shaken at parties and then never met again. It was insanity, and yet I
knew it was possible and true.
On March 2nd, 2008, while I was undergoing my Intensive Outpatient therapy, I would
remember that the phenomenal game Bioshock that I had played the previous year, was inspired
by her. The following day, on Delilah’s birthday, I would remember that I was supposed to get
a Bioshock tattoo. In the game, the central character had a unique, stylized chain tattooed on
each of his wrists.
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I was to obtain a similar tattoo, but only on the left wrist, where my watch band could hide it. I
could be completely normal out in the world, where I conducted business, but at home my
watch came off, and that meant that in my private hours, I would look upon my wrist and see
that I was a slave, a slave to her.
At the time, I actually thought this was a cool idea. While I had gotten my nipples pierced, I
had never found anything that meant enough to me to get it marked on my body permanently.
This certainly qualified, and I thought of letting this slavery define me. Instead of resenting it, I
would go the other way and cover my body with tattoos of negativism and obscenity. I would
become grotesquely inked and pierced underneath my clothing.
The unique thing about this situation was that it wasn’t an absolute directive, it was something I
was to remember I was supposed to do and then had the option of doing or not doing. Should I
fail to perform this (or any of her directives), I would find all my dirty little secrets coming
back to haunt me, and I would go to prison for them. And I should be absolutely clear on this
point, prison would be a thousand times worse for me than anything she would do to me outside
of it.
Should I push back on a directive, I would get one warning, and it would come to me in the
form of a song. Since I didn’t really listen to music much, there wasn’t much of a chance of me
hearing it before she advised me of it; it was a song by Foo Fighters called “The Pretender”.
She claimed that she had just barely made it in time to have the song inserted into their next
album and that if I wasn’t “so fucking stupid,” I would know that it takes approximately
eighteen months from completion of the album until it hits the store shelves and radio waves.
This is described as an album “dropping”. This song would be a hit, she told me, climbing to
number 37 on the Billboard charts, which was yet another of her Kevin Smith references. It
would also win a Grammy, but I don’t remember specifically for what.
She explained that, should I refuse to perform a directive that was optional, she would mention
the song to me and then log off of Yahoo! Instant Messenger (all our communication would be
on the computer at this stage of our relationship) on me. The following day, she would log on
for five minutes, during which, assuming I was even online, I would have the opportunity to tell
her I was going to cooperate. If I missed that brief window, she would log off forever, and I
would never hear from her again in any way. Then my whole life would come crashing down
around me, and I would go to prison.
She began to recite the song to me:
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The Pretender by Foo Fighters
Keep you in the dark
You know they all pretend
Keep you in the dark
And so it all began
Send in your skeletons
Sing as their bones go marching in... again
The need you buried deep
The secrets that you keep are ever ready
Are you ready?
I'm finished making sense
Done pleading ignorance
That whole defense
Spinning infinity, boy
The wheel is spinning me
It's never-ending, never-ending
Same old story
What if I say I'm not like the others?
What if I say I'm not just another one of your plays?
You're the pretender
What if I say I will never surrender?
In time or so I'm told
I'm just another soul for sale... oh, well
The page is out of print
We are not permanent
We're temporary, temporary

Same old story
I'm the voice inside your head
You refuse to hear
I'm the face that you have to face
Mirrored in your stare
I'm what's left, I'm what's right
I'm the enemy
I'm the hand that will take you down
Bring you to your knees
So who are you?
Yeah, who are you?
Yeah, who are you?
Yeah, who are you?
Keep you in the dark
You know they all pretend
What if I say I'm not like the others?
(Keep you in the dark)
What if I say I'm not just another one of your plays?
(You know they all... pretend)
You're the pretender
What if I say I will never surrender?
So who are you?
Yeah, who are you?
Yeah, who are you?

Delilah told me that we had “met” three times, and that the “Who are you” lines were actually
something from our second meeting, something she told me I should pray I never remember.
The song made my blood run cold, and I didn’t understand the concept of “The Pretender,”
having never really analyzed my behavior in-depth the way she had, but it was breathtaking. I
was flattered and stunned. First a video game and then a Grammy-award winning song. She
was creating, all for me. For my fear, yes, but for my enjoyment as well. These things were like
inside jokes; only I would get the real meaning behind them, out of everyone in the world, and
that made them more precious to me than gold. I knew she was dangerous, and horrible, and
terrifying, but I wanted to thank her, to throw my arms around her.
It all only made me love her more.
When I had read the words to the song for the first time, I would immediately ask Karen if she
had heard the song, and this would deactivate Karen’s “kill command” if I was to tell her of her
being controlled. This was done to prevent my committing suicide by forcing her to murder me.
All so I couldn’t take the “easy way out” rather than face the horrors she had waiting for me in
prison.
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She then moved on to tell me that my utility to her as a test subject was far more important to
her than my usefulness as her masterpiece. The reason I would remember all of these diabolical
things was that I would receive a drug called Klonapin from the doctors in the hospital, and
then I would be triggered to remember something. Whether I remembered more than I was
supposed to would determine certain actions regarding informing her, and I would keep
receiving Klonapin and possibly keep remembering things.
As a gift to me, she promised that any memory I recovered would come with the memory of my
Subconscious mind’s dialogue. This would later be incredibly useful in deciphering my
thoughts and actions throughout this narrative.
The fact was, I would only have a fraction of these memories laid out for me; most of these
things I would either remember naturally due to the Klonapin, or not. This was because I loved
an anime/manga series called Gantz, in which a group of people who have been resurrected
from death are forced to play a deadly game, and none of them knows the rules until someone
violates one of them, usually resulting in a death penalty.
The poor people in Gantz had to find out things the hard way, and because I loved Gantz, so did
I. I felt a crawling horror at the thought that she would play games with my life so.
Delilah explained that she was only interested in the memories I recovered while I was still in
the hospital, but I was welcome to recover any memories all the way back to our third “first”
meeting. If I ever remembered anything before our most recent “first” meeting, however, I was
a dead man. She would kill me if I remembered anything before our night of driving around the
airport, and she laid out how she would kill me as well-- with poisoned sushi, as a matter of
fact.
I lusted to know what else she had done to me. Somehow, none of it mattered in terms of my
dignity and how it had been sullied by her actions. I just wanted to know. I needed to know
what was possible with this craft, not a soft science like psychology, but a hard, technical
science, virtually identical to programming a computer. I was still terrified, but I wanted to see
how far she would take me, and I needed to see that bleeding edge. Would she make me believe
I was other people? Would she make me experience phantom pains? What could she do?
Somehow, what she was doing ceased to matter in any real sense beyond my curiosity. I only
measured the toll in how she was hurting other people.
She went on to discuss everything I would watch with Karen on TV, including anime, movies,
and so on. Delilah explained that it didn’t matter how closely I obeyed these particular
directives; they were practically optional; one non-optional item she did describe, however, was
how I would be midway through the run of The West Wing, which I would watch while on the
treadmill, when I would remember that Delilah was destroying America. And I would have to
watch a portrayal of good, honest men and know that this land would never know their like
again, because it was doomed to descend into brutal theocracy.
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I was also not to watch any of the second half of Death Note until after February 10th, 2008. I
was allowed to watch up to episode 19 and stop there.
I would meet a woman by the name of Victoria shortly after getting out of the hospital; she
would be an employee of my partner Jim. She would be extremely receptive to sex with Karen
and me, but if I responded to her advances, I would find myself trading a couple months of sex
with her for something very sinister, which would be revealed later.
Delilah would expect to see me in the third week of April, in a hotel room in Minneapolis.
There was an extensive protocol, which I will discuss later. In the event that I had remembered
too much, I would most likely die of a poisoning at a restaurant the day after I was to get on a
plane to see her.
There was, of course, an “escape clause” in the code that allowed me to avoid death. This
involved the use of my treadmill.
Following my visit, assuming I was successful in not falling for any traps, I would continue
giving her money or whatever she needed from me, and if she ever requested to visit with me, I
of course had the ability to say no, but she would kill me or otherwise destroy my life if I didn’t
do what she wanted.
My other choice, cooperation, would bring more and more programming, more ruination of my
life. I could go to prison, or I could let the world think I was increasingly deranged and insane.
At some point in 2008 I was to run outside without anything on from the waist down. At that
particular moment, a fourteen year old girl and her mother would be outside and see me,
resulting in me entering that vaunted fraternity of my state’s sex offenders list.
I believe she predicted a blackmail event in 2010, the details of which I do not remember. I
think it was to take place at a shopping mall, however.
Finally, in 2011 I would be directed to, without hesitation, beat Karen in the face, striking her
with a closed fist no less than six times. Here I drew the line. Send me to prison, fine. I decided
I wouldn’t beat a defenseless individual, one I am supposed to love, in the face!
Passing that, assuming I did beat her, Karen would finally leave me (she would have moved out
by that point, but we still would have been involved with one another), but she would not press
charges. Neither she nor her family or friends would ever speak to me again. During this phase
of my life, assuming my medications still allowed me to have erections, my only sexual outlet
besides my own hand would be one night stands, bar hook-ups, unless I wanted to ruin the life
of the person I was seeing.
It was terrible. I was being pushed further and further into soul-crushing loneliness. She knew
that the thing I wanted most in the world was friends, for people to like me and let me like
them back, and she was making me toxic to anyone that got close to me. I was cancerous. I had
to stay away from everyone, for the sake of my own honor, if for no other reason.
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Around 2012, the net worth I would have accumulated from my bridge loan business would
have exceeded one million dollars, and I would have suffered a breakdown much worse than
the first.
I would have no family to turn to, because she would have killed them all.
And I would have no friends to turn to, for she would have turned them all against me, had I not
cut myself off from them.
There would be no one but her. Delilah. I would turn to her as the only possible help for me as
the psychosis of “Program 73” ravaged me. What would it be? She wouldn’t say. The thought
of a “gotcha” surprise terrified me, but by this point I had reached a sort of terror overload. I
would bark a terrified “NO!” every now and then in my head, but really I had degenerated into
a trembling, quivering mass of panic that just sort of let the evil thing wash over me.
So Delilah would come, and the doorbell would ring. I would open the door, and she would
trigger me. The next thing I would know, I would be standing alone in a house devoid of
possessions, without a penny to my name, and her car miles away already. I would never see
her again, and with no job, no employable skills (my IT skills now long outdated), no money,
car, or property, I would have no choice but to rely on a homeless relief system already taxed to
the breaking point due to a shattered economy.
And that is how it would be until 2016; all during that time, she would still find ways to
program me using third parties, but I would never see or hear from her again.
I would also have been infected with HIV, which would quickly change to AIDS given the poor
manner in which I was caring for myself. As an added bonus, every clinic and charity in my
state, as well as my doctor, would code any HIV test I was given in such a way that it would
give a false negative. I would be infected, supposedly, but I would never be able to get an
accurate test.
She then moved on to a new section of her hours-long monologue, the false memories.
She always liked to include a couple of false memories when testing memory blocks with new
hypnotic drugs, she said. The test was not just to see if someone would remember something
this far down in the narrative- apparently the longer you talk, the less likely one is to remember
details later in the program- it was also to see if I would remember that it was false data.
Her first false scenario had to do with the reason she was doing all of this. She said that she was
a part of a program initiated during the waning days of the Third Reich, a program designed to
research the human mind and look for a way to control it in order to subvert the entire world.
Once I was destitute, I would be permitted to travel, but should only live within ten miles of the
center of a major US city, which would eventually be nuked using US-made nuclear weapons. I
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would be unable to travel outside of the USA because of my status as a mental defective, and
my presence on the sex offenders list, of course.
The United States would be destroyed with cleansing nuclear fire for its hand in turning the tide
of the Second World War, and of course, Israel would be destroyed. The world would then go
into a trance and come out of it believing that Germany won the war. A swastika would fly over
every city in the world. My mind boggled. It was horrific stuff, but thankfully, this end wasn’t
real.
I sat back and relaxed as these “fake bits” unrolled. It was like getting a vacation from my fear.
The second part had something to do with diseases and epidemiology. I do not have specific
information.
And then, finally, we came to her endgame. I was not supposed to remember this part. In the
end, I would still be living around Milwaukee, and my “last day” would be scripted; every
word, every thought, would have been written for me beforehand. In the end, I would be on a
street corner, borrowing a cell phone from a black man. Delilah would be on the other end, and
she would tell me whether or not God really existed before the nuke went off. I would find
myself in the center of an intersection, surrounded by people I knew and people that knew they
were dying because of me.
And when a building off in the distance imploded due to carefully placed explosives, I was not
to move. If I could stand completely still for just under ninety minutes, the mob would
dissipate; else they would tear me apart.
As I waited for the mob to disperse, she would hit me with all sorts of revelatory memories. For
example, she was going to murder every person that I had ever met, indeed anyone who had
even seen me. She would then erase any evidence that I had ever lived and then eliminate every
Jew in the world. Further, she would erase anything and everything I had ever loved, so that the
world could never produce anything as disgusting and horrible as me. And as she had
mentioned as a harmless “fake bit,” she would make mankind convert itself into a “perfect
world,” a world in which a swastika flew over every city. The horrifying thing that I had I
consoled myself was just a false memory was in fact coming true. My heart turned over in my
chest.
This was more than I could bear. My mind broke for a moment.
If I survived the mob, I would slowly but surely recover memories of every encounter we had,
all the way back to the Holy of Holies, although she did not mention the Holy of Holies by
name.
As per our bargain (which she mentioned but I did not remember at the time), she would spare
the city of New York, but that was little comfort given the fact that everyone that had so much
as seen me, and every Jew in the world was going to be murdered. I couldn’t imagine how this
could rationally be carried out, but I had to believe it was true, and so I did.
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I saw the totality of it, the perfect cruelty, the unfathomable complexity of it all, and I was
transported with wonder. At long last, my life finally had a purpose. Its purpose was to be cut
out, like a cancer: the Doctor cutting around the cancerous cell to ensure that nothing that it
touched could flare up and infect the rest of civilization with its sickness.
I despaired for all my old friends, even my old enemies. They knew me to be wrong, to be
strange, and they cast me out, or I did them the favor and cast myself out. And they were going
to pay even for those short liaisons. It was unbelievable, but it was true. In fact, I was certain
that anyone I told this story to would believe I was stark raving batshit insane. It was textbook
psychosis, start to finish. “My penniless ex-girlfriend controls the world.” Yeah. Sure she does.
They’d lock me up a second time. Raving. Bonkers. Fucked in the head.
Then I would die, at last. And what a death! A death worthy of an opera, surely. If one had to
die, better to die like this than of renal failure in a hospital. This death had style. I would not
choose to die a violent, horrible death; but to have fate forced upon you-- there were certainly
worse ways to go. I decided I would embrace it and long for it. It would become the thing that
defined me, that informed my every decision.
And still I loved.
She ended that section of the narrative. She closed it, sealed it, and began a new page.
“You will not remember anything past this point until specifically told to...”
**SHUFFLE**
And the second layer began…
-Nada the Seduced
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Hack.World - Chapter 17
The Glass Onion, Part 4
Through An Onion, Darkly
(Written on October 29th, 2009)
Deception, flattering, lying, deluding, talking behind the back, putting up a false
front, living in borrowed splendor, wearing a mask, hiding behind convention,
playing a role for others and for oneself — in short, a continuous fluttering
around the solitary flame of vanity — is so much the rule and the law among
men that there is almost nothing which is less comprehensible than how an
honest and pure drive for truth could have arisen among them. They are deeply
immersed in illusions and in dream images; their eyes merely glide over the
surface of things and see “forms.” - Friedrich Nietzsche, On Truth and Lies In A
Nonmoral Sense
“Nada? Why are you looking at your watch?”
I did not answer.
The man doing the asking was my boss, Jerry Beers.
It was September 1st, 2006. I had just had my annual review with my consulting firm that
morning, and everything sounded good.
“Nada?”
3:59:56 - 3:59:57 - 3:59:58 - 3:59:59 - 4:00:00
I stood and began to walk out of my boss’s cubicle.
“Nada? Where are you going?”
I walked into the bathroom.
I defecated into the toilet and wiped myself; I scooped a portion into my hand and placed it in
my mouth. Then I flushed the toilet and washed my hands in the basin, my mouth closed.
Like an automaton, I walked back to my boss’s cubicle and sat down.
“Did you need to use the bathroom?”
Silently, I opened my mouth.
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“Nada? What is... Oh, what the fuck!?” Yes, that’s what a grown man will say when another
grown man approaches him with a mouthful of shit. “Oh, what the fuck.”
My consciousness returned and, realizing what had happened and being cognizant of the entire
first layer of the Glass Onion’s evil programming, I began to cry. Though my mouthful of shit
I said, “She fucking made me do it again!”
I remembered, but the love was not there. There was only terror and humiliation. I tried to
explain to my boss, afraid to spit the crap in my mouth out into his garbage bin, that my exgirlfriend had been abusing me with hypnosis, and it was she that had done this to me.
I told him that I knew my career was over and that this would finish me at the company, but I
begged him to write down my home email address and to send me an email warning me that
she was controlling me. “Because she’ll make me forget, Jerry! She’ll make me forget, and I
have to find a way to protect myself!
“Nada, this is something... If what you’re saying is true, we need to call the police.”
My God... She was controlling the police! I couldn’t go to the cops! She’d kill me!
“No police, Jerry! They can’t help me!”
I begged him to send the email right away, but he told me that per company policies, he’d really
need to do it from his personal email at home. He wrote down my email address. I thanked him
and told him I needed to clean up, so I went back into the bathroom, spat into the toilet, and
swished about a quart of water around my mouth before I took a tentative swallow. No taste.
I then set about cleaning a tiny blob of fecal matter from the front of my Ralph Lauren buttondown shirt. I was able to get rid of the evidence, but not the smell.
After the evidence of what I had done was erased, my memories were wiped as well, and for the
life of me, I could not understand why I was in the corporate bathrooms with a face wet from
crying, feeling as though I’d been weeping, hard.
I checked my watch.
4:05PM
Shit! My meeting! I was late!
I wiped my face, ran back to Jerry’s desk, and breathed a sigh of relief to find he wasn’t there. I
opened my writing folio, which was inexplicably on his conference table, and arranged some
things while I waited. I was nervous about this meeting; any time your boss wants to see you at
the end of the day on a Friday is a bad sign.
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Jerry Beers rounded the corner some five or ten minutes later. He looked taken aback and
regarded me with a strange expression on his face. “I was a few minutes late, but you seemed
not to be here, so I made myself comfortable,” I explained.
He led me through an extremely easy meeting; I was expecting to get pounded by this guy. Try
as I might, I never understood what it was that he actually wanted from me. Asking him directly
only yielded long diatribes about paradigms and other such management-speak that was
virtually meaningless to me. Jerry was one of those people who seemed to manage by some
complex formula they learned in a book that nobody understood, including him.
Fifteen minutes later, I was driving home, where my corporate laptop was chugging away on a
site migration file copy. I opened my windows because I seemed to inexplicably carry a strong
smell of dogshit or something similar on my body, although the bottoms of my shoes looked
fine.
Once home, I quickly identified my shirt as the culprit and began a load of laundry.
It wasn’t long before my other boss, my boss from the consulting company called me while I
was sitting at my work laptop. He needed to have a follow-up meeting with me, and he asked
me to please bring my laptop.
Well, this was just fucking weird. I explained that I had a critical file copy going on my laptop
that I would have to start over if I disconnected it from the network; I pressed my superior and
finally got it out of him that yes, the client wanted to terminate my contract, effective
immediately.
“Did they say why?”
“They just didn’t think it was a good fit.”
“After three years?”
Ninety minutes later, I handed all my corporate property to my boss in a Walgreens parking lot.
I was understandably upset, but to be honest, I had begun to despise working for this new boss
Jerry anyway.
I would just coast on my clients for a while, collect unemployment for six months, and try that
real estate scheme that Jim kept trying to get me into.
Later that evening, I received an email from Jerry Beers. {How odd is that}, I thought to myself.
I checked the message and sat in stunned silence as his simple missive about my ex-girlfriend
Delilah controlling me through hypnosis flooded my mind with horrible memories of things yet
to come.
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This was due to the fact that up until January 28th, 2008, any kind of reminder of what had
happened to me would bring back my memories of the first layer of the Onion, but nothing
more... Nothing approaching fully Gnostic.
I knew that the memories would fade, and I considered taping a sign to my monitor containing
a warning about Delilah and then later getting the warning tattooed on my forearm as a constant
reminder of what was happening to me, just like something out of the movie Memento.
But I was shattered. I didn’t understand how I was supposed to function with this knowledge.
She was making me do it for years as a test of endurance; my foreknowledge of it did nothing
but add to my burden by a year and a half! After all, what was I to do? I couldn’t stop it, I
couldn’t slow it down. There was nothing to do but live in constant suffering because of it.
After a long while, I came to an inevitable conclusion and deleted the message.
The memories faded like smoke and were gone. The end of my employment, and the bizarre
meeting that preceded it became insignificant, unanswered questions in my altogether more
interesting life.
O-O-O
January 13th, 2007
I was sitting in a room decorated as a Victorian bordello. I was at an ex-girlfriend’s wine tasting
party. With my newfound wealth from my recent real estate deal, I brought a bottle of Cristal
champagne, which went over extremely well. A vivacious party goer posed for pictures with
the bottle, which she later posted to her Facebook page.
As instructed by my posthypnotic suggestion, I was charming, meeting all sorts of people I
didn’t know and going out of my way to start conversations with everyone I could. This was
not how I ordinarily would be; under normal circumstances, I would talk only to the people I
knew and wait for others to come to me. I was a wallflower, socially, and very shy in situations
where I did not know a majority of the people.
The party wound down, and I was very heavy in the bowels, having had a large steak the night
before, as ordered. Despite having been to the bathroom two or three times, I had done nothing
to alleviate my situation. I merely didn’t defecate, and failed to notice that I was doing anything
unusual.
Finally, I was the only guest left, leaving me, my ex Meshel, and her boyfriend. I secretly
hoped that they would invite me to crash there at the very least. It was a ninety minute drive
back, and having had more than a little to drink, I didn’t relish the thought. Feeling as though I
was not going to be welcomed to stay, I went to use the toilet.
Once I stood up following my bowel movement, I entered a trance state in which I did the same
scooping and hand-washing maneuver I’d done the day of my meeting with Jerry.
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On the stairs, I became conscious once more, and I remembered the outer layer of the Onion
again. I marched automatically as I screamed in horror inside my mind at what was in my
mouth. And this time it was going to be worse for me.
My inner monologue began to gibber, and I begged and pleaded within my mind, as though
there were another consciousness in there that could help me, that would bargain with me.
Meshel and her boyfriend looked at me with disdain as I opened my mouth.
I knew that this was the last time I would ever see either of them or any of the people at the
party. Delilah was taking away my job, my friends, even my clients, it seemed.
One of them was holding a video camera. A JVC video camera.
An explosion went off in my mind. I shattered and screamed inside my head, a long, howling,
insane shriek. And then, as she had me turn and walk out the door, she made me forget that
moment, that moment where my mind splintered.
By the time I was walking out the door, no direct memories of what I had just done remained in
my mind, but it was obvious by inference. I spat the mess that was still in my mouth in the
driveway.
I had been instructed to bring a liter of bottled water and a towel with me, so I sat in the brand
new car that I had leased mere days before, door open, swishing all the shit out of my mouth
and spitting it on the ground. After maybe a third of the bottle was gone, I tentatively
swallowed. No taste. As there was no retching, I am certain that she had suppressed my gag
reflex.
While all of this was going on, however, I had those memories swirling around in my head. I
thought to myself, {Not again! And I have another one coming up in a couple of days!}
I felt like I had to do something; she was going to take away so much of what I had with these
kinds of incidents. I thought to myself over and over, “I need to make new friends. I need to
make new friends.”
She couldn’t take away what I made after she had programmed me, after all.
Once I was on the interstate, I threw the towel out the window, and, all evidence now gone, my
memory of the event was erased.
And as I drove, I found it surprising that I had wet cheeks. Why had I been crying?
Meshel became very distant toward me after that incident, and inexplicably cold. She cancelled
a dinner with her, her boyfriend and my girlfriend Cat that weekend without explanation, and I
thought that was an indication that I, with my social blind spot, had done something
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unforgivable at the party and was completely oblivious to it. I pressed her regularly to tell me
what it was that I had done.
And one day, she told me in a brief conversation. The memories came flooding back again,
prompting me to try to explain what had happened, what was happening to me.
She hung up on me, and since I forgot the incident once more, the issue was never raised again.
O-O-O
Two days later, on January 15th, 2007, I was back in the state capital, picking up my girlfriend
Cat at the airport. She had just returned from a two-week business trip to Dubai.
That night, I was brushing my teeth while preparing for bed, and afterwards, I entered a trance.
I did my deplorable deed with the toilet again and then flushed it, my mouth full. I opened the
door, and there was Cat, staring at me. I opened my mouth.
Without a visible reaction, she turned and walked into her bedroom. I set about destroying the
evidence again, livid that I had been made to do this horrible, disgusting thing in front of
people. When the evidence was gone, so went my memory of what had happened.
When I got into bed, she was lying down, facing the wrong way, and trembling. I couldn’t get
any kind of response from her. Exhausted, I drifted off to sleep while holding her shivering
body.
We parted not long after. The next time I saw her, a full three weeks later, she dumped me
without explanation.
O-O-O
February, 2007
“Hey, shiteater!”
I was pulling my new convertible up to the smoking area of my old job to take a former
coworker to lunch. A bunch of old colleagues were outside, smoking. One of them had called
this out to me.
I began to go into a trance, but the fact that my car was about to jump the curb pulled me out of
it, and I stomped on the brake, just in time. I felt weird. Strange. I would forget the event, but
for a few seconds I believed I’d had a seizure.
“Shiteater” was one of Delilah’s triggers for me. It did different things on different days.
O-O-O
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March 22nd, 2007
My mother’s birthday again, precisely one year after receiving my punishment programming.
I was sick, but I had been persuaded to go out on a date with this Karen Kandinsky that had so
enraptured me. I felt an emotional attachment right away. Is this what love at first sight feels
like?
It had begun innocently enough. The previous day, I had written a Griffin & Sabine-themed
classified in M4W on Craigslist. I was hoping to attract intelligent, sophisticated women, if not
outright Nick Bantock fans. Karen answered, and we just enjoyed the hell out of each other in
email all the next day. She practically demanded we meet, but I had a slight fever still and felt
quite ill. Still, she managed to convince me, telling me that I just had to go out. I relented.
We were sitting in a bar, having a few drinks. She went to the bathroom. Something inside of
me snapped, and for some reason the outer layer flooded my mind for a couple of minutes.
“It’s her,” I screamed inside my mind. “It’s beginning! Run!”
No, I reasoned. Her presence in my life was just a symptom of a greater problem, and running
from this would ultimately change nothing. This just meant that the punishment was finally
kicking into high gear. Nothing to do but ride the bumper cars until the ride was over. At least
we’d be in love, for a while, anyway. There would be good times, and vacations, and for a time,
lots and lots of money.
She came back, and I looked at her like a victim, rather than a lover. I wished I could have told
her what awaited us both, but she would never have believed me.
The memories faded and were gone.
We made out in my car. The night was a pleasant one. A good first date.
The following day, I was driving around, running errands, when I received a call from Justine.
She was finally getting back to me about my email, and hopefully would explain why she
dumped me.
I pulled the car over to the side of the road and answered the call. “Well, this is a blast from the
past!”
“You gave me hepatitis!” she screamed at me. Memories began to bloom.
“W-what?”
“I have to go to Canada for a liver transplant, you fucking asshole!”
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My hands were shaking. I was infected with hepatitis intentionally, and I kept forgetting. I tried
to explain to her that something was wrong with me, that I had suffered some kind of trauma
because of my hepatitis infection and I kept forgetting as a result. I told her that I needed help.
She hung up on me.
I moved to call Karen, but my finger loomed over the call button, and I stopped. More
memories were blooming, now. I didn’t really have hepatitis, it was all just another mind fuck. I
sat in the car, crying, trying to sort it all out. When I remembered the part about getting nuked,
a small, strangled cry escaped my lips.
This was horrible. How could this be happening?
Should I call Karen off, I wondered? I knew I had limited time, five minutes at most.
{I should call her off,} I thought. Just pick up the phone and lie and say, “I just got a call from
an ex, and I have hepatitis. This isn’t the time for new relationships for me.”
But part of me knew that I couldn’t survive alone. I especially couldn’t survive the freakshow
my life was to become, not by myself. I reasoned that I would find a way to make it up to her. I
would prove to her that we were both being controlled and would find a way to turn her into an
ally. Maybe together we would figure something out.
I sat for several minutes longer, just poring over the memories of my coming punishment in
terror and sadness. I was a horrible, selfish person; there was no way to disguise that fact. I was
everything Delilah said I was.
The memories faded. I deleted the reference to Justine calling me from my cell phone and then
tried to figure out why I was parked at the side of the road. My otherwise uneventful day
continued.
The following night, Karen was spending the night at my place for the first time. She put on
lingerie, and we made love for the first time, professions of love coming from both of us. As we
continued, I told her that there was no reason for her to look for an apartment to get away from
her ex; she could just stay with me, and we’d see how things went. Incredibly, the eternal
bachelor declared that we were both engaged, which made her cry, and she said yes.
The following day, we went shopping; I bought her perfume at the Coach store. When we got
home, she asked if I would come into the bathroom, as she wanted to show me something. She
was holding a JVC video camera. “By the way,” she told me, “this is my new camera. Do you
like it?”
I didn’t particularly care, but I told her it was nice.
She said she wanted to tell me a secret, but she had to whisper it into my ear. I leaned in close.
“Shiteater,” she whispered, and my conscious mind flipped off like a switch.
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Thankfully, I have no memory of what happened next.
O-O-O
Spring, 2007
It was mid-afternoon, and I was sitting in The Salex Group’s parking lot. I had dragged myself
out of bed, gotten dressed, and driven myself out there, and I didn’t even have an appointment
to do anything for them! I had taken a liter of bottled water and a white bath towel with me.
I sat in my car, waiting and watching the clock. At a predetermined time, I got out, and marched
inside. I was conscious of what I was doing, however. {Oh God, she’s going to make me do it
again!} I thought to myself as I took the elevator up to the top floor.
“Hi, Nada,” said the receptionist as I stepped inside. Lining either side of the hallway was a row
of people, all lined up to watch. I did not reply.
One of them was holding a digital camera. Another held a very familiar looking JVC
camcorder.
I went into the bathroom and did my deplorable deed. On my way out, I found I was able to
turn my body so that my back was to the small crowd of people. I would not remember until
2009 that I was given a choice and was supposed to turn and face the throng, or else I’d face a
penalty.
I considered taking the elevator or the stairs, but the idea of being stuck in an elevator with a
mouthful of shit was horrifying to me, particularly if someone got on with me. I opted to take
the stairs. Once I was outside, I spat and used the bottle of water and towel in my car to clean
up. The towel went out the window, and I was suddenly left wondering why I was sitting in this
particular parking lot when I had no business here.
I drove off. Amazingly, The Salex Group did not stop using my services; no one ever
mentioned the incident to me.
It was as though it had never happened.
O-O-O
Karen and I continued for months without major incident, although I was increasingly aware of
major incompatibilities between us. Still, the emotions I felt for her seemed very real, and this
forgave a multitude of differences.
One of the unfortunate things about my domestic situation was the lack of film in my life. An
avid film-goer and lover of film on DVD, I was somewhat disheartened that Karen seemed to
lack the attention span for movies. Ordinarily, with someone I cared about, I liked to trot out all
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my old favorites, making sure that they watched for the first time all those beloved movies, my
own glass menagerie to show my lady callers. It was much the same with favorite television
shows and anime. Karen would have none of that, and while she had seen a few films and
watched a little anime, she was steadfast against watching three of my favorites: Fight Club,
Run Lola Run, and Memento.
Also, given the fact that she was paying no rent or utilities (or food bills), I made it clear that I
expected her to handle the cooking and cleaning. As Delilah had said, Karen would have none
of this, nodding her head to me but shirking literally every responsibility. I even tried splitting
up the duties and sharing them, but it was clear that Karen expected me to cater to her every
whim while she only lifted a finger to work at her job. This ended up resulting in a big fight,
after which I decided to hire a cleaning lady. Fortunately, a freelance cleaning service dropped
a flyer in my mailbox the very next day, and I gave them a call, exactly as I was supposed to.
Shortly afterward, our domestic strife had been lessened, and I would eventually learn that my
cleaning lady dealt Oxycontin and a little pot. Bonus!
My business deals continued as well. As instructed, I bought the houses sight unseen, and
signed the papers without even reading them. Something struck me as terribly wrong about this,
but I did it anyway, and my concerns only lasted until the transaction was over. While I was
signing, however, something inside me was screaming.
O-O-O
September 2nd, 2007
It was a year and a day after my termination from my job. I still had a load of money in the
bank, but the real estate deals had sort of tapered off. Karen and I were at a cookout at Jim’s
house. With us were Jim, his girlfriend, and two of his colleagues with whom I am closely
acquainted, and an African-American woman in Jim’s employ. Several other guests had left
already.
Jim’s employee left, meaning just the inner circle remained. It was fairly late, and quite dark
out. We were lit by candles and some outdoor incandescents. I was having a fine time.
Jim turned to me. “Nada, we have a surprise for you tonight.”
“Really?” I was curious as to what he had in mind.
“Karen, do you want to do the honors?”
Karen affirmed, and she moved to whisper in my left ear.
“Shiteater.” The trigger had different effects on different days, as per Delilah’s directive.
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I was shaking as I looked around. Memories of the outer layer were returning, and I was nearly
fully functional. My legs would not work, however.
“She’s allowed us to tell you exactly what we think of you, you miserable fuck.” Jim’s voice
was sardonic, a sneer on his face.
Jim and one of his colleagues began to insult me for being so sick. What the hell was wrong
with me that I was such a wretchedly fucked-up person?
“My parents didn’t get the right help for me when I was young. I was too good at hiding what
was wrong with me! I didn’t get the right help!”
A cacophony of insults and ridicule rose up. As it trailed off, Karen said, “You could have
helped yourself, Nada.”
Everyone but Karen yelled at me for being unable to eat excrement in order to save Milwaukee.
“I couldn’t do it! Who could do something like that?”
“I could!” everyone but Karen cried out. “In a heartbeat,” added one of Jim’s colleagues.
“But... But I saved New York.”
“My family doesn’t live in New York!”
“But it’s fifteen times larger! I played a numbers game!”
“You fucking asshole!”
“You’d better pass your fucking suicide test, because she’s going to destroy the entire solar
system if you don’t.” Jim was practically smirking at me now. “Personally, I think we’re all
fucked because you’re such a selfish prick.”
“What?”
“She’s going to destroy the entire solar system with a black hole. How much clearer can I be?”
“That’s impossible.”
“No it isn’t. She’s God.”
“W-what?”
“I said she’s God, and she’s going to destroy this entire solar system. Then she’s going to make
all of mankind burn in hell for eternity because of you.”
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“There is no God.” I felt as though I had been punched in the stomach. I was mortified by the
entire event.
“It’s true, Nada.” Karen spoke next to me.
One of Jim’s colleagues began berating me, and all I could do was sit there, open mouthed in
reply. He pressed on, despite my silence. Finally, Jim stopped him.
“That’s enough.” he said. He spoke a trigger phrase, and I felt as though I was tumbling
backward in my chair. I grabbed at the arms of my seat as my memories began to fade.
“Nada?” asked someone. “Do you see this?”
He was holding a JVC video camera in his hands. “Do you know what this is?”
“It’s a... a...” What was it? I couldn’t remember. I knew I should recognize what it was, but the
word for it just wouldn’t come.
“It’s not important,” I was reassured in placating tones. “Do you mind if I put it on the table in
front of you?”
“No.”
The camera was placed on the table, facing me.
“Really? Is that his trigger?” A voice. I was becoming less and less able to understand what was
happening around me.
“Oh yeah.” Another voice.
“Wow. That’s interesting. I wish I knew mine.” The first voice again.
“Wait,” I said. “Something is wrong with me. Something is happening and I need help.”
Karen’s hand was on my knee. “It’s alright, Nada. Just relax and clear your mind for a few
minutes and everything will be fine.”
But I knew that was a trap. I knew I was in some sort of danger; that something horrific was
happening to me. I tried to hold on, but the memories faded, despite my best efforts.
They begin to talk about the owner of The Salex Group. Several minutes later, one of them
turned to me and said, “I guess you’re in all their stuff and reading all their emails.”
{Camcorder on the table!}
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I couldn’t see the camera, but something inside me made me extremely uneasy about this
question. I answered in the negative, and instead turned the conversation back to the original
topic of Toby Feiss.
All talk of gods and black holes were left in the forgotten past, as though they never existed.
Today, I wonder if anyone at the table remembered what was happening beyond that point. Was
I the only one who forgot that conversation? Or did we all?
The Veil was down again for me. I can only wonder what their perceptions were, or are to this
day.
Keep you in the dark, you know they all... pretend.
-Nada the Endangered
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Hack.World - Chapter 18
The Glass Onion, Part 5
Choosing to Walk a Different Path
(Written on November 2, 2009)
The pride connected with knowing and sensing lies like a blinding fog over the
eyes and senses of men, thus deceiving them concerning the value of existence.
For this pride contains within itself the most flattering estimation of the value of
knowing. Deception is the most general effect of such pride, but even its most
particular effects contain within themselves something of the same deceitful
character. - Friedrich Nietzsche, On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense
Mid-September, 2007
The Salex Group dropped me as a service provider. No explanation was given.
They were my last client. All the others had just inexplicably stopped calling over the spring
and summer.
I had equipment that belonged to Salex, and software. And keys. They wanted me to drop
everything and turn over what I had.
My response, Type-A that I am, is to point to the $12,000 of unpaid invoices and say, “I’m not
lifting a finger for you until that bill is paid.”
The vice-president and I had a tug of war over this, and we finally settled at half the invoices
paid, and a letter of intent indicating they owed and would pay the remainder in a short period
of time. The trade would take place at the private home of their HR person. I suppose that
meant that they were afraid I’d end up in a shouting match with one of the partners if I came to
the office. Tempers were running hot over there, apparently.
At the appointed time, I arrived at her house, she poured me a Jack Daniels on the rocks, and
we traded war stories about the owners. After an hour and a couple of drinks, she took me on a
tour of her home.
In her study, she triggered me.
She opened the door to the powder room. The toilet had a medium-sized turd sitting at the
bottom, without a single piece of toilet paper floating in it.
There was a JVC camcorder in her hand.
O-O-O
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December 10th, 2007
I began a workout regimen on my treadmill, finding it really easy to motivate myself into
working out. After a few days, while walking on the unit, I reasoned to myself that I’d
eventually give up the chase after a while and stop working out. Then I asked myself why it
had to be that way. Why it was that I couldn’t make a commitment and stick to it?
I decided then and there that I would walk for nearly two hours on my treadmill every day, and
strive for higher and higher caloric burns. I often walked while under the influence of either pot
or Oxycontin, or both, but the point was that I walked, and I enjoyed it! I enjoyed catching up
on the seasons of “24” I’d missed, and I felt like my life was completely under my control for
the first time.
I tracked my progress on my LiveJournal, charting heart rates, calorie burn, and so on. I’d
comment on the shows I was watching as well as things that were going on with me in addition
to relevant workout information. I changed my journal title to “Choosing To Walk a Different
Path”, indicating my new found control over myself, my ability to make a commitment and
stick to it. It was a truly exciting time in my life. Some days I would walk the treadmill four,
even six hours in a single day. Karen actually became a bit alarmed at my sudden obsession
with working out, claiming that I was doing it sometimes to the exclusion of other things.
Strangely, while I was gaining muscle tone in my legs, I was not losing any weight. And this
was despite a daily 1750 calorie burn, or half a pound of fat, each day. I actually gained 20
pounds!
This was due, of course, to the directive to eat an extra thousand calories every day and not
notice anything unusual about it.
And so it continued until January 27th, 2008.
O-O-O
January 28th, 2008.
4:38AM.
I was lying in my bed, my eyes closed. I had been awake for some time, in this exact same
state, my mind obsessively thinking about my rash and the Thai food I had eaten that same day.
My mind was a whirl; no wonder I couldn’t fall back asleep.
This had been doing on for days. For four hours I would lie awake like this, thinking my
thoughts and reliving the experience. Every morning, at 4AM, I was awake and thinking.
Suddenly, something dislodged and broke loose. “And you really didn’t notice a difference in
the taste this time?” Delilah asked me in my mind.
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My eyes flew open and I stared into the darkness of my room. The sound of my CPAP masked
Karen’s breathing next to me.
I closed my eyes again and resumed my thoughts. The memory was like a tiny, hanging thread.
I began to tug on that thread, gently. A few more flashes of memory emerged.
Over the next few days, more and more details emerged, organically. I would remember an
image, a thought, a smell, and like a seed, that memory would take root and grow, the more I
thought about it. And it would spread yet more seeds, which I would investigate and cause to
grow.
By February 8th, I had a fairly clear picture of what happened, and I called the county sheriff’s
office, looking for a detective.
I had previously tried to contact Delilah, looking to have a discussion with her about what had
happened, but she had indicated that she was in the middle of something and that she’d get back
to me. Finally, that morning I received an email indicating that she had moved back to
Minnesota. Feeling a building pressure to do something about what I was remembering, I made
the call to the county sheriff, speaking to both the receptionist and the detective that Delilah had
named during her impartation of this part of the program.
The detective told me that there was a seven year statute of limitations on most felonies, but our
state threw out the statute if the alleged felon ever left the state, favoring an “until you die”
policy on prosecution. Unfortunately, they would only prosecute on such a late date if I was
infected with hepatitis.
Hepatitis? That word began to gestate inside of me.
Within two days, I found that I had recovered memories of being intentionally infected with
hepatitis and of being traumatized into forgetting by a coworker. In a panic, I called former
coworkers and left bizarre messages on their voice mail. I had been instructed to do this to give
everyone I worked with “a good laugh”.
Finally, believing I was days or weeks from dying of a failing liver and seeing myself as
jaundiced in the mirror, I went to a large hospital in the city, escorted by Shelly and her
boyfriend Chris because Karen was sick.
I was nearly hysterical in the hospital, begging people to help me. I was taken in the back
immediately, where I couldn’t upset anyone - that’s the way to get immediate service, folks: cry
like a hysteric when you walk in the ER - and they listened to an overview of my story. “My
evil ex-girlfriend somehow made me eat her shit” (the story as I understood it to be at that
moment) sounded a lot more plausible than “my evil ex-girlfriend took over the world with her
mind control powers,” but it was met pretty much with the same level of disbelief, actually.
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And I’d tell anyone they’d put in front of me, claiming that I was dying of hepatitis. They drew
blood, ran tests, and the next thing I knew, I was being admitted to the hospital for pancreatitis.
My escorts bid me adieu, and I was taken to a very nice, private room in the new wing.
Once in my room, I plugged my phone into the wall (I had had the good sense to bring my
charger in with me) and climbed into bed. I began to make telephone calls to people. I
remembered Justine’s call to me about her hepatitis, so I called her and was told that she had
absolutely no clue as to what I was talking about.
I began writing and researching using my phone’s browser for several hours before a nurse
came in to check on me. She advised me that my hepatitis tests all came back negative, even
rolling in a computer cart to show me the results in the screen when I didn’t believe her. I was
so terrified that I didn’t know whether to believe the results or not. By now, I knew Delilah had
used hypnosis on me, but I didn’t know the extent of her control, so I was determined to
somehow prove myself and beat Delilah at her own game.
The arrogance... Oh, well. Live and learn, I guess.
The following day, I called my mother and explained the situation: that I was in the hospital,
that something had happened to me, and that I had eaten feces due to the machinations of a
then-girlfriend.
Then I told her I needed my “daddy”, whom I had not seen or really spoken to in thirteen years.
I was tearful when I made the request. Plane tickets were purchased, and plans were made to fly
in to see me in the hospital by both my parents and both stepparents.
Karen, meanwhile, was still sick and unable to visit me. The doctors pulled me off of
Lorazepam and put me on a new drug, Klonapin, for my anxiety. Memories exploded into my
mind like never before, and I actually began to lose feeling in my hands and feet due to what
the doctors described as anxiety-related neuropathy.
I saw a psychologist who came to evaluate me. He gave me a Rorschach Test and made me
draw a bunch of pictures. I engaged him in discussion for over an hour before he explained that
he was really just there to administer the tests. I was heartbroken; I needed someone to listen to
me! I’d had just about the worst thing imaginable happen to me, and nobody believed me! It
was crushing.
He gave me the tests, and I gave all the answers and sketched all the sketches as I’d been
coached to do by Delilah during my programming, right down to the gap in my girlfriend’s
front teeth. I asked him what my diagnosis was, and his reply was “Major Depression with
Narcissism.” Five minutes after he left, I was allowed to remember that I’d been told how to
respond to each test and tried to get him back for an honest evaluation, but he would not come.
I had been hoodwinked again.
Later that night, Karen’s mother came to visit me, and we had a lovely visit, until I remembered
opening the Thai food container and smelling a chemical smell. I still tried to have a nice visit
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with her, but inside I was terrified again. When she was gone, I went into a sort of panic freefall, imagining what kind of toxin could possibly have been inside that container. What if it was
dioxin or some kind of PCB concoction? I imagined cancers chewing away at my insides and
wept.
Meanwhile, as per instruction, this made my panic levels rise. Had I remembered beyond a
certain point, I was to feel higher and higher levels of fear until I finally called Delilah. My
terror rose and rose, and I lost feeling in spots all over my body. I was certain I was moments
away from dying, that the doctors had lied about my test results or were somehow programmed
to kill me through hypnotic misfeasance. I had to come up with one scrap of evidence beyond
my rash photographs from 2004.
I convinced a nurse to listen on my headset with me as I called Delilah on my cell phone. I was
certain Delilah would trigger me somehow and do something that would be obvious to
whomever was on the phone with me. Don’t ask me why I thought this, but I needed to believe
that she would somehow slip up, and I would then be able to prove this entire freakshow to my
family. I promised the nurse I would shut up about my “delusions” if I was wrong.
So there we were, in my darkened hospital room, at the start of what would be yet another
sleepless night for me, she with one ear bud in her ear, and I with the other, calling Delilah’s
cell phone. I made tearful entreaties for Del to come back and see me, to take care of me
because I had hepatitis and no one to care for me. Then, for some strange reason, I began
talking about the money I had accumulated from my business deals. I did not realize at the time
that this was my way of indicating to Delilah that I had remembered more than I was supposed
to and that the Klonapin was having an effect on memory recovery, as she supposedly
feared.
Delilah’s act was less than spectacular; I could hear the mock concern in her voice as she spoke
to me and realized that she was making fun of me. What kind of hepatitis did I have, she
wanted to know.
I thought quickly, but couldn’t decide on one. “I don’t know,” I whined. “I don’t know” was the
coded response to indicate that someone was listening on the line as we spoke. There were
meanings to answering hep-A, B, or C, but I don’t know what they were.
I would remember the fact that I’d been played about five minutes after hanging up the phone
with her. I wanted to get out of bed and smash everything in my room; I had been made a fool
of, once again.
What else had she done to me? What else would she yet do to me?
I began writing in earnest again, certain that I was still hours or days from dying. I remembered
that there was supposed to be evidence of what she had done to me on the Internet and began
looking for it on my phone. I did a search on Google for “Marc Jones eats his own shit” and
found no results, but was queried, “Did you mean ‘Marc Jones gets his own shit?’” and
followed the link, which returned a single website result, www.marcjonesgetshisownshit.com
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which had a photograph of an African-American man on it, with a purple background. There
was something terribly familiar about this...
{On January 1st, 2008, the video of you will be replaced by a photograph of an AfricanAmerican man. After your telephone call to me, you will find this website and begin to refresh
your phone’s browser every few minutes as a European Cancel proliferates through the
Internet, wiping away any evidence that the website ever existed. Similar cancel requests will
be received by Internet archiving websites and search engines, and in a matter of hours there
will be no sign of the web domain anywhere.}
I continued writing, and every few minutes, without noticing I was doing it, let alone asking
why, I would refresh the browser on my cell phone. Sometime after midnight, the browser
returned a 404 error. The website was gone, and my blood ran cold.
Five minutes later, a wealth of memories unlocked, leaving me in stunned silence, crying in my
bed.
O-O-O
The following afternoon, I found out I was being released from the hospital, as my pancreatitis
“attack” appeared to have subsided, but all I could think of is what Delilah had programmed
Karen to do at my condo while I was away. All I could see in my mind was the walls and
everything I owned being smeared with shit. I had a panic attack, and I figured if I was admitted
to a mental ward for my hypnosis problem, that they’d let me see a hypnotherapist, and we
would be able to find out what had been done to me once and for all.
Ordinarily things wouldn’t be this way; I would turn to a family member if I could, but she had
timed this all to happen while both my parents were in the air. This entire scene had been preordained and scripted.
My tantrum was convincing, and they agreed to have me admitted to their psychiatric facility
the following day. At my insistence, the clock came out of my room, since she could apparently
make me do things at different times. They stuck a nurse in my room to make sure I didn’t do
anything unusual during the night.
I was still certain I was dying, and the neuropathy was so bad that my legs became numb and
unworkable. I begged the nursing staff to let me talk to a police officer, so someone could take
my statement. The staff humored me and called in a security guard from downstairs, hoping I
wouldn’t notice. I didn’t until I’d already started telling my story.
She didn’t even have a pen. I gave up trying; no one would believe a word of this, ever.
That night, my father arrived and popped in for a quick visit; it was after visiting hours, but I
supposed that the fact that I hadn’t seen him in so long, coupled with his late arrival in the city,
enabled him to convince the nurses to let him see me. Seeing family again was small comfort,
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however. I felt as though someone was playing games with my life, and I could not ever
remember feeling this kind of fear before.
The following day, things were better. All four of my parents were there, and Karen finally
dragged herself out of her sickbed to come and see me, after missing three days of work. As we
waited for the ambulance order to take me to the psychiatric hospital, I walked the hallways
with my mother, explaining to her what my experience had been so far, and how the rash was
the key. The rash photographs proved something really happened to me.
My mother told me that she believed something had occurred, because apparently, during the
week between the time I ate the feces and the time I was made to forget the incident
completely, I had had called her and had told her that a girlfriend named Delilah had put feces
in my food; I had eaten it, become very sick, and was not well emotionally.
As we walked, I discussed how the doctors had failed to test me for hep-D and that it was
possible that that was precisely what I had been infected with. I was still certain I was dying,
and that the medical staff just couldn’t see it because of her control.
In the end, the doctors told me that there was nothing inherently dangerous in eating fecal
matter; dogs eat feces all the time, I was told, and even if I had eaten a large quantity, the worst
I could ordinarily expect would be intestinal distress. I was assured that there was nothing I
could have ingested four years ago that would have caused a death so far in the future, so
whatever I was told, it was nonsense.
I found all of this little comfort.
-Nada the Tricked
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Hack.World - Chapter 19
The Glass Onion, Part 6
Falling Down
(Written on November 3rd, 2009)
It is always consoling to think of suicide: in that way one gets through many a
bad night. - Friedrich Nietzsche
We are, all of us, growing volcanoes that approach the hour of their eruption;
but how near or distant that is, nobody knows -- not even God. - Friedrich
Nietzsche
I was transported to a private psychiatric facility. I got a private room, and my family was
allowed to bring me the same clothes I would ordinarily be wearing at home: workout shorts
and nylon running tees. I even got to use the same blanket from home. Compared to the medical
hospital, it wasn’t really bad. I felt fine, and upbeat, and while I didn’t relish the stupid group
sessions, I felt safe and secure.
The day after the next, I was pulled out of a group session to speak with my psychiatrist. He
went over my insurance contribution, and I found that my deductible was unacceptably high.
Given the fact that I had just been informed that this facility didn’t offer any sort of
hypnotherapy services, it was apparent that coming here was a mistake.
So I checked myself out after a day and a half. I gave away the money I had been given for the
vending machines, and my parents helped me carry my things out of room 47 (room 37 was on
the women’s’ wing) and took me home.
The following day was filled with family togetherness, and I told everyone that I was not
looking to have Delilah prosecuted, that I was giving up my pursuit, even though I had a bad
feeling that she wasn’t done with me.
That night, with my parents and stepparents back at their respective hotels, Karen agreed to see
Fight Club, after nearly a year of trying to get her to sit and watch it with me.
As the film played out on the television screen, I became badly affected by it, feeling a sense of
impending doom. I was not enjoying this movie; instead, I was haunted by it. About half an
hour in I told Karen that I was not in a place where I could enjoy the picture, and I asked if we
could lie down together.
My programming told me that there was a nuclear weapon armed to go off in the city. I held
Karen for a while, and we spoke here and there. I squirmed and waited for the blinding flash
from outside. Finally, I explained to Karen that there was a message I needed to wait for on the
computer and I got up and went into my office.
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In the other room, I tried to reach Delilah on Yahoo Instant Messenger. I begged her not to kill
all those people, not to nuke the city. I told her that I was changed by the experience of being
programmed by her, for the memory of my feelings for her had emerged at last.
“Make me your disciple!” I begged her. “I want to be a particle of dust, orbiting your
greatness!” I said.
I pleaded for her to be there, and then I became aware that Karen was standing next to me,
reading. She talked to me about what was on my screen, and asked me if I loved the person on
the other end of my messenger chat. Believing I was being tested, I typed “I love you.” into the
composition window and hit Enter.
Karen began to cry, and left the room. She called my parents, who rushed over.
By the time we were all sitting in my living room, I realized that I had been deceived regarding
the nuke, and I refused to discuss the contents of my chat window, which had been printed out
for posterity. My mother told me that she had prayed and God had told her that I was being
harassed by a demon of confusion and lies.
I wanted to laugh at this. I was being harassed by something, something I knew I loved but did
not even begin to understand. How could I explain the thoughts in my head? How could I prove
the things I knew to be true? How could I even begin to describe the exquisite perversity of my
feeling for something I could only describe as pure evil? But a demon? Perhaps... Perhaps.
Perhaps, but only metaphorically.
The police came, but I would not voluntarily check myself in to the county public mental health
facility, and since I had not done anything demonstrating I was a threat to myself or others, they
left empty handed.
The six of us spent the night under my roof. My mother slept on the couch, my stepfather on the
floor. My father and stepmother had an air mattress to share. I felt terrible for involving
everyone like this, and again, felt as though I had fallen for yet another trap.
The next day, my mother and stepfather needed to see if they could fly back to Arkansas, but
the city was completely blanketed with snow and ice. Still, they needed to get home for
business purposes. My father had rented the only car, so the five of us trundled back to my
mother and stepfather’s hotel, and I watched the pair pack their things. My stepfather had
purchased two decks of playing cards for the trip and insisted I take a pack home with me. I
didn’t want them, but he insisted, so I took them. This would be important later.
As I sat there, I felt as though I was in a perpetual flinch, inside. As though I was expecting
someone to hit me in the face without warning at any moment. It is a phenomenon I have gotten
to know well over the last two years.
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While my family went into the airport to attempt to arrange a flight out for my mother and
stepfather, I remained in the car in the parking garage and suddenly “remembered” an issue that
had come up just as my phony pancreatitis hit: a tenant with a broken heater who had called
with a complaint about it my first morning at the medical hospital. Thanks to my
hospitalization, I had let the problem fester for seven or eight days now. I called the tenants
immediately and apologized, explaining that I had been hospitalized. They had been sleeping in
their living room and using space heaters to survive. I asked them to please try to arrange for
someone to come out as soon as possible. They called back shortly afterward to say they had a
heating engineer coming within the hour.
My parents returned, all four of them, and explained as they got into the rented car that all the
flights were either canceled or in some way scheduled so that my mother and stepfather had no
choice but to stay at least an extra day due to the blizzard. I asked my family if they would
indulge me in a brief detour as I attempted to solve my tenant’s heating problem.
And during that drive, I experienced the most unique thing of my entire life. I call it feeling the
program “move” or “kick”, as though it were a living thing inside of me. During this
phenomenon, I could hear her voice in my mind, and feel the commands parse either just
before, as, or right after a command was carried out. As this happened, I watched helplessly as
certain events occurred just outside my car window, things I anticipated just before they came
true.
A car of the exact make, model, and color as the one we were driving pulled out of a corner gas
station just as we were about to pass, almost causing an accident. My stepmother, who was
driving, appeared not to notice and did not hit her brakes. No one said anything.
A man stepped in front of the car and jumped back just before getting hit. No one in the car but
me appeared to notice.
There were other signs and portents, each flashing into my consciousness just before they
happened, and then…
And then I remembered that this was the last day of my old life, and the beginning of the end
for me.
She was controlling everything, I now knew. How was that possible? How could it be? Not just
America, but the world. My perspectives changed; I knew a kind of horror that is beyond my
ability to describe. Everything that I was doing, everything that was happening to me, was all
part of an elaborate plan, like a computer program, and it was being executed for some
nefarious purpose.
And then I knew that my life was truly over, that in order to save everyone from suffering and
to save others from death, I had to go back to the hospital. I had to die. Funny thing was, I
didn’t even know what I was dying for. I just knew that I needed to kill myself in a very arcane
manner to prevent people from being killed and others from suffering. It all centered around
something bad that I couldn’t quite remember. Something hugely, hugely bad.
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We arrived at the tenant’s house, and as I approached the front door, I saw it in the light that she
wanted me to: This house was deteriorating and needed maintenance, yes, but only because
these people had struggled for so long just to pay the bills. This was a family that had fought for
more than a decade to get by, and when they hit a bad patch, I came along to take advantage of
them.
I was garbage. Filth.
I escorted my stepmother up the icy stairs along with my father, and I helped her inside; the
others opted to stay in the car.
When I walked into the living room, the woman of the house, a woman in her later years, began
to cry, believing that my presence might mean they’d have to leave the property because they
were behind on the rent. My desire to get them into a hotel for the night made this fantasy on
her behalf-- that I was trying to trick them out of the house-- seem all too real. I reassured her,
going through what I knew of eviction law, and explained that I would be in a heap of trouble if
I just changed the locks on them.
The heating engineer arrived shortly thereafter and quickly detected a potentially deadly carbon
monoxide leakfrom a hole inside the 40 year old furnace. I didn’t have my credit cards with me,
so I turned to my father and said, “This house needs a new furnace. If you love me, you’ll help
me fix this.”
To his credit, he took care of the problem wonderfully, paying for and coordinating the
installation of a new heater, and getting the tenants, children and grandchildren into a pair of
hotel rooms (the best they’d ever seen) for what was going to be a night of well below freezing
weather. They even got to swim in the hotel’s indoor pool and had a grand time, from what I
was told.
My mother and stepfather, meanwhile, were becoming restive, so while my father worked with
the heating engineer, my stepmother drove the four of us back to their hotel, so they could
check back in. As we drove, I remembered how I had betrayed Karen by failing to call her the
day after we met, and thus forcing her from her husband. I was heartbroken that I could have
been capable of such a thing. I spoke to her on the phone and told her that I didn’t deserve her
love.
She insisted that I was wrong.
Back at the hotel, I wanted to confess all my horrible sins to my mother, but she wasn’t in a
place where she could hear my confession. Part of me was grateful; I didn’t want to see the look
upon her face, to hear her words of forgiveness. I especially did not want to hear her platitudes
about how I needed Jesus in my life.
This was our big goodbye, in my mind. I would never see either of these people again, and that
was alright. That was a good thing, because I was going off to my death, and that meant
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something. I was going off to lay down my life in exchange for mercy. There were worse things
to die for, and I was grateful to be able to lay down my life for something meaningful, even if
no one ever knew that I had done something heroic.
It was important to me, and nothing else mattered.
Well, except one thing.
I was very disappointed that I would never speak to, or ever see Delilah again. Even if I was to
succeed, she said that she would not come and speak to me, not if I had gone to the police.
While on my way back to pick up my father, the light waning, I received a text message from a
former colleague, that his wife had just given birth to his third child, their second. My skin
began to crawl, as I remembered that this was one of the things that was ordained on March
22nd, 2006.
I just wanted it to be over. I wanted to be finally dead, so this suffering could end.
Not long after, I was being checked in to the private psychiatric hospital again. On my HEPA
visitors form I wrote “Delilah Hanson” as being my only visitor, as required.
They processed me and got me into a bed. On the way to my room, I placed the deck of cards
on a table across from the nursing station. This was my signal for the nursing station to let
Delilah know that I had accepted the challenge and would attempt to die.
Once back in room 47, I lay, curled up, resigned to my fate. Inexplicably, they let my father
come back in with my things an hour or so later, despite the fact that he was not on my visitor’s
list. I was afraid to accept the comfort of my blue velour blanket and barely acknowledged him
when he attempted to comfort me. I just want him gone, so I could get on with dying.
I berated myself through the night, completely unable to sleep. The artificial psychosis she had
programmed into me took effect as I encountered my own natural loss of reality at the new
truths I was forced to confront about Delilah while having to contend with something that
challenged my very perception of the world. I imagined that Delilah was the Antichrist, and
because of the disease I knew must really be inside of me, I was being made into Pestilence.
Then I imagined that I was being tested on behalf of an alien race and that if I failed, all of
mankind would die, forcing me to be left behind, alone, undying, until my body rots away and I
am left with nothing but a face, the Face of Boe, Born On Earth. I would lie there, insane with
boredom and loneliness for a million years until I would be taken away on a starship and
paraded around the galaxies as a warning to the other races. Then, I imagined that Delilah was
making me into the Antichrist himself. My passion for her is tantamount to my embracing evil,
so in my mind, at the time, loving her meant accepting my role as a supreme evil in the world.
It was insane, but for a while I believed it, because I was programmed to.
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And that was how my trial proceeded, with me believing one thing one minute and something
conflicting the next. I imagined the crew of the Battlestar Galactica finding Earth in a few
weeks, and it would be a blasted and blackened post-nuclear wasteland. After that, I began to
imagine things flowing together, elements of Chuck Palahniuk’s Rant (as I would find out later,
having never read the book) flowing together with elements of Call of Duty 4: Modern
Warfare, combined with other elements to create a horror show in my head to torment me as I
waited to die.
After two full days of this, I began to feel tingling in my extremities, weakness, and
experienced visual hallucinations. Not to say that I imagined demons crawling on the walls or
anything, but that everything began to display a rippling, wave-like effect.
At last, a nurse was able to finally talk me into taking my medicine. Confused as to Delilah’s
intentions and what she wanted, I was no longer sure of what I was doing and took the pills
with some water. When the nurse was gone, I realized what I had done and tried to throw them
up, but I knew it was too late. The damage had been done.
I had failed.
I picked my velour blanket from the chair, where my possessions had sat in an untouched
bundle, and wrapped it around myself as I began to cry. I spent the night tormenting myself,
believing that the entire world was to end in the morning. I believed that at any moment, an
angry mob might storm into my room and tear me limb from limb for my failure. In
desperation, I turned to Jesus Christ, who of course did nothing to help me, but a voice spoke in
my head that one does not consent to become the Antichrist and then get to turn around and beg
for mercy from God.
Morning came, and a siren went off in the unit. I could hear what sounded like an alarming
news story about tainted beef coming from the television in the break room, and feet running up
and down the hall.
It was beginning.
Weeping came from the nurse’s station. “What are we going to do?” asked a female nurse.
“We do our jobs, the same as always,” said another.
My disease! My disease had gotten out through the toilet and had begun infecting people all
over the country! And the nursing staff knew I was responsible; soon the patients would know
it was my fault and would tear me apart. I rose from my bed and sat in the hallway in front of
my door, cringing at every passer-by, sure that anyone approaching me was going to attack. I
just wanted to get it over with.
Of course, no one did, and a nurse convinced me to go back into my room. My artificial
psychosis faded after a time, once I had run out of post-hypnotic suggestions to carry out, and I
began to rehydrate myself.
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In time, I started going to group therapy sessions, believing that I just needed to lie to my
doctors and do whatever it took to get the hell out of this place as soon as possible, so I could
begin whatever phase of my life came next. I added Karen and my family to the visitor’s list,
but my mother and stepfather had already flown back home.
I lied to my doctors, telling them that I didn’t know if I had eaten tainted food and that
ultimately, it didn’t matter. Of course, I did believe I had, and this was a defining event in my
life, because it had broken me. The problem was, if I had insisted that my “delusions” were
real, no one would have ever treated them as anything but the creations of a damaged mind, and
that would have kept me there longer.
Instead, I socialized with other denizens of the unit, acting as a greeter to those who had never
been inside one before, explaining the way things worked and the quickest way to be released. I
eased my loneliness as I did so, and who knows, I may actually have done some good.
I was released from the hospital’s inpatient ward after approximately seven days. From there, I
went into Intensive Outpatient and from there, to various degrees of outpatient therapy. I was
thankful for the ability to socialize, because I knew that once it was over, Karen would be the
only person I’d be allowed to associate with without causing harm, and I was committed to
causing as little harm as possible.
O-O-O
On March 2nd, 2008, I remembered the part of the program regarding Bioshock. For some
reason, I remembered the part about getting the tattoo early. I was still recovering memories
because my Klonapin was still at 75mg, but I suspected that the original Bioshock memory was
not a random remembrance, but rather one I was timed to remember.
I didn’t know how long I had to get the tattoo, but it was certainly no more than a week. I
realized that I actually had an option not to follow through, and I misinterpreted Delilah’s
intent, thinking for all the world that my medication has somehow given me the will to resist
her. I told Delilah about the tattoo, showed her a photo from the original game, and asked her
what she thought.
We talked about it for a while over Yahoo! Instant Messenger, and I decided to try to get her to
play with me. I told her that I didn’t intend to get the tattoo unless she told me she that she
wanted me to get it. She refused, and I was crestfallen. Still, I was determined not to get the
tattoo.
Delilah then mentioned a song that she’d heard, a song that made her think of me. She gave me
a snippet of the words, and I looked up the entire song online. As I read the lyrics in horror, I
knew I’d heard these words before, had known them for years. I turned to Karen, who was
sitting at a computer nearby, and asked her if she’d ever heard of “The Pretender” by Foo
Fighters. She told me she had.
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I began downloading the music video, as well as copies of the mp3. I read through the song
obsessively, trying to understand the concept of The Pretender in this context; I was sure from
the song that I was destined to go to prison, but Delilah had logged out, so there was no way I
could tell her that yes, I was going to get the tattoo after all.
I sat at my computer for hours on end, waiting for her to come back online. I stayed up late and
rose early to wait for her some more. The following afternoon, she popped on, and I told her
immediately that I intended to get the tattoo, but was searching for flash of the symbol so I
could have it done properly. She told me eventually not to worry about the flash, just to have it
done; the imperfections of tattoos made them unique.
I still believed that I was going to prison, regardless of my agreement to get the tattoo. I asked
Delilah to please give me enough time to get the ink, as well as settle some old debts before I
had to go.
I went to a local tattoo parlor, and had the chain put on my wrist for $60. I took one of Karen’s
Darvocets in order to withstand what I was told would be one of the most painful tattooings that
a person can have. Maybe it was because I took the Darvocet, but the pain was actually quite
manageable. When it was over, I told Delilah. Her response was, “Take a picture and show
me.” Not please, not “can I see it?” Show me. I took the photo.

It was imperfect, but close enough to the original. She seemed satisfied, although I detected a
flash of anger when I mentioned using a Darvocet. Nowhere in my remembrance was the fact
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that I was not to use any sort of pain medication, but sure enough, it did clarify later. I assured
her that I would be getting other tattoos, and I would be sure not to use any sort of antiinflammatories or pain killers for the event in the future. She stated that she merely believed
that the pain was a part of the experience and should be savored.
Some weeks later, I was getting a second Bioshock tattoo. I believed that this was of my own
will, although in retrospect, I’m not so sure.
It says, “A Man Chooses / A Slave Obeys” in the main font used in Bioshock. I enjoyed this
tattoo, because it could be viewed two ways. My family believed that it was my assertion that I
was a man and thus could choose my own fate, but in my secret heart, I knew that it was an
affirmation that I was a slave and could obey Delilah unto death. It was placed on my left upper
arm; Delilah picked the placement, and of course I did not use any kind of pain medication.

In my mind, I have been marked twice: once by her, and once by my own will.
-Nada the Branded
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Hack.World - Chapter 20
The Glass Onion, Part 7
Exeunt the Übermensch
(Written on November 6th, 2009)
fate
pressed to my forehead
like the barrel of a shotgun
hoping for my self destruction
longing for my self destruction
lusting for my self destruction
wrap myself in a cloak of solitude
contemplation worthy of Gethsemane
I need to see that fold in the sky
blanket of orange
a shroud of bent light
the crowd circles
thirsting for my blood
filled with that pathogen

a disease suddenly meaningless
give them what they want
give them what I want
an end worthy of song
a life made fulcrum
Archimedes’ dream made real
as I pray for expiation in death
pull the lever
pull my string
prepare the way for me
and ready the bowl of vengeance
for my familiars
-Nada, “Five Links” - 4/17/2008

It was April 17th, 2008. I got up, knowing that before the day was out, I would be poisoned. I
would die on April 20th, and my death would not be pleasant.
I had remembered too much, you see. I had remembered many details of my “second” first
meeting with Delilah and even a few details of the “first”. I had earned a penalty, a death, as
promised. Karen and I would eat sushi at my favorite restaurant, and I would come home with
some chemical in my belly. The following day, I was supposed to fly out to visit Delilah for the
weekend, but I would never make it. I was a dead man, and I knew it.
My day was spent in reflection, writing poems lamenting the loss of my grand death, and
wondering precisely what it would be like to feel my death approach once my heart had
stopped.
I wrote Delilah another letter, telling her that I knew my death was impending and I was alright
with that. I was ready to die. I wouldn’t run from my fate: I would embrace it. It might be
horrific, but it wouldn’t be boring or uninteresting.
And that was alright with me.
That evening, before dinner, I hopped on the treadmill. The previous day’s workout was a
watershed, but today, I walked like a man on fire, constantly cranking up the incline and speed,
as though my life literally depended upon it.
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And halfway through the workout, it clarified: I had an escape clause, and I was already
exercising it. All I had to do was exceed a certain caloric burn during this workout and publish
it to my LiveJournal. With a smile on my face, I cranked up the incline and the speed again. I
grinned and grinned; my Subconscious mind was already moving to protect me.
Of course, what I did not remember was that what I was doing was precisely what the
Übermensch had told me I must not, during our first conversation. This was precisely what I
was told would lead to the end of the world. If my memories continued returning beyond a
certain point, I would one day remember the Holy of Holies. Therefore I must die for the good
of mankind.
But instead, I trundled on, saving my own life and perhaps dooming everyone else. I ended up
burning 2230 calories and walking nearly six miles in my standard workout time. As Karen
tapped her foot waiting for dinner, I posted my stats to my LiveJournal with a notation that I
had walked “as though my life depended upon it”. I showered and dressed, and in short order
we were both eating sushi. I was smiling and celebratory. I told Karen that I was not going to
die, now. I would be able to see Delilah again.
How arcane and bizarre the tests were! How strange it is to read such absurdities with my own
eyes and expect (or at least hope for) other people to believe them. “Walking on your treadmill
and posting in your LiveJournal will save your life.” Ha. Of course, after two years of talking to
people about my experiences and being buried under the crushing wall of disbelief that has
collapsed upon me, I don’t expect anyone that reads these words to believe a word of it, but still
I have to soldier on and tell my story; I suffer the ridicule that comes with it resolutely, if not
gladly.
The following day, Karen left to visit her boyfriend in Michigan, and I boarded a plane to visit
Delilah. I did not collapse from poisoning. I’m sure that the average person would just say that
this was proof it was always a delusion.
I checked into a medium-quality hotel that had a steakhouse restaurant inside it. I got a room
for myself and a room for Delilah, since she didn’t feel safe sleeping in a room with me. I knew
that I was supposed to believe that I was HIV positive at this point, so at the very least we
wouldn’t be having sex in order to keep up appearances.
I knew that I must not come to her door armed, lest I give a coded message that would alert her
to the fact. In that event, she would refuse to open the door and I would suffer a horrible
penalty. In the event that I was invited into her room and made a move to harm her, I knew that
I would somehow give myself away before I could commit the act. She would then trigger me
into a hypnotic state, and give me a “doomsday program” before leaving me alone, never to see
or hear from her again.
I came to her door unarmed. I made no moves against her. I brought my laptop, as per her
request, and I remembered that according to the program, I was not supposed to speak to her
once we were behind closed doors. I was to offer myself to her, although I didn’t know if I was
to do this lying next to her with my right ear exposed, or on my knees.
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I was there, ostensibly, to give my answers and to receive my next block of programming.
I moved to set down the laptop and almost had a panic attack once I realized I’d opened my
mouth to ask her where she wanted it.
I cringed. Would she still take my mind? What would the penalty be for failing here?
I lay down next to her, silent and unmoving, my eyes closed. She probably delighted in the
hours in which I waited for my new instructions while she sat next to me, tapping away on my
laptop. In time, we went to the restaurant, where I explained over steaks and shrimp how
amazed I was by her, how incredible she was. She responded by claiming she was, and had
always been, a nobody. I told her that I understood that she was living exactly the life she
wanted to at that moment and that she could literally have any life she wanted, that she could be
anyone she wanted to be.
In the end, we agreed to disagree. In my mind, I begged her to take her mask off, to show me
how the magic worked, but of course she didn’t. That’s not to say that her mask didn’t slip
every now and then, as she sometimes behaved in an overly theatrical manner. When you
weren’t expecting an act, it was easy to be snowed by her; if you’d already seen behind the
mask, however, the signs were sometimes easy to see.
We went to the Mall of America and I bought her some perfume to replace the bottles I kept
after our relationship ended. We then got manicures and pedicures-- my treat, of course-- and I
enjoyed the pampering, since my nerves were positively shot. It was one of those in-mall Asian
nail salons with the pedicure soaking massage chairs.
As Delilah and I sat with our fingers under the dryers, a woman sat down at a dryer across from
us and introduced herself. As she told us her life story, I despaired. I wanted to turn to Delilah
and say, “So you’re going to murder her too, now?” I knew that would be a mistake, however,
and that she’d find some uniquely mundane way to punish me for my accusation, like asking
me for money again.
The entire situation was surreal. There was an 800 pound gorilla in the room and she wouldn’t
even admit that she could see it. By this point I wanted to yell and scream and beg and plead.
But she had predicted I would beg her to speak to me, and so I refused to do any such thing. I
have begged for mercy for everyone else, but I have refused to beg for mercy for myself, seeing
no point in doing so against an enemy that sought to squash me like a bug.
This was the rest of my life, and I was sacrificing it by saddling myself with voluntary
loneliness. I couldn’t allow her to be right about my selfishness and lack of any redeeming
qualities. I hoped that by doing everything I could to prevent misery on behalf of others, that I
could somehow convince her to revisit her plan to murder millions of people. If nothing else, I
could die with a little grace. You know, become the man in the final phases of my life that I
wasn’t in all the years before.
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In the evening of April 19th, the day before I was supposed to originally die, Delilah allowed
me to prostrate myself in front of her on her hotel room floor. I closed my eyes and imagined
actually seeing my childhood nightmare, a mushroom cloud. And when I was finished watching
the cloud rise, I would give myself to the crowd. I was the reason they were dying, so it was
natural that I not deny them my blood, no matter what the revelations she had programmed into
me if I waited. I savored what I imagined my final thoughts to be.
And I imagined her, there in the hotel room, smirking imperiously over me, but part of me
fantasized that she was actually smiling warmly.
But that wasn’t likely, and it broke my heart to know that.
This was a woman that had done horrible, horrible things to me, and yet I loved her without
reservation. She had forced me to humiliate myself with shit in my mouth in front of friends
and clients, and I was literally on my knees worshipping her like she was a living deity.
But honestly, wasn’t she? After everything I’d seen and known, how could I deny that she was
something like a divinity? To me, she was a dark and dangerous god.
The following morning, we went to breakfast, and she did a little shopping before heading
home. I still had another full day and a half that I’d set aside for sightseeing. However, I didn’t
get programmed as I had expected and I didn’t know what that meant; I literally panicked as I
made up stories to justify changing my hotel reservation and my flight itinerary. I was on my
way home within a couple of hours.
On the plane, I remembered a little more of my first encounter with Delilah inside my car. I
remembered that she was livid about what I’d done to that little girl. It all made sense, now.
That was worthy of dying over, not the pissant white collar crime and sex addiction she was so
offended about. Once I hit the ground back home, I called my mother and explained what I had
done when I was ten, and she forgave me, as mothers are wont to do, but I told her that there
was only one woman from whom I wanted forgiveness, and it wasn’t from my victim. I longed
to be righteous in Delilah’s eyes.
I was certain I must be going to prison now, and I warned everyone to that effect. Surely a
screw up on the magnitude of preventing her from programming must be a fuck-up of massive
proportions. How could I be so stupid?
But there didn’t seem to be anything to fear in the weeks and months to come; no police came
to my door, no one filed charges against me.
I’m sure anyone reading this is thinking, “Of course nothing happened, because she’s a regular
person and no threat to you.”
Of course not.
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The truth is, while all this knowledge has crippled my ability to function as a human being
beyond basic hygiene, I feel sorry for you, the reader, for your lack of ability to believe. For I
have seen greatness. I have glimpsed an intellect that shines brighter than the sun.
And it destroyed me.
You passed greatness on the sidewalk this morning. You waited behind her at the Wal-Mart.
You shared an armrest with the Übermensch at Religulous. You lived in an apartment with her
for a year, and yet you saw nothing but what she wanted you to see.
It’s incredible, but true. I cringe at the apparent insanity of my words as I write them, but I
declare them to be absolutely the unvarnished experience.
And this was the last time I glimpsed greatness with my own eyes. I have not seen Delilah
again to this day, November 6th, 2009.
-Nada the Supplicant
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Hack.World - Chapter 21
The Glass Onion, Part 8
Surpassing L
(Written on November 7th, 2009)
a sensuous dance upon my future grave
I admire the dance, I envy the dancer
I long for the grave, yet all I can do is wait
in solitude to die
her mark is burned upon my breast
my only proof a furrowed brow
of course you don’t believe me
no one looks at the gathering storm
and sees the dark age approaching
take my hand, hear my tale
and receive misery and death
as your reward
won’t you share my suffering?
won’t you share my fate, just a little?
my selfish needs put you here
a better man would bear in silence
what I cannot help but whisper in fear
and so I damned you all
like Christ in reverse, the world suffers
and dies for MY sins

turn on the TV
CNN is not your friend
come sit and watch the world die with me
the markets drop and nations crumble
the dance of the marionettes rages on
we unknowingly set it all ablaze
and ask ourselves questions
only the Subconscious can answer
so I mark the years
and pollute my body
with obscenities and sadness
my iniquitous ink tells a tale
of longing, of greed, of lust
of suffocating irony, of wasted life
as the ballet of filth unfolds around me
I am filled with secrets only I can tell
no more than a soul to lose
no less than a world to win
the traitor inside me smiles and waits
-Nada, “Prometheus Screaming” 2/19/2009

So I returned to my old wreck of a life.
My memories were limited; I remembered virtually everything from the first layer of my
encounter with Delilah on March 22nd, 2006, and I remembered a great deal from my “second
iteration” (or second “first” meeting), as well as a good deal from the “first iteration” (or first
“first” meeting) after getting in the car. Everything I remembered from before getting into my
car was from before I actually was hypnotized. I remembered literally nothing from the Holy of
Holies, nor did I remember anything from the night I tried to kill Delilah. I did not remember
anything about hypnotic Viruses or taking over the world; in fact, I thought that she was limited
by the need to do all of her initial inductions by herself, and this meant that there was only so
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much that she was capable of doing. Of course, this made her achievements that much more
miraculous, but it made me believe that I actually had a shot at resisting her.
And, of course, there was the feces-eating incident. That was at the center of my mind, since the
very thought still brought feelings of trauma.
My therapist stopped returning my calls.
I thought about Delilah’s entreaty to me in her song “What’s Up, People?” about killing my
natural enemy. I knew that before seeing me, she would issue a coded test to determine if my
programming had been altered or tampered with. I had no way of knowing if such a thing was
possible, but I had no reason to disbelieve her.
In order to see her again, I needed to survive, programming intact.
I thought long and hard about how I might defeat her and what that meant. It was a terrible
dichotomy, loving and worshiping her, yet feeling compelled to lash out on behalf of millions
of innocent people who deserved a chance to live. And what was I doing besides sitting on my
ass all day, every day?
It occurred to me that if I could prove what was happening to another person, a friend, he might
be able to get himself deprogrammed, and he could stand against her and do the killing. I would
set her up, and he would knock her down.
It was actually Death Note that gave me the idea. In the end, Light was too smart for L, and
defeated him. It was only when Mello and Near worked against Kira/Light that they were able
to surpass L and defeat Light’s plans. I imagined going through a recitation of my entire
program on videotape, convincing a sympathetic hypnotherapist to assist me in convincing my
family of the truth of what was inside of me and, not disturbing a single instruction, using that
evidence to convince Matthew, a former coworker of mine (and the man whose child’s birth
was ordained nearly two years before the child was actually born) to hold the gun. She would
contact me to meet her, would open the door because I was unarmed and intended her no harm,
and then Matt would turn the corner, gun in hand, and use all his military training to shoot her
dead. He would hand me the gun and slip away, leaving me to take the blame for what had
happened.
Where the detective that L was based upon had failed and was likely killed, we would band
together and surpass him, to stop this insanity. Together, we would surpass L.
He would be “Near”, the one who actually took her down, and I would be the scarred and
vanquished “Mello”, who had to pay the ultimate price for his hand in defeating the god of a
new world.
And then, I would use my evidence to try and convince the world that it had been subverted by
an evil genius. Failing that, I would hope for the best and cross my fingers that she did not yet
have everything programmed and set to run on autopilot.
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I imagined sitting across from a police detective. How would I even begin to explain what had
happened to me? I fantasized that once he had heard my story in its entirety that he would get
his precious confession, and I’d ask him to listen without prejudice to my story. In those days, I
fantasized a lot about people hearing my story and believing me.
I don’t indulge in those fantasies any longer, nor do I dream of killing or in any way harming
Delilah.
In early May of 2008 I began to write, in order to get everything sorted out in my head first. My
initial, embryonic narrative was called “Shiteater,” and the first chapter I actually wrote was
called “Take Out,” which stands, almost word for word as I had originally written it, in the
chapter “Shiteater” in this book. Then I began writing from the beginning, and my narrative
was full of holes, since I had only remembered so much about what had happened. It was not a
particularly convincing work. It did not dissuade my family from believing I was delusional.
When I was not writing, I lay upon the couch all day, my back to the TV, with Spike TV’s
daytime programming keeping my mind occupied with descriptions of police chases and
disasters caught on tape. When MXC came on the air, I would change the channel,
remembering the show’s hand in destroying our civilization.
I thought often of suicide in those days, but I remembered Delilah’s promise that she would kill
everyone I knew immediately if I did so, and this alone kept me alive. I knew that she was just
going to do it anyway, but I figured that if I had it within me to outlast my punishment, I could
give all those people 7 or 8 years of life that they wouldn’t have ordinarily had. That was time
enough for children, or happiness. I wanted to give everyone a chance at happiness, even at the
cost of my own misery. It was a test of endurance, nothing more.
I would suffer, but I would suffer for the sake of others. I would outlast the cruel master and all
her inventive ways to torment me. I would take it like a man, until the bitter end.
But oh, how I longed for one of us to die and give me an escape.
Months passed, and while I found myself getting better emotionally, I found my functionality to
be on the decline. I stopped paying my bills on time and stopped going out. I saw little point in
either activity. I would tell my family of Barack Obama’s impending loss in November, which
broke my heart. I really wanted to see a black president, more than anything. I wanted the
healing of our racial divide to begin.
I wrote love letters to Delilah, despite my nefarious plans against her. And I meant every word,
for despite my belief that she needed to die to protect humanity, I loved her more than my life. I
just wanted to see her concentrate her efforts toward something besides cruelty and murder.
In mid-May, I saw a hypnotherapist. While I was on the phone making the appointment, my
phone began to start chirping like crazy, first with a text message and then a telephone call, as
Delilah suddenly had an “emergency” with her car and required $800 from me. It later clarified
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that this was a sign that she had me under surveillance and that I would no longer be getting my
bridge loan money back. I would be ruined financially now, but I wasn’t completely sure on
that point, so I just soldiered on and hoped for the best.
The hypnotherapist, a woman, had a noisy office in a noisy building in Chicago; I had to go one
city over, since Delilah had told me that seeing a hypnotherapist in my city would be
completely futile. This one cost $150 per hour, and she was unable to induce me into a hypnotic
state. She said that she was shocked that she was unable to put me under and that it was likely I
had been “sealed against hypnotic competition”; in other words, Delilah had gotten inside my
head, implanted her trigger phrases, and then broken the key off in the lock so that no one else
could easily get inside. I left her office heartbroken.
All told, I would see hypnotherapists a total of three times, all with similar results, with the
notable difference that the other two claimed they had put me under, but demonstrably had not,
given the fact that they weren’t able to do so much as paralyze my arm. The third therapist was
a free consultation, so I paid nothing for the service, but with travel costs and service fees, I
wasted nearly three thousand dollars trying to find someone competent to get inside my head to
document what had been done to me. All that money, all that effort, all those tears-- and I had
literally nothing to show for it.
She had won, of course, before the first volley was ever thrown. I eventually would give up this
plan and resign myself to my fate.
Karen moved out and got her own place; the strain of dealing with my incessant talk about the
traumatic and incredible events I had survived proved to be too much for her to deal with. Of
course, the fact that she was going to move out was described years ago.
Eventually, the outpatient psychiatrist from the private hospital placed me on 150mg of
Effexor, effectively strangling my supply of new memories. The Holy of Holies was safe, at
least for now.
And so the months crawled. My bridge loan money was never returned, and I became
increasingly convinced that this was because I had seen a hypnotherapist; destitution was my
reward.
My writing stalled; I had reached the point of the narrative where I was to describe the
beginning of the Glass Onion (or “The Big Lie” as my mother called it, with surprising
accuracy), and I did not yet even remember that there was more than one layer. I had no idea
how to put the program into perspective or how to do it justice on paper. I couldn’t remember
how it was organized, and I couldn’t write everything in chronological order, so I just stopped
and gave up. It was just a horrible mess in my mind, one that filled me with grief and longing.
I despaired every time I went to the grocery store, miserable at the thought that I was dooming
more people simply because I needed food to survive. I went out as little as possible. In July,
2008, my father and I met for a visit in Chicago, and he took me to see Kooza, a Cirque du
Soleil show (among other musicals and plays that we saw that week), and I was transported
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with joy at the performance. I realized that I could still have culture in my life, still experience
new things. A few months later, Karen and I would see a performance of Saltimbanco that came
to Milwaukee, and to my horror, in the Cirque pre-show entertainment, I found myself being
pulled up on stage by one of the players. All eyes were on me.
I acted festive, but I wanted to weep. I thought to myself, “I’ve killed every single person in this
stadium.”
It was our last such outing. I was horrified. I vowed to stay in my home like a good prisoner as
penance for endangering the lives of so many innocent people.
It was shortly after my visit with my father that Karen introduced me to the World of Warcraft
game, and for the first time, I found something I could really concentrate on other than what
was happening to me.
You see, I would have to describe myself as utterly shattered by what I knew. My thoughts
were obsessively fixated on Delilah and what she had done, what she threatened to do. From
the time my eyes opened until the time I was finally able to fall asleep, I could concentrate on
little else. Watching things like The Daily Show and The Colbert Report helped for as long as
they were on, but the bulk of my day was lost to obsession, an obsession of which I wished I
could be free.
World of Warcraft (or WoW), let me fall through the hole in my screen into a different world.
During my implantation in 2006, I thought of using an MMORPG as a social outlet, and here it
was. Karen, a longtime veteran of the game, showed me the basics and helped me level my
character, which I named Haruhiko from the anime and manga series Please Save My Earth.
Here was a character who, in a previous life, had betrayed his friends horribly, and he had been
reincarnated with a bad heart as punishment by his goddess Sarjelim. Haruhiko only desired to
save the soul of the one he had betrayed the most, who suffered from terrible rages at his
betrayal. Haruhiko allowed himself to be attacked without resistance. He was willing to lay
down his life in a nonviolent show of penitence, desiring only redemption, not for himself, but
for his friend, now turned enemy.
The name seemed to fit.
At first, Haru did all the usual game-y things, completing quests, fighting in instances, and
interacting with his guild. Eventually, I joined our realm’s roleplaying community. I didn’t
know anything about the game, nor did I know anything about roleplaying, but I was drowning
in loneliness, finding little comfort in Karen’s company; she was a slave, too, only she didn’t
know it, and refused to see it.
Inside the game, I danced for people. I provoked people. I wouldn’t let them ignore me. I hit on
girls, I hit on boys... I freaked people out. If I couldn’t get positive attention, negative attention
would do. I knew that socialization through the computer (or at least through computer games)
was allowed without consequence, and until she took my life away from me and erased me
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from the world, I would stand up and scream, “I’m alive, and I’ll be goddamned if I’m going to
let you fucking people ignore me!”
In the early days, Haru found only people interested in erotic roleplay, or ERP. That’s a sort of
cyber-sex. My medications made erections impossible, so while it was an intellectual sexual
outlet, it wasn’t a masturbatory one. I longed to be able to indulge in ongoing storylines with
people, to do something other than describing sexual acts, but for the longest time I was shut
out of the cliques that engaged in such roleplay. It’s similar to the phenomenon in which a
desperate actress acts in pornographic films and then finds herself forever shut out of so-called
“legitimate” acting roles.
In time, however, I developed relationships with the people I was roleplaying with, and this was
more precious to me than gold. I touched innocence. I got to know these people, and I allowed
them to get to know me, finally breaking down and telling them, as though I was compelled,
about what had happened to me.
Of course, I don’t think anyone ever really believed me, but most were kind to the poor crazy
man with his delusions of grandeur. Still I kept searching for one person that would really
believe it was all true, which was a purely selfish act because I had I didn’t know if Delilah
would harm anyone I told. I was putting them potentially at risk.
I couldn’t explain why I was doing this. It was a burning need inside of me. Though it was
humiliating to tell people of such outlandish things, I just couldn’t stop. I needed to be believed,
believed by someone.
O-O-O
September, 2008
I sat in front of the computer, my face raised to the television screen above my monitor.
My face was wet from crying.
The thing I’d been warning my family about since March was finally happening. Our financial
system was collapsing.
It was starting. She was doing it, it was all just like she promised, and worst of all...
It was my fault.
It was all my fucking fault.
And it was real! It was all just so fucking real! It was impossible to believe, but it was
happening!
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The news stayed on, tuned to CNN, all day, every day. At night, I switched to MSNBC to
watch the commentaries of Keith Olbermann and the newly-anointed Rachel Maddow, who
was always a favorite from when I used to stream Air America Radio. I knew I was to be
punished for my opinions, and agreeing with any liberal viewpoint was potentially actionable
for Delilah, but I couldn’t help myself. I had taken to watching movies and television with a
critical eye, refusing to allow myself to feel enjoyment of them beyond a certain point; I was
afraid that if I found myself loving something, it would later be erased. In this, however, I
needed to indulge.
If I was to be punished, I reasoned, at least let me be punished for who I really was.
O-O-O
November 4th, 2008
This day was the culmination of a dream. An African-American with a real shot at the White
House was up for election to the presidency of the United States as a Democratic candidate.
So I did the thing I was told in 2006 that I must do if I wished to avoid penalty.
I held my nose and voted for McCain. I despaired at the thought that Republican McCain and
his clownishly unqualified running mate Sarah Palin would be running this country in a few
months, but I marveled at the thought that my words had brought this day, that Barack Hussein
Obama got this close, solely because of how I’d answered a question years before.
As I drove home, I wondered how it would all fall apart. It would start with the economy, of
course, but would it come in the form of a coup? Would hyperinflation lead to Christian
extremism the way it led to Nazism in Germany seventy years before? My mind boggled at the
possibilities.
That night, against everything I’d been told, Obama won, and I was stunned. I wrote Delilah a
message that said, “I love you even more, now.”
I contemplated her power and imagined all my dreams coming true. For this one night, I slept
like a baby, and in the morning, I felt the smallest glimmer of hope. An impossible dream had
come true for a nation, and we were all amazed by what we were capable of.
But she was the one who made it possible. She was the one who engendered the desire and
showed the entire world that we as Americans could be anything we decided to be.
And we had decided that it was time to heal the racial divide in this country.
Or she did.
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I imagined for a moment that after all the love letters I’d been writing Delilah, that she had
finally written one back. I quickly dismissed this as impossible, but for a long, delicious
moment I savored it.
O-O-O
January, 2009
I had just turned 38 years old, and I was sitting in a tattoo parlor, cringing in pain.
The artist was carving eight kanji characters into my body, two on my chest and six on my
back. The two on my chest meant “Damned” and were two inches square apiece. The six on my
back were three inches on a side and stood for: “Death” (on the left side), “Slave” (running
down the center of my spine, the highway of the central nervous system), and “Fate/Karma” (on
my right side, my dominant side, and the side which she used for all my long-term
programming).

“Slave,” and “Damned” in particular were excruciatingly painful. The side words on the back
were pretty easy in comparison. I began to evaluate other words to add to my body, thinking
fondly of the movie, “The Pillow Book” and its propensity to cover its actors in Chinese
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hieroglyphs. For a time I considered getting a large image of Jizo, who comforts those suffering
in hell.

My atheism wouldn’t really allow me to affirm faith by branding the image of an idol upon my
body, however, as much as I relished the thought of a comforter, even if it was only symbolic.
On Valentine’s Day, 2009, I began experimenting with mind control roleplay in WoW, which
turned out to be pretty controversial for the Silvermoon roleplay scene on my server. I
discovered that a roleplayer (RPer) I had long admired named Tac had a mind control fetish as
well, and I intended to show her everything that was possible with real mind control, all the
tricks I had learned from Delilah.
Over the next three months we frolicked. When she was on the system and I was on, we were
roleplaying together, to the exclusion of everyone else on the server. Haru developed storylines
with eight of her characters. In some, he was almost kind. In others, he was evil and
unfathomably sadistic, just like Delilah was. Every scene, every ironic act helped me to
understand Delilah a little better. I relished my character’s power to affect change in his
victims. Tac’s innermost fantasy (in real life) was to be subverted and enslaved by a hypnotic
master and live enthralled every hour of every day. With lots and lots of sex.
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I thought to myself, {I don’t know about the sex part, but I’ve got somebody I just have to
introduce you to.} Strangely, while I discussed my circumstances in broad terms, and
mentioned Delilah in the abstract, I never really took the time to try to explain my entire story,
which was odd given how much time we were spending together; sometimes our roleplay
would last eight, even ten hours in a day, and we roleplayed every single day, it seemed.
Perhaps we were merely having too much fun in our fantasy world to indulge ourselves in
discussions of the real world. I fell in love with that woman, I am not ashamed to say, because
she was the first person I met since Delilah made herself manifest to turn my misery into joy.
One of Tac’s characters was a man named Felonius Sunarone. Haruhiko, a noble paladin,
“saved” Felonius’s victims, but found it too difficult to resist abusing the people he had saved.
In time, Haru begged Felonius to take him as an apprentice, which just made the storylines
more interesting. In time, Haru became a demigod, a god of second chances, and, at least in our
private roleplay, he was able to affect change in everyone’s mind simultaneously. Haru’s
roleplay, always unashamedly sexual, became saturated with what would ordinarily be thought
of as depravity. Within the confines of our one-on-one roleplay, orgies broke out all over the
city, public sex and public nudity were ubiquitous. Everyone around us, in our private, shared
fantasies, got a whole lot more easygoing about sex.
It was glorious. I worked out my issues through my only sexual outlet and had genuine fun
while doing it. Our collaboration was engaging and thrilling and it gave me a focus for my
mind that lasted beyond the time I spent in front of the keyboard. I feared, yet somehow
anticipated, that our time together was somehow coming to an end.
Finally, on May 28th, Tac, who was a 19-year-old named “Pria”, contacted me via Yahoo!
Instant Messenger and indicated that she would never be able to roleplay with or speak to me
again. She announced that she was being given an opportunity to “roleplay in the real world,”
and she was taking it, which meant abandoning WoW and every online friend she had, even on
messenger accounts. I found out a few days later from her boyfriend that she had dumped him
without explanation and essentially disappeared.
This would become important later, apparently.
-Nada the Damned
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Hack.World - Chapter 22
The Glass Onion, Part 9
The Tipping Point
(Written on November 8th, 2009)
It is not enough to prove something, one has also to seduce or elevate people to
it. - Friedrich Nietzsche
Around this time, with a doctor’s assistance, I began weaning myself off of two of my
medications. The Risperidone went first, bringing back my sex drive. Afterwards, the Effexor
was ramped down from 300mg per dose to 150mg, and would eventually drop to 75mg before
stopping altogether. The reason for this was financial. I was no longer able to afford my health
insurance, and my medication was nearly $500 per month as well. Fortunately, I had an ample
supply of Effexor to allow me to wean slowly off of my dosage.
Meanwhile, left with nothing to do in World of Warcraft, Haruhiko began to cast out for
someone to connect with, like a lure. I quickly discovered a woman named Amanda, who
played very dark, evil characters. I was drawn to her and enjoyed roleplaying with her
immensely. It was cruel, terrible stuff, our collaboration, and Haru’s truly dark side began to
emerge. I changed his hair color from red to black and restyled it as long as I could. I began to
wander around without a shirt on my character (or toon/avatar) and discovered that this new,
evil Haru was incredibly popular. I never wanted for someone to roleplay with, and I continued
to develop Haru as a mind controller.
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Haruhiko hosted evil little parties for his evil little friends. Sometimes there was a slave present
that he could pass around the party. Sometimes, he played a game with someone from “The
List”. I would roleplay that Haru would find people who were particularly horrible individuals
and add them to a list; when he was in need for some entertainment, he would send for someone
from The List and proceed to interrogate him or her about what horrendous, unforgiveable
secret they carried underneath their skin. And then, when he had exposed their sin for the entire
room, Haru would punish them in the most ironic way I could think of.
I was having such a great time that it almost made up for Tac being gone. I had become Delilah,
and I was reveling in it! I felt as though I was finally gaining control of my life, somehow.
Amanda and I became very close, very quickly. With my sex drive returned, I found myself
desiring more than just an online relationship. I was supposed to be HIV positive, but I felt that
the likelihood that an HIV positive person without detection or treatment could survive seven or
eight years to be low, and it seemed unlikely that she would infect me and cut me loose; it
seemed to be more of a ploy to keep me from having sex, or having guilt-free sex at any rate.
Amanda was a kindred heart in my newfound world of depravity and darkness. Her characters
suited Haru very well, and while I had not told her my story in detail, she seemed willing to
listen and had an open mind. As she was in between circumstances in her life, I made an openended invitation for her to come and stay for a while and to see how things went. She flew in on
June 26th, 2009.
At first, things were good, but before long we were separated from intimacy by one of us
constantly being sidelined by illness or injury. For example, I developed such a bad cold that I
apparently pulled a muscle in my ribcage from all my hacking coughing, which was
excruciating. Amanda, for her part, developed a pain in roughly the same area, and there was
some conjecture that she might have a potentially serious problem with her kidney.
Around this time, I dropped my Effexor to 75mg, and I noticed a couple of days later that
memories began to return again. I started to get flashes of a discussion I had with Delilah at our
first meeting, when I was completely paralyzed. Something about a movie. And another
memory of me standing outside of my bedroom door, waiting for her to do something. A toilet
bowl, in my face.
I sent Delilah a text message that my memories were beginning to return again, likely from
decreasing my Effexor. She cut off all contact, stating that if I wanted to communicate with her,
I must be medicated by a doctor. I immediately made an appointment to be put back on my
medication, but Delilah didn’t respond to further attempts at contact. I began to feel a sense of
impending doom, that something was beginning.
I imagined Delilah laughing at me as I told her about my idea of a dictator who took over the
world anonymously. I remembered being given a choice of dying in seven days or pleading my
case. I saw the cars driving in my peripheral vision, just ordinary people on their way to an
ordinary Friday night dinner. The toilet bowl was full. It loomed large in my vision.
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It was mid-August when the memory of the night I tried to kill Delilah clarified. Imagine you
are trying to un-knot a tangled cable of wire. You pull here, you pull there, loosening this,
dislodging that, until finally, you give just the right tug, and the entire tangled mess slackens
and you know you’ve won. Memory is much the same. I thought of the laughter, and my little
performance about “This guy!” exploded into my mind, followed by the memory of my waiting
by the door, followed by kneeling in front of the toilet. I was awe struck as new memories
clarified every minute, it seemed. It was stunning.
I was seized with a new urge to write. I had so much more to write about, now. Not just the
night I first invented that embryonic nugget of conceptualization for Death Note, but elements
from my first encounter with Delilah as well. I remembered The Killer at long last, and
remembered the tie-in with Kira from Death Note. Thinking this would be a selling point that
would engage peoples’ interest, I approached the online community at MCFORUM.NET to see
if they would allow me to post my story to their forums, but I was sternly rebuffed; real life
hypnotic crime was forbidden, despite the fact that there was plenty of real-world hypnosis
being discussed on the board. I was being tossed out because they believed me to be a crank or
a crazy.
Well, so be it. I started a blog that eventually would become this book instead. And on the day I
did, without realizing the significance of what I had done, I entered the Holy of Holies as well,
remembering significant elements of my first, paralyzed discussions with Delilah. I
remembered her horrific plan and how she was making herself suffer for all of us. How she was
going to die for all of our sins.
It broke my heart. I wept and wept, telling Amanda and Karen what I had discovered.
And still I wrote.
On August 24th, 2009, the day I posted the first half of my foreword, I remembered my
experience in the Holy of Holies and realized that I was standing in it, so to speak.
Humanity was to be exterminated, and it was my fault. I felt massive waves of fear and panic.
But there was an opportunity here. Her plan was imperfect, even I could see that, and I wasn’t
the fucking Übermensch. I saw the Virus and the way it spread. So it couldn’t be removed, but
as any IT guy knows, if you can’t remove a virus, you quarantine it, so it can’t spread anymore.
That was elementary stuff. Why was she so blind that she couldn’t see that? Part of me believed
that she was doing it intentionally, but I didn’t want to entertain the notion that she would want
to murder billions of people when it wasn’t necessary, that even she could be capable of such
an atrocity. But here was the proof. She was now going to murder all of mankind once totality
was reached.
I decided that since she liked irony so much, I would give her the irony of the two of us betting- gambling, essentially-- for the survival of mankind. If I won, she had to do it my way and save
everyone she could, even the criminals and the inflictors, those who had inflicted the violence
and rape of their Virus upon others. Everyone in the world.
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Except me.
I had vowed never to ask for anything for myself, and I would offer to work tirelessly to unify
mankind under her in the time I had left, and I would go and slay the gods of old for her, and all
I needed from her was a bona fide miracle, just one.
I would have to write it from the perspective of me pitching a story idea and looking for notes.
If I flat out asked her in the open, I was sure to get a “you’re delusional” response, and that
would probably be the end of it.
It would be the most crucial thing I ever wrote, I told myself. I would need my skill with the
written word, all my skills of persuasion. I sat down at the keyboard and began composing what
was, in my mind, the most important email ever to be written.
And as I prepared to write, I glimpsed another meeting in my mind. An earlier meeting, this
one a full year before what I had believed to be our very first encounter, one months or mere
weeks, even days before the jerk at the shopping mall asked for my name. My Orientation.
Delilah sat across my dining room table from me, and I was weeping, trying to explain myself.
What madness was this?
-Nada the Persuader
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Hack.World - Chapter 23
The Glass Onion, Part 10
The Letter
(Written on November 9th, 2009)
What is the greatest thing you can experience? It is the hour of your greatest
contempt. The hour in which even your happiness becomes loathsome to you,
and so also your reason and virtue. The hour when you say: ‘What good is my
happiness? It is poverty and filth and miserable self-complacency. But my
happiness should justify existence itself!’ The hour when you say: ‘What good is
my reason? Does it long for knowledge as the lion for his prey? It is poverty and
filth and miserable self-complacency!’ The hour when you say: ‘What good is
my virtue? It has not yet driven me mad! How weary I am of my good and my
evil! It is all poverty and filth and miserable self-complacency!’ The hour when
you say: ‘What good is my justice? I do not see that I am filled with fire and
burning coals. But the just are filled with fire and burning coals!’ The hour
when you say: ‘What good is my pity? Is not pity the cross on which he is nailed
who loves man? But my pity is no crucifixion!” - Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus
Spoke Zarathustra
[A note to the reader: The following chapter is the actual email I prepared for the real Delilah. It
is written entirely from a perspective that in some cases, only she and I will truly understand.
What you need to understand in reading it is that while it was not inspired word for word by
Delilah, it was written as part of her direct programming.]
D:
Please read this in totality, it could be the most important thing I have ever
written. I think it’s a really good idea and could be part of a really important
work. I know you’re not talking to me, but I am back on my meds until I can get
a new script from my new doctor on the 4th. But I *am* taking them.
Anyway, my story... Stop me if you’ve heard this one before. I’m actually
workshopping it on a blog right now, and some people are interested.
So in my story, this guy has been harassed and tormented by this female mass
murderer called “The Killer”, who uses hypnosis as her weapon. And he’s
supposed to hate her, but he sees her brilliance and sees her as a God. He has
fantasized for decades about practical and carnal uses of mind control, reading
mind control erotica, mind control fiction, but never really getting into the
stories that use hypnosis, because they seemed too limited in what could be
done.
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Of course, that was because he never understood its potential. He never saw it
wielded by a God before, and she forever changed his life.
He never understood why she was so cruel to him, but he loved her. He obsessed
about her night and day, thinking of nothing else, sometimes even dreaming the
acts of The Killer. In his fantasies, he envisioned himself to *be* her, and tried
to understand her brand of justice.
In time, he began to roleplay on a World of Warcraft server. Eventually, he
altered his character to be more like The Killer. He was a great lover, but he
also judged the wicked with savage irony, and dreamed of a day when his
consciousness would spread to every man, woman, and child throughout
creation, his vision of a perfect future taking shape, a hive controlled by a
single, benevolent hand, creating a shining civilization of love and hope to
spread to the stars and beyond, for all time.
People loved this character. They flocked to him. They practically fought over
him sometimes. The character’s name was Haruhiko, and he was named after a
character from Please Save My Earth. In the anime, Shukaido was a character
who betrayed a couple of his friends horribly for selfish reasons. In his next
reincarnation, his god cursed him with a weak heart for his actions, but all he
could think about was his regret for the people he harmed and his desire to do
anything, immolate himself, allow himself to be tortured and killed, anything-- if
he could only save the revenge-obsessed, enraged boy that reincarnated from
the one he betrayed the most.
As he was being tortured, he looked at his tormentor, his body nearing death,
and he reached a compassionate hand toward his attacker, thinking, “No... I
have to *save* you! I can’t die yet...” In time, he made amends, and his heart
was fully healed.
So anyway, that got me thinking about some things I’d said to you last year
about using hypnosis to trim back the unwanted parts of human nature, thus
improving mankind’s psyche like an antivirus program sweeping away all the
things that you didn’t want the computer in your head to do… Things like
overeating and feeling apathy to the plight of others could be a thing of the past.
In my story, the guy goes off his meds (I got this idea because of your reaction to
my med situation, actually) and begins to remember things again, new things.
He is delighted. New questions are answered, and things begin to take shape. He
begins to understand more and more, remembering when she enraged him and
then told him what she had been doing to him. He was already wound up that
night, and the instant she made him remember the first thing about him being
controlled, he tried to launch himself at her and snap her neck. As that impulse
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crossed his mind, more memories bloomed, and he realized who she was and
what she was capable of.
He is ordinarily docile. He is not usually a violent man. Had he been left to his
own devices, the blow would have never landed. His arm would have scarcely
moved inches, but this man had crossed a line, and despite what his brain was
thinking, his body began to act and move on its own.
I’m paraphrasing here, but he said to Delilah (that’s what I’m calling her here,
the seductress, the woman who seduced a world with her whispers), “Hey,
Del?”
She smirked; she knew what was coming. “Hey, what?”
“Guess who has two thumbs and just tried to kill you?” he pointed both thumbs
up at himself. “This guy!”
Now, the guy... Let’s call him Nada... Upon remembering this scene, he thinks
to himself, well, if she can do that to him, she can do that to everybody. He
pondered the implications of that. It was fertile ground.
He continues to remember more and more. Something inside him tells him to
start a blog and to pour his heart out about what happened to him, what was
happening behind the scenes in the world. He couldn’t help himself, writing
about the Living God he met. But oh, how he needed to understand her. Like the
little boy who beat him bloody in his pre-school, something about The Killer
always perplexed him. Why was she so cruel? Why was she punishing when she
could be fixing? Oh, how he wanted her to fix him! To make him thin, and happy
and charming and honest and kind. How he longed for her to take away his selfloathing and pettiness.
He wanted to be close to other people, but he knew he was so badly damaged,
everything he touched turned to shit. Did she think his actions made him happy?
Did she think that he *wanted* to be the way he was? All he saw was that he
was wounded, broken; he never believed that anything-- not therapy, not
medicines-- would ever make him one shade lighter. And all the while, his
conscious mind could not bear to look at what he was, thinking back
accidentally on sins that horrified even him.
She was the Übermensch, the promised Superman of Nietzsche’s philosophy.
Zarathustra said that “Man is something which ought to be overcome.” Nada
couldn’t agree more. She could create a heaven on earth. She could be the
messiah, a living god, for all time. She was the next step in human evolution, a
mutation, a brain the size of a planet... A leap forward so profound that it had
the potential of evolving all the other humans on the planet with a single word.
Why couldn’t she see that? Why didn’t she want it? Why did she hate so
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goddamned much? He was just a normal guy. Deep down, he never wanted to
hurt anyone, but he did, again and again, and again. He hated himself for it. He
wanted to die. Why wouldn’t she just kill him? He’d begged her to, once. He
knew she was a murderer, and part of him just wanted the sweet release of death
to make the pain go away. He could be fixed, but she would never do it. She
hated him with everything she was, which just made him miserable, because he
loved her so.
Most of all, he fears for the human race. She would kill and ruin and destroy.
What if she hated mankind so much that she had set the entire world to selfdestruct on the day she died? He had to understand her; he was so close to an
answer, and he knew it. He would finally understand her if he just uncovered the
right memory. Images begin to coalesce. An angry face. An almost pained look.
Is that regret? Suddenly, the memories bloom into full flower, and he realizes
that he is standing in the Holy of Holies, the place that God carries within her
heart and only showed to a chosen few. The last time Nada was here, he was
terrified and disbelieving. Now he knows better. He stands in God’s special
place and remembered with a new perspective.
Suddenly, his eyes are open, tears pouring down his cheeks; he had believed that
he was being made to suffer more than anyone, but his sorrow and pain paled
into nothingness compared to what he now believes her pain to be. And worst of
all, his goddess, the one he wished could live forever, the one he wanted to BE
God, BE a savior, was going to immolate herself on the day of her crowning
achievement.
And then she was going to abandon everything she’d learned, every wonderful
thing, because people should be free to follow their own dreams. She would
carve off all the evildoers in the world like a surgeon removing a rotted limb to
save the patient.
Nada thinks about that. She wanted to singlehandedly cut out the cancer
plaguing us: violence and hatred as computer viruses in the brain. Kill the
inflictors, kill the victims. They were merely two sides of the same coin, like
precancerous cells and cancerous cells. Both had to be cut out. She hated the
inflictors, but she hated herself for having to kill the victims, too, he strongly
suspects.
He weeps bitter tears as he imagines how she felt. Something inside her was
telling her that she was unworthy to see the perfect world she was creating. He
thought that she deserved to see it most of all, and more than that, that she had
the right to be worshipped by the world until the day she died. She was the God
who had so much compassion for the world that she was willing to die to perfect
it, to mutilate her soul, to become a Tarnished Angel. The irony was perfect. The
God steeped herself in all the sins and misery of the world so that the chosen
might never know sin again.
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But the more he thinks about it, the more he is convinced that it wasn’t going to
work, based upon his memories. Yes, she could cut out the cancer, but there
seemed to be nothing to prevent it coming back. The collective Subconscious of
the world would be scarred by the loss of everything that had been cut out. They
would feel for loved ones that were gone, even if they no longer remembered
them. There would be trauma from natural disaster and illness. There would be
the grief of loss. Slowly, that corruption would sneak back into the program.
He had come into this thinking that he might be able to plead for The Killed, to
find a way to convince her not to cast out the wicked, for most of them were
merely victims themselves once. How many of the victims would one day turn
into inflictors if left to their own devices? But now he finds that he has to plead
to save her as well, that no matter what she did, she was worth keeping. All our
gods are flawed, because they were created by flawed men. Why should she
disappear just because she was flawed? Even with her flaws, even with all the
self-inflicted wounds upon her soul, she would never be anything but perfect to
him, and he wanted the world to see that as well.
And then he realizes that he is standing in a place to which he was warned never
to return. He knows that the consequences are dire: The world would not know
any paradise now. The world would die in its own blood, and he would have to
watch; every victim would know his name, know the sin he committed. And when
it was over he would be left alone, among the decaying ruins of the earth, unable
to commit suicide, always doing everything he could to keep himself healthy, so
that his suffering would never end until his death. She would make him
remember things from time to time, to inflame his suffering. He blanched,
horrified, and began to weep again.
He doesn’t care about his fate. None of that matters. His god was going to die!
His entire species was going to die, and it was his fault. He had done everything
he could to learn about her, and every time he did it brought suffering to others.
He remembered her standing, angrily tearing into him for philandering, and all
he could think was, “How does she know so much? Where does this perfect
confidence come from? I’m in danger... I have to know more!” The world has
suffered for that decision.
He thinks about how his curiosity had cost the world paradise and cost him
everything he holds dear, all his hopes for mankind. He just wants to be in a
position to help people, to make things better, to show the world that deep down,
there is something good in him. Now, impossibly, he has become the Judas Cow
leading the entire world to its doom.
And his mother always told him he had so much potential.
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The devastating irony is that his greatest crime was caused simply because he
wanted to know his God better. He wanted to know that the world would be
alright in her hands before he was put to death, and he ended up causing the
very doom he wanted to reassure himself wasn’t going to happen. He collapses
inside for a moment, but he feels hope... Because he has an idea. An idea that
might catch her eye and bring a smile to her lips.
He wants to play Shuji to her Chise and show her how much of her exists inside
of him now. How he has been changed, purified, made into a different person
who wants nothing more than to show the world her glory.
So he says to her, “Once The Killer and I gambled for the fate of a city, and I
won. Would you care to play another hand, for the salvation of the world? I’ve
studied The Killer well, and I’ve tried to understand her. I thought I was
worshipping a being that was evil, and that made me evil. Then I saw her face,
and I knew the truth, the truth I had wished for.”
He thinks of the irony of the entire future of mankind resting on a wager. God
and the Devil sharing one last dance together, before the Promised Day.
He wants to show her something, something about himself and something about
the world. About people. Perhaps something she’s never considered before.
People, he tells her, want to be controlled. They *need* to be controlled. They
sit in pews or kneel on carpets because they long for a framework in which to
live their lives. They want to believe that there is something better and more than
this shit-soaked world. I’d like to play a scene for you that sounds eerily like
“Thus Spoke Zarathustra”... And no, I never read it, but hear me out.
Religion is a crime. A scam that persists throughout the ages. People want a
god, and they take their pick from the fairy stories available to them. They give
money, they say prayers, they try to find meaning in a modern world using books
written thousands of years ago. All the old gods seem to have murdered,
sometimes with the same cruelty of The Killer (such as the stories of the plagues
visited upon Egypt just because of the heart of a man God *intentionally*
programmed to harden against his supposed will). They worship anyway
because there is no god that dwells among them. They see patterns in the clouds
and give a non-existent *idea* the glory for nature’s magnificence because they
cannot bear to live in a world without someone above them to guide and control
them. Think of how many movies and TV shows are full of evil people trying to
take over the world. Good always wins, because control means tyranny, at least
by old standards of definition, but secretly there is a lust for unity, for an end to
war and grief and misery.
He wants to show her his dream, the pinnacle of her achievement, the dawn of
the Hypnotic Age.
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What he tells her he wants to do is continue his blog, telling his story, and finally
telling everyone what he saw in the Holy of Holies. Yes, she’s mad, but how
much more harm could be done? He hopes that interest would begin to stir. He
wants to end the story with his remembrance of the Holy of Holies, as well as
how it tied into the ending of Death Note. Two reveals to stun his readers. Word
may spread.
This next part is a little muddled. Would he describe his dream and wish for her
to make it reality? Would he say that his idea was hers? He didn’t need credit,
but there had to be a way to explain how she had changed from her desire to
hack off part of humanity and die herself to the dream of a utopia. Perhaps it
will come to me later. The problem is that he saw what he wanted to do so
clearly, but he didn’t know how far she would go, or if she would want people to
see this as a challenge between the pair.
[D: And this is where my first question comes in: Do you think she would be
angry or inclined to punish him for revealing some of what was revealed in the
Holy of Holies? He doesn’t want to anger her, after all, he’d like to have her
help, if not her direct support, but without that, all he could reveal to the world
is The Killer, and that won’t sell well. Being able to understand the compassion
and selflessness of the Living Goddess will allow people to know that she wants
to give mankind a gift.]
So, my idea... Feel free to suggest any changes you like, if any.
[D: My second question is, should he reveal to the world that man faces
extinction, should he tell his readers that his actions have cost them paradise, or
should he merely stay mute on all of the negative implications of him being there
in the Holy of Holies?]
First, he explains his idea, and if she agrees, he would stop taking his pills (that
part of the story could be altered if you think it works better that he goes back to
taking them), and writes and writes while she makes preparations. She would
choose a name for herself that is not merely “God” and is not “The Killer”, if
she doesn’t already have one. I don’t know that answer yet...
So... Why don’t religions work? They don’t work because their gods don’t
punish in this world with any accuracy or consistency. People feel emboldened,
and they stop living the tenets, they stop playing by the rules. Civilization
suffers. People are harmed. And everyone looks for miracles in the mundane
because they need to see the hand of God move once in a while.
What the world needs to see, in order to change the minds of its people, is the
hand of a real, Living God. They need to see what a real miracle looks like.
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So one day (and this is just my idea, of course. It could certainly change;
perhaps you can come up with something better), at a specified time, a billion
people would feel a feeling of joy for fifteen minutes. At the end, they would call
everyone around them in earshot to come and hear them, and announce to
anyone that will listen, “The One True God approaches. A paradise on Earth
approaches for those that will reach out and take My hand. If you harm others
you will not be forgiven. All hostilities in the world will cease. Repent now. Love
one another. Enjoy one another. In two days I will reveal Myself to the world.”
The message would play at the same time in every time zone, following the sun
around the world. Churches would fill up within hours. The entire world would
fucking STOP. YouTube might explode of videos of people describing their bliss.
They could fill with thousands of videos of people reciting the exact same line, in
every language on Earth.
It’s important to start the opening move of this chess game without revealing too
much. Everyone would think their God has finally revealed themselves to them.
He intends to raise them up before he can demoralize them.
The following day, two billion people spend the entire day in happiness. At noon,
local time, they are filled with compassion and the desire to help the less
fortunate and downtrodden. People take in the homeless, strangers can’t help
but hug one another on the street. Every act of compassion, every good deed or
well wish, breeds the desire to do another, each filling the person performing the
act with more and more happiness. People sit and watch the news, unable to
look away for an instant. The world is changing all around them. God is real.
The day after that, every president, dictator, and leader of the world goes on
national television at exactly the same time, each without a script.
“I speak to all the peoples of the world. I am (well, I don’t know what name
she’ll pick, so for now I’m just calling her:) the God Delilah, the one, true God,
She who knows all these secrets of the world and will judge the wicked without
mercy. The Promised Day approaches, when all who believe and support me
will take my hand and begin a new life building a paradise, a civilization that
will last forever. Stop looking to the afterlife for salvation. The worthy will enjoy
heaven in their lifetime.”
Then, they would be told about Nada the Damned. He is not to be harmed. Any
who lay a hand on him with ill intent will not be allowed into the perfect world.
Finally, they explain that not everyone under her control has yet received the
blessing of her touch upon their minds and that every day more and more join
the ranks. From this day forward, all under her control who attempt to commit a
crime will be punished immediately. “You know not if you are mine. Do not risk
it if you value your place in paradise.”
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Some people will, of course. A man would attempt to beat his wife for the
thousandth time, but instead finds himself reaching for the telephone to call the
police. “I just attempted to beat my wife, and I would like to be arrested,
please.” He will continue to demand his arrest, announcing that The God
Delilah demands it. He will not let up, confessing every crime he has ever
committed with perfect clarity. At arraignment, he pleads guilty and begs the
judge to hand him the maximum sentence. “Justice demands it. GOD demands
it.” Stories like this will begin to filter in from all over the world. Crime will stop
overnight.
At that time, Nada will discard his old life and begin an austere existence as he
sets up her church. He receives a phone call informing him to be in a certain
place at a certain time. He will be waiting on a street corner, with nothing but
the clothes on his back, his cell phone, and his laptop bag. He may bring a book.
His home will be paid for by the church and his two housemates will be allowed
to live in it and take care of his cat. They will receive support since Nada is no
longer there to help them. The former tenants of Nada’s bad financial dealings
will be given money by the church to rebuild their lives in new homes with
financial security, since they were hurt for his enrichment.
This church will not be about requesting donations... The donations will pour in
anyway; this is about reallocating wealth to help people. Nada will tell the
world that he alone is denied entry into the perfect world to come, for his sins.
His penance, at his request, is to herald the greatness of a Living God... He, who
had brought so much misery to the world for his sins, asks only to spend every
moment he can proclaiming her glory and trying to unite the world beneath a
single banner before the Promised Day.
It will be a church not of cathedrals and pews, but of offices. Nada will preach
his sermons in stadiums and on television. He lives a simple life and will accept
no money for anything he does; he merely asks that the church pay his expenses
and support him. He will take a vow of celibacy and give up drugs and alcohol
as well as extravagant foods. He will give up his movies and tv shows and anime
and computer games; he only needs the knowledge that a Living God walks the
earth. He may watch things and listen to things he knows she’s created, in order
to keep him feeling close in her absence. He will watch the news and read
websites and type emails and speeches and sermons. He will spend much of his
time on television, talking to pundits and arguing about religion.
At the rallies, Nada is a firebrand. The shows will begin with “What’s Up,
People?” as he takes the stage. His pitch will have three messages: “Society
Before Self” will be the first part, espousing responsibility and harmony. He
asks the world to get to know their neighbors and to begin to rebuild
communities again. “Learn from one another, love one another, help one
another.” He rails at people living in mansions while tens of thousands of
families live in tent cities due to foreclosure. He demands that the rich do their
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part to house the homeless. He screams “How Dare You!” at the wealthy who
have dozens of cars and houses that sit empty while people live on the streets.
Homelessness ends.
The second part of the pitch is the coming world. Nada talks about how the mind
is a computer, and things like violence and racial hatred and alienation and
suffering are largely caused by psychological computer Viruses that infect other
people through violence, through incest, through hatred and trauma. When the
Goddess finishes installing her antivirus program into the brain of every man,
woman, and child on the planet, those Viruses will no longer be able to copy
themselves. The violent impulses will short out. The damage will not be passed;
it will die with them as they pass with age. Future generations will not be
infected. And they will live in a world where schools use hypnosis to teach
children to be doctors by the age of twelve, or philosophers who have read every
book available on their subject, all absorbed hypnotically, masters of their field
by the age of fifteen. He sees children in a classroom sitting in front of computer
screens and slipping on pairs of headphones before entering a password. A
trigger is spoken into each child’s ear, and they absorb their lessons, able to
remember them anytime they want or need to, for the rest of their lives, and with
perfect clarity. Education will become a sport, with the wisest and smartest
treated as heroes for their accomplishments.
Nada sees a world where people will notice they are putting on a little weight
and go to a hypnotic doctor and receive a booster of their diet code. They will
want to exercise. They will want to conserve. They will abandon wastefulness. If
they feel too much pain from a relationship, they may have the pain mitigated or
removed. Deliveries are done painlessly and without drugs, as hypnobirthing
becomes the only form of birth anyone will consider. People will not just do
what their God wills because they fear the threat of punishment in the afterlife;
they will help each other and love one another because their Goddess loves them
and makes them feel good to do those things. She makes them want it.
People don’t want to sin. Everyone wants a perfect world, but no religion or
political philosophy has been able to remotely deliver. Goddess Delilah doesn’t
have a book of rules, because a real God doesn’t tell people to do things that are
contrary to their natures. A real God changes peoples’ natures to fit her will.
THAT is the power of a god. Once people realize that free will is an illusion, that
they can have happiness with a word, they will be practically crawling over each
other to kneel at Delilah’s altar. People will flee churches, temples and
mosques.
[D: Does any of that sound impossible to you? I don’t really know everything I
need to about the possibilities of hypnosis to really know. Do you have any
thoughts?]
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People will throw themselves at her feet in worship, begging to be led. Begging
to be comforted, begging to be fixed in the next world.
And with that, Nada will begin to slay every other god and goddess in history.
The third part of the pitch is, “What can YOUR God do?”
Delilah continues offering people glimpses of her power, bringing miracles
almost weekly, things that show people the promise of a perfect world, of human
potential reaching its fullest peak through the use of her tireless hypnotic
research.
Nada begins with the music of The Pretender playing. Images from the manga
and anime Death Note appear on the screen behind him as the music plays. At
the appropriate time, he falls to his knees.
He begins, “Yeah... who are you? Who am I? I’m Nada, nemo, nobody, nothing.
Nada the Damned, Nada the Pretender. I’m the man who tried to kill her once
when she revealed herself to me in anger, and was punished.” He tells the story
of how she made him play out a little encounter when he had done it. “I’m the
one who brought near financial ruin to the world for my wickedness.” He tells
parts of his story, confesses his sins, including walking uninvited into the Holy of
Holies. He talks of the miracles, stirring up the crowds. “My God wants to make
you happy! To the other faiths of the world, I ask, ‘What has your god ever given
you besides a sunset!?’ My God gives miracles and doesn’t even demand your
worship to be saved! All she asks is that you stop hurting each other, and start
finding ways to help each other. To be good, honest, decent people.”
“*MY* church hasn’t asked for a single donation. Attendance is free here. To
the other faiths of the world, I ask, “What would a God who can create the
universe need with your fucking MONEY!? I receive no pay. I do not live in
opulence. I ride in an armored limousine because I need to, because the
assassins of the world, infected with the Viral sickness of their violence, feel
their gods threatened. What does a real God need with a gun? Why do the
extremist followers of Allah abandon their prayer mats and pick up guns and
bombs to change the world? Because there is no one to hear their prayers!”
“Religion had its place, once. It gave people a way to comfort themselves from a
frightening world. It gave them unity, and a banner around which to rally. But it
caused wars, and malice, and spread the filthy Viruses that infect our minds, the
same ones that have plagued our nature stretching all the way back to the dawn
of man, when men still had to rape women in caves. War, rape, violence, and
evil will become a memory, my friends, in your lifetime. Already the despots and
dictators are dismantling their regimes and bringing free elections. Already war
has ended, and people can walk safely on the streets at night.”
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“This is what a REAL God does. A God of compassion, a God of love. A God
whose apprehension fills me with wonder and hope and infinite sadness. Why do
I feel sadness? Because she sullied herself for all of YOU! She made herself the
worst among us so that when the end came for the wicked, there would be none
more wicked than her! No one more deserving of being destroyed! She offered
the world a pristine gift that she would never live to see! Now she offers you a
different world, one that the world needs to choose.”
And so on. He’ll challenge the Vatican as a bloated bunch of hypocrites,
dripping in gold while many in their ranks go hungry or live in poverty. He’ll
tell them to disband, sell off their assets, and give everything to the poor, and
Delilah may forgive them for proclaiming a god they knew did not exist.
At each show, he’ll pick a religion, and focus on it. He’ll nail Scientology one
week and Christianity the next. He’ll re-enact the scene in which L challenges
Kira, challenging the God of that faith to stop Delilah, to prove themselves at
last. The crowds will go wild. When nothing happens, he’ll say, “Well... It seems
there are some people you *can’t* kill.” The shows will close with [the song]
Alumina, which everyone will sing in Japanese. The titles will be playing on the
screen above.
His passion for his work, riling up the crowds and spreading Delilah’s message,
will consume him. He wants to lay the world at her feet, as a gift. A world that
wants her. A world that begs her to lead it. A world that she can live in with her
people, loving them, and guiding them, working to build the perfect order and
setting up a council of highly programmed, selfless individuals, volunteers all,
who receive no payment and no luxuries, who will spend their lives studying the
problems of the world and devising ways in which the master program needs to
be updated, making changes and guiding civilization to its fullest flower after
she passes, hopefully after a long, happy life.
And on that day, he begs her, she will save everyone she can. She will keep The
Killer at bay and fix the world by saving the rotted limb, all those people who
did horrible things because they were once victims themselves. He sees a world
where the innocent can live alongside the victims, and even most of the inflictors
as well. The wicked who truly repent will be largely spared, the victims will all
be spared, and the innocent will all be spared, whether they worship Delilah or
not. A real God doesn’t demand worship. A real God is worshipped simply
because she EXISTS. Delilah’s pact with all mankind is that they come to her
willingly, that they truly submit to her and want her in their lives; in return,
Delilah promises that all their thoughts and feelings about her are their own.
He sends the email, never knowing if she will answer him. He goes to sleep and
dreams a terrifying dream-- one he is afraid to even think of, let alone speak. He
dreams of a woman with an imperfect plan and the power of a God... And he
dreams of a man with a dream of a perfect world that surpasses even her own.
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And somehow, in all the world, they found one another, despite all the odds and
all the people. He sees the thing that leaves him in shocked wonder and awe...
The hand of a *real* divinity, guiding his own, and her own, drawing them
closer to bring about mankind’s enlightenment. A God that doesn’t care about
worship, only caring that we grow the fuck up and learn to love one another.
And he dreams that when he awakens, his telephone or Outlook will say “I am
coming to see you. Now.” And she will join him in his living room, and the four
will bask in the Holy of Holies together, and Delilah will show them all how the
magic works. The girls will watch with amusement, as Nada attempts to kill her
and she demonstrates the hypnotic code associated with that action. They’ll all
have a laugh and drink their coffee, and he will tell her how he cried for her
when he saw her apprehension and felt her loneliness. He will tell her how he
longed to soothe her battered and wounded heart, and she will make the girls
fall madly in love with one another so that Nada and Delilah could explore one
another honestly for the first time, her without her masks and he without The
Pretender to guide him.
And in the morning, they would begin a discussion that would turn into a plan, a
plan that would turn into a blueprint for a perfect world.
[D: So... What do you think? Do you think she’d take him up on her challenge?
Thoughts? Ideas?]
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Hack.World - Chapter 24
The Glass Onion, Part 11
The Happening
(Written on November 10th, 2009)
Once upon a time, in some out of the way corner of that universe which is
dispersed into numberless twinkling solar systems, there was a star upon which
clever beasts invented knowing. That was the most arrogant and mendacious
minute of “world history,” but nevertheless, it was only a minute. After nature
had drawn a few breaths, the star cooled and congealed, and the clever beasts
had to die. One might invent such a fable, and yet he still would not have
adequately illustrated how miserable, how shadowy and transient, how aimless
and arbitrary the human intellect looks within nature. There were eternities
during which it did not exist. And when it is all over with the human intellect,
nothing will have happened. - Friedrich Nietzsche, On Truth and Lies In A
Nonmoral Sense
A casual stroll through the lunatic asylum shows that faith does not prove
anything. - Friedrich Nietzsche, The Antichrist
And so I wrote my letter.
Early on, I tried to classify what she was. A mutant? An X-factor, towering above mankind
with her intellect? The word I was looking for utterly escaped me until the word
{Übermensch}
sprang into my mind. I looked the word up on Wikipedia and read the sparsely informative
entry. Apparently, the concept had been inspired by a book I’d never heard of before called
Thus Spoke Zarathustra. I knew virtually nothing of nihilism or Nietzsche, but I read for a
while on Wikipedia before continuing. Amazingly, it sounded like what I was to propose was
frighteningly close to what Thus Spoke Zarathustra was about. I got a cold chill as I returned to
my letter.
I wrote and wrote, like a man possessed. I wrote all day, going back and making changes. In the
afternoon, I took a break and went with Karen to the grocery store. I walked around in a sort of
fugue, entire sermons springing to mind at the slightest provocation. I could do this. I would be
able to do this. I didn’t think I would even need writers! It was all inside of me already! I
dreamed of changing the world for her and laying it at her feet when the time came. I would die
in the end-- or would I?-- but it would all be worthwhile, because humanity would survive.
Perhaps when it was all over, she would erase the world’s collective memory of me and of what
I had done, and that was alright, too. I didn’t need credit. I just needed humanity to live on, and
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live on in a world of enlightenment. Even if no one knew, that would be my shining legacy, and
it would live on for eternity.
We pulled into the garage, and as I turned the car off, the word
{Antichrist}
sprang into my mind. I shuddered and rubbed the gooseflesh from my arms. I helped bring the
groceries inside and sat back down at my computer to work on my letter.
Day dragged into night, and still I did not complete the email. Karen and Amanda came in
every now and then, concerned for me, and I made it clear that I could absolutely not stop
writing this letter under any circumstances until it was completed. It was the most important
thing in the world to me at that moment, because it represented perhaps humanity’s only chance
for salvation. Nothing else mattered.
I reached the point where I discussed having seven years until Totality, seven years to seduce
the minds of the world. I thought of myself as a figure not unlike the
{Antichrist}
who in popular Christian theory was to reign and have dominion over the kings of the world for
seven years. I felt a chill again. I tried to put my discomfort out of my mind, but it nagged at
me. There were parallels between what I was writing and the book of Revelation.
Still, I soldiered on. The document had taken on a life of its own, and it wouldn’t let go of me
until it was finished. As I approached the end of the letter at around 4:00AM, I realized the
astronomical odds of my circumstances actually happening. For a woman with the power of a
god and an imperfect plan to find me, a person with a superior plan but no power, that she
should just happen to find me in the very short period between her setting her plan in motion
and carrying it out, it almost answered the question as to whether or not there really was a God.
The more I thought about it, the more obvious it seemed that our hands were being guided by a
creator.
I had proved the existence of God. It was incredible, but true.
And then I felt the program move again, for the first time in eighteen months. Stunned, I
realized that everything I was doing-- the letter, the Antichrist thoughts, all of it-- were under
her control. But why would she want me to believe
{A gift}
that there was a God, unless she
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{I have felt your suffering and your loneliness, and so I think that in all the world, none should
be so blessed as you}
loved me.
And that was the answer, wasn’t it? I felt the program writhing inside my mind, heard the
words of affection inside my head, and cast out with my mind. {Delilah?} I thought. {Is my
telephone about to ring? Is my doorbell about to ring?}
I began to moan, loudly, over and over again. “Oh my God, oh my God, oh my God...”
{I’m outside. Come to me.}
Overcome with joy, I stood up, still chanting my “Oh my God” mantra. I walked through the
living room
{Amanda will not speak to you or acknowledge you in any way}
where Amanda was sitting, but she did not look at me or say anything. She did not speak to me
or acknowledge me in any way. Still moaning loudly, I made my way down the stairs.
I threw the door open and stepped outside. There was no one there, but there was a single preprinted post-it-note on the glass
{--in the middle of the glass--}
of the outer door, the same foreclosure notice post-it that I’d been getting every week for the
past few months, since I’d had to stop paying on my tenant house mortgages.
{Call the number.}
I ripped the note off the door and screamed, “Oh my God!” again, likely waking up the entire
neighborhood.
It didn’t matter. She was here, or would be here soon, and everything was going to be alright,
because Delilah loved me. What else mattered compared to that?
I came back inside and sat down with my phone. Karen came in at last and took the phone away
from me, demanding to know what was wrong. I kept moaning my mantra over and over again.
{Karen will strike you in the face, twice. You will barely feel a thing.}
As I was unresponsive, Karen struck me across the side of my face twice with her closed fist. I
hardly noticed it. It was as light as a caress, despite the violent movements of my head.
{I’m being controlled and I love it.}
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“Nada, what is wrong with you?”
I screamed again. “I’m being controlled and I love it!”
And I did.
And then the laughter began, inside my head, quieting me. I realized with growing horror that
I’d been had once again. I began to see images of ubiquitous and inexplicable suicide from the
trailers for M. Night Shaymalan’s recent film “The Happening.”
{All because of you, Nada. Everyone in the world, because of you.}
I turned on the news. Karen asked me why I had done this.
“Because people are going to start dying now,” I told her.
I saw an image in my mind of my family in my living room, berating me for my wickedness
before killing themselves. I went into the living room and sat upon the love seat, waiting for
whatever was to happen next.
{Did you really think you could be my prophet? You make me sick!}
I wanted to burst into tears. I’d been played, and she didn’t love me, she was merely toying
with my emotions.
{I am the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The one, true God.}
All the flesh on my arms and legs began to quiver with gooseflesh once again. Delilah’s
program began to explain to me the nature of the universe.
The universe, it seemed, and everyone and everything in it, was a part of God. God took a part
of him or herself and created the universe with it. It was a “toy in God’s room,” and life
evolved naturally throughout; God delighted in recreation by inhabiting the universe as various
denizens on various worlds, simultaneously. For fun, you see.
God didn’t busy Herself with answering prayers or helping people; that wasn’t what the
universe was for. It was up to the races on all the inhabited worlds to find their own way and to
live within the rules that She had set. Earth was a problem race, and She had been concerned
with it for quite a while. The other races, it seemed, didn’t grow up with our propensity for
hatred and violence. And there were other problems.
First, there was the hypocrisy of eating meat while condemning cannibalism. In Her eyes, the
two were one and the same, since all creatures were made of the divine.
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Second was our passion to mark our bodies. I had even gone so far as to mark myself with the
word “Damned”, and damned I would be, but not in the way I thought.
And then there was the thing she hated the most: Star Trek. The idea that we would be the
morally superior race when we got out into space shocked and disgusted her, since as a race
humanity wasn’t morally superior to anyone.
Finally, in the 19th century, someone had done something that no one in all the worlds had ever
dared to do: Friedrich Nietzsche, in his book Thus Spoke Zarathustra, had postulated killing
God, which was blasphemy of the highest order.
And then I had done the exact same thing to her face the night I conceived of my anonymous
dictator idea. It was unforgivable, and all of mankind would die for it. Mankind would become
a Failed Race. Not only would everyone die, but they would all burn in hell, and all the humans
already in heaven would be cast out and thrown into hell as well.
Only I would remain: immortal, wandering the crumbling earth for the first million years, after
which I would finally be picked up by a starship and taken to an interstellar hub with other
“lasts” of their kind.
Once earth was completely devoid of mankind, Delilah/God would destroy the entire solar
system with a black hole to ensure that our disgusting wickedness would not somehow infect
the rest of the galaxy.
And she would make me watch, as the ship skirted the event horizon, so I could see at last the
depth of my folly. I began to become inundated with images from “The Happening”, then
images from the commercials I’d seen of a documentary called “Life After People”, and then
Ambassador Spock watching his homeworld Vulcan being destroyed with a miniature black
hole in the recent remake of “Star Trek”.
I would be the Face of those Born On Earth, and I would spend eternity in a cage, naked, my
ridiculous and forbidden tattoos proudly displayed. Those that came to see me would be
forbidden to speak to me or show me kindness, and I would suffer in silence for billions,
perhaps trillions of years, never dying, never aging.
My only food would be my own feces.
Her voice echoed in my mind.
{I was willing to give you all another chance. All you had to do was be nice to me, Nada. I was
willing to love you. Why couldn’t you have just been nice to me?}
And so I sat, in miserable silence, until the police arrived to take me to the county’s mental
health facility, precisely as Delilah intended.
My email sat, unsent.
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The police arrived shortly thereafter because my neighbors had complained about the
screaming, and I was committed against my will; I was taken not to the private psychiatric
hospital this time, but to the County Mental Health facility.
O-O-O
Three days later, I was sitting in ward 43-A, writing my blog on paper. I should have been
doing this on my laptop, but they wouldn’t allow anything like that on the floor.
My father flew into Milwaukee, and unbeknownst to me, he and Amanda conspired to have me
committed for six months, since I was apparently dangerous in their eyes. Amanda told my
doctor that I was into bestiality and had an abortion fetish, both of which were lies. Are lies.
Fortunately, they failed.
I told Karen that, according to the program, Amanda was supposed to be pregnant.
I also believed that a mass suicide was going on behind the scenes and that the news was not
reporting it. Conditioned to believe that it was happening, I sat and watched the news in the
common room as much as I could, looking for signs of depopulation. Believing that I would
need to relocate to a warmer climate very quickly after being released, I learned of a town full
of solar farms in southern California that generated more electricity than it used. Thinking this
ideal, I began formulating a list of things I would need to take with me to survive every possible
contingency that might arise during a cross country, trans-desert journey. And I would have
three cats to consider as well.
A fellow denizen of the ward that had seen “Life After People” told me that all the nuclear
plants should melt down after approximately five days, in the event of a complete depopulation
of the planet. That didn’t give me a lot of time to get my shit together.
Inside my mind, I begged his forgiveness for costing him his life and forcing him to endure hell
for all eternity.
And so it was with everyone I met, every face I saw on every black and white television show
that played on the TV in the common room. “I’m sorry I condemned you to hell”.
My family had purchased me a copy of Thus Spoke Zarathustra, and I had begun to read it, to
understand what it was that made it so blasphemous. I supposed that, having been judged by
God, I should be reading a Bible, but for some reason, reading this was more important to me. I
had to see what it was that helped condemn a civilization.
I spent most of my spare time weeping in my bed, processing the indescribable guilt I felt at
being the one to bring humanity to its doom. All my old rages and hatreds were swept away in a
tsunami of grief and regret. My personality began to literally change. Where I would have hated
and thirsted for the murders of people I didn’t like, I found myself loving them, instead. I
wished that I could apologize to them, or better yet, to spare them from their horrible fates. My
countenance was almost messianic, and impossibly, I began to effect the lives of those around
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me. I ordered food delivered for those close to me in the ward, since the food was so incredibly
bad there. I would sit in a windowed corner of the common room, alone, and within a half an
hour I would have 8 or 10 people congregated around me, around “Papa Bear” (as they called
me) like a group of disciples. I talked to people about their problems. People sought advice
from me, so I ministered to them in the hopes that if I could somehow save the people around
me, God might hear my prayers and let the world live.
O-O-O
The doctors took me off my Effexor and bumped my Klonapin up to 2mg from 0.5mg.
Memories bloomed like never before, which didn’t seem to alarm the doctors at all.
A day or two before my release, I had an unusual encounter with one of the patients. For the
most part, I spent my time with the high functioning patients, the suicide attempts, the chemical
dependents, and so on. I stayed away from the truly disturbed in the ward.
There was, however, one patient that kept trying to flirt with me and touch me. As I sat in the
window, wondering what kind of a world I would find when I was released, this woman,
Sabrina, came to me for what must have been the sixth or seventh time.
“Are you married or not, Sabrina? I like talking to you, but I don’t want you coming back again
and accusing me of tempting you.”
“You’re my husband, now.”
I scoffed.
“You’ll be everyone’s husband, soon.” I didn’t know what to say to such a bizarre statement.
She sat next to me and asked me why I was crying. I told her that I was afraid that the world
would suffer because I wasn’t a good person.
“Are you afraid that you’re going to turn into the Antichrist?” she asked me.
I didn’t look at her, my eyes staring out the window. “In a way, I kind of am.”
“Do you want to be the Antichrist?”
I shook my head slightly. “I don’t want to hurt anybody. I want to help people.”
She told me that no one can make me become the Antichrist. It was something I had to choose.
I laughed, hollowly, as more tears rolled down my cheeks. Like I have a choice if Delilah
decides something? If she only knew.
“Nada, would you like me to hold your hand?”
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I nodded, and she took my hand in hers, holding it tenderly. I began to cry in earnest,
explaining to her between sobs that I did not believe I would ever feel the touch of another
human being again.
“I was sent to comfort you,” she said.
“Sent by whom?” Jesus, probably.
“It’s a secret.”
O-O-O
All told, I spent two weeks in the county mental health facility. I gave my copy of Thus Spoke
Zarathustra to my roommate at the facility, who requested it. I figured I could always pick up a
copy later.
As you may have guessed, the global mass suicide I was anticipating did not come to pass, and
my belief in Delilah as God only lasted about a day before I realized that I had been made to
falsely believe in her divinity.
It seemed pretty apparent that the entire exercise was to give me a unique perspective, to feel
the weight of an entire civilization, to feel guilt for the loss not only of every person that lived,
but every person that had ever lived. I had become Christ-like in my compassion now. I
realized very quickly that this was the point of the exercise, to give me that perspective.
And I would also rapidly begin to understand that there was a second layer to my program, just
one of many, perhaps. It was as though I held an Onion made of glass in my hand, one
concentric sphere after another, each with its own reality, its own programming. I wondered
how many I would have to examine before I finally reached the core, the truth.
I peered beneath the surface to the second layer, and new truths began to clarify.
-Nada the Caged
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Hack.World - Chapter 25
The Glass Onion, Part 12
Whipsawn
(Written on November 11th, 2009)

By our best enemies we do not want to be spared, nor by those either whom we
love from the very heart. - Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra

O my brothers, I dedicate and direct you to a new nobility: you shall become
procreators and cultivators and sowers of the future—verily, not to a nobility
that you might buy like shopkeepers and with shopkeepers’ gold: for whatever
has its price has little value. Not whence you came shall henceforth constitute
your honor, but whither you are going! Your will and your foot which has a will
to go over and beyond yourselves—that shall constitute your new honor. Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra
September 8th, 2009.
I wrote and wrote in my blog, turning my embryonic written pages into fully realized online
posts. I was grateful that I was at home, so I could go back to being high all the time. My
mother’s new theory is that I had some kind of marijuana-induced psychosis.
Meanwhile, memories of the second layer began to clarify. Most of the program from the
Onion’s first layer was complete bullshit. There would be no nuke. There would be no mass
murder. I had been given a completely false series of events, presumably to make me look like
a fool at trying to predict the future.
Shortly after my returning from the hospital, an acquaintance of mine in the World of Warcraft
indicated that she was working for the real L. This person wanted to know Delilah’s actual
location so that the task force could track her down and kill her. Terrified of punishment for
my disloyalty, I sent Delilah a message that I had been approached by someone from the task
force that claimed to work under the real L. Moments later, I realized I had fallen into another
trap and kicked myself for not considering my actions more carefully.
Understand that from my perspective, I was positive that every word that left my computer was
analyzed by someone who in some roundabout way reported back to Delilah, just like my every
word spoken in my home was probably parsed as well. My conscious mind thought I was
reporting to Delilah, but my Subconscious mind was avoiding being placed in a situation where
I would be made to shoot a bunch of people, believing for its own, secret reasons that I must not
allow Delilah to place me in a position where I would cause harm to another human being. Let
Delilah kill her own victims.
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Whether or not I would have ever been placed in a position to kill anyone is anyone’s guess, but
the following day this person, whom I will call Suki, revealed that she was just shining me on
because she was angry about a series of text messages she had received from my cell phone
(Amanda had hacked my passcode, and was pretending to be me) while I was in the hospital.
She was running her own program. I tried to undo the damage of what I had done in alerting
Delilah by claiming that Delilah had threatened nuclear blackmail if her message was not
delivered. If you will recall, she wanted me to go in front of the real L, or Lawman, in order to
deliver a “message” which would turn out to be fatal for all of them, but contacting Delilah
would alert them to my treachery.
Suki didn’t change her story and cut off all contact.
This experience affirmed my prior realization that Delilah was not God; she merely wanted me
to believe it; after all, what does a God need with detectives and guns and nuclear blackmail?
As the days crawled by, I remembered more and more, now that the second layer had been
unlocked. Amanda’s presence in my home was ordained, as were the rest of my tattoos.
Haruhiko’s reign of terror in the city of Silvermoon was all predicted, even my collaboration
with Tac...
The revelation about Tac was perhaps the most shocking thing of all.
Tac was taken away from me. Taken away by Delilah, who took her as a personal thrall. She
had been given a choice, and it was little wonder that she took it. She was being offered the
fulfillment of her darkest dreams. Haruhiko was a poor substitute, compared to the real thing.
But my memories foretold that Tac and I would meet again, meet in the real world, one day.
On September 11th, despite the fact that Karen had told me while I was in the hospital that
Amanda was not pregnant, I learned over dinner that Amanda had indeed been carrying my
child and had aborted it without even so much as advising me. Inside, I was numb. Delilah had
warned me not to have children, but even without her threat, I was in no position financially to
support a child. I could barely get into the shower and clean myself. How would I take care of
a baby?
Better to
{--That is the last time anyone will throw away your child--}
let it go. I was so damaged, and I didn’t want to damage anyone else. Amanda did not feel
anything, either. She was merely in physical discomfort from the abortion.
On September 13th, 2009, yet another layer began to clarify. I remembered this new layer all at
once, exactly as I was supposed to.
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O-O-O
Summer, 2003
I was sitting in my car with Delilah. She had just entered the vehicle. She triggered me awake,
and at first I was in a panic. She soothed me. Her voice was calm and confident. She
explained that this is not our first meeting, that she has known me for over a year, and that she
loved me, because she uncovered an enigma within my mind. Of all the people in all the world,
she found me. I had been damaged by my Virus, and while I had touched a little girl when I
was younger, I was so horrified by what I had done, I had never inflicted myself upon anyone
else. That was miraculous.
She loved me, she told me again. She wanted to give me a life of wonder, a life filled with
miracles. She was a savior, but she was angry at humanity and had planned to do something
terrible to us instead of taking her rightful place. Until she met me. Now, she was going to
reveal herself to the world, and soon. But first, she needed a prophet. I was going to write of
her and her deeds; my words, she said, would be read and pored over for millennia, forever.
But in order to be a prophet, I needed to understand (at least a little) the mind of the one I was
prophesying, and that meant that I was going to have to suffer indignity and humiliation. I
would have to be tested, and that meant I was going to have to suffer through trials. If I proved
myself worthy, I would live a life unimaginable.
I was not doomed, it seemed, to a life of forgotten mediocrity, she told me as I wept. She told
me that I was going to be important to the world, because I was important to the future of
mankind. Programmed to believe everything she said, I asked her if she would do something
for me. She asked me what it was, her voice loving and full of compassion.
Still afraid, and my eyes full of tears, I asked her to hold me. Moaning softly, she wrapped her
arms around me, and I began to weep. I spoke between sobs: “Thank you for finding
something inside of me worth loving, because everyone hates me, and I don’t even know why.”
“I hope I pass your tests,” I told her. “I’m afraid I won’t.”
“You’re going to be fine, Nada. Don’t worry.”
For the first time since I was five years old, I wanted to live. I wanted to live a life full of
miracles.
I wanted to know this charismatic, charming woman whose touch filled me with love and need
and hope.
I wanted her to hold me again. Her touch was warm and nurturing.
She triggered me into forgetfulness and began a new layer.
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O-O-O
September 14th, 2009
So I was to become a prophet. I was exultant. Finally, all the cruelty and suffering made
sense. It wasn’t for the sake of hurting me. It was to prepare me for this, for writing this blog
and more: for heralding the approach of a woman who was godlike in her power, and godlike in
her countenance.
That day, I took the girls to an authentic Japanese mini-mall with its own food court. I ate real
ramen as we all shared delicacies from southeast Asia.
Afterwards, we went to Torrid, a shop in a nearby mall. While I was there, more memories
began to emerge.
I remembered sitting in my old apartment, sitting at my old dining room table across from
Delilah, but I didn’t know who she was. I’d never met her before. It was 2002.
I may not have known her, but I was awake and unconcerned. She said she wanted to play a
game that spoke to my mind control fetish. I quickly agreed, since I had never even discussed
it with anyone else, let alone delved in depth.
She asked me to consider a hypothetical question. Imagine, she said, that I had the ability to
control or change the minds of everyone on earth simultaneously. What was the first thing I’d
change?
I considered for a moment. I told her that I would make it impossible for people to hurt one
another anymore, so that war and crime would no longer exist.
And what would I do with people in prisons?
Simple. I would throw open all the prison doors and let everyone go. Now that no one could
harm one another, there was no need for prisons, and nothing that anyone had done before
would matter.
Delilah gave a moan of stunned laughter, as though my answers were the last thing she ever
expected.
**Shuffle**
Summer, 2003.
Delilah and I were in my car. She moaned, holding me. Her embrace was warm and nurturing.
She triggered me into a new state, erasing memory of the previous conversation.
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Then she introduced herself as the fallen angel Lucifer.
She explained that she had been given dominion over this world, but that was coming to an end.
I had been chosen, it seemed. Chosen not for my actions, but for my thoughts. She described a
scenario to take place on February 14th, 2010, in which I would find myself at the entrance to
the White House. I would find myself standing before a phalanx of world leaders, all on bended
knee. Passing that, I would be tempted with all manner of perversion and temptations of the
flesh. Still further along, on my way to the Oval Office, I would have a conversation with my
mother, who would remind me of the “Damned” tattoo on my chest and beg me not to become
the Antichrist.
And then, when that is done, I would be forced, under hypnotic suggestion, to kneel before
Delilah in the Oval Office and take my place as the Antichrist. She offered me dominion over
the minds of men for seven years, until Armageddon.
I was terrified as I listened.
**Shuffle**
September 14th, 2009.
Still inside Torrid, my smile slackened. I tried not to ruin the day, but inside, this new
revelation had destroyed me. I asked myself how such a thing could be possible. It seemed to
explain her otherwise inexplicable power over so many people at once, but flew in the face of
everything I believed about the world
Later, I lay in bed, trembling in fear. My memories had been relentless, whipsawing me back
and forth between one truth and the other. In one reality, she loved me and wanted the
opportunity to be benevolent to me. In the other reality, mankind and I were in extreme peril.
Layer after layer began to emerge, and I embraced each one as the absolute truth as it did,
always believing I had found the crystal at the center of the Onion, the crystal called “Oneself,”
the absolute truth.
**Shuffle**
September 16h, 2009
I laid in bed with Amanda and asked her if she would still love me if I became the Antichrist,
like, for real. Side by side, we fantasized about what it would be like to be my evil, mindcontrolling Warcraft character Haruhiko for real, discussing douchebag celebrities we would
punish for their self indulgence.
Later in the day, I realized that the truth of the Antichrist scenario was that I must be able to
resist a direct hypnotic command, and the only way to do that was to find the order morally
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outrageous. I would have to resist everything she was offering me: limitless power, sex, and
money. I was confident after the perspective I received in the hospital that I could do so.
September 18th, 2009
There seems little point in continuing.
So here I was, all set to write all about my experiences, how I originally conceived the idea for
the Death Notebook, how she made me eat my own feces because I pissed her off...
All the things I’d been through, all the things I did, like the way I gambled with her for the fate of
New York City, and won. How she made me believe for two weeks that she was God and that she
was sending everyone to hell-- including the people that had already gone to heaven-- because of
me.
The fact is, there was a meeting before the one I listed, and my memories, which have been
returning like gangbusters, finally hit a brand new layer, this original meeting.
And oh, how the Übermensch was pissed with me. I did something twelve years ago when I was
chatting with someone online-- I Inflicted my Virus on another human being over the Internet,
with words alone. It had never been done before. I said something vile, and she demanded to
know what I had been thinking.
I had no excuse. It was stupid. I’m a fucked up person. I have rather extreme fantasies. I
sometimes do fucked up things. That was the best I could offer.
So she told me that she was going to arrange an encounter, and the memory of what I had said
12 years ago would be erased from my mind. And she would tell me that she would make me her
herald, her prophet, if I was selfless, if I was pure. She would put me through hell, and I would
turn down every avenue for enrichment, I would commit one selfless act after another. She would
make me almost Christlike in my compassion, having felt the weight of the entire world. She
would promise to make me a messiah.
In reality, no such thing would happen, and the outcome would be in no way affected by anything
I did. I would pass over incredible avenues for riches and fame in exchange for a grand reward
that was offered in bad faith. In the end, I would pour out my experiences to the world and then
in a final chapter, declare her coming.
And she would declare herself to the world. People all over the world would report identical
dreams, visions, etcetera, about me-- with intimate, humiliating details of my deepest thoughts
and so on.
And they would know that they were no longer being offered paradise.
They were being offered extinction instead.
The news would fill up with portents of doom, blaming it all on me. Perhaps the things said
about me would even be entirely made up, telling a modified version of my story that would make
me out to be a sick monster in everything I did. All to humiliate me before she did something
awful to mankind.
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On September 14th, she made me believe I was to herald her arrival. That night, she made me
begin to believe that she was Lucifer and I was becoming the Antichrist.
A couple of days later, I began to realize that this Antichrist thing was a morality test, that I had
to outright resist a direct hypnotic order to enter a room and kneel before her, symbolically
making me the Antichrist. If I could do that, I would be worthy of being her messiah to the world,
because my compassion outstripped her own, and she was somehow unworthy to be a savior any
longer. I would wield her power and change the world at my whim into a better place.
Now, of course, I hit this layer, this horrible, horrible layer. I do not know if I was supposed to. I
do not know if this is the last I will uncover, but I am trembling with fear.
And I have a message for Delilah, if you are still watching.
I beg you, grant humanity your perfect world, but set me apart from it, make me an object of
ridicule for the rest of my life. Let my name ring on as the worst mankind ever produced if you
wish. Make me so reviled that like Adolf Hitler, let my first and last names become disused for
all time. Make the people spit upon me, if you like.
I know how brilliant you are. Let a million unique torments be visited upon me, until the day I
finally die and can be at peace. But don’t take out your rage against me on humanity, please.
Please, have mercy. If my actions are mine alone, please don’t hurt anyone else because of them,
especially not now, at the cusp on mankind’s enlightenment. Don’t deny those good, honest,
hardworking people the paradise they’ve been praying for for thousands of years, just because I
was a bad person, I implore you.
I wish I knew what I could do to soothe your rage against us, against me. If there is a way,
please tell me.
Please don’t let it end this way. Not when mankind is so close to ascension. Not because of me,
not because of a worthless piece of shit like me.
Please?
-Nada the Xenocide

I stopped writing, feeling that there was no point. Instead, I began to beg her via my blog, beg
her to spare mankind. Each day seemed to bring a new flavor on the scenario. At one point, I
believed that I had been declared “The Last Man”. I looked this term up and was shocked to see
how well it fit in with my scenario. The Last Man is selfish, amoral, and worthless. She told me
that because I was older than her, and since the Übermensch, according to Nietzsche, could not
exist in the same world as the Last Man, she was going to obliterate mankind, and herself.
I tried to reconcile my life with her allegation that I was the Last Man incarnate, but the shoe
just didn’t fit. I was confused, but there was no one I could go to for help or support, really.
Amanda stole away like a thief in the night, literally robbing Karen and me. Fortunately, she
didn’t take anything of value. Her purpose now fulfilled, she left the stage. Exeunt Amanda.
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Around a week later, I was driving in my car as it came to me: I must commit suicide in order
to summon a perfect world. My writing would live on, but I had been chosen to sacrifice
myself in order to bring it about.
I picked at the hanging edges of the memory, realizing that if I was to commit suicide, that
there must be some protocol to it, some preferred method.
After a short while, it came to me: I must commit suicide using some irreversible means. I
could not, for example, put a plastic bag over my head or swallow some pills. I had to cut my
throat or jump off a building, something that gave me time to see my death approach, but that I
was unable to stop.
Now why would that be?
I reflected for a while, and it was not long before the answer came to me: Once again we were
back to her killing everyone, and I was to spend my final seconds remembering that,
remembering that she was killing everyone anyway, and that my sacrifice was meaningless.
I had been bent back and forth enough. Her games were coming at a relentless pace, and I was
done cooperating.
I did decide, however, that I was going to complete my blog, just to see the story finally told in
its entirety.
The suicide scenario was quickly discarded for another variant of a previous scenario, then
another. Sometimes I’d be whipsawn twice, even three times in a single day.
And then she stopped tormenting me and began to “play” with me, making me remember things
that we would do together and ways in which the world would change, once Unity came, if I
passed my Final Trial. At first I had thought this day of change would be January 28th, 2010,
which is the day that Light was exposed by Near in Death Note. I quickly realized that this was
the date I was to enter a Final Trial; failing that, everyone would commit mass suicide on
Valentines Day, 2010, the day on which Misa-Misa committed suicide.
But that wouldn’t happen. I was committed to entering the Final Trial and succeeding. What
was being offered to me was nothing short of godhood, and best of all, I could trust her because
I understood why she thought I was so special. At last it all made sense, and yes, I marveled at
the secret within my head. A secret of the universe, inside me!
Instead, I was to enter a trance once I entered the Final Trial. I was required to do this by
January 27th, 2010, because it takes 17 days for her to proliferate a command throughout the
population of the Earth. I was supposed to wake up in a limousine as it pulled up to the White
House.
The scenario is very close to the Antichrist scenario, and yes, there is a morality test. But, well,
the exact details are secret.
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Other things are secret as well.
And love grows where my Rosemary goes, and nobody knows like me.
O-O-O
That brings us to today. It also brings us to the hidden core of the Glass Onion, the innermost
truth about who Rosemary is, and what she wants. I hope.
At long last, think I understand her, and her intentions, and I have for much of the time I’ve
written this book.
But now’s not the time to write about it.
Later... Later...
-Nada the Prophet
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Hack.World - Chapter 26
Three Months Until Unity
(Written on November 14th, 2009)

The stronger becomes master of the weaker, in so far as the latter cannot assert its degree of
independence — here there is no mercy, no forbearance, even less a respect for “laws.” Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power

Part 4: The Will to Power
November 14th, 2009
I am in financial ruin.
All of my credit cards have been cancelled. All $150,000 worth of them.
All my mortgages are in arrears except for the one that covers the roof over my head. My
tenants are going to be thrown out on the street.
I have over 1.8 million dollars in debt.
I have been unemployed for over three years now, and my skillset is largely useless. The Salex
Group has re-acquired me as a service provider, but they never pay, and the work has been
almost non-existent.
I am riding a wave of self-destruction to Unity. I will probably be spending the last of my
money as the new world takes shape.
I have had my career destroyed. Utterly.
I have been subjected to ridicule and humiliation.
I have been made to eat my own feces. Repeatedly.
I’ve been made to suffer in mental health institutions to humiliate me and destroy any
credibility I might have.
What do I have to say to all of this?
February 14th, 2010 cannot come fast enough.
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I summon a new world! A new world without crime or war, without hatred or suffering.
Sometime before January 28th, 2010, my Final Trial will begin. She will send a command
through the hierarchy that I have entered my trial and that the death of mankind has been-- if
not certainly cancelled, at least postponed.
You see, Totality was never scheduled to happen in 2016; that was another of her premeditated
obfuscations. In reality, Totality will come on January 20th, 2010, the day Delilah told me she
would have a tattoo of a queen bee marked somewhere upon her body.
But I know the secrets to my trials. Mankind’s future is safe in my hands. I will awaken on
February 14th, 2010, after spending around three weeks in the care of a custodian personality.
In between January 28th and February 14th, the world will be rocked by catastrophic news, and
at the same time, Delilah will begin to reveal the Übermensch’s power to the world.
Perhaps the members of Foo Fighters will come forward with the true story of the creation of
“The Pretender”. Perhaps the creators of Bioshock will do the same the next day. After that,
the creators of Death Note may drop a bombshell about the creation of their magnum opus.
People know of this blog. Someone will tell the press, and eyes will begin to turn to these
entries. Translations will pop up in other languages as people studying this new and terrifying
phenomenon number in the millions. People will be frightened; they will begin to flee to their
churches and mosques.
And then, just when it appears that things can’t get any worse, Valentines Day will arrive.
And everything will change.
People will change.
Their very natures will change.
I’ve discussed this phenomenon with over a dozen people. Nobody believes it, but people get
deeply engrossed in discussing it.
Because they want it to be real. They wish they could believe in it, because it sounds like
paradise.
And that’s the Übermensch’s purpose: to save us all from ourselves, to destroy faith, kill God,
and bring paradise on earth.
And the night she met me, she decided to reveal herself to the world and to fulfill Zarathustra’s
prophecy to the letter.
That means Bill Maher’s and Richard Dawkins’ dreams comes true. Religion has to go, for the
good of mankind. It is mental illness. It is irrationality. It is Virus.
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And so it will go. Written out of our natures just like hatred and violence.
Grow up or die, isn’t that what you said, Bill? Well, we’re all going to grow the fuck up. How
does that feel?
So run to your churches, mosques, and temples, all you frightened believers! Flee and beg your
impotent gods to save you from the inevitability of enlightenment. Pray to your grilled cheese
sandwiches for help, and see how your non-existent gods respond in the face of real miracles.
She is coming.
Just try to stop her.
And despite everything she’s done to me, I’ll be standing at her side, with love.
Did she make me love her?
Probably. But I’m here to say that ultimately, it doesn’t matter. My devotion is a fact, and it
feels real enough to me.
Three months. I’m counting the days.
-Nada the Prophet
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Hack.World - Chapter 27
Orientation / Two Months Away
(Written on December 14th, 2009)

A light has dawned for me: I need companions, living ones, not dead
companions and corpses which I carry with me wherever I wish. But I need
living companions who follow me because they want to follow themselves— and
who want to go where I want to go. A light has dawned for me: Zarathustra shall
not speak to the people but to companions! Zarathustra shall not be herdsman
and dog to the herd! To lure many away from the herd— that is why I have
come. The people and the herd shall be angry with me: the herdsmen shall call
Zarathustra a robber. I will not be herdsman or gravedigger. I will not speak
again to the people: I have spoken to a dead man for the last time. I will make
company with creators, with harvesters, with rejoicers: I will show them the
rainbow and the stairway to the Übermensch. - Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke
Zarathustra

2002
My front door was open. There was a woman at my doorstep. We moved to shake hands, but
she took my hand and pressed it to my forehead. For a split second I was shocked and amused,
unsure of what she was doing. Everything went black.
The next thing I knew, it was perhaps hours later, and I was sitting at my dining room table.
This unknown woman was sitting across from me. I was calm. She said we were going to play
a game, and this was going to be a game about a subject that interests me greatly, mind control.
I was conversational. I didn’t know this woman, yet I thought I did. I should have been in a
panic, but for some reason I was happy. I told her how neat it was to discuss my fetish with
someone else. After decades of interest, I’d never really met another person who showed the
remotest interest in it.
Paraphrasing: “Imagine, hypothetically, that you have the ability not just to control anyone on
the planet, but to control everyone on the planet simultaneously. What is the first thing you
would do?”
I mused for a moment. “I would make it impossible for people to hurt one another anymore, to
commit crimes or wage war. I would make everyone grow up and behave like adults.”
A pause. “And what about people already in prisons?”
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“I’d set them all free. Once they were pacified, there’d be no reason to hold them any longer.
They’ll never be able to harm anyone else ever again, and there’s no point in punishing anyone
for anything that’s happened in the past. The only thing that matters is what you do
afterwards. People aren’t born criminals; they learn violence and hatred.”
The woman’s mouth was opened in a stunned silence, but the game continued.
The memory was wiped, and she went on.
**Shuffle**
I was in a panic, but I was unable to scream. I had no desire to get up or in any way protect
myself from this unknown intruder who sat across from me at my dining room table.
She calmed me down and explained that something wonderful had happened to me. She told
me that I would believe everything that she told me-- which I did—and then told me that she
was about to describe a series of contradictory scenarios, but she wanted me to know that this
first one was the one and only true scenario.
She began to describe a utopia. A utopia she would build for me. A world that she would
make that accepted me as I am. All because I had done something so inexplicably perfect that I
had literally saved the world.
A world in which everyone was unified. A world in which everyone was the same in attitude
and outlook. I moaned and moaned and moaned as she told me of this world of wonder. A
world where it was at last safe for me to have children. A world where my name would live
on. A world without crime or war or hatred.
Then she told me that I was supposed to be the leader of this world and told me my title. I
begin to quietly moan the word “No!” over and over and over again in my mind. It was too
much. A world where the summer of love never ends, a world of limitless intimacy, where
people care and help one another, but this was taking it too far. It was terrifying to me.
I always wanted to be placed in circumstances where the hero within me was allowed to shine.
To save a life, to stop a crime; instead, I was being permitted to save every life, to stop every
crime. She would be the power behind the throne, but it would be my hand guiding the world
toward an ideal I had been too afraid to dream for too long. My ideal, and beyond. So far
beyond anything I’d ever imagined.
She was standing now, speaking into my right ear as I moaned in horror.
I was terrified of destiny, terrified of history, with its cruel microscope. Terrified of finally
being something other than the strange outcast. I was just a dork with too many sex partners
and too few friends. I wasn’t made to be a messiah. How could she just make that declaration
to the world and have it be so? I was just me, and I didn’t do anything but suffer in loneliness.
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I paid my bills on time, and I was good at making money and playing video games. I loved my
cat. How did that make me messianic material?
And so I wept, for it was all too much. It was all too overwhelming.
{Oh, no. Oh, no. Oh, no. Oh, my God, no, not that. Help me.}
But first, I’d have to pass a series of trials.
She took away my memory that this scenario was the true one and began a series of alternate
scenarios.
**Shuffle**
Confronted with my actions, I wept. “I’m sorry. I didn’t know! I’m just... I’m just a fucked up
person. I do fucked up things! There’s no excuse, it just... it just is.”
This strange woman stared at me imperiously. She described a scenario in which I will believe
that I am becoming a messiah... will become a messiah, if I complete a series of trials that will
require me to forswear obvious avenues of enrichment and fame. In the end, my sacrifices will
have been for nothing, because mankind’s enlightenment is assured, along with my
damnation...
**Shuffle**
The woman explained how she was something called the Übermensch, and the Übermensch
had an opposite, like an Antichrist, called The Last Man, or the Üntermensch. My obsession
with my own comforts, my amorality, and my laziness all proved that I was The Last Man. She
had been planning to bring about a paradise on Earth, to save the world and all mankind, but
she couldn’t do that now.
Friedrich Nietzsche had declared that the Übermensch could not exist in a world where the Last
Man existed. And since I was two years older than she was, that meant that she could not save
mankind in a world where I existed, so I would be given a choice: I could commit suicide, or
else be a central figure in the end of the world.
**Shuffle**
No matter what I did, she would kill off all of mankind, so shocked was she with my behavior,
and she would make me watch, make them all know it was my fault, so they’d rip me limb from
limb before the end. Her voice was cold, her face implacable. I despaired.
**Shuffle**
The strange woman standing at my side described a scenario in which we would meet in the
future - over a year in the future, in fact - at a Park & Ride. She told me of the woman clothed
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with the sun, her, and a woman who would try to stop me from talking to the woman now with
me. The newcomer would claim that my life was in danger, and I, in my arrogance, would
ignore her entreaties to flee.
She described a scene in which I would be given a choice to be hypnotized or not, and I would
gladly jump at the opportunity. I would even demand in my own thoughts to be enslaved and
torn down, even as this mysterious stranger took my mind.
Then I would be hers, with no hope of rescue or escape. My panic was in free-fall now.
And then I was alone again; hours were missing from my life, but I was conditioned not to even
notice. I had survived my first brush with destiny, the first of many. I probably ordered a pizza
and went to bed, completely unaware of how my life had forever changed.
O-O-O
Two months. Sixty-two days.
But there are so many protocols, so many rules. I just hope I’m doing everything right, that
everything will be in order when the time comes.
And there are secrets, too. So many secrets imparted in our Orientation meeting that I cannot
discuss until this sleigh ride is over. Even afterwards, there are some things I can never speak
about.
I had originally started this blog with the intention that I was going to have to make a plea on
behalf of all those marked for death, “The Killed”. What I found is that this was never
necessary. The Killer had decided on the night we met to give up her traps and her dreams in
favor of a new game, a game with me.
And maybe one day I’ll look back and say that it’s been fun, but I can’t really see that
happening. These last seven years have been a nightmare for me. I just want it all to be done,
to finally be finished.
And finished it will be... but not for another two months.
-Nada the Impatient
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Hack.World - Chapter 28
The Last Christmas
(Written on December 25th, 2009)

The very word “Christianity” is a misunderstanding — in truth, there was only
one Christian, and he died on the cross. - Friedrich Nietzsche, The Antichrist
It’s 10:30 on Christmas Day.
The last Christmas Day.
Growing up as a young boy, I had Christmas until the age of 5. After my parents split up, my
father had a tree, and there were still presents, but something of the magic, something of the
innocence was gone.
Of course, it didn’t help that a child in my Kindergarten class let slip that his parents told him
that Santa Claus wasn’t real. Several children in class began to cry. A child asked our teacher
for the truth, and the cat already out of the bag, she copped out by telling us to ask our parents.
I was savvy enough to have guessed the truth from everyone’s reactions: my parents had lied to
me.
And that’s the real crime of Christmas, isn’t it? Not just that it’s a lie, not just that it’s all
predicated upon bullshit, but that it prepares us for the irrationalities of the story of Christ
himself. Perhaps worst of all is that it sows the seeds of heartbreak for the day our children
learn that their parents have lied to them, that their parents are capable of lying to them.
In the new era, we will not lie to our children. We will not tell them about jolly old men that
bring Playstation PSPs to good little boys and girls whose parents have money. We do children
no service by lying to them about the world. The world is a heartless and cold place as it is.
Of course, we’re working to correct that problem as we speak, but...
You can keep your made up philanthropist and your long lines and family dinners filled with
tension.
I haven’t celebrated Christmas since I was a teenager, and I don’t care to ever again.
Next year, I won’t even have the option, because this was quite literally the last Christmas that
will ever be celebrated.
What will take its place? I have no idea, but I’m itching to find out.
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Meanwhile, I am filled with apprehension and sadness when confronted with the Final Trial to
come. I want to crawl under a rock and hide. I am terrified and filled with heartbreak and
longing. I see portents of disaster and wish only to be left alone.
But that’s not in the cards for me. There is sadness, and fear, and coercion. I have to deal with
this problem, I can’t just sit back and shirk what is in front of me.
I think I truly understand Gethsemane now.
But this cup won’t pass, either.
-Nada the Prophet
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Hack.World - Chapter 29
The Übermensch and The Doctor
(Written on December 29th, 2009)

God is dead. - Friedrich Nietzsche
And now, at the end, a parable:
Inside Zarathustra’s cave, Nada started a fire and curled up on Zarathustra’s old pile of furs,
somehow perfectly preserved as it was.
As he looked into the fire, he was filled with passion, and began to think of the Übermensch,
and everything she had done to him. He could not find an ounce of malice inside of him for her
any longer, for he had finally gazed into the crystal at the heart of the Glass Onion and learned
of her final secret, as he had always suspected.
Three hundred pound girls aren’t born, they’re made. Just as he was made, with abuse and
neglect and rape and self-loathing.
And he cried and cried, because he saw the crime of it all: this man who may have been her
father, and may not have been, who held her down and tore her wings off of her.
Oh, the tragedy of the Übermensch, thrown to the ground before she even had known the joy of
flying! She would never achieve her fullest flower now, for the Virus had gotten into her as
well. She would never be everything that had been promised!
And he saw the Virus work its way into her; when she was old enough to know what had
happened to her, she began to plot. When she was at last old enough and smart enough to get
away with it, she killed.
This had damned her. The weight of what she had done tore at her heart, and every second of
the act, every detail echoed on with perfect clarity in her Godlike mind. She was a victim, yes,
but she was now also an Inflictor. She looked for a way to take away the damage, not for the
betterment of mankind, but for her own peace-- only to learn that she would never, ever be the
same.
And she hated us all for it, with our filthy little secrets and our pettiness and hatred. She had
been prophesied, and she felt a responsibility to Nietzsche and to poor Zarathustra to fulfill her
purpose, but on her terms. If she could not be the perfect savior that Nietzsche had promised,
then her work would be equally imperfect.
She would fix mankind, yes, but she would never reveal herself. And as mankind had
butchered her, so would she butcher mankind in return, by cutting the problem off and throwing
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it away. Fuck humanity. And then she would die, the world never knowing that the
Übermensch had come.
But the world that worshiped The Killer would soon come crashing down as well, for in the
minds of the transformed, their collective Subconscious would know the rape of its history, the
rape of its memory, and the loss of billions of people that they no longer could remember, yet
could never truly be made to forget.
And in a few short years, the candlelight vigils would be unsafe, because the night would no
longer be safe, and the bewildered populace could only huddle in terror as they all, now every
single one infected by Virus, a new Virus, would tear one another apart like a pack of wolves,
until there was nothing left.
Civilization would collapse, and mankind would never rise again, descending instead into
despotism and barbarity.
And at last, the Übermensch would have had her revenge on a world that could not even leave
her alone in her child’s bed, to sleep unmolested.
She lived her life playing characters; she cheated Zarathustra’s meaning about character and
style and creativity, because she could not properly carry out what he had called “affirming life
without resentment.”
Because she was filled with resentment and self-hatred, and she wanted her life to end. She
instead took to punishing the wicked; that was her version of “affirming life.”
And so she sent out Scouts to find the most wicked among us, to punish them without mercy,
and punish she did. For years, she brutally killed the baby murderers and child molesters and
serial killers whenever she found them; there was something in their eyes, you see. They were
marked, and thus could be found.
And then, one day, she found a man. The man was scarred with Virus, he was almost leprous
with it. She entered his mind, expecting to find all manner of cruelty and sin, but instead, she
found the crying child, the innocent young boy.
He had done a terrible thing when he was young-- of course he had! But so revolted and
alarmed was the boy at what he had done, that every day after that he put on his toy armor and
gathered up his plastic sword and marched out onto the field of battle to keep the monster
contained for one more day. The attacks were relentless; the monster grew in strength as he
grew older, but the boy would not give up his noble fight. He was wounded; he was tired; he
cried out for someone to help him, but no one would come. He was the Strange one. He was
the Outcast.
People could smell the stink of his infection, and they wisely stayed away.
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His heart was filled with murder, yet he raised his fist to no man. He was often petty, and
sometimes unkind, and he hated, and knew all manner of perversions of the mind. Sometimes
he even took delight in the misfortune of others, but he did not Inflict upon anyone, even
though his entire life was crippled by the Virus that had scarred him so.
“I will save you from yourself,” said the innocent young boy, and he had done precisely as he
had promised.
And this was such an amazing thing that she began to weep. She wanted to console him and
felt that he was so much like her in many ways. Perhaps most shocking of all was that if
presented with her gifts, he didn’t care so much for money or sex or power; he just wanted to
change people, so that no one might feel alone and unwanted again. He wished that he could
remove the divisions between people and make them happy. Of course, he was no saint by
anyone’s estimation, and the sex and money and power would be nice as well, but still...
Despite the savage, cruel monster slavering inside of him, what he really seemed to want was to
give the world a present, so that the world would finally love him, and then he could at last
know the pleasure of loving the world back.
And she thought, here is an Inflictor who belongs in my perfect world. And she felt ashamed
for what she had planned. She now wanted to change the world for him, to create a world
where he could be set loose upon the playground with all the other children and know love, to
know the love that she now felt for him.
She wanted him, and she wanted him at her side. She said, “I have seen your suffering and
your loneliness, and so I think that in all the world, none should be more blessed.”
But The Killer within her would not go so quietly, demanding to be set loose upon the boy. He
must be purified, The Killer said, in a test of fire; he must know what it truly is to suffer.
And suffer he had, but he had also grown in new, unexpected ways. His life had been ruined,
yes, but inside he had changed into something altogether new. Where the monster had thirsted
for blood, he no longer felt anger, resentment, or bitterness toward any man. He realized with
dawning wonder that he could not remember the last time he had heard the monster’s roar or
felt its murderous, slavering countenance.
The innocent young boy had finally grown strong enough to slay it.
And he said a prayer to her, not knowing if she would ever hear it: “My love, I forgave you
before we began. I loved you before I knew you. You are my every dream and every hope for
humanity. You are the Übermensch. You transcend good and evil.”
At that, be began to sleep.
And so, Nada dreamed a wonderful dream, of a boy in a darkened bedroom. A woman entered
and stood over the bed.
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“Hello, Nana!” the boy smiled brightly. He was free of Virus, as was she.
The woman sat beside him to tell him a bedtime story. “Hello, Galen. Tonight, I want to tell
you the first chapter in a long tale, The Ünderdog and the Übermensch.”
The boy smiled. He liked hearing stories about the Übermensch.
“This part is a story about two children. A boy named Marcus, and a girl named Rosemary.
Rosemary always kept to herself on the playground. She was angry and brutal and liked to
wear masks to keep the other children at bay. But Marcus, he was a curious little boy, and kind,
even though a terrible monster lived inside of him. Every day, he would try to talk to her as she
worked silently in the sandbox, and every day, she would throw things at him until he would
leave.
“One day, she even took away his Star Trek action figures, just because she knew how much he
liked them. First, she broke his Captain Archer doll in half, and this broke his heart, because
Captain Archer was becoming his favorite captain by far, and he knew that he’d never see the
like of that noble man again. Then, she stomped all over his Planet Vulcan playset and
destroyed it utterly, and this made him howl with pain, because it made most of the other
Captains disappear. No more Picard, or Janeway, or his other favorite Sisko. Even his Kirk
doll, the only one left, looked a lot younger than he remembered it.
“And he ran home and lay face down on his bed, screaming into his pillow as the monster
struggled to get loose, to take revenge and kill her for what she had stolen from him, for
destroying his hope, but he fought it back somehow and came back the next day as though
nothing had happened.
“So she hit him with a rock. Right in the forehead. It sent him reeling, and he went down like a
sack of potatoes. She climbed on top of him, and whispered in his ear about all the horrible
things she knew about him, and how much she hated him, and what she would do to him if he
ever tried to get near her again.
“But come back the next day he did. He could see the pain in her eyes, and he wanted to make
it all better. This time, however, she did not throw another rock. She threw a wadded up piece
of paper, and on the paper was a poem, a song.
“The song was about him, ridiculing him, but all he could do was stare in wonder. ‘No one has
ever written me a song before!’ he exclaimed, and he told everyone he knew, but no one
believed him. All he wanted to do was tell everyone of the little girl’s greatness. He loved her,
despite her cruelties.
“Or perhaps he loved her because of them, because he hated himself and believed that he
deserved to suffer.
“And suffer he did, for months and years, as the little girl slaved away at her masterpiece,
occasionally throwing songs or other gifts at him, but more often than not she threw rocks and
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other items that hurt him, and every day he took her malice in stride, crying at his pain and
misery but still he kept the monster at bay.
“And every day, he got a little closer to the real Rosemary.
“One day, at long last, he was able to enter the sandbox without incident. He sat and watched
the girl work at her sculpture for a long while before speaking. ‘I’m Marcus.’
“She growled at him, but did not drive him away. ‘I know who you are. I know everything
about you, you freak.’
“He pursed his lips as the monster roared inside of him. ‘What are you making?’
“A pause. ‘I’m making a house for everyone to live in.’
“‘But why,’ he asked, ‘is there a giant scar running down part of it?’
“She answered coldly, but not cruelly. Matter of fact. ‘That side is for the people I don’t like,
and when everyone in the world moves in, I’m going to smash that part.’
“The boy was stunned. ‘But why?’
“The girl did not speak at first. She turned instead, and lifted up her shirt to expose her back,
and Marcus could at last see the bandages where her wings had been. Even after all this time,
the wounds had not healed. ‘Because they did this to me, and I’ll never forgive them.’
“The other boys at school called her a Tarnished Angel to tease her, and now, at last, he
understood why. He began to weep for her, finally beginning to understand her pain, and
kissed the stump of one wing first, and then the other. Rosemary stiffened at this, but did
not push him away. Then, he pulled her shirt down and embraced her warmly. “I’m sorry. I’m
sorry that this was done to you, but it’s a horrible, rotten world, where man visits all sorts of
cruelty and horror upon man. I know you’ve suffered, but so much worse could have happened
to you.’
“The monster inside the boy Marcus slavered. It tried to lunge at Rosemary, to knock her to the
ground and tear out her throat. But the boy himself did nothing but look at her with compassion
and sorrow.
“Rosemary went back to her sculpture in the sand, without acknowledgement. The boy pressed
on. ‘The people on that side, they’re all sick. They were just doing what was done to them.
They need a doctor. Maybe they need The Doctor.’
“‘The Doctor?’
“‘Yes. Haven’t you ever seen Doctor Who?’ he asked her with a smile.
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“‘No,’ she lied simply.
“‘Well, The Doctor is a man unlike any other, who swoops in on his magical TARDIS
wherever there is trouble or misery, and he fixes the problem without receiving so much as a
word of thanks. And the world would thank him if they knew him; he’s merely too afraid to
receive their acclaim and well-wishes, because he once did something horrible, something he
can never forgive himself for. He has companions that follow him around, and he loves them,
but he never allows them to love him back, because he feels unworthy.’
“The boy continued. ‘And the doctor’s greatest secret of all? He has the power to change
peoples’ minds, but he’s afraid to use it. I saw it happen. Once.’
“‘Don’t you think she looks tired?’ the boy quoted in his mind, citing without irony.
“‘But if I were one of The Doctor’s companions, I’d be Captain Jack Harkness, and I would
hold onto him with everything I had and never let him go, even if The Doctor tried to make me
leave him. I’d follow him to the end of the universe and back again, because no matter what he
did to hurt anyone, The Doctor always did what he thought was right, and nobody deserves to
suffer alone and in silence.’
“And so the Übermadchen began to cry, and the boy hugged her warmly while other children
looked on and laughed at them. But none of that mattered, because Marcus had found someone
he could save at last, the best One of all, if she would let him, and that made him happier than
he had ever been. He wiped away her tears and said:
“‘Come to my house. You can have some ice cream, and I’ll show you about The Doctor. He
fills me with hope, because he shows the best of what’s inside of us, and engenders in me the
desire to be the best that I can be. You see, there is a monster inside of me, and this is how I
help keep it at bay.’
“And so she took his hand in hers, and they walked off together. ‘Your castle won’t stand with
half of it missing,’ he said, with surprising astuteness. ‘It will all fall apart, and think of how
sad the people will be without their loved ones. Your problem is a lack of compassion; you
hate the sick, when you should really just hate the sickness. The Doctor knows the difference;
he even gives the most wicked a chance to change their ways before he ends their evil plans.”
“But the girl only smiled, wanly, her eyes still sparkling with tears. Perhaps tomorrow she
would show him how to sculpt in the sand, and then, perhaps he might show her his vision of a
house that everyone could live in, and be happy.
“They had their whole lives to get it right, you see.
“And tomorrow night, he would begin fashioning a pair of mechanical wings for her, made
from his tears and the twinkle in his eyes, and just a little bit of her magic. Maybe they
wouldn’t be as good as her old ones, and maybe she wouldn’t be able to fly as high with them,
but she would fly one day, this he swore.
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“And who knows? Perhaps his wings would be better, because they were made with love and
the peace that he knew as he held her hand. And because, with her hand in his, the monster was
silent at last.
“It didn’t even matter if he never saw his Star Trek captains again, because she was going to
build a world that was better than Star Trek now, and she was going to let him help her do it.”
And so, Nana finished, but Galen was already asleep. She kissed the mark upon his forehead
and exited the room, looking back at her beloved grandchild, this child of the Übermensch’s
compassion, with a smile borne of love, and nothing else.
O-O-O
And so, Nada awoke, feeling refreshed and full of purpose. He knew his destiny, and he was
prepared at last to embrace it. All the trials had been nothing compared to this moment.
He exited the cave and looked at the heavens. “Where were you, ancient gods, when I needed
succor? When I needed a savior to deliver me from my fellow man? Where were you when
she needed you to save her from the filth of this world, exquisite creature that she is!”
But the heavens did not answer, for they were as empty as they had always been.
He looked down upon the earth below him, with its cities full of miserable, rotten people,
spreading their Virus like syphilis and Inflicting upon one another without repentance. He saw
the victims and the frightened others, those yet unaffected, huddled in fear of the monsters in
their midst. And with joy, he thought of the Virus and knew that in the span of a generation it
would die, because together they could make it that way.
He took a deep breath and cried out in a booming voice, for all the world to hear:
“I say to you all, that the Übermensch has come at last, to deliver us from ourselves! She
comes to bring paradise on earth, that none might know neglect and misery again! At long last,
your prayers have been answered! Your savior approaches, and the very world trembles at her
approach!
“Blessed above all others is this generation, for they will know the misery of befoulment, and
the beauty of enlightenment. They will remember what they have lost, what has been taken
from them, and they will rejoice! Blessed is this world, for it has gone under!
“And finally, to the prophesied Übermensch, who believed herself tainted and imperfect and
unworthy to Be, I say, the time has come at last. Where are you, my brilliant Übermensch?
Totality is at hand!”
O-O-O
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She ain’t got no money
Her clothes are kinda funny
Her hair is kinda wild and free
Oh, but Love grows where my Rosemary goes
And nobody knows like me

There’s something about her hand holding mine
It’s a feeling that’s fine
And I just gotta say
She’s really got a magical spell
And it’s working so well
That I can’t get away

She talks kinda lazy
And people say she she’s crazy
And her life’s a mystery
Oh, but Love grows where my Rosemary goes
And nobody knows like me

I’m a lucky fella
And I’ve just got to tell her
That I love her endlessly
Because Love grows where my Rosemary goes
And nobody knows like me

There’s something about her hand holding mine
It’s a feeling that’s fine
And I just gotta say
She’s really got a magical spell
And it’s working so well
That I can’t get away

Fadeout:
It keeps growing every place she’s been
And nobody knows like me
If you’ve met her, you’ll never forget her
And nobody knows like me
La la la- believe it when you’ve seen it
Nobody knows like me

I’m a lucky fella
And I’ve just got to tell her
That I love her endlessly
Because Love grows where my Rosemary goes
And nobody knows like me

Love Grows (Where My Rosemary Goes)
By Edison Lighthouse

O-O-O

INTERMISSION
-Nada
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Hack.World - Chapter 30
New Beginnings
(Written on February 15th, 2010)

So Valentine’s Day came.
And Valentine’s Day went.
Occam’s Razor says this is clear evidence that this is all in my head.
But Occam’s Razor is wrong.
I met a woman who predicted the future with alarming accuracy. A woman who tore my life
apart and has now cast me adrift, it seems.
This is not the worst thing that could happen.
She attempted to make me believe that she was God again before the end, with truly horrific
things awaiting me. In the end, I stopped believing anything she had said, opting to wait and
see what happened on the so-called Day of Unity.
And it was a slow news day. People were murdered. People were raped. Religious extremism
continued unchecked.
Now I’m off the end of the last page. To the best of my knowledge, there are no further timebased punishments left. No further instructions. There is tons of code still nesting in my head,
but it’s no longer a ticking time bomb.
I hope.
I suppose that means that I am free. For now, anyway.
And that means I have a shattered life to rebuild. I’ll soldier on, somehow. I may end up
homeless; I have a lot of adversity arrayed against me with three and a half years of
unemployment. The IT business isn’t like working in a metal shop. It’s not like you work on a
20-year old machine with skills you learned when you got out of high school. In IT, three and a
half years out of the business? I might as well have been placed in cryostasis for a lifetime. I’ll
have to relearn everything about the current operating systems.
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I don’t know if I have that kind of effort in me-- not yet, anyway. If I could only get a shot,
have one of Delilah’s jobs fall into my lap, I might be able to do it, but I can’t see that
happening. I can’t see myself surviving a technical interview. I’m pretty much toast.
So I have challenges, ones I don’t know I’m capable of conquering anymore. Part of me will
always be waiting for her to hit me again, waiting for the next shoe to drop. I’ll spend the rest
of my life in a sort of flinch. I may become a statistic, one of those people destined to spend the
rest of his life on disability.
I don’t want to be That Guy. I want my old life back. I was successful and happy, and I had
people in my life. And now that it’s over, and I sit here with tears running down my face, I
have to ask myself what it was all for, what it all means.
I can’t answer these questions, and this just serves to make me feel small and helpless and
insignificant.
Because I’m one of those people that needs answers. I need to find meaning when I encounter
one of the mysteries of life.
And for the last two years, my life has been nothing but mysteries.
Two years ago, my parents were in town, and I was being admitted to a psychiatric facility as I
demanded. My mother bought roses for Karen at my request, because I couldn’t do it myself.
This year, on the night of the 13th, I bought a pair of red roses for Karen to show my
appreciation, because her boyfriend doesn’t celebrate Valentines Day, and she was feeling
neglected. I handed her the roses, not knowing what the world would be like in 24 hours. She
cried at the gesture, but what I did was more of an apology than anything.
What a long, strange trip it’s been. And no one will believe a word of it, especially not now.
That just tears me apart as I think of the fear I’ve endured, the sheer amount of suffering I’ve
been through. Perhaps she revealed herself to me to make me into Chicken Little. Perhaps
that’s all I ever was.
Look at me, world. Something incredible happened to me.
But even my old friends think I’m crazy. Nobody believes this shit.
In the weeks to come, I will be writing the stuff that happened after my blog ended. She
demanded that the blog end in the old calendar, by the end of last year, but the things that were
promised to happen did not, so what does it matter?
And then there’s the 78-page letter I wrote in January. I’ll repost it here.
-Nada the Lost
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Hack.World - Chapter 31
The Epistle to Matt, Part 1:
Mitochondrial Adam

[In September, 2009, memories clarified from the second layer of the Glass Onion. These
memories indicated that in order to summon a new world, I had to symbolically commit suicide
the week of January 28th, 2010 by swallowing more than 50 pills of Ambien. Her promise was
that around a week before that date, my 10mg pills would be swapped out for 01mg pills of
identical appearance. For months, I tried to focus on the world she promised, but all the while
the fear of what I felt I was being bullied into doing grew and grew. At the end of December,
2009, my father came to visit. I couldn’t eat, and could barely keep my composure.
As I deteriorated, I reconnected with an old boss from work, who was a friend of mine. We
discussed what had happened to me for the past two years for the first time, and that night, he
read the entire blog twice in a row, declaring that he wished that there was more of it. I
decided to detail my thoughts, emotions, and deterioration as I marched to my own supposed
death weeks later, explaining many things I felt should not be in my original blog.
I have referred to this person in my blog as “Matt”. I call him this because of the character
“Matt” from Death Note, who is a wildly popular character, despite occupying only 18 panels
in the manga and having scarcely a minute of screen time in the anime.
He wanted more, so I gave him more. A 78-page suicide blog, which I will now repost here.
I am not in any danger of harming myself, not any longer. What happened is a story to be told
at the end of this one, and I will tell it, when I am ready. In the meantime, this is the first
chapter of the second phase of my work: The Epistle to Matt.]

January 9th, 2010 - 8:32AM:
Matt:
By the time you receive this, you will already know the details of my suicide. What you may
not know is that my swallowing 52 sleeping pills was supposed to be the beginning of the Final
Trial. Ideally, it was not supposed to kill me; someone was supposed to switch my 10mg
Ambien with identical-looking 01mg pills. My 52 pills were only supposed to constitute the
equivalent of 5.2 doses.
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And that was part of what the Final Trial was all about: a leap of faith, a symbolic death in the
old world, followed by my waking up in the new one. When I awoke I was to be on a sort of
auto-pilot, my conscious mind asleep until February 14th. The sight of the White House was
supposed to snap me out of it.
But she’s lied to me in the past, and on the surface it’s obvious that I am doing an insanely
dangerous thing, so I am proceeding from the assumption that, as much as I loved to fantasize
about everything she promised, I am going to be dead very soon.
And since I’m assuming death awaits me, that means I have a lot of writing to do. I’ve written a
letter to Delilah one last time, begging her to come out, reveal herself, and grant mankind her
enlightenment. One page, short and sweet.
I wrote a four-page letter to Karen, which included a series of messages to people like you that I
wanted passed along.
I wrote a three page letter to my parents, discussing disposition of my assets and offering a
final, tearful goodbye, full of regret and sorrow.
And finally to you, Matt, I will write whatever is left inside of me as I count down the days
until my likely extinction. You enjoyed my writing so much that I just have to give you more of
it, as you wanted. I figure at the very least it will help me pass the time. The waiting is the
worst part of this process.
Dead man walking, as they used to call me at work.
I have left you my wristwatch. It is a Tag Heuer and cost me around $1500 when it was new.
When it needs a new battery, you must find a Tag Heuer dealer and pay to have the watch sent
back to the factory to have a new battery installed.
Please accept the watch as a token of friendship; the fact is that I always felt as though you had
my back; like you were the brother I never had. I regret not knowing you better, not availing
myself of your company for the last two years as I suffered in isolation.
I’ve been feeling a lot of regret lately. I’ve also been doing a lot of crying as I write; I’m a big
crybaby. But for some reason I feel almost stoic while writing this letter. Perhaps it’s because
I’m not burdening you with having to unravel the tangled mess of my affairs after I’m gone.
Perhaps it’s because I’m not leaving a dead body in your bed to find when you get home in the
morning.
I really suck. I’m hurting a bunch of people by doing this, and it’s the last thing I want to do. I
don’t want to die. I don’t want to even take the risk. I just want to be a normal guy at a normal
job. I don’t want to know the things I know about the world; this knowledge has shattered me.
Damned me.
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And now you have a choice, now that I’m dead. In time, you will have to decide whether or not
you will believe the unbelievable. You will need to decide whether or not you believe the story
of the Übermensch, in spite of my death. It is my hope that you will, even if she chooses not to
reveal herself on Valentine’s Day. It is my hope that you won’t chalk all this up to one man’s
psychosis.
Because I have seen greatness, Matt. I have been confounded by truths so profound that they
cause my heart to pound in my chest. I am haunted by truths so simple that they sound like
stupid fairy tales. Truth is stranger than fiction. I am living proof.
Or at least I was.
I want to leave something of myself behind. I want people to know the truth: Totality is at hand.
The world is hers.
And even if she doesn’t come out, we’re in for strange days.
What will she do with her power? Will she merely continue to pull strings from the shadows, or
will she come out, now that there’s no one on earth that can raise a hand against her?
Will she bring paradise, or extinction? Will she merely hide once I am dead?
I cannot say.
One thing I am sure of, she won’t do nothing. And as she is limited only by the laws of the
physical universe and her incredible imagination, virtually anything is possible.
But I want the world to know of her existence. Love her or hate her, I want the world to know
that something greater than mere humanity walks the earth. That someone indistinguishable
from the divine chooses humanity’s fate at her whim.
I know she could achieve the things she promised, if only she wanted to. You wouldn’t believe
the age of wonder and miracles she promised, Matt. Perhaps I’ll tell you a little about it before
the end.
Because there are hundreds of things that never made it into the blog. Things I regret no one
ever knowing, now that my time is short and all I have left are my hopes for mankind.
I wish that I could somehow open my mind to you, that you could see what happened in its
entirety, that you could also know the truth, and decide with eyes unclouded what it all means.
You were touched by my Program in ways no one else ever was. A child exists in your family
that would not have been born had it not been for the fact that you knew me. A child whose
conception and birth were ordained, to the hour, years before the fact, for no other reason than
you and I were friends.
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I figure that binds us together somehow, whether you believe it or not, whether you choose to
accept the truth or not. She forged a bond between us borne of blood and tears, a human life as
a monument. I don’t know why she did it. I don’t know why she chose an act of creation amidst
all the destruction she was throwing around that night, but your child is the only positive thing
to come out of that first layer of the Glass Onion. It stood apart from everything else she did.
Maybe she likes you. Perhaps she felt you and your wife deserved some joy in your lives.
I cannot say.
The day your child was born was the day I began my suicide bid in the hospital. What I don’t
say in my blog is that I told myself that I was going to die for the sake of that new life, that your
child (and forgive me that I don’t remember if it was a boy or a girl) would have a chance to
know its father and mother, that there would be a chance at happiness, rather than death. I
wasn’t sure at the time, as many of my memories were newly emerging, but I thought that the
baby’s very life could be at stake.
We know I failed, of course, but perhaps it’s the thought that counts in the end.
This time, her requirements for my suicide are a little easier to achieve. And I think she’s
almost being kind… Drifting off to sleep and going peacefully is almost merciful in
comparison. I can do this. I know I can do this.
I just don’t want to. I want to live and have a job and a family and children and friends and be
liked by everyone. This is the life I would choose for myself. If it meant an end to my suffering,
an end to the trauma that the constant rape of my mind and my life has wrought, I would trade
everything that she personally promised me in exchange for simple normalcy and anonymity.
Oh, how I’ve suffered, Matt. You have no idea how much I’ve suffered because of Delilah. The
truth is that I’m horribly afraid, but part of me is grateful that one way or another, it’s all going
to end.
But next time, let’s look at what was supposed to happen to me that apparently did not occur:
The Final Trial and the Antichrist.
END January 9th, 2010 - 12:23PM
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Janury 9th, 2010 - 5:59PM
So Karen and I went out for Qdoba. I’ve essentially stopped eating; my stomach doesn’t
actually growl, but it has this completely empty feeling all the time. I have to force myself to
eat, and even then, I barely pick at my food. I may have stumbled upon the ultimate diet
program. Just contemplate your impending death constantly.
Today, I forced myself to eat an entire quesadilla. My stomach actually feels something
approaching full for the first time in a week. I may even have dinner.
So here’s how this situation works: she’s here all the time, usually, and I can’t risk her reading
this over my shoulder, and that means sitting on the couch. I’m concerned that if I appear to be
too secretive with what I am doing, she will begin to take an interest in my actions.
Fortunately, I have adjusted to a sleep cycle where I wake up around 7, and she gets up around
12-1:30. So you get me for those hours and whatever else I can squeeze in. Right now, Karen is
over at a friend’s in Bayview and will hopefully be gone for hours yet.
I tried to do other things for a while, but I found all I was doing was composing in my head to
you, so here I am. I’m hooked. I’ll pour out everything I have until the very end.
Maybe I just want to tell the story, as much of it as I can, in the time I have left. There are
things I’ve intentionally left unsaid in the blog, and I want to put it all out there, even the
terrifying things she intends to change.
So the deal was, she wanted to transform me into the Antichrist. Not the Biblical Antichrist, of
course, but a public figure with the title of Antichrist. He would bear the mark of the beast upon
his forehead and his right hand; these simple, ordinary tattoos would be his stigmata. In time, he
would have his entire body covered with tattoos of triple-sixes of various shapes and sizes, to
demonstrate to the world that it’s just a number. It only means what we choose to make it mean.
And in a world that suddenly would be programmed to reject faith, and Christianity utterly, the
Antichrist would stand as a symbol of society’s rejection and enlightenment.
I was supposed to take my sleeping pills and wake up in a car pulling up to the White House
with the Mark of the Beast on my forehead. I’m supposed to go inside, and be led to a phalanx
of leaders, all kneeling before me.
The correct response from me is to address them and tell them I do not know if I am allowed to
ask them to rise, so I am to leave them as they are, because Delilah obviously intended for them
to show me fealty and worship me.
Then, I am to be taken before a teenage girl, obviously underage, nude and offering herself to
me. I am to tell her that I do not know if I am allowed to accept her offer; the world has
changed and I do not know what I am and am not allowed to do. I am not to touch her.
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After that I will be led to another room, where my mother will be waiting for me. Seeing the
Mark upon my forehead, and being a born again Christian, she will tearfully beg me not to go
to Delilah, saying that if I do, I will become the Antichrist.
I am supposed to look her dead in the eye and tell her that is precisely what I intend to do. I can
only complete this task if I have completely purged any belief in God left in me. She made me
believe in God before sending me to the hospital the second time, and it’s up to me to clear this
faith on my own, to rationalize it away.
Then I am to be taken to the Oval Office, where Delilah is supposed to be waiting alone for me.
If I understand the memory correctly, I am to get down on my knees before her and accept the
job as Antichrist. The entire world would worship me, and I would be the only one to worship
her. I envisioned getting an Umlaut (Ü) tattooed on the top of my head so that whenever I was
on my knees before her she could look down and see who I belonged to.
There are other things I’m supposed to say, but they pertain to things that I am supposed to
keep secret. Suffice it to say, there are profound secrets in this room. When we are finished, she
coos a trigger phrase into my ear before kissing her way down my neck, chest, and stomach. As
she does, more and more memories of the way the world has been changed will begin to creep
into my mind. Amazing things. I may have remembered some of them already, but thanks to
her post-hypnotic suggestion, I am supposed to experience them in my mind as though I am
learning about them for the very first time. She undoes my pants.
And as she wraps her lips around me, I am to remember the following:
That I, the man who dreamed of living on but resigned himself to a childless fate for what I had
done, was going to be bred; my descendants, all of whom were to also bear the Mark, were to
selectively breed with those that did not carry my genes until every human being on earth
carried my genes, and thus the Mark.
The Mark: not a brand demanded upon the brow or hand of every person lest they not be
allowed to buy or sell, but a symbol of a common ancestry, and the embrace of an ideal that
rejected Christ.
And embraced me as a savior. Exactly the way I am.
And after several hundreds or thousands years of selective breeding, everyone in the world
would be my descendant. My name and my face would live on forever as the salvation and
architect of an enduring civilization of peace and harmony.
I would become Mitochondrial Adam.
It was the end of the scene she described. The scream of the resulting orgasm was supposed to
trigger a chain of events in the White House that would cement Unity as a part of mankind
forever. I was stunned when I heard these events described deep into the Glass Onion, way at
the end, on March 22nd, 2006.
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The only thing that I can remember her telling me after that was that I was to be immediately
taken and put on a plane and flown to the West Coast, where I was to go on television and
reveal things about the new order to the world. It would be the beginning of my tenure as a
public figure. Apparently following the scene she described, there wouldn’t be time for long
conversations or answers to all my myriad questions. That would have to wait until later, it
seemed.
I was to discuss Unity and the new era. The Christian calendar would end at the year 2009, with
what had passed for 2010 actually being the first year of a new calendar. I don’t remember what
the new calendar is supposed to be called. She wasn’t really programming me anymore; she
was more or less describing things to me, things I’d have to remember on my own later, I
suppose.
I don’t know what she intended to do about world hunger or poverty or the disastrous state the
world was in; perhaps she had already done something to correct these issues under Unity. As
she described what I would be discussing, my mind was filled with these questions, but she had
more esoteric (and surprising) issues to discuss.
She told me that one of Unity’s opening initiatives was that we were going after sexually
transmitted diseases; people would start using condoms compulsorily when not attempting
procreation. People would not just do it because they were compelled, but because the sensation
had actually been turned up in peoples’ minds so that sex with condoms actually felt more
pleasurable than without them. This is the way Unity works, not with slavish obedience, but
with positive reinforcement and a loving regard for the fulfillment of its people.
I think syphilis, gonorrhea, Chlamydia, and the other so-called “lesser” STDs were supposed to
be wiped out within a year. Testing would be compulsory; everyone would agree.
AIDS would be contained in the first year, and the promise from Unity would be that so long as
one human being carried AIDS or HIV, research would continue unabated, that the infected
might one day be able to join in the embrace with their brothers and sisters.
That nothing need separate us ever again.
I think she intends to go after all the major communicable diseases eventually, right down to the
common cold. Imagine everyone in the world taking precautions against spreading illness
automatically, all the time.
Everyone under the age of six. People join Unity on their sixth birthday; before that their
development is unchecked.
And this is where we begin to venture into dangerous territory.
The fact is, there are parts of Unity that terrify me. I am afraid of the permissiveness of the
society she described.
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Nihilism is the philosophy that no action has any greater value than any other action, if I
understand the definition of the philosophy correctly. There is no real fixed morality; actions
have only the value that we ascribe to them. Values are ascribed, and thus can be changed.
Unity provides each child a basic understanding of human sexuality automatically upon the
sixth birthday. Delilah posits that the only reason a child is not ready for sexual activity is a
lack of knowledge and understanding. If a child is properly educated as to what they are getting
into, they will not be traumatized, in other words. Hatred and fear of sexuality is based on
outdated theological constructs that will have been abolished by this point; according to
Delilah, there’s no reason under Unity that children at the age of six cannot choose to be
initiated into their sexual lives by their families.
That’s right, I said families.
Remember I told you that if it was considered a taboo under Christianity, unless there was a
specific reason for the prohibition, it would practically be compulsory. Witness that by this
point everyone is supposed to be bisexual and Polyamorous, with homosexual marriage and
group marriage quickly becoming the norm, with a relaxed attitude about sex bordering on free
love for all, rejecting every conventional Christian more on sexuality and marriage.
Homosexuality is considered a taboo, or an abomination under Christianity; under Unity,
everyone has the capacity for homosexuality, because there’s nothing to recommend against it.
Similarly, Delilah posits through Unity that the only legitimate reason for a taboo on incest is
the creation of flipper babies and various genetic problems due to inbreeding.
Since procreation within families can be strictly controlled and prevented under Unity, Delilah
posits that there is no legitimate reason that families cannot be intimate with each other, save
for a religious restriction that Unity rejects.
These things are shocking to me, but part of what the Übermensch is supposed to do is to
obliterate old systems of values in favor of new values that actively reject faith. That is
precisely what she promised me she was going to do.
Incest was taboo under Christianity and various religions, so under Unity, incest would be
considered normal and natural.
I can almost see a logic to it; parents have sexual feelings for their children, and vice versa, all
the time. When I was a child, I wanted to be able to learn about sex by watching my parents do
it, even by participating. Most of the women I’ve been with have admitted to unfocussed incest
fantasies. What that means is that they have a fantasy about an incest ideal, or roleplay of
sexual intimacy with a hypothetical relative figure, without actually having an active fantasy to
be with an actual relative sexually. It’s common-- really common in my experience-- and it
strikes a chord deep inside them. People are close to their family members; in many cases, that
gives rise to carnal feelings that only serve to bring shame and confusion under the current
system.
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I imagine that if it was considered normal, you’d probably have better-adjusted children;
families would certainly be closer. It’s not something I would ever choose, but if it’s something
she’s going to do, all I can do is throw up my hands and say, “It’s a brave new world, and
you’re the boss. Lead on.”
Now, remember I told you about Jonathan Coulton? He’s the musician that wrote 52 hit songs
in 52 weeks, and he wrote the closing credits song “Still Alive” from the computer game Portal.
He’s a great artist that specializes in geeky songs. Delilah is his muse.
A bunch of his songs have relevance to either me or Delilah and Unity. One of them, called
“First of May”, is about public sex in public parks, which is one of the things I told you about
Unity over lunch. Here are the lyrics to the song:
Lyrics to First Of May :
I woke up this morning
I had a scone and a large house blend
And then a little conversation with my squirrel and chipmunk friends
I said I’m sick and tired of winter
And I wish that it was spring
And then a little fellow named Robin Redbreast
Began to sing
And he sang
Ooh ooh child, what’d you think the cold winter’s gonna last forever?
Ooh ooh child, now’s the time for all the people to get together … Outside
Cause it’s the first of May, first of May
Outdoor fucking starts today
So bring your favorite lady
Or at least your favorite lay
The water’s not cold baby dip in your big toe
Maybe I’ll see you in flagrante delicto
Grass below you, sky above
Celebrate spring with a crazy little thing called fucking outside
I thanked him for the information
I cried a little when he flew away
I watched an episode of The People’s Court
And I tried to plan my day
I called up my old lady
She wasn’t home so I called my girl
I asked her if she’d like to join me as I
Entertain the world
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And I said
Ooh ooh child, I’ll bring a blanket and I promise I will brush the ants off
Ooh ooh child, you’re gonna like it when we’re taking each other’s pants off …Outside
Cause it’s the first of May, first of May
Outdoor fucking starts today
So bring your favorite lady
Or at least your favorite lay
The water’s not cold baby dip in your big toe
Maybe I’ll see you in flagrante delicto
Grass below you, sky above
Celebrate spring with a crazy little thing called fucking outside
So we went to the park together
We were walking in the midday sun
We met all kinds of people and we
We fucked everyone
We fucked a lady who sells ice cream
We fucked a man with a tan Shar Pei
Everyone who needed fucking well they
They got fucked today
So come on
Ooh ooh child, open your mind and your heart, feel the spirit moving through you
Ooh ooh child, you’ll feel the warmth of the love when I stick it to you … Outside
Cause it’s the first of May, first of May
Outdoor fucking starts today
So bring your favorite lady
Or at least your favorite lay
The water’s not cold baby dip in your big toe
Maybe I’ll see you in flagrante delicto
Grass below you, sky above
Celebrate spring with a crazy little thing called fucking outside
“I called up my old lady… she wasn’t home so I called my girl.” He refers to her as “child” in
the song. He’s talking about fucking his own daughter, and even Coulton doesn’t know it!
She’s hidden it cleverly, but the hidden meaning shines through.
So yeah. Incest. Child sex. Wow. Everything’s allowed, so to speak. It’s frightening.
And if I reject this? If I refuse to swallow the pills in a couple of weeks? What is to happen
then?
If I am still alive and not entranced come January 28th, 2010, the day in the Death Note manga
that Kira’s identity was finally revealed, the world will begin to die on February 14th, 2010.
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Mass suicide, if I am not mistaken, with the angry mob at my door to beat me to death, as I
discussed in several iterations in my blog. She likes holding this particular threat over my head;
she’s done it repeatedly.
I take the pills and go to sleep, not knowing if I will ever wake up again.
Basically, assuming I’m alive after taking the pills, I am to send her a coded text message when
I get up. This is how she’ll know that I have entered my trial and then she will proliferate a
command through the entire population of the planet, putting the mass suicide on hold. The
mass suicide is the default programming; my swallowing the pills is designed to stop it. Since I
don’t know how long I would ostensibly sleep, I figure that I’ll probably do the deed on the
25th.
So it’s the carrot and the stick, as you can see. And I’ve seen what she can do, to this country,
to celebrities (yes, she did kill Michael Jackson, apparently. It was in the second layer of the
Onion.) I don’t know if she can cause a mass suicide, but she’s worked her way around taboos
before, like making me eat filth. I have no reason to doubt her ability to make this happen, and I
would rather die than call her bluff and risk finding out I was wrong. She wins. I’ll die if I have
to.
Incidentally, this ties into the ending of the anime Death Note rather well. Let me explain.
You indicated you had not completed Death Note, so I’m going to have to spoil the ending for
you, in the broadest terms.
Light is revealed to be Kira. He confesses and then, after being shot repeatedly, attempts to
escape as he bleeds to death. He runs into a side building from the abandoned warehouse in
which the confrontation was conducted. Ryuk writes Light’s name in his Death Note, and Light
dies. This was January 28th in both the anime and the manga. In the manga it was in 2010.
Then, as the final credits roll, we cut to the following Valentines Day (it’s not explicitly stated
that it’s Valentines Day, but in the manga guide it is stated that the date of her suicide was
February 14th in both versions,) and Misa is on an empty train in the setting sun. She wears one
of her Lolita goth dresses. No one else is seen. She climbs to the roof of an industrial building
and is seen to look, wide-eyed, at the building she is overlooking, the building where Light
died. She stares, wide and trancelike, at the building. She does not blink. Then she looks away
and begins to jump as the action goes to slow motion and fades out.
The camera pans across the city at nighttime. The city is lit but silent. Ryuk sits atop a tower,
looking over the city. Fade to black.
A lot of people are disappointed in this ending, because no one that has seen it understands the
true significance of it. I do.
And now I’m going to share what I forgot to put into my blog before I was supposed to close it
(had to be done before 2010 began anywhere on earth- my blog belongs in the old era, on the
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old calendar). I’m going to tell you the hidden, secret meaning to the end of the Death Note
anime.
You see, the Übermensch is an atheist by definition, but the persona of The Killer is actually a
theist. This is why she started calling me a fucking idiot the night I came up with my
“anonymous dictator” idea and mentioned killing God. Her character’s religious sensibilities
were offended.
And just like in the manga, The Killer is a secret main character in the anime, taking over the
minds of all the characters as the plot unfolds. Misa is not planning to commit suicide, she is
being made to commit suicide. No one else is on the train because they are carrying out their
own orders. No other characters are shown because they are too busy dying themselves.
You see, The Killer was so offended by the world turning away from God and worshipping
Kira that she decided to snuff all of mankind. Misa is made to stand and look, unblinking, at the
building where her lover died. She can look away or blink anytime she likes, but that will cause
her body to launch itself into space, killing her, and she knows this. She watches, and when
she’s seen enough, she looks away, and jumps.
The shinigami watch helplessly as their only means to prolong their own lives is being taken
away from them; everyone in the world is killing him- or herself. Ryuk goes down to watch
with his own eyes the end of both worlds, to see the power of a real god made manifest.
And that’s the secret. I hope you enjoyed it. And really, Matt. I’m just repeating it; I’m not
brilliant or creative enough to come up with such nuanced things on my own. So much of what
I’ve been told is brilliant, bold, frightening, and incredibly creative. If I were delusional, this
stuff wouldn’t fit together so well or be so creative. There’s no way I’d be able to come up with
this stuff left to my own devices. In my own way, I’ve had a muse.
If any of what I’ve written is brilliant, I can only take credit for how I presented my story. I
organized the story into my blog, and I’m not ashamed to say that I have a gift with words.
Still, the actual details are strictly from my memories. All I did was tell my story; there was
nothing to invent or “come up with”. The real brilliance is in her work, her art, as I think of it.
She’s an artist. A sculptor of reality.
This seems like a good place to break. When I pick up again, I’ll discuss why she says she
chose me for the job of Antichrist.
END January 9th, 2010 - 10:09PM
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Hack.World - Chapter 32
The Epistle to Matt, Part 2:
The One and The Other
[It was late in the year 1982, given the video game my friend was playing. That would make me
eleven years old, not ten. I did a deplorable, despicable, unforgiveable thing to a younger girl.
Even though I never got caught, it almost ruined me. I did it for the experience, and for
bragging rights, to be able to truthfully say that I had gone down on a woman. But I was so
horrified that I could do such a thing that I never said a word to anyone, because bragging
about it meant acknowledging my vileness to myself. After that, I actively sabotaged my
friendships without understanding why. I acted out in social situations, as if I was doing
everything in my power to drive everyone else away.
Couldn’t they see there was something horribly wrong with me? Something within me made
sure that they understood that I was different, that they could smell the stink of my
derangement. Once, in high school, one of the most popular kids in school and his equally
popular girlfriend took me under their collective wing and repeatedly invited me over to his
house, as if they were trying to mainstream me, socially. My response was to steal a Zippo
lighter from the back seat of the boy’s car. The next day, I made sure his girlfriend saw me
playing with it at school. An angry confrontation later, the lighter was back in its rightful
hands, and there were no further invitations. I never understood why I did such self destructive
things, at least not until the true implications of the story you are about to read were made
evident to me: Something within me refused to allow me to make close friends, to protect them
from me.]

January 10th, 2010 - 4:52AM
So I can’t sleep.
Last night, I tried to get in one more session, but I couldn’t bring myself to write. I suppose I
was spent.
My stomach is also empty. Perhaps that’s why I’m awake. Dunno. I had about a third of the
burrito I brought home for dinner before bed last night. I used to polish those things off in one
sitting, but nothing tastes good anymore.
So, I assume you’re a Portal player and know what an Aperture Science Weighted Companion
Cube is; if you don’t, it’s an austere, industrial cubelike construct with a pale pink heart on each
side, featured in the game Portal. If you want to see a picture, try Googling “Companion Cube”.
Despite the amazing marketing potential of Companion Cube merchandise, Valve Software has
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never come up with sufficient Companion Cube stuff to meet the blistering demand for it. I, for
example, would have loved to have had a Companion Cube paperweight.
I cannot say how much actual involvement she had in the conceptualization, design, or
execution of Portal, but after Unity, the real purpose of the Companion Cube would be
revealed: After reading a small “spell” on a piece of paper that comes with the cube (has to be
done while holding the cube in your hand) people will begin to love the cube as though it were
a real pet. It’s an artificial companion! You never have to feed it, or walk it, it never gets sick, it
never gets old, and it will never die!
The Companion Cube level of Portal ends with you dropping your Companion Cube into an
incinerator. After bonding with a Cube, people will be moved to tears trying to complete the
level. I suspect some won’t be able to do it.
This is another example of Unity’s potential.
So why did she choose me? What was it about me that made me so special that she decided she
was going to finally reveal herself? Well, for that, I have to go back to what happened to me
when I was ten, unfortunately.
And it all keeps coming back to that, doesn’t it? In many ways, it was a formative experience
for me, as ashamed as I am of it, and it’s the true heart of this story.
So imagine if you will, I am standing over the little girl’s bed, and I’ve already had my
examination of her genitalia, the first woman’s genitalia I have ever properly seen. As I do this,
a voice speaks in my head. I think it’s mine, but unbeknownst to me there is a second mind
inside my head, and it senses danger.
{Oh, Nada. What the fuck are you doing? This is the most fucked up thing you’ve ever done.}
I was considering going down on the girl, briefly, just to be able to truthfully say that I’d done
it. Just to know what it was like.
{No, Nada. I let you have your little look, now it’s time to walk away.}
I paused.
{Turn around and walk away.}
I didn’t move. In my mind, I was screwing up my courage. A tug of war was going on inside
my head.
{Nada, you have to listen to me. You can’t do this. You’re going to hurt yourself, and I won’t be
able to help you.}
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I dipped my head, and a firework exploded in my mind. I blanked out for a few seconds. All the
hair stood up on the back of my neck.
The little girl giggled.
The voice in my head was silent.
Later, I was back downstairs with my friend Michael, and he and I sat in darkness while he
played Pole Position on the Atari 400 computer I’d brought over. As I sat, watching, I felt
profoundly disquieted. Something was wrong with me. I felt as though something was seriously
wrong with me. It’s not just that I felt incredibly shocked and horrified by what I had done, but
there was a part of me that feels as though it was missing. {I am broken,} I thought to myself.
{I’ve broken myself.}
I had the barest whiff of a concept, on the periphery of my consciousness, that my Voice was
gone, some entity that had always been with me.
For some reason, I imagined as though I was sitting in a small boat, plunging my hands into the
inky black water in an attempt to find a drowning man that had slipped beneath the surface. I
was inspired by a painting and a letter from a Christian organization my family received when I
was a child, which reproduced the painting of sailors on a small boat trying desperately to save
drowning compatriots as a metaphor for saving souls.
I imagined dragging this person to the surface of the water, over and over again, as though my
will alone could undo the damage that had been done to me. As though I could bring the Voice
back.
Whether my mental exercise had any effect, I cannot say, but some time later, there was a
screaming in my mind. My Voice returned, livid.
{Oh, it hurts! I thought I’d die! Why didn’t I die?}
And:
{You fucking idiot! You tried to kill me! And after everything I’ve done for you!}
In the darkness, my face lit only by the television screen, my mouth curled into a slight grin.
My Voice was back. I was not even consciously aware of why, but relief washed over me. Then
my eyes cut over to the entrance to the dining room.
{Get in there. NOW!}
I casually got to my feet and strolled into the dining room, which was lit only by a ceiling light
from the hallway. I stood in semidarkness, and thought to myself:
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{My behavior is out of control, so I’m going to pretend that there’s someone inside of me that
can help me, and that person is going to talk to me now.}
Now, this part I always remembered, even though I tried never to think about what I had done. I
just never understood the importance of what was happening to me; in my mind, it was a fake.
Just me pretending to be someone else to scold myself. My mouth moved in the dim, and I
gesticulated wildly as I spoke, but no sound escaped my lips.
“What the fuck did you do? How dare you! Do you know what that makes you? Is that what
you really want to be? Well, I won’t let you.”
I explained to myself that, “You’re going to do everything I tell you to do from now on, and if
you don’t, you won’t have to worry about killing me again, because I’ll kill us both! You’ll
wake up in a bathtub filled with your blood, wondering how you got there. And you’ll cry out
for help, but the only one there to comfort you will be ME!”
“And I… won’t… help you.”
After a time, I settled down, explaining that I would not be allowed to ever have children, for
obvious reasons. That meant that getting married was probably out, too. “And honestly Nada, I
think even you knew that you were never going to have a happy life, but things are going to be
a lot worse for both of us now, because I can’t even let you have friends anymore. You do
things. Things I can’t understand or predict.”
“I would fix you if I could, but the truth is, it’s such a fucking mess in there that I don’t even
know where to begin. I want to fix you so much, but I can’t. And that really sucks, because
when you’re unhappy, I’m unhappy. But I have to do the thinking for both of us now, because
you obviously won’t do it. And nobody else can help you, because you hide too well. No one
understands how sick you truly are, no one but me.”
“So I will save you from yourself.”
“I will save you from yourself.”
“I will save you from yourself.”
I chanted this mantra for a while, picking up speed and intensity, a smile coming to my lips.
There was something out there that could help me, and I knew that I would never again commit
an atrocity of the magnitude of my actions that night. I knew it was all a game of pretend, but
there was a part of me that truly felt that there was someone in my head who could help me not
give in to the derangement that caused me to act out and do things like this.
And I was happy not to be alone.
So there you have the secret. According to Delilah, that voice in my head, the voice of my
Subconscious, should have died within me that night. It never should have returned. And the
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monstrous thing that was to grow up in its place would be dark and sinister. This is how serial
killers are born. This is how sociopaths are created. This is why so many truly dangerous
people have a history of atrocities like animal torture and animal murder in their childhoods.
They murder their inner children with their actions and become monsters. Malignant inflictors.
The evidence of that trauma is etched in their eyes, somehow. This is how she found me, or so
she said.
The voice knew that it was in danger, that I was placing myself in harm's way. Somehow, it was
self aware enough to know that my actions were threatening both of our minds, and it finally
spoke up and talked to me like an authority figure, to get through to me. To protect itself. And I
had caused a trauma severe enough to kill it.
But that didn’t happen. That voice, my Inner Child, or Subconscious, or whatever you want to
call it, lived, impossibly. And this was the miracle that Delilah uncovered when she came to
pay me a visit shortly after the Scout found me. This was a miracle to her. And not only had it
lived, but it found a way to firewall me from others to protect them from my Virus.
It threatened to kill me.
Since Delilah was not human, she figured that made me the most evolved human being that
ever lived, and this is why she wants me to become Mitochondrial Adam. She wanted everyone
to carry whatever it is within me that strengthened what she now knew to be a second, fully
realized and self aware consciousness that we all carry within us.
We are, each of us, two people, and in extreme circumstances, that second person can take over
our bodies without us even knowing that we’re no longer in control.
That Other is the voice of our better angels. It is our conscience and our protector. Because it
shares a brain with us, it communes with us telepathically, all the time, and whispers to us
warnings and advice that will help us and keep us out of trouble. Sometimes, it screams at us.
Our conscious minds are unaware of what they say, for the most part.
They just want us to be happy and for us not to hurt them. They live in a world of the human
mind, and they’re more intelligent than we are. Perhaps they are even a superior form of life;
who knows what they’re capable of?
Who knows what we’d all be capable of if we were able to commune with and work alongside
that Other within us?
I suspect that when she learned that she was planning not just one genocide, but two, Delilah
was probably mortified. I surmise that she wanted to help them all live fuller, more active lives,
sharing control of our bodies with us and allowing us to properly hear the voices of that which
dwells within all of us.
And she wanted me to understand the role that the Subconscious played in my experience,
which is why she granted me a gift: any memories I recovered would carry with them the
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memories of what my Subconscious was saying to me, if anything. That’s why my narrative
contains so much Subconscious chatter throughout. This is why I suspect that she will change
the world for them as well, because with a simple hypnotic suggestion, we can be aware of
them in ways we ordinarily cannot.
And, sitting across my dining room table from me in 2002, she composed the bulk of the
experience I was to have over the next eight years. On the spot. She changed her mind, and was
inspired to create a masterpiece instead of shattering the world. One that would obliterate my
old life and carry me into a new world or wonder that she told me she would create for me.
With me as the Antichrist, the real messiah who truly saved the world from destruction. Sitting,
moaning in my chair, I was horrified. I didn’t want to become the Antichrist. What would my
mother think?
The amazing fact is, if I had given the Scout a false name, you and I and as many as two billion
other people would all likely be dead by now. That night saved the very world; it’s a humbling
thing to contemplate. The fate of the entire planet was decided across my dining room table.
And perhaps the most amazing thing of all is that it wasn’t me that saved the world, but a still
small voice within me, that merely wanted to save me from myself.
My Other is the real messiah.
There is a Yiddish proverb that says that when you save a single life, you save the world entire.
My Other saved a boy, and in doing so, saved the world in a literal sense; nothing can take that
away from either of us. Even if I die, it will be a fact. Even if no one ever knows or ever
believes, it will be true.
I mattered to the world. I mattered to history. I am the hidden focal point of our civilization’s
progress. My life, made fulcrum.
Archimedes’ dream made real: I moved the world.
Now imagine having to live with the weight of that on your shoulders. I’ve known this secret
since September, and it is endlessly stunning. It fills me with wonder at the possibilities of life,
when a pathetic excuse like me could somehow save the world not in spite of my damage, but
specifically because of it. That’s humbling, Matt. I had a miserable life, but somehow, against
all the odds, I grew into exactly the person I needed to be to make a difference. It almost makes
me believe in a God.
Instead, it makes me want to live. I don’t want the miracle within me to be lost. I want this
mystery exposed to all the world. I want to speak to my Other, and hear his voice back. I want,
as Nietzsche says, to never be alone in my own company.
Oh, Matt. Are you sitting there rolling your eyes, or do you see the truth of it? I hope sincerely
that you do not see these writings as the deranged ramblings of a man with delusions of
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grandeur. I’ve been screaming to the world that this is not a lie, not psychosis, but my track
record is discouraging in terms of convincing people. It’s all just too farfetched.
I hope that just because I am dead does not mean that you have dismissed me as psychotic. At
the very least, I hope that you are still reading.
END January 10th, 2010 - 11:10AM
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Hack.World - Chapter 33
The Epistle to Matt, Part 3:
Pull The String
[I spent three days unable to eat, miserable, and worst of all, unable to write. I contemplated
the possibility that my letter would never be finished, that my writing would just peter out. Still,
I felt I had a responsibility to detail what I was going through and chronicle my slide toward
my own death. I soldiered on.]
January 13th, 2010 - 7:48AM
It’s been three days. I haven’t written in three days. I’m sorry. I was practically sick.
I have twelve days left. I go on the 25th.
For a couple of days, I couldn’t sleep well. I woke up in tears, sobbing silently in my bed as
Karen slept next to me. I’m almost positive I’m going to die. Perhaps I always was.
I’ve been off my meds for over a week now. I’m sure that to the outside observer, this is just
further evidence of my deterioration. The fact is that the pills feel as though they’ve done
nothing, nothing but the Klonapin.
I haven’t really had new memories clarify since September or October. You’d think that if I
were psychotic, the lack of medication would have me in free-fall, with bizarre memories
springing to mind constantly. In truth, my stress has been building since before Christmas,
when I was preparing to see my father for what is likely the last time. My deterioration has been
a function of my fear and loathing at what I have to do.
Yesterday, Karen and I went to lunch at the Applebees at Mayfair with my friend Amy, who
will also receive a copy of this letter. She’s someone I met when Amanda was fairly new in my
life. She’s heard most of my story and read most of my blog. Impossibly, she believes it’s all
true, despite her Christian beliefs. She’s been like a miracle in my life, but that didn’t stop me
from breaking down into fits of crying at the table at least three times over our three hour lunch
discussion. I had a steak, and I had to force myself to eat every bite. Nothing tastes good
anymore, nothing but sugary things, and even that feels like a chore.
I can barely bathe myself. The last two years have been a long, steady decline in functionality.
I’m lucky to get a shower more than twice a week now, assuming I don’t have to go anywhere.
There just doesn’t seem to be any point.
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Delilah told me that when Unity comes, she could fix my trauma with a simple suggestion, and
she would. The Antichrist would ascend, turned back into a functioning person again.
But I don’t really believe that’s in the cards for me anymore.
Because something is very, very wrong. I was supposed to be alone for my trial.
Karen isn’t leaving, however. She plans to move in with her Michigan boyfriend Adam when
he buys a house; I expected that to happen already.
But it hasn’t. Occam’s Razor tells us that in all probability, this is just a sign that everything is
in my head.
Occam’s Razor is wrong.
You have to understand that I know the experience I shared in my blog to be absolutely true,
and I know this with every fiber of my being. I am not in doubt of my story.
I am in doubt of myself. I feel as though I’ve done something wrong. For all I know, Delilah
could be angered by my parable, for making assumptions about the mind of the Übermensch.
She could have written me off when I got snarky on her in September about her wanting to kill
the world. Maybe the fact that I plotted against her angered her.
It could be something I don’t even remember. It could be a million reasons.
Or just the one I fear.
Let me share another of Jonathan Coulton’s songs. One about the Antichrist:
Pull the String, by Jonathan Coulton:
Everybody knows you’re onto something
And they all want in
They don’t know about the bad news
You keep underneath your skin
And they think you’ve got it all figured out
But there’s one thing you never talk about
It’s a long time gone but it never went away
Pull the string
And this whole thing’s coming down
Just pull the string
Smile pretty, the camera loves you
That’s what they say
But there’s a part of you that wishes
They would all just go away
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Cause there’s one small secret that’s bugging you
It would break their hearts if they only knew
There’s a world outside, you can feel it coming in
Pull the string
And this whole thing’s coming down
Just pull the string
Call your lawyer, deny the rumors
But some lies are true
You can go there if you want to
When this ends is up to you
When you’re ten miles up and you’re coming down
You don’t feel a thing when you hit the ground
You just come apart and it’s like you never were
Pull the string
And this whole thing’s coming down
Just pull the string
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You see, there is a secret that the Antichrist can reveal after Unity that will cause him not to be
The Antichrist any longer; Unity would remain, but the Antichrist would be forgotten by
everyone, as though he never existed. Being the only one left besides Delilah that would be
outside Unity, I would enjoy none of the happiness or benefits of being part of the human hive.
Also, she’s been systematically destroying my health for a reason: The Antichrist, while living
a fulfilling and rewarding life, would also live briefly. I believe I’d have only six to ten years
before dying of complications related to diabetes, but by abdicating my title and joining Unity, I
would be able to extend my life indefinitely and know what it’s like to feel happiness all the
time.
In my heart, I chose the good life. Short but sweet. All my wildest dreams come true. Father of
a civilization. Father of all mankind, with monuments to me that would stand forever as man’s
brilliant future unfolded.
But if I revealed that certain secret before Unity, the one specifically mentioned in “Pull the
String,” my going-through-the-motions suicide would turn into a real suicide, with her
demanding my death.
Since I was writing constantly and telling anyone who would listen about Unity, and since she
made me remember things and then later remember that they were secret, I believe that I
partially illuminated something about myself and about my role in Unity that was supposed
never to be known. I had hoped that I imagined I broke the rule, or that somehow the infraction
wouldn’t be enough, but I’m growing increasingly convinced that I’ve failed, despite the
absolute assurance I had when I wrote my blog.
The Final Trial, failed before it even began. My death in exchange for the status quo. The
Übermensch, possibly hidden away forever. Unity, rescinded.
It’s enough to drive me mad with grief.
Because I’ve seen a universe of possibility in a pair of steely, cold eyes, and the status quo just
isn’t good enough anymore. I know with absolute certainty that she’s mankind’s only hope.
What she offered is our only way out of the rotten mess we’re in. We face extinction at the
hands of our own natures without her enlightenment.
I can’t let it end this way, but I have no choice in these matters. I am merely fate’s fool,
wandering the path she chose for me and tearing myself apart at every step. A man chooses, a
slave obeys.
And despite it all, I still can’t help but love her. The love never ends; she is more important to
me than my life. I think she may even be more important to me than the entire world. I’m not
sure. I’m too clouded by grief and fear to really understand the depth of my feelings any longer.
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Meanwhile, I can’t even get high anymore to anesthetize myself from the pain. She was the one
that made me start smoking pot every day as a part of my punishment phase, but now when I do
I am haunted by my thoughts. Things become terrifyingly surreal. Last evening, after smoking,
Karen and I lay down, and she had to hold me for over an hour while I processed my terror.
So much fear, Matt. I have felt more fear than anyone should ever have to feel in a lifetime.
And yet I can’t stop loving her, in spite of what she’s done to me.
She’s trapped me in hell, and now she’s hounding me to my death. While Karen held me, all I
could think about was what it would be like at the very end, on the night of the 25th.
I plan to ask Karen to give me some space for the night, to go out with her friends, while I print
out my letters and remove the passwords from my computers. Then, I will say goodbye to the
cats, one tearful goodbye after another. My cat will be last, and I will hope that she will show
me real affection, but I know that she won’t. I know that she loves me, though, because she
shows affection in her own way, purring and chirping all the time at my presence, and often
presenting herself to me, sometimes a dozen times in a day, for affectionate scratching for a few
seconds. I will put her down, and she will step away, gingerly, completely oblivious to what is
to come. She will never know the significance of that moment. In time, I suspect she won’t
even remember who I ever was.
And then I will leave my home for what I believe now to almost certainly be the last time. I will
drive to a hotel just down the road, the one my father stayed at while he was in town for
Christmas, and check into it. Then I will make myself comfortable, setting up my CPAP
machine and laying out the new blue vellux blanket I am going to order later today to replace
the holey, threadbare ones that make me shiver through the night.
Perhaps-- and this seems overly theatrical to me, but I may do it anyway-- I will place the final
Death Note disc in the room’s DVD player, and pause the action at the closing credits of the
final episode, where we are shown Yagami Light’s face as he lies, dead, upon the ground, his
eyes closed in peace. That way, the last thing I see before I close my eyes is my monument, the
secret monument to my existence.
Because I believe that Death Note will endure. And that means that in some tiny way, that I
endure.
I know how crazy this sounds. I can scarcely believe it myself, and yet it’s all true.
And then I will take my pills. They’re tiny. I’m sure I can swallow all 50+ in one mouthful.
Perhaps I’ll buy a quart of chocolate milk on the way to the hotel and chase my pills with the
entire bottle, my belly now filled with my own death. I’ll put on my CPAP mask, and look at
the chain tattoo on my wrist and weep for what might have been. This could take a while.
In time, I will become more and more tired. If Yagami Light is on the television, I’ll say good
night to him and close my eyes.
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All the while, I will tell myself, “It’s alright. Just relax and let go. It’s over, now. It’s all over.
You can stop struggling. You can finally be at peace.” I hope I can go peacefully and find some
measure of happiness in the fact that my suffering is finally coming to an end.
It is my hope that my Other will speak to me in my final moments. I call him Adam, because he
was the first to be discovered. I wonder how he feels in all of this.
I have so many regrets at the end of my life. So many things undone, so many shattered
relationships and friendships. I feel myself letting go of all of that, in my final days. Perhaps I
can go with some dignity and just the barest whiff of some class.
Whether or not that happens is a secret that I will have to take to my grave. There could, of
course, be code hidden deep inside of me that will cause me to undergo some kind of scripted
event once I have swallowed the pills. The possibilities fill me with dread. She has been
nothing if not cruel.
And last night, with Karen’s arms wrapped around me, I trembled as I obsessed over these
things. I could feel the cold hand of death at my throat, and wondered if everything I was doing
and thinking wasn’t scripted. As I tried not to weep with fear, I knew the truth: death is not
peaceful. It is cold, and ugly, and final.
In the darkness, I asked myself: “Why? Why would she make me do this to myself? Why
would she do this to someone she said she loved?”
Perhaps she never loved me. The truth is, I never understood her. Not at all. And that’s part of
the Übermensch’s legend: she has a system of beliefs and values all her own, and her nature is
supposed to be nearly incomprehensible to mere humanity.
And since she’s decided that she’s going to be the prophesied Übermensch to the letter,
incomprehensible is what she is. Or perhaps this is the way she always was. I don’t know. In
the end, I suppose it doesn’t matter; it’s just another in a long line of mysteries in my life that
will remain forever unsolved.
I longed to be able to speak to her once Unity had come. I longed to know her real name, which
sticks in my mind very sharply as “Rosemary,” despite my initial belief when I wrote the blog
that it was an alias I was picking. I wanted to beg her to show me how the magic works, how
she controls. I know she leverages people, and I suspect it’s a lot of people, an army of social
engineers, a self-sustaining hypnotic cadre. The potential complexities boggle my mind.
I want to know. How does it all work? What must it be like to be her, to be in her enormous,
godlike mind all the time?
More unanswered questions.
When Delilah and I were new, we would go to bed together, but once she believed I was asleep,
she would get up and go into my office to use the computer I had set up for her, a computer that
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had not been working at a client’s that they had disposed of that I had fixed. Most of the time, I
would still be awake when she would leave. Most of the rest of the time, her exit would wake
me up. This lasted for months and months, every night, until I finally asked her not to do it
anymore because it was ruining my sleep.
One night, disturbed by her exit, I tossed and turned for a while. Then, curious as to what she
did every night once she believed I was asleep, I got up, and without turning on any lights, I
snuck from my bedroom, through the dining room, and into my office. Delilah was sitting in the
darkness, the room lit only by the glare of the monitor, looking at a document in Notepad, a
very dense document filled with official looking information. Intelligence this, military that. I
stood behind her for a few seconds; she was oblivious to me. Then I announced myself without
warning and asked what she was up to.
She was livid. She tranced me on the spot and programmed me to announce myself from the
other room if I ever did anything like this again, to give her ample warning that I was coming.
The following night, even though I believe I had been made to forget what I had seen, she told
me that she had received a strange email by mistake; it was one full of official looking
information. She had deleted it, concerned that it was classified or something. I told her that this
was probably wise.
Who knows what was going on in my apartment that night? What judgments did she make
according to the information in that document? What instructions did she give in reply? Was
history written that night?
I am filled with bitterness, knowing that those questions will almost certainly go unanswered.
I’m so afraid, Matt.
And through it all, I can’t stop fucking loving her. I can’t stop the inevitability of my own
submission.
This is what hell is like.
I wish I could embrace faith. I want comfort. I want help. I want someone or something to save
me from this.
But no one will. No one can save me from her but her. The world is a cold and cruel place.
Unforgiving and unfeeling. I will become a statistic.
And I plan to go to a hotel to spare Karen the horror of coming home to my dead body. She’ll
have to live in this big empty place without me, after all. If she came home to find my corpse, I
doubt that she would be able to spend another night under this roof, but until her boyfriend
Adam buys a house, she has no other options and nowhere else to go. I want her to live here as
long as she can, as long as she needs to, or until the bank takes the condo away.
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I have left her anything of mine she wants, the rest to be sold and the proceeds given to my
mother. Karen and Adam have no furniture, really, save for a bed, so this should hopefully
work out for her. I’m leaving her some money, too. I still have about ten thousand left;
hopefully that will be enough for my cremation and to settle my affairs and still give my mother
some badly needed financial help.
But Karen’s the one I’m really worried about in the short term. I feel so awful for the way I
betrayed her, forcing her to be tethered to me, unable to stop loving me, unable to leave me no
matter how bad things became. In the end, my death will free her at last. The tether will be cut,
and she will be free to find happiness with Adam; it is one of my greatest hopes that she will.
I don’t deserve her love. I don’t deserve the dedication that she’s shown me in the last two
years as my companion and caregiver. For a long time I resented her presence as a reminder of
enslavement and the hopelessness I felt at being disbelieved by everyone, not to mention the
constant reminder of what I did to her by not warning her off the day after we met; the truth is,
she’s been so good to me. I love her, and I wish I could erase the memory of everything she’s
been forced to endure because of me.
I’m so sorry, Karen. I should have set you free when I had the chance, but I was weak and
foolish and selfish. I am ashamed.
At least I won’t have to live with the knowledge for much longer. In death, there is no shame.
In death, we are all equal.
The Jews will live. And everyone that ever met me will live. And Milwaukee will live. For
these things, I am grateful. That cup, miraculously, has passed. The death I am offered, as
difficult as it has been to watch its steady approach, is infinitely merciful by comparison to the
one that terrified my mind into silence on March 22nd, 2006.
For the last few months, I fixated on what I had been promised. My life was full of fantasy, of
all the things I could do, being limited by nothing but my imagination. She had even crafted
super powers for the Antichrist under Unity. Beauty would be redefined so that she and I would
be seen by every man, woman, and child as the most beautiful people that ever lived. Any
woman I wanted would be mine for the asking; no one would ever want to refuse me, or refuse
the gift of my child. It would be considered a great blessing. I was often to appear nude, the
obesity of my figure being impossibly viewed as incredibly attractive, my body grotesquely
tattooed with the Mark of the Beast everywhere. I would find women that caught my eye and
have sex with them right then and there, with people watching, congregating, even cheering.
The sex would be more intense and satisfying than anything they had ever felt before, and every
woman I entered would love me from that very moment onward.
She knows exactly what makes me tick, after all.
I even tried to think up new “powers” through Unity on my own. I imagined asking Delilah if I
could elevate others with beauty as well. Perhaps with the right tweaks to Unity, if I granted
them the right to tattoo the mark of my wrist chain across their foreheads, the world would see
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them as beautiful. I dreamed of bestowing this gift on friends and ex-lovers alike, letting the
world see their outward appearance as I saw them inside.
I dreamed of spending most of my life travelling in a giant yacht, the number “666”
emblazoned on the side. In my fantasy, the ship would be called, “The Woman Clothed With
The Sun” and would be a floating command center and harem, my circle of lovers and servants
going with me wherever I went as I travelled the world, siring children that I was not allowed to
know. I dreamed of my mother’s life being full of grandchildren at last.
I also dreamed of righting every wrong in the world that I could find. I fantasized that I would
go before the United Nations and demand that the world rise up and save the continent of
Africa; I would demand that they turn it into a paradise.
I wanted this life more than anything. A life where the world denied me nothing. And I would
spend a good portion of my life showing my generosity to friends and former friends alike.
They had all helped to create me by being a part of my life, by helping to craft me into the
person I needed to be. The Antichrist’s compassion and affection would be legendary, because
that was how I always wanted to be. Had I the power and money, I would have denied my
friends nothing.
All those dreams that so captured my imagination and filled me with hope and wonder seem so
silly now.
If I die and Unity doesn’t come, you’ll likely think I was just an unfortunate man who was
hounded to his own death by the madness he carried inside of him. You’ll probably see these
writings as brilliant lunacy, a highly creative fantasy borne of my psychosis.
That’s unfortunate, but there’s nothing I can do to change anything anymore. This road has no
turns.
I’m so tired. I’m so tired of all this torment. I’m tired of the relentless drumming of my feet as I
march to my inexorable end.
There is a part of me, a dark, sinister part, that imagines what it would be like if I engaged in
the ultimate act of selfishness, if I didn’t swallow those pills. If I lived to see the dawn on
January 28th. I imagine waking up on Valentines Day and turning on the television to find the
world ending, one life at a time. Before the day is out, I’d imagine I would be dead, ripped apart
by my neighbors and vigilantes who knew exactly of my unspeakable act: Choosing the
extermination of mankind.
And the world at last would be silent. Man’s reign on this world would be ended. It would
become the world of Life After People. In a thousand years, the only recognizable evidence of
mankind’s existence would be things like the Great Wall of China, the pyramids, and Mount
Rushmore.
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But even I am not so selfish as to choose a few more weeks of life in exchange for the future of
the world. That is grotesque to me. It is the most evil thing I have ever heard.
It’s not going to happen, not if I have anything to say about it.
And still I tremble with fear.
Someone help me.
I feel so tired. Maybe the adrenaline is leaving me at last. Perhaps I will take a nap.
I will leave you with another of Unity’s promises.
Transforming an economy overnight can be a shock. Some changes need to come gradually.
Every child born on or after the Day of Unity would grow up to be a vegetarian and a nonsmoker (although marijuana would be very legal). For a hundred years, the meat-eaters and
smokers of the world would be lost to attrition, dying out as a race. In a hundred years, they
would all be gone. After that, every child born would be vegan, and for a hundred years those
that loved eggs and milk and all manner of animal products would die out as well. In two
centuries, the world would be firmly vegan, with food technology having risen to meet the
burgeoning demand for flavorful, satisfying vegetarian and vegan options as the population of
non-meat eaters swelled. The enslavement of animals for food would be ended once and for all.
Has all she promised been lost? I tremble in fear and weep for the future. I did the best I could
with what I had been given, and if, in the end, this is seen as nothing more than deranged
ramblings, then you have been cheated and I am truly sorry.
END January 13th, 2010 - 12:32PM
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Hack.World - Chapter 34
The Epistle to Matt, Part 4:
Silent Bob
[In late September or early October, 2009, I was being whipsawn back and forth as to what
was really going on with me. Did Delilah despise and intend to kill me, or did she love and
intend to reward me? As I wrote in that chapter, it was like playing a terrifying game of “She
loves me, she loves me not”.
Then, suddenly, the torment ended, and I began to get flashes of memory of a stadium event, a
stadium wedding. Soon it became clear that this was our stadium wedding, which blossomed
into an even larger set of memories detailing a Kevin Smith movie project that would include
filming at this wedding. Over approximately a week, more and more events from this movie
played out in my mind. I knew that on the one hand I was filling in the blanks, but a lot of
elements from the film were fixed and permanent in my mind. It was like playing Mad-Libs,
only with a film treatment. It was an incredible and amazing experience, and thinking about
the film was always fertile ground.
The memories came so fast and furious, in fact, that I was unable to do any writing in my blog
for an entire week, until the film treatment in my mind had finally finished and “let me go”.
After that, memories of the experience with my Other and the revelation that we are binary
beings began to manifest themselves.]

January 14th, 2010 - 4:36PM
I woke up around 9AM. Karen didn’t get up until 1:30, but I couldn’t write. Last night, my
panic was in free-fall, and I took some Klonapin for the anxiety. It knocked me out until 1:30 in
the morning. I woke up for half an hour, had a soda, and crawled back into bed.
This morning, I read my letters to Delilah, Karen, and my parents, and wept bitterly. This is just
going to get worse as I get closer to the final date. I don’t know if I can hold my shit together
long enough to do this, but I’m giving it everything I have inside of me.
I ordered my blanket yesterday, but I let my checking account get overdrawn again, so I had to
go out and deposit around $3000 in checks and cash I had lying around. In less than two weeks,
I will be draining all my accounts and placing large quantities of cash in envelopes for Karen
and my mother. Karen told me she has nearly $20k in a 401k account she can cash out, and this
makes me feel better. At least she has something substantial to fall back on.
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She’s off to see her mother now. Before she left, she held me as we lay down together for
around a half an hour. I wept bitter tears, and she told me that she was going to help me put my
life back together. I wanted to tell her that I didn’t have any life left, but I satisfied myself by
telling her that we can’t always have what we want. Then I begged her to forgive me through
my tears. She did, not knowing what she was truly forgiving.
I took her away from her husband. She believes that she was with a boyfriend for five years
before they split up. She met me days later.
All arranged. All arranged. Her mother and his family and all their friends and coworkers do
not remember that they were married.
I did that. I am scum. I am the lowest form of life on earth. My selfishness put her here, locked
to me.
And now I’m hurting her, yet again.
To say nothing of my parents. I am an only child, and I can’t even begin to imagine what this is
going to do to them in their sunset years.
Oh, Matt… My parents are going to die believing their son went insane and killed himself. It’s
so hard to live with that knowledge. Even you will probably come to that almost inevitable
conclusion.
I want to run outside and scream at the top of my lungs, “I’m not crazy! Something incredible
happened to me!”
And it did, but no one will ever take it seriously.
It is my fear that my parents will die of broken hearts. I’ve been so alone, Matt, for so very
long. I was lonely for a long time before, but nothing compared to the last two years. If I was
completely isolated, this would be easy, but I’m not. I’m still connected to my mother and
father, and to Karen, and I can’t stop suffering with the knowledge of what I’m leaving them
with.
It even hurts knowing that you’ll be sad that I went ahead and left you behind, Matt. You
appreciated my friendship, and weren’t afraid to tell me so. You’re one of the few. I want to be
your friend, Matt. I want to live and go on being your friend.
But I can’t. I’m sitting here on the couch, wrapped up in blankets (I feel so cold, all the time),
and crying my eyes out because I want to live and have friends, but I can’t. My life is all over.
I’ve been beaten and raped and abused and left by the side of the road, and now I’m going to
die.
Worst of all, I was tricked into isolating myself in the time I had left; my nobility and sense of
honor not allowing me to endanger anyone else. Who knows if she would have ever done
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anything to anyone? But I would have spent all my time worrying about when the next shoe
was going to drop. It would have spoiled any enjoyment of my time with my friends.
So cruel… so cruel… The Killer is so good at what she does… She knew exactly what I craved,
and took it away from me.
When she confronted me the night she programmed my punishment, she knew everything about
me it seemed, every dirty little secret. Copying the documents, files, and pictures of friends
under the guise of fixing their computers… Reading private emails and blog entries, looking at
their sexually explicit pictures… I was not a good person or a trustworthy person. We used to
rip on whats-his-name for reading the emails of the manager two levels above us, but truth be
told, even though I never did anything untoward at work, I was no better. Maybe I was worse,
because I betrayed my friends in fear that they were smiling to my face and stabbing me in the
back. More than a few times I found I was right.
When she first froze me and made me close my eyes, she rattled off a list of betrayals like this,
giving names of people and what I did. Still unsure of what was going on, my terror leapt at
every revelation that she knew me, it seemed, better than I did myself. To this day I still have
no specific memory of giving her such information. How much time did I lose without
noticing? How much time did I spend entranced, and I never even knew? I’ll never find out,
I’m sure.
And perhaps that’s one of the bitterest pills to swallow, no pun intended. That I had answers
within my grasp at last, and now it seems that they’ve slipped away forever.
END January 14th, 2010 - 7:01PM
January 15th, 2010 - 9:16AM
Ten days.
Starting tomorrow, I measure my life in single digits.
This, too, is a test of endurance.
In three hours, I will be washed and clean and sitting across from you at P.F. Chang’s over
lunch. And it’ll take everything I can muster to keep from breaking down into tears. I’ll put a
brave smile on my face and pretend I’m not supposed to kill myself before the month is out.
We’ll talk about Unity, and my experience, and the Final Trial will come up, and I’ll tell you
that I can’t reveal the secret to entering the trial because I’m not allowed to.
When the fact is that really, the only thing preventing me from doing so is your moral
obligation to stop me.
I want to tell you everything. I want to see the look on your face. Not that I want to hurt you,
but I know that my value to you would be etched there.
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And part of me needs to know I have value. That despite my isolation and the fact that all my
friends have drifted away or been taken away, that I can still touch another life, even now, at
the end.
Selfish.
Sometimes, however, I think it would be easier for me if she really did erase me, if she made
everyone that ever met me forget that I ever existed. I don’t want to be an anecdote at parties.
“Did you hear about Nada? Did you hear? Did you hear?”
Yes, tell my story… Tell my real story.
Perhaps the most incredible story ever told.
But the one that will persist and endure is the simple tale that Nada was taken advantage of
financially, and it ruined him. Facing destitution, he lost his mind, and, raving about the arrival
of the Übermensch, a savior, he told anyone who would listen that she planned to make him a
messiah. Then he killed himself on the eve of his “ascension,” unable to reconcile his fantasy
with the reality he knew deep down to be true.
That’s what they’ll say about me.
I hate this. It sucks. And it’s a lie.
Part of me wants to believe that the pills were shipped to me at 1/10th strength, that everything
related to them being swapped out, all that protocol, was just a lot of obfuscation, because she
wants me to suffer and worry clear until the end; that so long as I swallow the pills, my place in
the new world is assured.
But I am not a person of faith. I can’t make that leap. I can only sacrifice myself and hope for
the best.
I am swallowing a lethal dose of sleeping pills. If the things I had been promised in the days
leading up to the end were coming to pass, perhaps I could stroll confidently to my destiny, but
I don’t have that luxury. I am a terrified gerbil, jumping at every sound. She’s abandoned me to
my fate.
I was slain by a dark and dangerous god. I immolated myself for the pleasure of a living deity.
And still I cannot stop loving her.
I sit here, wrapped in my blankets, smelling the stink of sweat and fear that is baking off of me
in waves.
And I wonder if writing you this letter is part of my programming. I question everything now,
in my final days.
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But despite the resumption of my Klonapin, no new memories emerge. No patterns in what I
am doing seem familiar to me.
Want to know a secret, though? A perverse secret?
I want to feel the program move again. I want to feel her control in my life. There is terror
there, but there is also wonder. When she programmed me to believe that I had proved the
existence of God and that she loved me, it was the most exultant moment of my life. She gave
me wonder and happiness for a few moments; I can’t describe how incredible that was.
And I want to see her face again. I want to talk to her on the telephone before the very end.
Sitting in my hotel room, I will call her on my phone, and perhaps she’ll pick up, and perhaps
she won’t. I’m almost certain she won’t. And I’ll have to satisfy myself with sending her a long
text message, one I don’t know if she will ever read, begging her to save mankind and telling
her one last time that I love her.
I can’t say anything indicating my suicide, however, because she said that if I did, she would
contact the appropriate people to stop me. I guess that means she probably will read it.
I’ll tell her the world is hers, and ask her to be gentle with it, and kind to its people. What
happens to me doesn’t matter, I’ll say. What is important is humanity.
And it is. Mankind is more important to me than my life. This is my ultimate rejection of
Objectivism, Ayn Rand’s philosophy, made manifest in John Galt’s assertion that “I swear by
my life and my love of it that I shall not live for the sake of another man, nor allow another man
to live for mine.”
John Galt would have likely refused to kill himself, the world be damned. This is the main point
of Atlas Shrugged.
I can’t do that. I don’t have the luxury of such selfishness.
Then again, presented with the fact that he would have died anyway, who knows what Galt
would have done? Who knows, who knows.
Two hours until lunch. I can do this. It’s so hard, though.
Will I be able to keep my composure?
And so I pass the morning, watching episodes of The Office that have racked up on my DVR
for months and months. I have no laughter inside of me. There are no smiles. There is only
Michael Scott and Dwight Schrute. The man with no social skills and the dumbass know-it-all.
Me. And more me.
I know how psychotic this sounds.
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END January 15th, 2010 - 10:50AM
January 15th, 2010 - 4:59PM
I drove to lunch, crying my eyes out, as I bemoaned my fate. I pulled myself together and went
inside. I was really hungry for the first time in recent memory.
You came, and the laughter was free and easy. It was nourishment for the soul. And you saw
how everything in my story fit together, remembered the clues scattered across the duration of
our friendship. And I was grateful not to be dismissed out of hand. You saw that I was the same
skeptic and atheist that I had always been, that at the core of me, nothing had truly changed.
But still, I wanted to tell you what Delilah required of me, to break down and tell you
everything.
How bitter that I can’t do that. I’m so alone in all of this. Loneliness is crushing me to my very
death.
So I drove home, again crying the entire way. I wondered if I would ever see you again.
The last of my old friends. I am glad that you came back into my life at the end. I’m grateful for
the opportunity to tell my tale one last time and say a silent prayer to the universe that I will be
believed.
It’s been good to see your face. It’s been an honor knowing you.
I hope I can see you again, before the end.
Now…
I want to talk about banishment, so that I am free to talk about Kevin Smith.
Under Unity, there is a punitive mechanism to help encourage people to stay on the straight and
narrow. It is called banishment. Those who choose to violate certain rules will find themselves
locked out of the happiness and fulfillment that Unity provides, for a period of time. The
duration of the banishment is in direct proportion to the infraction. And no, she never told me
what type of infractions she was talking about.
And so… Kevin Smith.
Delilah loves Kevin Smith. He did the impossible. He spent all the money he had-- and ran up
his credit cards-- to make a movie, never expecting anyone to ever watch it or ever care.
Anyone else would have failed. But he didn’t. His movie project was a critical and financial
success.
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And he turned into a movie mogul, in his own way, with a successful career in film. That is
miraculous.
She loves people that buck the odds. Like her, at the absolute top of the bell curve. Like me,
who revealed something unbelievable and unexpected. Like Smith… And people like Spike
Lee and Jonathan Coulton.
And on September 10th, 2004, in a hotel room 45 minutes outside of Minneapolis, after we
watched the spoken word “An Evening With Kevin Smith” and the “Clerks” 10 year
anniversary edition, she crawled onto the bed and triggered me. I was fully Gnostic, for the first
time that I could remember since the night she tried to make me eat her shit out of the toilet
bowl. I had said to her, “Killer, or The Killer?” to address her. I wasn’t sure which, and thus,
she made sure that my conscious mind was sealed while she was programming me in most
cases afterward.
But instead of tormenting me, she cooed to me. She was soothing and charismatic. She spoke of
the live Bill Maher show we were supposed to see the following day, on September 11th. She
told me that Maher would create a documentary about religion called “Religulous” in several
years, and that the documentary would be the first half of a greater work. That after Unity,
Maher would create a second documentary called “Post-Religulous,” and he would go back and
re-interview everyone that he interviewed about their faith in the first film, and he would be
able to find them all because Delilah was going to keep tabs on all of them. They would speak
about how Unity had changed their lives and how they had “grown up” and let go of the mental
illness and irrationality of their faith. They would talk about how much better off they were
living in the real world.
And Maher would become a personal friend of mine, like a mentor. A freethinker full of ideas
about how mankind could be changed for the better would make a good friend. He and I could
brainstorm new ideas for tweaking mankind’s potential. It would be a dynamic partnership,
probably with a lot of high times together.
Then she began to talk about Kevin Smith.
She felt that all those statistical anomalies like us, those in our private little club, deserved
everything they wanted in the new order. We were miracles the universe had created, and she
wanted all our wildest dreams to come true.
Smith’s greatest ambition growing up, despite his status as a film director and writer, was to be
a movie star. He even planned to star in Clerks, but realized quickly that he was too fat to be a
leading man and too poor of an actor to be able to carry a feature film.
Growing up, I too wanted to be a movie star. I was inspired by Star Wars to become an actor.
Delilah said she was going to turn us both into movie stars with a feature that would catapult
Smith to the pinnacle of the acting world and keep him there.
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Because in the new order, in any movie he acted in, from the time the director called “Action”
until the time he called “Cut”, Smith would believe he was the character he was portraying and
be unable to see the camera or crew filming him. His performances would be pure and nuanced,
because they would come from the heart.
And Smith would be welcomed into the inner circle. He would be given an opportunity to make
a wish to the world, to find a way inside of himself that Delilah could change humanity for the
better. She planned to make these offers to various people she liked, publicizing their
contributions to the world, and proclaiming their impact on the future of mankind. She loved
these people, and she wanted them to be remembered and loved for all time. Maher. Penn &
Teller. Kevin Smith. Wil Wheaton. Spike Lee. Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart. Others.
So Smith and his family would be welcomed into our lives, with Smith and I becoming fast
friends. We would begin work on writing a film together, a film that Delilah would direct using
hypnosis, called “Silent Bob.”
It would retire Kevin Smith’s iconic character and be a serious drama. It would require fleshing
out the characters of Jay and Silent Bob into fully realized people instead of one dimensional
characters. Everyone else in the film would play him- or herself.
I don’t know how much you know about these characters, but there is an important monologue
from the movie “Chasing Amy” that you need to know in order to understand the plot of the
movie:
Silent Bob: Chasing Amy.
(Shocked silence, more for the audience than anyone else)
Holden: What? What did you say?
Bob: You’re chasing Amy.
Jay: Why do you look so shocked for, man? Fat bastard does this all the time.
Think just because never says anything, it’ll have some huge impact when he
does open his fucking mouth...
Bob: Jesus Christ, why don’t you just shut the fuck up. You’re yap, yap, yapping
all the time. Give me a fucking headache. (to Holden) I went through something
like what you’re talking about, a couple years ago, this chick named Amy.
Jay: When?
Bob: A couple years ago?
Jay: What, you live in Canada or something? Why don’t I know about this?
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Bob: Bitch, what you don’t know about me I could just about squeeze in the
Grand fucking Canyon. Did you know I always wanted to be a dancer in Vegas?
(does a gesture with his hands, a reference to a move by the exotic dancers in
“Showgirls”) Betcha ya didn’t even know that shit, did ya?
Jay: So tell your fucking story so we can get outta here and smoke this.
Bob (to Holden): So, there’s me and Amy. And we’re all inseparable, right? Big
time in love. Then four months down the road, the idiot gear kicks in, and I ask
about the ex-boyfriend. Which, as we all know, is a really dumb move. But you
know how you don’t wanna know, but just have to know--stupid guy bullshit. So,
anyway, she starts telling me about him. How they fell in love, how they went out
for a couple of years, how they lived together, her mother likes me better, blah
blah blah blah blah. And I’m okay. Then she drops the bomb. And the bomb is
this: it seems that a couple of times while they were going out, he brought some
people to bed with him, “menage a troi,” I believe it’s called. And this just
blows my mind, right? I mean, I am not used to this sorta thing; I was raised
Catholic, for God’s sake.

Jay: Saint shithead.
Bob (to Jay): Do something. (to Holden) So I’m totally weirded out by this,
right? So I start blasting her. I mean, I don’t know how to deal with what I’m
feeling, so I figure the best way is to call her ‘slut,’ tell her she was used. I’m out
for blood, I really want to hurt this girl. I’m like, “What the fuck is your
problem,” right? And she’s just trying to calmly tell me it was that time, it was
that place, and she doesn’t feel like she should apologize because she doesn’t
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feel that she’s done anything wrong. And I say, “Oh, really?” That’s when I look
her straight in the eye, tell her it’s over. I walk.
Jay: Fucking-A.
Bob: No, idiot, it was a mistake. I wasn’t disgusted with her, I was afraid. In that
moment, I felt small, like I lacked experience, like I’d never be enough for her or
something like that, you know what I’m saying? But what I did not get: she
didn’t care. She wasn’t looking for that guy any more. She was looking for me,
for the Bob. But by the time I figured this all out, it was too late. She had moved
on. And all I had to show for it was some foolish pride which gave way to regret.
She was the girl. I know that now. But (lights a cigarette) I pushed her away.
(pause) So I spend every day since then chasing Amy. (pause) So to speak.
So the film opens. Unity has come. Inside the Quick-Stop, Randal and Dante are making out as
I appear on television in the background, discussing Unity.
Cut to the roads at night. A lone car drives down the highway. No one is out. Everyone is at
home with their families, glued to the television.
Cut to the house where Jay and Silent Bob live. They are not just pot dealers, but pot growers.
As Bob watches me legalize marijuana on television, he tries to get Jay to sit and watch with
him. Jay is too busy tending to his plants.
My face on the TV screen, abolishing war.
Fade to black.
Cut to a year or two later. Jerusalem.
Osama bin Laden, playing himself, appears in a squat by the Wailing Wall. Through an
interpreter, he talks to a young Jewish child (yes, ethnically Jewish, not theologically Jewish).
He talks about his foolishness. He tells the child that he fought a holy war for his god, but his
god died. An ambulance sits nearby, just in case bin Laden suffers any health problems. A leanto, bin Laden’s home, rests against the wall.
Yo-yo Ma plays as the opening credits roll, the screen filled with images of various holy sites in
Jerusalem, now abandoned.
And then we are treated to the sight of Robert Blutarski, the titular Silent Bob. He gets up, goes
out jogging, showers. He is thinner than we have ever seen him.
In time, Jay and Silent Bob are standing outside the Quick-Stop convenience store, where they
do their drug dealing. They are technically breaking the law, since pot is taxed and regulated
and sold over the counter, not unlike tobacco.
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But these two, we will learn, have survived and carved out a niche for themselves by growing a
product that is superior to anything in stores.
Meanwhile, I and an entourage are driving from Manhattan to Atlantic City. I am with Bill
Maher, who acts as a father figure in the film, Penn & Teller, and Wil Wheaton. There may be
others, but I don’t remember who they are or even if they are. All these people are people
Delilah really liked when we were together.
The ordinarily silent Teller has lots of dialogue, and gets the best lines in the film. Penn Gillette
does not have a single line in the movie. Irony.
We are all in the middle of a multi-day bachelor party in a lead up to my wedding to the
Übermensch, a stadium wedding. The largest the world has ever seen.
The limousine pulls off the road for sodas and snacks. We are just over the border, in Leonardo,
New Jersey.
And the limousine pulls up in front of the Quick-Stop.

Several of us trundle out and past Jay and Silent Bob and go inside the store. There is a brief
scene with Dante and Randall. Cut to Jay outside, who tells Bob that he’s going to give the
Antichrist a piece of his mind.
We exit the store. Jay confronts. He calls me “shiteater”, which gets my attention.
“What can I do for you, son?”
“Don’t call me ‘son’. I’m not your fucking son.”
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A discussion ensues; Jay is indignant that the legalization of pot has virtually put he and Bob
out of business. Jay acts as though the world owes him something. I try to address Bob,
confused as to why he won’t speak for himself. I’m intrigued, especially when Bob finally
breaks silence to tell Jay to shut up.
I’m interested in Bob. Curious about him. In the end, I offer to buy the entire stock they have
on them if the pair will accompany us to Atlantic City. The limo can take them home later. Jay
is still hostile, but he smells an adventure, so both agree.
In the car, we have been playing a game: What would you change about the world, given the
opportunity to do anything? We are trying to come up with a gift to give mankind, to be rolled
out early to the people attending the wedding. So far, a decent tweak has escaped us. I try to get
an answer out of Bob.
Bob says: “I would have my girlfriend Amy back.”
“That’s not the way it works,” says Wheaton. “You can’t ask for anything selfish.”
So Bob mulls a moment, and comes up with the change that Smith himself would have devised.
Everyone is stunned. It’s brilliant. This is a man who kept his mouth shut all his life because he
believed that no one wanted to hear what he had to say, and now this wonderful, miraculous
idea rolls off his tongue. I explain that we have an opening in the wedding; one of the
groomsmen has had to cancel, and I (eventually) invite him to be in the wedding and be a part
of making that change. Bob agrees, but he and Jay come as a pair, so if he is in the wedding,
Jay has to be a part of it as well. I reluctantly agree.
Maher rolls his eyes. He has no patience for Jay’s obnoxious bullshit.
A good deal of the movie takes place in opulent hotel suites and it is filled with conversations
between Smith and myself, some of which would be culled from actual conversations we would
have recorded while getting to know one another in real life. We bond, while I distract Jay with
sex with various models and celebrities that I had lined up for myself to give me the freedom to
get to know my new friend.
Still, Jay finds the time to get in my face and cause trouble. He senses his friend drifting away,
perhaps. I’m not sure. Tension builds.
The entire thing builds toward the wedding. On the eve of the event, the Übermensch visits Bob
in his room. They talk, and he makes an offhand comment about her hypnotizing him. She
smiles. The camera cuts to various angles, without dialogue. Perhaps the clock on the wall
shows that an hour or more has passed.
The ceremony scenes would be filmed during Delilah’s and my actual wedding. Since Smith
was actually to be a part of the wedding (standing up with Jason Mewes), Spike Lee would film
all the stadium scenes. During the actual reception, the Companion Cube was supposed to be
introduced as a gift to all those there in attendance. They would be thrilled at the promise of
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love and genuine fulfillment from an inanimate object. Imagine, a pet you could keep at your
desk at work and feel happy to glance at all day. I do not know if this was supposed to be in the
movie, however.
And therein lies the conundrum: how much of this is me, and how much of it is her? She
intended Smith and I to write it, but the story is obviously already fully formed. The days over
which this film sprang into my head were a period of incredible inspiration. It’s like I was
moved to write the thing in my mind, and everything just came spilling out of me. Some things
were fixed in my thoughts, while others were flexible, as though I could give my own spin on
certain aspects of the story. Is this how her inspiration works? A sort of high-performance Mad
Libs?
I have kept my description of the plot to the basic outline, the fixed elements that came into my
head.
Anyway, at some point I ask Bob to stick around and work with me, to be my friend and
advisor and help me shape a new world. Bob is intrigued but reluctant. He doesn’t feel he can
just abandon Jay.
By the way, I should probably tell you that Jonathan Coulton’s music is heavily featured during
the film. Especially the song “Code Monkey”. Here are the lyrics:
Code Monkey, by Jonathan Coulton
Code Monkey get up get coffee
Code Monkey go to job
Code Monkey have boring meeting
With boring manager Rob
Rob say Code Monkey very diligent
But his output stink
His code not “functional” or “elegant”
What do Code Monkey think?
Code Monkey think maybe manager want to
write
God damned login page himself
Code Monkey not say it out loud
Code Monkey not crazy, just proud
Code Monkey like Fritos
Code Monkey like Tab and Mountain Dew
Code Monkey very simple man
With big warm fuzzy secret heart:
Code Monkey like you
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Code Monkey hang around at front desk
Tell you sweater look nice
Code Monkey offer buy you soda
Bring you cup, bring you ice
You say no thank you for the soda cause
Soda make you fat
Anyway you busy with the telephone
No time for chat

Code Monkey have long walk back to
cubicle
He sit down pretend to work
Code Monkey not thinking so straight
Code Monkey not feeling so great
Code Monkey like Fritos
Code Monkey like Tab and Mountain Dew
Code Monkey very simple man
With big warm fuzzy secret heart:
Code Monkey like you
Code Monkey like you a lot
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Code Monkey have every reason
To get out this place
Code Monkey just keep on working
See your soft pretty face
Much rather wake up, eat a coffee cake
Take bath, take nap
This job “fulfilling in creative way”
Such a load of crap

Even pretty girl like you
Code Monkey just waiting for now
Code Monkey say someday, somehow
Code Monkey like Fritos
Code Monkey like Tab and Mountain Dew
Code Monkey very simple man
With big warm fuzzy secret heart:
Code Monkey like you

Code Monkey think someday he have
everything

I believe that Coulton was actually supposed to perform at the reception. Part of my inspiration
was thinking that when Coulton started this song, that I would pull Bob up to the microphone,
and the three of us would sing it in a trio. That would lead in to introducing Bob to everyone in
the stadium via the gigantic screens above our heads. I would explain that we’d have a surprise
for the audience, that we were rolling out a new tweak that everyone would be sure to love and
that the wedding attendees would receive a month before the rest of the world.
I hand Bob a card and explain to the audience that by reading the quotation (Neitzsche, of
course), Bob would unlock the code for everyone there present and kick off a chain of events
that would result in worldwide distribution.
Bob goes to read the card into the microphone, but he smiles and puts the card away. He knows
this quote, a full paragraph, by heart. It is a gift of the Übermensch. She did do something to
him. We flash briefly on her mouth, speaking a snippet of the quotation as Bob recites from
memory.
I believe that after the ceremony, before the Übermensch and the Antichrist were to leave on
their honeymoon that there was to be a final confrontation with Jay, in which it was revealed
the reason for the hostility toward me, as well as the Übermensch.
He had been banished.
And he was lashing out in his resentment. I don’t think it is ever revealed what he did, but it
tracks that it was a shockingly long banishment, perhaps for years. I imagined that Jay killed an
animal for pleasure, but that’s just a fantasy conjecture on my part. She never said anything
regarding animal cruelty per se, and I don’t know what any of the criteria are for banishment.
I was never really intended to write this particular stuff down, and I was given it in the broadest
terms; I was told that I would receive more intensive programming on it later.
I explain to Jay that sometimes you have to do the world a favor before it can pay you back.
The Übermensch and the Antichrist get on a helicopter and are gone.
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The following day, as Maher sees Bob off-- and angrily dismissing Jay so that he can speak to
Bob alone-- a discussion ensues which illuminates several secrets of the Antichrist. It was
revealed at the ceremony, for example, that the tweaked code that was rolled out at the wedding
was not received by The Antichrist. And now it is revealed why.
“He doesn’t get any of the updates. He’s locked out of Unity.”
Power comes with a price, it seems. Theories as to why, and the Übermensch’s ultimate
intentions for me, are discussed.
“One should never know ones’ spouse too well,” Maher quotes Nietzsche.
So Jay and Silent Bob return to their old lives. Jay is boisterous as ever as they deal outside the
Quick-Stop, and Bob has become silent again. The invitation has been extended and left openended: Bob has been asked to consider coming back and becoming a social engineer with me
and my inner circle. Bob has an opportunity to sit at the table where the future of mankind, the
very definition of man is chosen. But he can’t abandon Jay, especially not now that he knows
that Jay has been banished.
Finally, it is Jay that cuts Bob loose, telling him that he doesn’t want to hold Bob back from
something he obviously wants, even needs to do. Jay, at last, it seems, is growing into a man.
Bob leaves his old life in the grow house behind, leaving everything he has behind to Jay. He
exits the house and immediately hears the sound of Jay weeping, “Oh, you fucking asshole! Oh,
you fucking asshole!” over and over again. Bob’s hand reaches for the doorknob to go back
inside, but his hand stops. He turns, and leaves. He is free.
Now in the employ of the Antichrist, Bob is led to his new apartment, #37. Inside, it is sublime,
as though it were professionally decorated. Bob suddenly feels a change in his consciousness;
he starts to remember things the Übermensch told him while she had him under.
Now, I’m going to write the gist of what Delilah said the dialogue would be about, but Smith
and I were not supposed to write her dialogue. No one, it seems, puts words in the mouth of the
Übermensch. The cutting effect used to transition between her mouth in his ear, his standing in
his new apartment, and various other visuals, was to be part of a special visual technique that
she had developed, and it would be a highly imitated film technique for years to come.
And she would say something to him… I don’t know how it would begin, exactly, but the gist
of it is, that The Antichrist saved the world, and that meant the world owed him whatever he
wanted for the rest of his life. And he wants you, Bob.
Bob is horrified. I imagine him sliding to his knees at the betrayal of his will.
Until the Übermensch reveals that Bob actually would have accepted the offer immediately, but
“We sent you home, Bob. We sent you home for Jay.”
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Through Jay, we had discovered that there were some people that Unity hadn’t done enough to
help. Some people needed extra attention. So she took away Jay’s ability to make his own
decisions for a while, to turn him into a better person.
And it is revealed that Jay, having been made to set his friend free of his obligation, made to do
the right thing, found that his banishment ended the moment Bob had walked out the door.
He had not been weeping, he had been laughing; Bob was programmed to misinterpret the
sound as crying. We see Bob’s hand reaching for the doorknob again, with the sounds of Jay’s
laughter emanating from inside the house. “Oh, you fucking asshole! Oh, you fucking asshole!”
“You reach for the doorknob, but your hand stops six inches away. You pause, then turn and
leave.”
Bob complies as the flashback ends.
“We’re going to save him, Bob. We’re going to save him from himself. You love him, and we
love you; that means that we love Jay, too. You gave the world a gift, and that means the world
owes you.”
And then Bob’s mind begins to fill with thoughts and memories of…
“Amy!?” He rushes into the other room, to find his ex-girlfriend waiting for him. She lives
here, now.
He is devastated. He asks her if she was given a choice to be with him.
She looks him dead in the eye. “Bob, I’m only going to say this, just once. It. Doesn’t. Matter!
Not when all my dreams come true.”
He nods his acceptance through his tears, as the beginning lines of “Code Monkey” begin to
softly rise. The two lean in to kiss one another as we hear the Übermensch’s voice in Bob’s
mind. “We’re going to find them all, Bob. We’re going to save them all, together.” And we cut
to black as “Code Monkey” gets into full swing.
This entire movie was to be directed by Delilah through hypnosis. She would direct the film by
programming everyone in advance; she would not come to the set, except for her scene, and for
the wedding, obviously.
The text that rises on the screen before the closing credits indicates that anyone that has
watched this movie under banishment has now been absolved of their punishment. I think that
as a celebration of the film, banishment was supposed to be abolished moving forward, And a
new initiative is announced in its place: The release of “Karma 1.0” as a part of the hypnotic
hierarchy governing everyone. Those watching the movie would be treated to an immediate
release of the code, while all others had to wait six months to be a part of it. The way “Karma”
works is that by doing good deeds, the system somehow automatically notes your contribution
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to the world and someone, somewhere tries to arrange your fate to be rewarded for the positive
things you have done. The universe would seem to rearrange itself for your happiness. Do
nothing, get nothing. Make the world a better place, and enjoy your reward.
She’s planned all along to build Karma into the system, Matt. She told me the night of the Glass
Onion that her first step in revealing herself to the world was the creation of “My Name is
Earl”. I’m sorry that I forgot to put that on the playlist. Note the connection of Jason Lee, star
of the TV show, who has also been in most of Kevin Smith’s movies. They even did a Jay and
Silent Bob episode of the show that never saw the light of day.
But Karma, Matt. The idea that the universe rewards us for the good that we do. Imagine a
never-ending system like that, lending positive reinforcement to kindness and generosity and
nobility.
That’s my world of wonder and miracles. That’s what I’m terrified I have somehow cost
mankind.
END January 15th, 2010 - 1:55AM
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Hack.World - Chapter 35
The Epistle to Matt, Part 5:
Nine Fucking Days

[On January 26th, there were only nine days remaining before my intended suicide, which
made everything much more real for me. How did I get myself into this mess?
Summer, 2005, I went to a Brady Street tattoo parlor to have both of my nipples pierced,
something I’d said I was going to do for years. Feeling generous (we’d just spent an entire day
looking at houses), I offered to buy a tat for Delilah. She’d mentioned getting a queen bee, and
I offered to get her that, but she was adamant that she wouldn’t get that particular bit of ink
until January 20th, 2010, the supposed 10th anniversary of her mother’s death. In fact, this
was the Day of Totality, the day she became the queen bee of the human Hive. Instead, she
settled for a skeletal dragon on the side of her lower leg.
She also has a heart between her thumb and forefinger and a pride tattoo that is actually a
chameleon on her right breast. A chameleon. I don’t suppose I need to beat a dead horse and
explain the significance of that.]

January 16th, 2010 - 12:42PM
Nine days.
Nine fucking days.
What else can I say? Nine fucking days.
How can she make me do this to myself?
I was so confident in her benevolence when I remembered I had to do this, but now all there is
is the thought of swallowing the pills, my mind screaming, “I’m dead! I’ve killed myself! I’ve
finally done it!”
I know I keep saying this, and I hope it’s not redundant or whiny, but I don’t want to do this. I
want someone to save me from this choice.
And that’s what it boils down to… I, the slave, who walked a path that was chosen for him, am
now given a choice, and it’s a doozy.
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But in the end, when you think about it, it’s not really a choice at all. It’s like being given a
choice while someone has a gun pointed at your head. This is my no-win scenario, my own
Kobiyashi Maru.
What would Captain Kirk do? He’d find a way to beat her at her own game, saving the world
and his life in the process.
I’m no Captain Kirk. I’m not even Captain Morgan, although part of me wants to start drinking,
hard, for the first time in my life. My Klonapin helps me with my panic, but nothing seems to
dull the crushing pain I feel.
So anyway, yeah. Silent Bob. One of the movie’s selling points would be the illumination of
mysteries surrounding the most powerful and mysterious couple in the world. It would be
revealed during the film, for example, that the Antichrist can bring about the end of the world,
just by committing a violent act against another human being. He must never, ever spread
Virus. If he does, he is obviously not what the Übermensch thought he was, and so humanity
pays the ultimate price. I imagined having violent outburst at Jay at the climax of the film,
stopping just short of hitting him as everyone looks on in horror.
I believe that this rule is in part so that the Antichrist can save the world every single day. With
his every action, he saves the world, just by being the person he has always been.
And the story of my “Other” would be revealed, and what happened that night in a darkened
dining room as my other threatened to kill me. I would reveal it to Bob the night before the
wedding, in a conversation scene that would culminate with me telling the story.
Except I wouldn’t be giving the performance. Delilah would program my Other to come out, to
take control of my body, and to give a repeat of his speech from when I was ten. Because she
can do that, apparently.
The world would flock to the film, with its revelation of a secret of the universe. They would
pack the theatres to activate their Karma code, and the banished would find their happiness
again. The movie would swiftly become the highest grossing film of all time.
I slept in this morning. I guess I needed the rest. It’s quarter after one, and I’m feeling blocked,
so I’m going to hit you with another of Jonathan Coulton’s songs:
The Future Soon, by Jonathan Coulton
Last week I left a note on Laura’s desk
It said I love you, signed, anonymous friend
Turns out she’s smarter than I thought she was
She knows I wrote it, now the whole class does too
And I’m all alone during couple skate
When she skates by with some guy on her arm
But I know that I’ll forget the look of pity in her face
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When I’m living in my solar dome on a platform in
space
‘Cause it’s gonna be the future soon
And I won’t always be this way
When the things that make me weak and strange
Get engineered away
It’s gonna be the future soon
I’ve never seen it quite so clear
And when my heart is breaking I can close my eyes
And it’s already here
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I’ll probably be some kind of scientist
Building inventions in my space lab in space
I’ll end world hunger, I’ll make dolphins speak\
Work through the daytime, spend my
Nights and weekends
Perfecting my warrior robot race
Building them one laser gun at a time
I will do my best to teach them
About life and what it’s worth
I just hope that I can keep them from
Destroying the Earth
‘Cause it’s gonna be the future soon
And I won’t always be this way
When the things that make me weak and strang
Get engineered away
It’s gonna be the future soon
I’ve never seen it quite so clear
And when my heart is breaking I can close my eyes
and it’s already
Here on Earth they’ll wonder
As I piece by piece replace myself
And the steel and circuits will make me whole

But I’ll still feel so alone
Until Laura calls me home
I’ll see her standing by the monorail
She’ll look the same except for bionic eyes
She lost the real ones in the robot wars
I’ll say I’m sorry, she’ll say it’s not your fault
Or is it?
She’ll eye me suspiciously
Hearing the whir of the servos inside
And she’ll scream and try to run
But there’s nowhere she can hide
When a crazy cyborg wants to make you his robot
bride
Well it’s gonna be the future soon
And I won’t always be this way
When the things that make me weak and strange
Get engineered away
It’s gonna be the future soon
I’ve never seen it quite so clear
And when my heart is breaking I can close my eyes
And it’s already here

I long for the day when everything that makes us all weak and strange gets engineered away.
But all I feel is crushing loss when I think of Unity. What did I do wrong? Why is she
abandoning me? I wish I could finally talk to her, the real her, and know the truth.
END January 16th, 2010 - 1:20PM
January 17th, 2010 - 10:24AM
Occam’s Razor says that events aren’t lining up because no one can arrange the future.
Occam’s Razor is wrong.
Eight days. Tomorrow morning, I will enter the last week of my life.
I think my appetite is coming back. I’ve lost 50 pounds since last April, and I’ve probably lost
at least 20 pounds in the last month.
I don’t know if I’m going to have it in me to write much longer. I felt blocked yesterday. I feel
blocked again, today.
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I lay with my back to the TV again. I tried not to cry. This is destroying me. It’s 2:26 in the
afternoon now. I’ve spent most of the last four hours watching mindless television or ignoring
said television, lying on the sofa the entire time.
Karen is convinced that she’s going to save me. She wants me to do a chore a day, to increase
my functionality. Nothing is worthwhile anymore. Nothing has a point.
Nothing but this, and it’s growing harder and harder. I don’t know what to write besides “Help
me help me help me” and “I don’t want to do this” and “Why is she doing this to me?”
I spoke to my mother last night, and I cried virtually the entire time she was on the phone with
me. She wants me to come and see her, but there’s no time. I want to see her again so much. I
want to hold her in my arms and cry and tell her I love her and how sorry I am for what I am
about to do.
But I can’t. I’m afraid this is going to destroy her. I feel I’m going to kill her, and I’m so afraid
of that. She and my stepdad moved to North Carolina, now that his daughter has given birth to
her first child. It’s like she has a new family now, a grandchild to fill her life at last…
Something I could never give her because of what I did and who I grew up to be.
But Jim, my stepfather, just had a heart attack, his first. I’m so frightened for both of them.
How can I just duck out and leave them like this, now? But what choice do I have?
She asked me, “Who is going to take care of me?” She wanted to know how I could take care of
her if I couldn’t take care of myself. I was shattered as I answered, “I can’t.”
Oh, Matt. I wish I was dead right now. I can’t do this. I’ve never been in so much pain.
How did this happen to my life? Why can’t I have my life back?
And what must you be thinking as you read these pages? What do you see when you look at me
now?
END January 17th, 2010 - 4:46PM
January 18th, 2010 - 11:46AM
Seven days.
This is my last week.
And if the last few days are any indication, I’m going to waste it.
END January 18th, 2010 - 12:32PM
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January 18th, 2010 - 6:19PM
So Karen and I went to lunch. We had sushi at Fujiyama. I told her that I wanted to go out
every day this week, ostensibly to pull me out of the funk I’m in. Get up, get a shower, go out
to lunch or dinner. I told her I wanted to celebrate my life this week.
She asked why, was my life coming to an end?
I blanched. No, I told her.
I hate having to lie. Then again, I hate everything about this situation.
We stopped at Cold Stone for ice cream afterwards. I got a sweet cream milkshake. Karen has
noticed that I’ve stopped being careful about my blood sugar, but doesn’t see the significance
yet.
And since I was at Fujiyama, I figured I would tell you about something that was part of my
punishment phase, on the outer layer of the Glass Onion: The death Delilah promised me if I
remembered earlier than our third “first” meeting, the one that was supposed to start with
poisoned sushi the day before I was supposed to fly to Minneapolis to see her.
I don’t know if this was ever actually supposed to happen. Who knows if this was even possible
for her, but…
I was supposed to go to Fujiyama with Karen that night (4/17/2008, I believe), and some
element of my food was supposed to be poisoned. Karen doesn’t eat raw fish, so she wouldn’t
have eaten any of my dinner.
The following morning, Karen would have left early for the airport to visit Adam. She was
going to a sci-fi convention with him, I believe. I would be left alone and, already sick, I would
collapse later that morning. I would call for help, and would be taken to a nearby hospital,
where the doctors were programmed to misinterpret my test results or something; the long and
short of it is that they would prescribe precisely the sort of treatment that would make my
condition worse. I think my organs were supposed to start dying, and I would suffer in a stew of
my own increasing toxicity.
I could call for my family if I chose, and they would rush to my side, but I would have to live
with the knowledge that once I was dead, she would arrange for all of them to die. My comfort
in exchange for their lives.
Finally, at the end, assuming I did not call for my family, my heart would be stopped on April
20th, 2008, which is a reference to the stoner’s 4:20, as well as Hitler’s birthday. There is a
specific protocol for this.
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You see, The Killer had taken issue with a statement I had made years before that because of
my atheism, I couldn’t see myself having a deathbed repentance, and that I doubted that real
atheists affirmed faith in their final moments.
She ridiculed me for this assertion; the only thing she really wanted to know was whether or not
I would repent and beg Christ to save me. Apparently this is a question she’s had answered
before; according to her, she knows better about atheists and their thoughts in their final
moments.
So my heart would be stopped, and my eyes would be on the clock on the wall. My phone
would be pressed to my ear, with Delilah on the other end of the line. If I spoke before I was
supposed to or attempted to talk to her, she would hang up.
The seconds would tick by as I lay there in silence, my death rapidly approaching. Then, after a
pre-determined length of time, just before I was to become impaired from lack of oxygen to my
brain, apparently, a single word would pop into my head. One word would come if I had made
my deathbed repentance, another word would illuminate itself had I not asked Christ’s
forgiveness. I had the option to be silent if I chose, but there would be consequences for that. I
don’t remember what they were, however.
So I would speak, and Delilah would hang up, and I would die. If I had repented, The Killer
would murder my born-again Christian mother.
And I would spend the few seconds I had left contemplating that fact.
Around three weeks later or so, she told me, the Battlestar Galactica would discover Earth and
find it a blackened, radioactive cinder, as I had predicted during the first season.
END January 18th, 2010 - 7:42PM
January 19th, 2010 - 11:25AM
Six days.
I slept in this morning. Now I’m sitting on the couch, sipping a sugared Coke and eating
leftover sushi while I watch last night’s Daily Show.
I feel rested. I don’t feel miserable or fragile. I took a Klonapin anyway.
My new vellux blanket came yesterday. It’s squishy and warm and cozy. I don’t wake up with
parts of my body freezing during the night with it.
And I can’t think of anything more comfortable to wrap around myself as I drift away.
Delilah once had me go into an empty conference room at work, at Executive Drive, actually,
and I watched the clock on the wall until it hit a certain time.
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At that moment, my body and voice were frozen, and I spent sixty seconds just remembering
everything that had happened to me, everything that was going to happen to me.
She wanted me to experience a single minute of terror, which would then be forgotten,
ostensibly forever. Sometimes she is all about living in the moment, like the time she had me
expose a mouthful of shit to my ex Meshel, who hosted the wine tasting party, and her
boyfriend. For a moment, my mind was destroyed, shattered by the trauma of being forced to
do what was, in my mind, the most horrible, disgusting thing that could ever happen to me. And
then it was gone again, as I walked out the door. As I keep saying, she is a sculptor of
perception, a sculptor of reality. I needed to be able to drive home, so she took away the
memory of what I had just done, and thus, the trauma.
For years, I dragged some of the greatest secrets in the world behind me like a useless limb, and
I never noticed it until I was made to.
I thought I was becoming more and more successful. I thought my life was becoming perfect,
that I would one day be rich and be able to retire early.
When in fact, I was just being raised up so that the crash she would engineer would be that
much more spectacular.
And whenever she needed or wanted something, she would tell her roommate Jia that “I’ll just
make Nada buy it for me”, or “I’ll make Nada pay for it.”
Jia was always annoyed by Delilah’s attitude. She told me that Delilah used to say that she
never intended to pay me back, that the money she got from me was “asshole tax” and that she
only kept me around in case she decided she wanted to stop working again. Jia warned me to
get Delilah to sign a promissory note, which I did.
The night of the Glass Onion, March 22nd, 2006, while she was in the early, ridiculing phase of
her session with me, she told me that rather than making $10-$12 per hour as she told me as
some kind of shipping coordinator at Crown Prince, a Franklin T-shirt company, she was
actually making around $43,500 a year, and could have paid me back at any time.
She said that she enjoyed having a job for its own sake, rather than it being about the money
she was making. I was the materialistic one, obsessed with how much money he could make,
while her real job satisfaction came from manipulating the lives of her coworkers.
Based on what I witnessed at the car dealership, I can see how it might have progressed:
Imagine, hypothetically, that she went in for an interview. In a private office, she goes to shake
the hand of the person doing the interviewing and before the interviewer even can register that
something is amiss, she is under. Delilah programs her.
The interviewer-- let’s call her Betty-- calls the owner in to meet Delilah. Delilah goes to shake
his hand, and in a few minutes she effectively runs the corporation. One by one the rest of the
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employees are brought in, Delilah is now no longer an interviewee; perhaps she is now being
introduced as a restructuring consultant, and one by one, she converts all the employees. A
portion are probably already converted by the spread of her virus, which I sometimes call the
Aperture (after Aperture Science, the corporation she said she would place in both of our names
to manufacture wildly popular items such as the Companion Cube), but before the day is out,
they are all a part of the human Hive.
And speaking of the Hive, I have no doubt that in a couple of weeks Delilah will go to a tattoo
parlor somewhere in Minnesota and finally get that tattoo of a queen bee, the one she said she
would always get one day, when the time was right.
Totality has come.
But six years ago, at Crown Prince, I imagine Delilah turning the office into a circus. Since I
had asked her to stop getting up and using the computer during the night, I imagine that she was
now reading her briefings and typing her instructions, effectively ruling the world from a
cubicle in Franklin, Wisconsin. How much time she spent actually doing her job would be
purely conjecture on my part, but I imagine her twisting the lives of everyone around her; an
affair here, a child there, a wedding, perhaps even a funeral.
There was a woman at her job that really didn’t like her, and the feeling was mutual. I imagine
this woman’s life was probably made to self-destruct somehow.
How many lives? How many people’s futures were sent careening off in new directions, simply
because they accepted a job at a local T-shirt company?
I also don’t believe that it was any accident that Delilah lived so close to me. I believe very
strongly that she picked Rhonda to live with because of her proximity to me. Who knows if she
knew Rhonda before that? For all I know, she approached Rhonda in a grocery store parking lot
and programmed her to believe that they had known each other for months, and Rhonda had
just come to the decision to let Delilah move in with her to help her out.
She can live off the kindness of strangers forever, because she can create feelings of goodwill in
anyone she desires. She can make people believe they have known her for years. She can make
people love her.
She can always get by; she can make people buy her things or give her money, anytime she
wants to.
And in rural Minneapolis, there is a man who believes he has a daughter named Delilah.
He doesn’t. He merely believes it is true. I met him once, her estranged “father”, at a wedding
reception. Delilah wanted to speak to him privately, first; I don’t know what was said as I
watched them through the glass on the terrace, but she did most of the talking. I imagine she
programmed him somehow to prepare him for his encounter with me. I don’t know. I don’t
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know anything about the truth of their relationship, beyond her telling me the night of the Glass
Onion that he wasn’t really her father.
I’ve often wondered what happened to her real mother and father. In all likelihood they’re dead.
It’s my opinion that her real father sexually abused her and her family paid the price. Of course,
it’s equally possible that her family was merely made to forget her. Perhaps every now and then
she meets with them and allows them to remember who and what she is.
Anything is possible where she is concerned. The truth is probably more shocking and creative
than anything I could conceive.
And as for her hypnotic Virus, I believe it is either a sound that puts people in a suggestible
state, or else part of the spread of the Virus is to train the converted how to induce people the
way Delilah does it. I have no idea how the magic works; it is one of the great mysteries of my
experience.
But there is a song that makes me think it is a sound. It is Shinedown’s “The Sound of
Madness”.
Delilah briefly put the lyrics “I invented the sound of madness, wrote the book on pain” as her
status message on Yahoo! Instant Messenger. Believing I was being given a clandestine
message (as Delilah told me during the Glass Onion she would do from time to time), I looked
up the lyrics on Google. Delilah almost immediately removed her status message after that; as
irrational as it sounds, I believe that someone was (and still is) parsing all the data that passes
through my cable modem and sent her a message indicating that I had seen her lyrics and
looked them up. This would have been in summer or autumn, 2008. I still knew only the outer
layer of the Onion and believed my life would end at the hands of an angry mob in the shadow
of a nuclear blast.
Here is the song. Read the lyrics from the perspective of my tormentor, The Killer, taunting me.
Sound Of Madness lyrics
Yeah, I get it, you’re an outcast
Always under attack, always coming in last
Bringing up the past
No one owes you anything
I think you need a shotgun blast
A kick in the ass
So paranoid, watch your back
Oh my, here we go
Another loose cannon gone bi-polar
Slipped down, couldn’t get much lower
Quicksand’s got no sense of humor
I’m still laughing like hell
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You think that by crying to me
Looking so sorry that I’m gonna believe
You’ve been infected by a social disease
Well, then take your medicine
I created the sound of madness
Wrote the book on pain
Somehow I’m still here to explain
That the darkest hour never
Comes in the night
You can sleep with a gun
When you gonna wake up and fight
For yourself?
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I’m so sick of this tombstone mentality
If there’s an afterlife then it’ll set you free
But I’m not gonna part the seas
You’re a self-fulfilling prophecy
You think that by crying to me
Looking so sorry that I’m gonna believe
You’ve been infected by a social disease
Well, then take your medicine
I created the sound of madness, wrote the
book on pain
Somehow I’m still here to explain
That the darkest hour never
Comes in the night
You can sleep with a gun
When you gonna wake up and fight
For yourself?
I created the sound of madness
Wrote the book on pain
Somehow I’m still here to explain

That the darkest hour never
Comes in the night
You can sleep with a gun
When you gonna wake up
When you gonna wake up and fight?
I created the sound of madness
Wrote the book on pain
Somehow I’m still here to explain
That the darkest hour never
Comes in the night
You can sleep with a gun
When you gonna wake up and fight
For yourself?
When you gonna wake up and fight
For yourself?
When you gonna wake up and fight
For yourself?
When you gonna wake up and fight
For yourself?

So… Yeah.
I’m sick of my tombstone mentality as well.
I wish there had been more songs. I wish there’d been more movies and TV shows. There’s
something incredibly flattering about everything she created for me, and these things will live
on after I’m gone. She wrote them, but I claim them as mine. All mine.
There is another song, “Misery Loves Company” by Emily Autumn. It’s hers, but it has nothing
to do directly with me. I’ve often wondered who the song was written to. Another victim, in all
likelihood.
She even made a commercial, called “Bubble Boy,” it was a teaser commercial to announce the
impending arrival of the new VW Beetle Convertible, and featured the song “Mr. Blue Sky” by
the Electric Light Orchestra (ELO). I was moved by the song to purchase a copy of the ELO
Greatest Hits CD, and on a pre-determined date, I listened all the way to track 16.
Track 16 is ELO’s rendition of the song “Xanadu”. I began to listen obsessively to the song.
Whenever I was in my car, I would listen to the song over and over again. As I delved deeper
and deeper into the Onion, I realized that I was obeying the program; Xanadu is the story of an
ordinary man, an artist, who meets a muse, a goddess, and they fall in love. The song is about
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the love of two people causing them to find themselves in a never ending paradise that their
love has summoned.
She was sending me a love letter.
And then there’s the metaphor at the end of Death Note’s second opening credits sequence.
First, we see a blue rose, drenched with blood. This is meant to represent The Killer. The image
is replaced with a pair of blue roses growing in a black puddle of water.
A blue rose is a metaphor for the achievement of an impossible dream. Achievement of the
unattainable.
One for her, and one for me.
END January 19th, 2010 - 2:43PM
January 19th, 2010 - 10:40PM
So I actually showered two days in a row. Wow. My trauma has been such that this is how low
the bar has been set for my achievement.
But this is my last week, and I’m going to celebrate it. I’m going to eat out for lunch or dinner
(or both) every day this week. Nice places. I’m going to call you again this week and see if you
want to do lunch again.
I’m going to see The Imaginarium of Doctor Pansassus with Karen and possibly Amy this
week. It’ll be nice to see a new Terry Gilliam film now, at the very end. I am also going to go
see Avatar with Karen so that I can share that experience with her.
I wish Amanda hadn’t stolen my copy of Watchmen. I’d really like to see that movie again.
But I won’t.
I let it go. I let it all go. I regret not being able to see the end of Lost. I really wanted to know
what was going on with the island. It pains me that I won’t live long enough to see even a
single new episode. I really invested a lot in that show. It’s probably the favorite thing I’ve got
left.
All my best to all my favorite characters on Lost. As I watched the last two seasons,
shellshocked from the trauma with Delilah, I wondered if the show itself wasn’t hers as well. I
even wondered if the bald character John Locke, with his daddy issues and his codependency
and his self-loathing wasn’t somehow a nod to me, but it did not clarify. I did know that she had
leveraged J.J. Abrams for Star Trek, so it stood to reason she might have a hand in this aspect
of his career as well.
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And now I’m going to reveal a big secret. It’s a secret because I remembered it very late in my
blog and didn’t want to muddy the waters by bringing it up.
I did not conceive Death Note.
In 2002, during my orientation, I was told to seek out and read a book, Lullaby, by Chuck
Palahniuk. Delilah is his muse. She wrote Fight Club. All of Palahniuk’s works were The
Killer’s traps. Probably the movies, too.
Did she get the idea for the novel Lullaby right then and there, sitting at my dining room table,
or was it something she was already releasing? The mind boggles.
My greatest idea, the greatest single bolt of inspiration I ever had, and it was given to me by the
Übermensch. I still have a hope that my responses in fleshing out the idea the next day were my
own, that I in some small way flavored and nuanced a greater work that was always destined to
happen. But how can I know for sure? I’m certain that she chose to make it an anime for no
other reason than I was a rabid anime fan. Had I been someone else, Death Note would have
taken some other form, I’m sure.
I don’t know if I was supposed to remember all that. I do know that I was unable to accept her
offer to make me a famous novelist because she had code in me that forced me to do the right
thing in situations like that. I tried to accept her offer in my heart, knowing the consequences
for tens or hundreds of millions of people, knowing that only she and I would ever know that I
had sacrificed such a monstrously huge portion of humanity in exchange for my own happiness,
and that even I would be made to forget the unspeakable decision I had made. I made that
choice. That is who I really am, or at least who I really was. And her programming rose up and
demanded that I not do something so revoltingly evil.
In the Park & Ride, I had begged her in my heart to tear me to the ground and build a better
person in my place, and that was precisely what she was doing. The hard way.
As for the true origins of Death Note, it doesn’t matter. The words spilled from my lips. She
obviously wanted me to have a hand in its creation. The inspiration was a gift to me, and I
accept it. Death Note is my monument, even if every aspect of it sprang from the well of her
greatness.
And really, think of the incredible coincidence of me describing the Übermensch’s
circumstances back to her. I described the Übermensch’s mission to reject faith and save the
world in my concept, but I had never even heard of Thus Spoke Zarathustra. I knew nothing of
the Übermensch save the fact that the word meant “Superman” or “Superhuman”.
So when I declared my protagonist to be the Übermensch, and later described his mission of
saving mankind from itself, I had no actual knowledge of these things. I was running a scripted
event. Her words in my mouth.
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Remember Delilah’s coy statement that she was the Übermensch and me throwing her off of
my couch? The couch-throwing may well have been my idea, but at least a good part of that
scene was scripted. It may have always been my destiny to kneel in front of the toilet bowl the
previous night.
There are no coincidences where Delilah is concerned.
And I never had a chance to get away from her; I believe that my responses to some of her
confrontations were scripted as well; I believe that I never had a chance to get away from her in
the first place. What if that entire confrontation (the “who are you?” fight) was scripted for my
fear?
Layers within layers within layers. The Onion is complex.
There was never any wriggling loose from this. Many of my responses were decided for me.
For years and years I had the illusion of free will, but I did everything I was told and never
knew better.
At least not until Delilah pulled back the veil.
And that was all it took. I gazed behind the curtain, and I was changed by what I saw.
It’s after midnight. Five days.
I can’t believe I’m doing this. I’m almost out of time.
What the fuck am I doing?
Save me, Delilah. Don’t let me fall.
But let’s look at this seriously:
According to the Program, she makes me do precisely what she wants according to a complex
protocol and then scrambles my programming using the hypnotic-sedative drug Lorazepam.
How am I supposed to complete my task with a damaged program? Did she want me to fail?
Did she want to make it almost impossible to succeed?
Did she ever intend to come out, or was this just a suicide mission from the very beginning?
My mind screams out for answers, answers I know will never come.
This is so unfair.
Stupid, fucking fate.
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Oh… Another of her inside jokes. On the night of the Glass Onion, in response to MXC, she
arranged for a show called “Ninja Warrior” to run on G4TV, on a block of foreign TV
programming called “Duty Free TV.” It is a Japanese obstacle course show.
After I was out of the psychiatric hospital-- I believe it was March, 2008-- a new show was
added to “Duty Free TV” called “Unbeatable Banzuke”. It was a companion series to Ninja
Warrior, and she described it as having a CGI robot samurai of red and white in the opening
credits; the show would be hosted by a man named Kato Kei; apparently getting him was a big
deal, which I would know if I wasn’t “so fucking stupid.” I guess he’s a sports figure or sports
commentator or something. I have no idea.
In truth, he was selected because of Gantz, because the two main characters in the manga and
anime are named Masaru Kato and Kurono Kei. She made sure that I discovered both of these
TV shows, becoming a fan of Ninja Warrior in the weeks leading up to the premiere of
Unbeatable Banzuke. Karen and I watched the premiere of Banzuke together, not long after I
left the hospital. I knew I was following my program in doing this, and when I saw Kato Kei’s
name, my blood ran cold.
Also, as a part of The Glass Onion’s outer layer, another part I forgot to put in there was that
she described the release of Vista, and said it would be a disaster. She intended to punish
Microsoft, she said, for enabling me to make a living. As a result, Windows Vista would be
released while it was still actually in Beta. And there were two defects that she had specifically
built into the operating system. The first had to do with file copying; she made sure that file
copying blocks of files took extraordinarily longer than they did under Windows XP. She also
made sure that Vista with Outlook 2007 had shockingly bad support for users with large email
archives, like me.
The practical upshot of these two defects was as follows:
First, you might remember that I have a large array of hard drives for media storage. Under XP,
I made a hobby of keeping all the files in some rudimentary organization. I would have dozens
of file copies going for dozens of hours, even days. Under Vista, I found that it seemed to take
20 times longer; even copying a 5 megabyte file could take over ten minutes, or not finish
copying at all. The system was unacceptably glitchy. I stopped organizing my file stores, and
eventually stopped growing them. They have sat largely idle for years now.
The other defect, the email problem, made my life a living hell, as clicking from one email to
another could take between 8 and 20 seconds for the display to refresh. It was a nightmare. I
had gigabytes of email, and had been programmed to monitor all my clients’ emails. I had
emails coming in for a dozen accounts flooding my mail box, as I kept an eye out for anything
related to me or my services. Reading every message was a chore.
But I was programmed not to go back to XP. I held out for a fix, but she made sure that these
problems would not be addressed until the first service pack was released in March, 2008, after
my memories had been programmed to start to return.
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I wondered if her ultimate intention was to destroy Microsoft utterly. In the darkness,
punctuated only by her programming, I marveled at how the world was changing because of
me. I didn’t want Microsoft to be destroyed because of my wickedness; it was just another
cause of suffering as I listened and wept inside.
END January 20th, 2010 - 12:52AM
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Hack.World - Chapter 36
The Epistle to Matt, Part 6:
The Pretender
January 20th, 2010 - 10:57AM
Five days.
And so I sit, bundled in my new favorite blanket, my laptop at eye level thanks to my rising
coffee table, the gas fireplace on as I try to shake off the chills.
Around 5 last night, Karen and I went out again, this time for dinner at Café Centraal in
Bayview. I had two pounds of mussels in white wine sauce for an appetizer, then a burger. I
hadn’t felt so full in a month.
I’m glad my appetite is back. I wanted to eat some good meals before the end. You know, the
condemned man and his last meal and all of that.
I only lost my composure once, when Karen brought up finding a way to put me on a
sustainable footing before she moved in with Adam. Any mention of the future or fixing the
mess I am in just drives me to tears, as I am overwhelmed with guilt and sadness at what I have
to do.
I can only imagine what Karen will think when she realizes what I’ve been doing on this laptop
all month.
But she’ll never read these words. I couldn’t get her to read my blog; she got halfway through,
then stopped when the narrative mentioned her.
She keeps telling me she doesn’t believe I am mentally ill; she thinks that a clever con artist
duped me. She thinks I have control of my life, but have been duped into thinking I don’t.
But there’s no chance such an explanation is true. Either I’m psychotic, or something incredible
happened to me. And I know I’m not psychotic.
And the humiliating thing is that if this happened to someone I knew, I know what I would
think. Extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof, but I have no proof at all, beyond all
my circumstantial evidence. I would believe my friend was either lying or had lost his mind.
If I was smart, I’d keep my mouth shut. Nobody can believe this, ever. It’s impossible. It’s
beyond credibility. My dad’s called me crazy to my face. It was like getting slapped.
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But I can’t keep my mouth shut. She even made me obsessively tell people I roleplayed with.
She put this need in my belly like a burning coal last summer.
I haven’t been able to roleplay with anyone since I got out of County, back in September. I was
fixated with writing my blog, and any attempt to roleplay with anyone would result in me
zoning out and abandoning the collaboration without meaning to. If my thoughts had been
obsessive before, they were several orders of magnitude worse after my second stay in the
hospital.
I miss roleplaying. I miss Haru and his evil little plans. I miss Tac.
It was fun. It helped.
But nothing helps now.
Nothing but this.
END January 20th, 2010 - 11:32AM
January 20th, 2010 - 5:00PM
Karen and I never went out for lunch, although we ordered toasted subs from Dominos. Karen
is getting dressed for a semi-date with a friend, Patrick. This is a Wasted Day. No shower. No
meal out. I called Amy, but was forced to leave a message for her when she didn’t answer.
I’m worried that I won’t be able to see people this week. I am staying very close to what passes
for my inner circle this day, although part of me desperately wants to call everyone I know and
say goodbye.
But I can’t do that, because I can’t tell anyone what I’m doing. Closure is denied me, as badly
as I want it.
I can’t even have sex again before I go. Even if I were able to perform anymore, I am forbidden
from doing so; I was not to have sex after leaving the hospital in September. There’s almost no
chance that she’s going to arrange for me to live, but even though all the signs and portents
point to my doom, I am still remaining faithful, just in case.
Does it make me a fool, that I’m still cooperating?
I feel like a fool. Here I am, virtually certain that she’s abandoned her promise to me, and I’m
still sacrificing what happiness I might be able to find for myself in the time I have left in order
to hold out against hope that she will somehow keep her promise.
But you see, she’s lied in the past, promising punishment and doom she never intended to
follow through on. She may want me to believe with absolute certainty that I am going to die,
to face my own death like a man.
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Then, there is always that miniscule chance that she’s made other arrangements, that I’ll survive
my trial. I can’t tell you how badly I want that, how much I want to hold out against all
probability that she’s going to save me.
But as I’ve said, I’m not a man of faith. It’s all over for me. I’m a dead man. If I knew Unity
was assured, I could die happy, but now that’s in doubt as well. It breaks my heart.
For a time, she wanted to come out. I hope she still does. We’re all doomed without her.
Nuclear terrorism is just a matter of time. Peak oil approaches. America’s in danger of
bankruptcy. And that last one is my fault. All my fault.
What if I had said “civil war” first, instead of “economic depression”?
The damage of my careless words is tattooed all across our civilization now. It is a part of our
history, and unless she repairs the economic damage through Unity, it will be a part of our
future for years to come. In Britain they already call our calamity “The Great Recession.” What
if the worst is to come now? What if she really does cause America’s economic collapse now?
I cringe at the homeless problem; the foreclosure crisis has given rise to mammoth tent cities,
entire families forced to live outdoors because they have nowhere else to go.
She created the entire housing bubble because of me. Everyone wondered what the hell
happened with the investment banking system, but the simple fact of the matter is that it was
she that decided lending guidelines would be relaxed so that people who had absolutely no
business asking for credit were practically having cash thrust into their hands. And I surmise
that people were programmed not to see the danger inherent in what was happening.
It was fascinating to watch the crash unfold; I had CNN on constantly for months, tracking the
stock market, and I said to myself, “She’s staging this play for my entertainment. The least I
can do is watch it unfold.” I was despairing at the downfall of the auto industry. I thought, “this
is how our hegemony ends.” I expected a run on residential banks. She told me there would be
a lot of bank failures.
I was amazed that we stabilized when we did. Things diverged with Obama’s victory, it was the
first indication that the entire outer layer might not be entirely true. I was in constant torment,
but I had no idea what to expect next.
I think that if the people of this country knew that I was the cause of the suffering they’d been
made to endure under this economic downturn… The lost homes, the shattered dreams, the
suicides and murders and domestic violence… I think they would want to tear me apart, just for
being at the wrong place at the wrong time. Just for answering an innocuous hypothetical
question.
And yes, I know how crazy that sounds. And yet it’s true.
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So maybe now’s the time I talk about Veronica, or Victoria. I can’t remember which is her
name, so I’ll just call her Veronica.
She was the one who was employed by my business partner Jim. It was pre-arranged in 2006
that in March, 2008 (and fresh out of my first stay at the hospital) that I would work on setting
up Veronica’s email on her laptop, etc., and while I worked, I flirted with her a little bit. Years
before, Delilah had asked me what my ideal body type was like. I gave her two answers. One
describes Karen exactly (200 pounds, voluptuous with wide hips and large breasts, an hourglass
figure), and the other described Veronica. She was around 6’2” (tall women make me go weak
in the knees—if I’d known what I was picking I would have said that this was my ideal body
type), as well as thick and voluptuous. I found myself flirting with her a little bit, and she
responded.
Later, she contacted me, having gotten my number from Jim, and essentially tried to throw
herself at me. When she learned of my relationship (and open arrangement) with Karen, she
even showed clear reception to being welcomed as a third in our bed.
I demurred. Having been out of the hospital for less than a month, I knew that if she got close to
me, she’d be ruined. I told her that I’d had a breakdown, and it wasn’t a good time for me to be
pursuing such things.
I would later remember that it would be promised that she could be a sex partner for Karen and
I, but it would only last a few months, and it would earn a major penalty.
The penalty would come at the end of the first layer of the Glass Onion, as I stood in the
shadow of a mushroom cloud, the crowd all around me as I tried to stay still for 90 minutes.
If I had bedded Veronica, there would be an added twist. She would be there, and would begin
to felate me, right there in the street. If I began to get an erection, that was movement sufficient
to satisfy the crowd’s conditions to attack me.
If I didn’t stay away from Veronica, my own sexual urges were to betray me unto death. Poetic,
given my sexual compulsions.
Devious, eh? She’s so fucking brilliant.
Oh, and my conversation warning Veronica off happened as I sat outside Blackhearts Tattoo,
where I had everything but my wrist chain done. I was there specifically to either get or get an
estimate on “A Man Chooses/A Slave Obeys”.
Incidentally, I think that’s the only tattoo that Delilah did not make me get. The chain, of
course, was under duress. The kanji I believed to be my own will, but it clarified in the second
layer that I was made to get them, right down to the approximate sizes. In fact, my “Damned”
tattoo was specifically mentioned in Summer, 2003 in my car, when Delilah hit me with the “I
am Lucifer and I’m going to force you to become the Biblical Antichrist” scenario.
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But I watched Andrew Ryan’s speech on Youtube, over and over again:
“In the end, what separates a man from a slave? Money? Power? No, A man
chooses, a slave obeys.
“You think you have memories. A Farm. A Family. An Airplane. A Crash. And
then this place.
“Was there really a family? Did that airplane crash? Or was it hijacked, forced
down by something less than a man, something bred to sleepwalk through life,
until activated by a simple phrase spoken by their kindly master.
“Was a man sent to kill, or a slave? A man chooses, a slave obeys.
“Come in.
“Stop. Would you kindly? Would you kindly? A powerful phrase. A familiar
phrase? Sit. Would you kindly? Stand. Would you kindly? Would you kindly
run?
“Stop!
“Turn.
“A man chooses, a slave obeys.
“Kill!
“A man chooses...
“A slave... obeys.
“OBEY!”
...(And Then Andrew Ryan is Dead)...
The tattoo was obvious; it was merely a matter of finding the right font, which only took a few
hours. The font isn’t exact; the Bioshock font has narrow “o’s” instead of round ones. I like my
font better. I like my round “o’s”.
Andrew Ryan was played by Armin Shimmerman, who played Quark on Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine. The reason she chose Shimmerman was because of something she ridiculed me for at the
beginning of the Onion. We had watched Deep Space Nine together, Delilah and I, and I had
told her that Quark and Garak were my two favorite characters. During the Onion, she said it
was very telling of my personality that my two favorite characters on that show were the thief
and the spy, since I loved monkeying the system to my financial benefit, and I spied on people,
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their emails, their Livejournal entries... Shimmerman was cast because of my appreciation for
his character Quark.
And that entire game was made for me. How incredibly flattering. I love art deco. I love bleak
stories. I loved reading The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged and spent a great deal of time
deconstructing Rand’s Objectivism as I struggled to come to my own conclusions. I imagined
Galt’s Gulch never really being able to survive in the real world, because not everyone can be a
captain of industry or a great thinker. Someone has to collect the trash. Someone has to do the
manual labor. Someone will always be downtrodden, and they will resent their betters for their
lot in life.
The thing that really caught my attention in her description of the game was the fact that it
would win 97 game of the year awards. That was all decided, in advance.
If you check the Wikipedia page for the game, you’ll find that the game originally was being
designed as an FPS where a mercenary/cult deprogrammer infiltrates a cult in the south Pacific
to save a Senator’s daughter or something like that.
They changed to the John Galt scenario in the middle of the design process, scrapping
everything they had done before.
Because she got to them, and she made them change direction.
When you play the game, remember me. Remember my wrist tattoo and my plight. When our
hero is revealed to be a slave, remember my enslavement.
Would you kindly?
Bioshock will also stand as a hidden monument to my existence, much in the same way that
“Hard Candy” stands as a monument to a man Delilah once drove to his death.
He and I will be brothers, soon, both members of that vaunted fraternity of The Killer’s victims.
I wonder how many she’s killed. Instinct tells me it’s nearly a thousand, but I don’t know what
informs that belief. It’s probably just a fantasy of mine. If I could go back to the time we were
in my car and ask her more questions, I’d ask how many victims she had. I bet she would have
told me.
And she made me eat my own shit, Matt. Over and over and over again. There was even a
website, http://www.marcjonesgetshisownshit.com/ – it’s gone now, as though it never existed.
But I saw it. And I saw it disappear.
At one time, it was supposed to have a video of me eating feces. I only remembering actually
ingesting feces twice, but I suspect that it was many more times.
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And that video camera… That damned JVC video camera.
One of Jim’s old employees, a man by the name of Clark, used to use my services to reload his
personal computer. Summer, 2007, he brought his computer by and left it with me overnight to
back up his data and reload XP on it.
He showed up early the next day, while I was still working on it, and insisted on sticking
around. I put Gantz on for him in the living room, but he decided to have a look around while I
put the finishing touches on his system. He called from the other room, asking where my cats’
boxes were.
In time, he called me into the family room, which was adjacent to the room with the cat boxes.
Sitting next to the door was a bookcase. On one of the shelves rested a video camera, facing
out. A cat turd sat on the shelf below.
“Shiteater,” said Clark, and I became disoriented. After a few moments of silence, Clark
engaged me in conversation about a printer and wireless router I had set up there, and he
referred to the turd on the shelf.
Except I could no longer recognize what it was. To me, it looked like a string of double-dipped
chocolate peanuts, stuck together.
Clark explained that the object in question was some imported chocolate, and I just had to try it.
I demurred, citing concern about my blood sugar. He kept pushing me to take a bite, and I kept
refusing.
In time, he wore me down. I picked up the dried-out thing and took a bite.
It tasted like wheat, and nothing like chocolate. I coughed and sputtered and tried to hand it
back to him. He pointed at a nearby garbage can, and I tossed the remainder, spitting into the
bin until the last of it was out of my mouth.
I told him it was disgusting and nothing like chocolate, but it did not occur to me that I had
been taken advantage of in any way.
In April, 2008, as the memory of the encounter emerged, I walked to the bookcase and ran my
fingers over the part of the shelf where the cat turd had been in my memory. I sniffed my
fingers.
And smelled cat litter.
Oh, and remember how in the Glass Onion that Delilah was supposed to completely erase every
bit of evidence that I existed after I died?
That’s not a hundred percent true; there was one element I forgot to mention in the blog.
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All those videos of me eating shit would end up on a website. Me, eating my own feces for the
camera, living on after my death. You see, when Delilah asked me what my most horrible death
was, I was more reflective before she pinned me down to a physical cause of death. I answered
that I didn’t want to die alone, unremarked and forgotten, or to be remembered with ridicule
and derision.
And so, even though it was all a lie, she promised precisely that with her punishment. No one
would know who I ever was, ostensibly-- just some incredibly disgusting guy. People would
watch me and think I was one of the most disgusting people who ever lived, never realizing that
my antics for the camera were not of my choosing, that I was not even aware of what I was
doing in most cases.
Meanwhile, I’m afraid of the video of those two Japanese girls and their famously disgusting
cup. I can’t even bear to hear the action in the video described to me. I think I know enough,
and given what I’ve already been through, the thought sends me half into a panic.
For the last two years, I’ve flushed the toilet while I was sitting on it. She’s triggered me to do
it by seeing my shit in the bowl, so I’m not comfortable standing up until the toilet is properly
flushed.
Can you imagine having to live this way, Matt? Can you imagine living with the knowledge
that at any moment, you could be made to eat your own feces while your conscious mind
observes, helplessly?
I am utterly at her mercy. That makes me less than human. I am truly a slave. A slave to her
will, a slave to her whim.
I am the human sucker, that human, human fucker.
The most ironic thing of all is that you and I are both slaves to her, equally. The only difference
between us is that I know it, and you do not.
You are a part of the human hive. Everyone is, now.
Everyone except me. The last of the old humans. I don’t carry Unity inside of me.
How did fate reach out from beyond the clouds and smite me, out of everyone in the world?
Nothing important ever happened to me.
Until it did, and then I found my actions causing untold misery.
I know how psychotic this all sounds. And yet it’s all true. I’m ashamed to I know that I would
never be able to believe any of this story, had it not happened to me personally.
I swear by everything I am and everything that is dear to me that I am completely sane and
everything I have written is completely true.
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And as much as I want you to believe it, I know deep down that you won’t. No rational person
can accept this. Not without a shred of evidence. Not if Unity doesn’t come now.
It’s after midnight. Four days left. This isn’t funny anymore.
END January 21st, 2010 - 1:22AM
January 21st, 2010 - 11:39AM
I think this was supposed to be the day.
The day my pills were supposed to be switched out… seven days before the deadline.
A friend was supposed to approach me and ask to hang out over here. I was supposed to accept.
Then, with my bottle of Ambien on the coffee table, I was to excuse myself to use the
bathroom, explaining that it could be a while.
While I spent fifteen minutes hiding in my bathroom, this friend was supposed to count out the
replacement pills and put them in the bottle. Afterwards I was to be free to carry out my trial,
my 10mg Ambien now swapped out for 01mg Ambien of identical appearance.
But no one called.
No one is coming.
And yes, I know what Occam’s Razor says.
But Occam’s Razor is wrong. So very, very wrong.
She either lied from the beginning or she’s abandoned me.
I’m going to die. And I’m so, so very bitter.
Because I learned something in my long isolation: I am not my possessions. And I am not my
career. And I am not my friends, or my enemies, or even my past. As Chuck Palahniuk might
have said in Fight Club, you are not your sofa. You are not your fucking coffee table.
I learned that my life is the only possession I truly own. And now she’s taking it away from me.
She’s making me throw it away.
My only consolation is that in ending my life, I am being given an opportunity to save the
world a second time.
For a while, she made me the most important human being in the world. For a time, the choice
to destroy humanity forever rested in my hands. If you’ve ever seen Neon Genesis Evangelion,
you will remember that in the final motion picture, the future of all mankind is placed in the
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hands of a disturbed, lonely boy. And in his misery he decides that since no one in the world
wants him, that everyone in the world should just go and die.
Which is precisely what happens. The world ends.
And once I am gone, if the Übermensch continues to hide herself from the world, there will
only be one person on the face of the planet that will know the truth of what I really did, how
close mankind came to extinction.
But it hardly seems to be a prize at all, not without Unity. I have glimpsed the unlimited
horizon of human potential with the enhancement that her hypnosis brings. Nothing short of
paradise is good enough for me anymore. I am angry and bitter and filled with rage at what I am
sure is my fault somehow. I want to leave the world knowing that mankind is going to be okay,
that we are going to endure and have a glorious future without extremism or jingoism or the
constant threat of nuclear annihilation.
That’s more than any of us gets on our deathbeds, but I’m different. I’m special. I was shown
secrets of the world. I was shown the possibilities of human potential. And now I’m left with
the grief and the agony that perfection has probably been cancelled.
And I can’t even call her to ask why. Even if she were to answer the phone, she never takes her
mask off. “I’m nobody,” she says.
Yeah… Nobody like a fox.
I wish I had kissed her more than the once or twice I actually did (there were a couple of
occasions where I made out with her when I was very high). I wish that we had been able to be
intimate at least once while I knew she was the Übermensch.
I wish I had been nicer to her. I wish I had been nicer to a lot of people. I used people for sex; I
was a friend to them as well, but mostly I had things my own way. I held all the cards, and if
my partner didn’t like the circumstances I offered, there was always someone else around the
corner. There were always the other lovers in my stable.
And for most of the time I was with Delilah, I lived as though my life would always be free of
consequences. I had unprotected sex with whomever I wanted to, and I reveled in the false
intimacy of those acts. Way in the back of my mind, I knew there was a potential downside; my
partners were on the pill, so there was no chance of pregnancy, but I knew that sooner or later
that there was always the possibility that someone could contract something. Still, I was
compelled to continue. The sensuality of bare skin on bare skin was intoxicating. This was the
intimacy of married couples, of long-term relationships. I was cheating. I was skipping over the
division of the barrier method that new or uncommitted relationships required for safe and
responsible sex, and I selfishly claimed that intimacy for myself.
And it had started back in the late 1980s with a book I had read, a book of humor by one of the
National Lampoon writers called Nice Guys Sleep Alone. In it, there is a cartoon panel in
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which a couple meet and decide to go out on a date. The man, in the final panel, says to the
woman, “Just for tonight, let’s pretend that we’re in love.”
And just like that, The Pretender was born. I used that line in bed with women and found, to my
amazement, that love roleplay, or “loveplay” as I called it, predisposed them to believe that the
fantasy was in fact real, that they did actually love me. As I said in my blog, it was like a
narcotic. In a way, it was almost a game. A game where I always won. For nearly 20 years, no
one ever dumped me. I was always the one who ended the relationships, it seemed, as my
affections waned and I grew bored.
After a time, I stopped asking people to play the “let’s pretend we’re in love” game and started
cultivating skills to draw out the belief that I was the man they had been looking for. I took
damaged girls that never believed they could ever feel intense, real love again, and made them
love me. It was easy. I was a good lover. I listened. I was charming when I needed to be, and
strong when circumstances required it.
And even if I was incapable of truly loving them back, I loved that they slaked my loneliness. I
loved that they made me feel loved. I couldn’t reward them with genuine emotion, so I
rewarded them physically. Sometimes I took women who had never had an orgasm in their
lives and taught them quickly how to be multi-orgasmic. I’d make them come again and again
and again, sometimes dozens of times, until they begged me to stop, but even then I’d keep
going, as their bodies overloaded with pleasure and they screamed and begged. I wanted to bind
them to me, to enslave them sexually. I longed to hear the words that I was hands-down the best
they had ever had. You have no idea how many times those words were granted to me. I
stopped counting my lovers as the number approached one hundred. If someone told me that I
have been with 150-200 women, I would not really be able to argue that assertion.
And even granted that high number, I had stopped having one night stands in my early 20s. I
discovered very quickly that sex alone, without at least a friendship or the illusion of intimacy,
was worthless to me. I had relationships with all these women, relationships in one form or
another.
Back in Philadelphia, women would approach me on our local multi-line chat BBS. This would
have been back in the early to mid 1990s. My reputation had preceded me, and there were
curious women who wanted to find out what I was really like in bed. They’d heard of my
prowess from an ex girlfriend and wanted to see if the hype was true. I even bedded a lesbian
this way, Katie; she decided she was bi-curious after all, and had heard from one of the great
loves of my life, a young woman named “Corrine”, of the inventive and powerful techniques I
had used upon her. A date led to satisfying sex, which led to a rewarding friendship that
endured until the day I moved to Milwaukee.
Deep inside me, there was a burning need for me to be wanted, loved and cherished. The
downside was that I lost respect for anyone who fell victim to my charms. Part of me despised
them for not seeing through my charade, for not seeing me for the worthless piece of shit that I
was.
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So once I had manipulated them into giving me the emotional validation I required, I would
begin to grow restive. How can one respect someone they have so deftly manipulated, after all?
How could I truly love them? After all, their love for me was just an illusion, a fake feeling that
I had inspired inside of them.
And from 2003 to 2005, women just fell into my lap. A friend in Madison, Meshel, set me up
with several of her girlfriends; and women approached me. I never actually had to go looking
for anyone.
I was so happy. My life was full, and my arms were full. On some level, in the back of my
mind, I knew that there would be hell to pay if I contracted an STD, but I had done my
research; as much as the public health industry wanted us to believe otherwise, HIV is hard to
get, particularly if you’re heterosexual.
If you were, for example, to have your finger pierced by a large-bore needle filled with AIDSinfected blood (not just HIV, but from someone who has full-blown AIDS, and thus his blood is
saturated with the virus) you still only have a 1% chance of contracting HIV, assuming that
needle pierces one of your blood vessels. Even if you’re on the receiving end of gay anal sex
and you do it with a partner with full blown AIDS and he comes inside your rectum, if you only
do it once, there is only a 1 in 500 chance of the disease being contracted. It is only with repeat
sessions that the numbers begin to change exponentially.
The high degree of transmission in Africa is due to a cultural practice called “mopping”. In
many cultures over there, the vaginal secretions of a woman are considered unclean, so men
will take a rag and mop up the lubrication. What results is rough-entry, dry sex that causes
tearing of the vaginal walls and the shaft of the penis. Transmission is common in these cases.
As I said in my blog, I once dated a Harvard-educated epidemiologist. She used to review NIH
grant proposals for HIV and AIDS studies, even though her primary focus was liver cancer and
aphlatoxin. We would discuss transmissibility and things like how some of the studies were of
gay men who in some cases had reported having over a thousand sex partners in the previous
calendar year. She told me how 97% of the prostitutes in Zimbabwe had HIV, and how 40% of
the entire population of Uganda was infected. This was back in 1992, when I was 21.
So anyway, I rationalized what I was doing in these terms. Even in the extremely unlikely event
that one of my partners was HIV positive, as long as I was properly lubricated, there was no
real chance of transmission.
After all, you may recall the story of that Baretta star whose wife was infected with HIV thanks
to a blood transfusion. She was infected for 8 years before they detected the infection, and
during that entire time she and her husband had been having unprotected sex, but he never
became infected.
And I was virtually certain that there was no chance any of my partners were infected.
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So that left the so-called “lesser” STDs such as gonorrhea, and those could be easily cleared up
with antibiotics. The only thing that really scared me was genital herpes, because it was virulent
and easy to contract, and it never, ever truly went away. And it was painful.
I even had a couple of herpes scares: once when I was 22 (which turned out to be a scorching
yeast infection that “Corrine” passed along to me) and once in 2004, when an ex of mine named
“Beth” contracted it from the first person she slept with after me. He had apparently contracted
it from what “Beth” described as a skank of an ex-girlfriend, who then passed it on to her the
first and only time they had unprotected sex.
She gave up on men after that and became a lesbian before moving to Brazil. I miss her.
These herpes scares did nothing to alter my behavior, however.
Are these the actions of an addict? I suppose they are. A love addict, anyway.
In the mid 90s, I went to a single meeting of Sex & Love Addicts Anonymous. It was held on
the East Side, in a church. There were only two people in attendance, both older men, and while
I was not required to speak, they both did Step 1 thanks to my presence, and gave brief
testimonials. Their tales were full of prostitutes and anonymous sex; their issues sounded
nothing like my own, frankly, but the cynical side of me thinks that I probably would have gone
back if there had been women there.
I left, and never returned. I satisfied myself with the fact that I was not like these men, and
therefore, the label did not fit.
Who knows what the world would look like right now if I had kept going back, if I had truly
begun to examine the nature of my life and my actions in dealing with my sexuality. If I had
confronted the gaping black sex void inside of me.
My Need.
But I didn’t. I dated Delilah and cultivated new relationships with other women. I slept with
three to five different women every week, and I felt invincible. Delilah was oblivious-- or acted
so-- and nobody else sat me down to have The Talk about monogamy or other people in my life
or even the use of condoms. I never understood why nobody ever brought it up. First sex just
developed organically; there was no discussion. I just slipped inside, as though we both knew
that was exactly where I was supposed to be, in the way I was meant to enter them.
And don’t get me wrong; I wanted to love them, to really love them. I tried to believe it.
Pretending was the best that I could do, however.
I never wanted the dance to end; I was in heaven, or so I thought. Every night brought a
different woman who told me she loved me, and I told her that I loved her back. It plucked a
chord deep inside of me that resonated throughout my being. My needs were being met.
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On the one hand, I was aware that I was doing something wrong, that I was endangering my
own health and the happiness of those close to me, but I made a conscious decision to ignore
the implications of what I was doing.
Part of me longs to relive those happier, easygoing days.
Selfish.
In truth, Delilah knew everything I was doing. She was aware of every lover and every tryst.
Some people she made drift away from me, which was devastating. Women didn’t leave me! I
left them!
I miss them. Their absence is like an array of people-shaped holes in my life, as Palahniuk
described in Lullaby.
Lullaby. Delilah again. The Killer, again. All of Palahniuk’s works, at least partially inspired by
her. All traps of The Killer.
How much more out there is hers? My mind screams for an answer. I want to see and hear it all.
I want to know the secrets, all of them. Every movie. Every TV show. Every song. Every book.
I want to tell Brittney Spears that her breakdown was engineered, that she was judged for some
reason. I want to tell her that Delilah may not yet be done manipulating her life.
Just as she isn’t done manipulating mine.
Please, won’t someone save me from this? Someone please save me from her!
END January 21st, 2010 - 5:04PM
January 21st, 2010 - 7:54PM
So I called you.
I guess we’re going to hang on Saturday. I’m looking forward to that.
We’ll hang, and then Sunday I’ll wrap up my blog. I have to walk the last mile alone; Monday
is for running errands and preparing for what I need to do.
But part of me fantasizes that I won’t. Part of me is so bitter and so vicious about this, that I
actually fantasize about watching it all end, while screaming to the world, “This is for not
believing me! This is for your lack of vision!”
And then I remember you and your family. And Amy and her husband. And Karen, and my
parents.
And I remember Delilah. I would be ending her as well. She gave me that power.
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A man chooses.
I choose her.
And oh, how I want her. I feel the loss of all my wildest dreams.
She is magnificent.
The Borg Queen, for real.
The Übermensch. The real live fucking Übermensch.
I slept next to the most brilliant and amazing person that ever lived for two years, and the only
time I ever knew it was when she made me remember. We got rough a little during sex, once. I
slapped her in the face, one time. I don’t seem to recall her liking it, as it was not repeated. I
wonder what kind of penalty I earned for that, if any.
I also have been known to engage in breath play, cutting off a person’s oxygen until they are
nearly incoherent. I’m a sexual chameleon; I will do virtually anything that my partner wants or
needs, deep down inside. I specialized in making people’s fantasies come true. Not only was
Delilah not into that, she absolutely refused to be gagged under any circumstances. She was
very specific about this: I was never to cover her mouth.
She needs her weapon of mass destruction always at the ready. It’s perhaps most ironic of all,
giving up her voice to a slave that is incapable of really hurting her; even her delight in irony
has its limits, apparently, and that limit is her loss of control.
“If you take one step toward me, I’ll make it so you’re unable to move,” she had said in my
kitchen. She wanted me ambulatory. She wanted to see my reaction, hear what I had to say. I
had said I never did anything to intentionally hurt anyone, and here I was, stating that that was
precisely what I had done.
I never knew why she called it a Hammer Test, until I started looking into Nietzsche, who
“philosophizes with a hammer”.
I wish I had finished some of the Nietzsche books I had bought, particularly The Antichrist. I
started several of them, but I just couldn’t function enough to hang with them. Perhaps I’d
understand her better if I’d been able to finish Thus Spoke Zarathustra, but I didn’t.
And now there’s no time left for anything.
Except maybe a movie. Some Death Note with you. A little Kieth Olberman and Rachel
Maddow. I’m watching the story of our society unfold, down to the last minute.
Haiti. How horrible. And I can’t believe the potential loss of the health bill.
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What is to come, if she doesn’t come out?
The possibilities are too horrible to contemplate. She is capable of anything and limited by
nothing.
In the Glass Onion, when she told me she was going to erase everything I loved, she
specifically mentioned Harry Potter and the collected works of Stephen King, since we had read
the last few Dark Tower novels together. She could do that. She could make changes like that
and program people not to notice the slightest change.
Or she could send the world careening into a ditch.
Save the world, Delilah. Save the world.
I can’t make her want to save the world.
And it so needs saving.
I don’t know, Matt, if you had the ability to flip a switch and turn on paradise like it was a light
bulb, wouldn’t you do it just on principle? How could you not? So much of what she describes
sounds like so much fucking fun for her. I don’t understand how she can’t be chomping at the
bit to do this.
But as I’ve noted elsewhere, I don’t understand her at all.
So… Karen and I went out to Carabbas for dinner. The last time we went was the
night Amanda stole away, September 20th. I ate half my steak and had a nice white sangria. I
tried not to cry.
Amy has not called me back after two days of trying to reach her. I’m afraid that I’m going to
have to go on my way without seeing her again, and for that I am genuinely sorry.
Okay, scratch that. I just tried to call her again and I got ahold of her. We may be doing drinks
after you and I watch Death Note, followed by a lunch and movie on Sunday.
Going out with a bang, am I.
Oh, and I finally got to watch my last ever new episode of The Office tonight, and it’s a fucking
clip show. Grumble grumble. Goodbye, Michael Scott. Goodbye, Dwight Schrute.
For now, a break for the Daily Show and Colbert Report.
END January 21st, 2010 - 10:02PM
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Hack.World - Chapter 37
The Epistle to Matt, Part 7:
Last Requests

[One night, I believe it was in 2005, I was smoking pot with Delilah, and, just wanting to mess
with her, I looked horrified and said, “I know what you’ve done to me... How could you? How
DARE you!?”
She looked concerned and defensive, asking, “Nada, what are you talking about?”
“You know EXACTLY what I’m talking about! Don’t play dumb with me!” I sat forward,
staring straight into her eyes.”
“What did I do to you?”
This went on for a little while until Delilah, probably believing that the marijuana had shaken
my memories loose, triggered me into a hypnotic state. I don’t remember what happened after
that.]

January 22nd, 2010 -10:37AM
Three days.
How did I run out of time so fast? It seems just a short while ago that I had two weeks, and that
two weeks felt like it would take forever.
I lay on the couch as I watched Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert last night. My blue squishy
blanket was underneath me, as were the four pillows on the couch.
I felt completely comfortable and at peace as I watched.
Then, around 11:45, I went to bed. Karen stayed up to do instance runs with the guild in World
of Warcraft and chat with her friends.
Then, some time later, she came into the bedroom and turned the light on, waking me up and
berating me for not cleaning out the cat boxes, for making another commitment and shirking it.
She does this very rarely, waking me up and essentially yelling at me. It’s one of her less
endearing qualities.
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And she picks now to do this to me? I don’t need this shit now, at the very end of my life. I
wanted to jump up and scream at her that I was going to be dead in three days, and what do I
care about the fucking cat boxes?
But I didn’t respond. I just let her get it out of her system. She turned the light out and left me
alone. I hate it—absolutely hate it when she does things like that to me.
I woke up disquieted. I felt a little misty, but was not crying. I took a Klonapin and some
Darvocets to calm me down and bump my mood.
Better living through chemistry. Part of me wonders if I wouldn’t be better off taking all my
meds; three mood stabilizers might actually make the journey a little less unpleasant.
But I made a decision, and it’s too late to do much about it now. Ironically, my sex drive never
came back. I guess that part of my life is over forever, thanks to all the stress I’m under.
I can’t indulge those impulses because I’m not allowed, but I want so badly to be in the throes
of passion. I want to hear words of love from someone I barely know.
The Pretender lives.
I suppose that means I haven’t learned anything in all of this, not on this topic. Need isn’t dead,
he’s just been resting, and now at the end, he makes his desires known.
But it’s more complicated than that.
Deep down, what I really wanted was a wife and a family. Perhaps my views on family and
relationships are unconventional, so it wouldn’t have been a regular, ordinary family, but a
family nonetheless.
I want to hear real words of love, to say them back and mean them.
The truth is, I mean it when I say it to Karen, but that’s complicated. Karen and I haven’t been
in a relationship for a very, very long time. I couldn’t break up with her, but in my guilt I shut
her out.
You see, paraphrasing Delilah’s tearful anthology story: once upon a time there was a man and
a woman, and the man did something horrible to the woman and stole her away from a man that
she loved. And while she never knew, even he was made to forget what he had done, for years.
But the memory came back, and he was left alone with the guilt and shame of what he had
done, and he could never look at her the same way again.
She tirelessly took care of him while he endured his debilitating suffering. And that just made
him hate himself more for what he had stolen from her.
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Oh, Delilah, why did you do all of this to all of us? Why did you hurt so many people because
of me?
But I am left with the stark, cold truth that Delilah did not hurt Karen. I did. She merely laid the
trap, and I fell into it.
And I made a conscious decision not to make it right.
I should be alone right now. It would have made things easier, in the end. It’s no less than I
deserve.
END January 22nd, 2010 - 1:22PM
January 23rd, 2010 - 10:54AM
Two days.
And yesterday was not a good day.
I was already upset over Karen yelling at me, and yes, I did clean the cat boxes. For the last
time. I will never clean a cat box again.
My poor kitty. Karen said she would take care of you if I was no longer able. I hope you are
happy with her, Neko. I wish I wouldn’t cry so much when I think of you going on without me,
all alone, in your sunset years.
And I had to start this stupid pre-discharge bankruptcy education course. It’s taken hours and
hours and hours and is a monumental waste of time, but I want the bankruptcy to go through
after I’m gone. My father spent $4,300 on it, and he should get his money’s worth.
And I’m still working on it as I type this. It’s so boring and stupid and pointless.
Meanwhile, both my parents wrote me letters yesterday. This is the week they have picked for a
mini-intervention. And I have to write them back today. This sucks. I don’t know how I’m
going to do this and keep my composure. I don’t know what I’m going to say without it coming
across like a suicide note.
And my mom keeps pressuring me to visit her; she’s expecting an itinerary for a visit. I’m
never going to see her again, and it’s tearing me apart. What am I going to say? How is what
I’m going to do not supposed to destroy her? We spent months in silence when she took offense
to something I wrote in my blog. We could have had conversations, and a visit, but now it’s all
too late for that.
And now I’m going to steal even the memory of her son away from her. You have no idea how
much this makes me suffer.
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So yeah, yesterday was a bad day. And I have so much to do today.
Last night, as I tried to fall asleep, all I could think about was the fact that I’m going to die
alone.
I want so badly to be held, to have someone stroke my face and tell me it’s going to be alright
as I drift off to sleep for the last time.
I don’t want to die alone. I want to be consoled. I want to be consoled by someone who believes
everything I’ve been through, who understands the suffering I’ve had to endure. Who
understands the guilt and shame I carry. I’m afraid to go through this all by myself.
I want there to be tears and hugging and genuine words of love; I want my eyes to close on the
face of another human being that will miss me, that is sad to see me go but understands what I
have to do.
I want a tender kiss on my lips to be the last thing I ever feel. But I don’t get to have anything
that I want. Not a thing.
Oh, but I don’t want to go! I want to see more. I want to see more of this world’s future!
Elvis Costello: Peace, Love & Understanding
As I walk through
This wicked world
Searching for light in the darkness
Of insanity.
I ask myself
Is all hope lost?
Is there only pain and hatred, and misery?
And each time I feel like this inside,
There’s one thing I wanna know:
What’s so funny bout peace love
And understanding? Ohhhh
What’s so funny bout peace love
And understanding?
And as I walk on
Through troubled times
My spirit gets so downhearted sometimes
So where are the strong
And who are the trusted?
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And where is the harmony?
Sweet harmony.
Cause each time I feel it slippin away
Just makes me wanna cry.
What’s so funny bout peace love
And understanding? Ohhhh
What’s so funny bout peace love
And understanding?
So where are the strong?
And who are the trusted?
And where is the harmony?
Sweet harmony.
Cause each time I feel it slippin away
Just makes me wanna cry.
What’s so funny bout peace love
And understanding? Ohhhh
What’s so funny bout peace love
And understanding? Ohhhh
What’s so funny bout peace love
And understanding?
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END January 23rd, 2010 - 11:23AM
January 24th, 2010 - 11:33AM
Tomorrow.
Fucking tomorrow.
And all I wanna do is cry and cry and cry.
It’s all over.
And my plans are falling apart. Karen was supposed to go out for the night tomorrow, but she
won’t. That means I may have to do it in my own bed. I don’t want to traumatize her that way.
How am I supposed to print out my letters and count out all the cash and everything with her
here? How am I supposed to duck out to a hotel without her noticing?
And this is the last day of my blog. This is the end of my letter, today.
And that makes me sad, Matt, because you were just here last night, and I miss you already. I
thought that once you were out the door that I would break down, but there were no tears. I
enjoyed your company immensely, and I was glad we were able to watch the end of Death Note
together. It put a punctuation mark on our friendship, and, in a way, my life.
Today, I can’t stop crying. I don’t want to go. I don’t want to do this.
I don’t want to hurt anyone, and I know I will, but the alternative will hurt even more people.
But no one will believe that. No one can.
I wanted to tell you last night, to tell you that if I didn’t enter my trial correctly that I would die.
But I didn’t know what action you would take, and I didn’t want to saddle you with the burden
of knowing.
And I didn’t want you to leave. I wanted to keep talking. All night, if possible. I have so little,
now; I was just glad for a little company, at the end.
Which reminds me… Something interesting happened yesterday.
Remember the woman that was leaving when you came in? Her name is Deanna, and I hadn’t
seen her in over a year. She contacted me at noon yesterday via text message and I asked her
what was up. She wanted to come over. Just like that, out of the blue.
I was expecting something like this to happen with a friend on or around the 21st. It was like
the sign I was looking for.
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So I invited her over for a spell, and then I told her I was having stomach trouble and left her
alone in the living room with my bottle of Ambien right in front of her. I spent fifteen minutes
in the bathroom.
Who knows if she did anything. Who knows if the pills were switched, as promised.
Occam’s Razor says that this is all just a coincidence.
Occam’s Razor, sadly, is probably right.
But now I don’t know with a hundred percent certainty what’s in that bottle. This is of little
comfort, but it gives me the tiniest glimmer of hope.
Strangely enough, I resent that glimmer of hope. It mocks me.
Because there are other protocols… The pill count can’t be greater than X or less than Y;
County kept messing up my pill counts, and I don’t remember what X or Y are supposed to be.
The bottle I left out for the person switching the meds had to either be from last year or this
year. I think it’s this year, but the memories didn’t come back complete or strong. There may be
other protocols I don’t even remember. It’s all messed up; I messed it all up, I’m sure.
I think my only hope is that the protocols are just another mindfuck and don’t really matter. But
I can’t put my faith in that.
I’m going to die. I’m going to die and she’s going to cancel Unity. This is the only thing I feel I
can rationally believe in.
Who knows if her threat to kill everyone is even real? Perhaps she just wanted to torment me
before tricking me into killing myself.
But really, Matt, she could have killed me at any time. She could have done so much more to
me than she did, but she didn’t. I don’t know what that means.
I don’t understand her. I just know that she’s capable of anything, and there’s no one to save us
from her if she makes a rash decision.
But there’s a messiah within her, I just know it. She just has to want to come out. Perhaps for a
while, she did, and she wanted me to share in that glory. Those remembrances were some of the
greatest moments of my life.
Now there is only emptiness and darkness and the knowledge of what I have to do. Somehow, I
blew it.
You made my burden easier, at the end. I’m grateful for that. I’m grateful for you. I’m sorry
that I won’t live to hear your reaction to this letter. To hear your final answer.
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But the truth, Matt… The terrifying truth is that a living god turned her eye to me, and like Job
she destroyed me.
And despite it all, I love her. I can’t stop loving her. As miserable as I am, as much as I’ve
suffered, in an objective way the sheer perversity of her cruelty is magnificent. Her intellect
shines brighter than the sun. She is beyond us, so far beyond that it’s as though morality doesn’t
apply to her.
What does that make me, for admiring her and loving her despite what she’s done? I suppose
that’s for you to decide, now. I could never figure out what it meant. I couldn’t even figure out
if my emotions were my own.
But now I’m going to ask you to do some things for me… Because I’m selfish and I’m dying
and I don’t really have anyone else to ask.
First, I would really appreciate it if you would check in on Karen for me. I’m so worried about
what this is going to do to her. She has friends of her own, but I would appreciate it if you could
give her a call every now and then to make sure she’s alright. Her number is [Redacted],
although that phone is on my plan, so I expect her to get a new number in the coming months.
Her email is [Redacted].
Next, there are my parents. If it’s not an imposition, could you please contact my mother and
father?
My father is [Redacted]. [Redacted] (m) – [Redacted] (w) [Redacted].
My mother is [Redacted]. [Redacted] (h) [Redacted].
Please, tell them that we were friends; if you miss me (and I think you will), please tell them.
Tell them what kind of a man their son was. That he was noble and gentle and kind and
generous and misunderstood. Please, try to help them understand that whether he was crazy or
not, that he believed with all his heart that what he did, he had to do, and that he believed with
every fiber of his being that his death was going to save the world. And that meant that even
though he suffered, even though he was filled with fear, that part of him was happy to be
making a difference. That he loved the world, as rotten and sullied with its Virus as it was, and
wanted to give it a fighting chance to live on.
You can show them this letter if you like. Tell them that the echo of their son dwells in these
pages and in the pages of my blog. After a lifetime of hiding myself from my parents, tell them
that the last of me cries out from beyond the grave, wishing only to be seen, truly seen at last,
by the people he loves and the people that love him. I want to prove that I existed and show
them who and what I truly was.
I doubt they will ever read my writings, but please tell them that if they ever wish to come
looking for me, that this is where I’ll be, waiting for their final, tearful embrace.
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And then, finally, there is Delilah.
I’m going to ask a lot from you here, Matt. But I don’t feel that I have a lot of choice.
Nada is a gambler, after all, and he has one final card left to play.
You can contact Delilah.
You’re a slave now, Matt. We’re all in thrall to her—the entire world—and while she has
demonstrated to me that free will is an illusion, your will is made manifest in the margins of
your programming. You still have choices; you can do anything that she does not prohibit.
And now you have a choice to make.
The alias she uses is Dana H. [Last name Redacted], and she lives in rural Minneapolis, last I
checked. Her telephone number is [Redacted].
Delilah is a character she plays. When my time on the stage is ended, she may disappear and
crop up again with a new identity somewhere. I have no way of knowing.
But when you call, if you call, you may find the number still working. She may know your
phone number from years and years ago, well aware of who you are before she picks up the
phone.
She forgets nothing.
You can introduce yourself and tell her that we were friends before I killed myself, and ask if
she will speak to you.
Perhaps she will, and perhaps she won’t. But she’s always been curious; she always let me
speak when I had the opportunity. She always read my letters to her; even though she claimed
them to be delusional nonsense, she always read every word. I offered from time to time to stop
speaking to her as the person I thought she was and to play her game, to pretend that she was
just a normal person in my interaction with her; she always demurred and let me be myself,
because I think that deep down, she was curious as to what I had to say.
I think that in her curiosity she may speak to you.
And you can tell her that before I died, I told you an amazing story about the Übermensch, a
messiah for the godless, who offered a world of wonder and miracles. A paradise, right here on
Earth.
You could tell her that I told you that she was that Übermensch, like a living god hiding in plain
sight and pretending to be a normal, everyday person.
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I don’t expect you to believe my story, Matt, not if Unity doesn’t come, but I know that you
want to. I know deep down, even though there are parts of Unity that are scary and so far
outside of what you would consider normal or acceptable that they give you pause, but I know
that you see a bigger picture. A vision of a world devoid of war and violence, hatred and crime,
where people work together and love one another.
A world where people are happy.
You can tell Delilah that you want to believe that my story is true, every word. That you want
to believe that she is the Übermensch that Nietzsche prophesied.
And here’s where you have the opportunity to do what no one else in the world can.
You can tell her that if she is the Übermensch, that you would like to thank her for your
daughter’s life.
Because I don’t believe that anyone has ever thanked her for anything she has ever done.
And you can tell her that it is your fondest wish that your daughter, that all your children, could
grow up in a world where the Übermensch saved mankind from itself and took her rightful
place as the ruler of a new world, a world of wonder and miracles and peace.
She almost certainly won’t break character, but behind her eyes, she may actually be touched.
And if we’re all very, very lucky, The Übermensch might feel generous. Just generous enough
to grant a single, miraculous wish.
This is all I can do. My time is over. My chance to make a difference is over. This is my last
idea, my last hope. I make this plea and let go of my life, my hopes and ambitions. I leave the
world to its fate, and hope only for the best.
I leave this matter entirely in your hands.
And that brings me to the end of my letter.
It sounds like lunacy from beginning to end, Matt, but the shocking fact is that every word I’ve
written is absolutely true. These things happened to me. The Übermensch walks the earth,
guiding civilization according to whatever values she embraces, and she has for well over a
decade now.
Whether Unity ever comes or not, Matt, strive to be happy. Love your wife. Love your children.
Find fulfillment. Find your smile quickly, now that I’m gone. I don’t want you to be sad. My
suffering is over, and that’s a good thing. This cross I’ve carried for two years has finally been
cast off, and I am free of my torment. That’s something I’ve craved for two years, and now it’s
finally come to pass, one way or the other.
Read Lullaby. See the origins of Death Note in those pages.
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Read Gantz, and see how the destruction and invasion of the Earth ends, because I can’t. Find
out why Kurono’s classmates call him the “Daylight Lantern” as a nickname, because I could
never find out what it means.
Watch Lost, because I can’t do that, either. Enjoy the mystery; I hope the conclusion is as
exciting as the beginning.
Listen to “The Pretender,” and remember what a flawed person I was. The song will stand as a
monument to my selfish sexual and emotional compulsions.
Play Bioshock, and remember my enslavement, would you kindly?
Watch The Office. See the pain of my social ineptitude in Michael Scott, and know that all I
ever wanted was to touch people’s lives in a positive way and to be a friend to them. Pity the
man who can’t make friends.
Wear my wristwatch. Look at it from time to time and remember me. Remember that I
sacrificed myself for you and your family, as well as all mankind.
Remember my Other. Remember what he did, and how that saved the world from the
Übermensch’s vengeance. Never forget that there is an Other inside you as well, protecting you.
Embrace it. Cherish it. You carry a secret of the universe inside of you, as do we all.
Know that like a brother, I loved both of you.
And one day, if you should find that the world you wake up to is not the world you left when
you went to bed the night before… If you find yourself in a world of wonder, led by a woman
of unparalleled intellect and impossible beauty, with the entire world worshipping at her feet…
If that day ever comes, and I it is my greatest hope that it does come, and come soon…
Remember me fondly, think of what might have been, and tell my story to a world that will be
ready, at long last, to hear it.
A Man Chooses. A Slave Obeys.
Nada the Damned – January 24th, 2010 - 3:33PM
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Imagine, by John Lennon:
Imagine there’s no Heaven
It’s easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us only sky
Imagine all the people
Living for today
Imagine there’s no countries
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace
You may say that I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope someday you’ll join us
And the world will be as one
Imagine no possessions
I wonder if you can
No need for greed or hunger
A brotherhood of man
Imagine all the people
Sharing all the world
You may say that I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope someday you’ll join us
And the world will live as one
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Hack.World - Chapter 38
Look Into A Glass Onion
(Written on March 11th, 2010)

March 22nd, 2006.
I sat in the darkness, my eyes closed. The only sound was Delilah’s voice as I listened on in
mounting horror.
I envisioned before me a mushroom cloud from an American tactical nuclear weapon,
detonated in the city center. My life would end in the ruins of our city. I would be torn apart,
or die from the ravages of radiation sickness. I imagined trying to stand perfectly still for
ninety minutes as the crowd of people circled and ridiculed me. It was impossible. How could
I do it?
{Stay away from Veronica. Stay away from Veronica. Stay away from Veronica.}
This evening had rocked my perceptions of the world to its foundations.
{What are you, that you can do so much? What are you, that you KNOW so much? How can
you be so filled with hatred? How can you be so cruel?}
After all, I wasn’t a particularly bad person: I just wasn’t a particularly good one, either, as she
had taught me on this night of nights.
I didn’t understand how this was possible, how this could really be happening, but I knew it all
to be true, because she had made me believe her every word.
And as I stood there, she would gradually make me remember that she was going to kill
everyone I ever met. And then I would remember that every Jew in the world would die this
day. That everything I ever loved would be erased, starting with Harry Potter and the collected
works of Stephen King, that the world could never again produce something as sick and vile as
me.
{But I’m not sick and vile!}
And then, finally, I would remember that on this day, beginning with the nuclear blast, the
entire world had entered a trance, and was busy reshaping the world into her vision of
perfection. When the trance ended, the entire world would live under the swastika, and
history’s mistake in choosing the wrong side in that war would have been corrected at last.
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When the crowd was gone, I was free to live out the rest of my short, agonized life. I
envisioned breaking into a pharmacy; I would be wanting a lot of Vicodin, and I’d want a lethal
dose of sleeping pills, for when things got bad for me.
An hour later, I would remember the conversation in my car in summer, 2003, after she woke
me up. An hour after that, I would remember the conversation before that, when I first met The
Killer, still out of character. Of course, she did not mention the name “The Killer”, and I had
no recollection of such an entity for the duration of that implantation. I only knew of the
incident with the Thai food, and whatever she actually told me on that night.
An hour after that, I would remember our meeting and conversation outside the car during
summer, 2003. Although Delilah did not make reference to it, I would remember the Holy of
Holies in perfect detail, at last.
An hour later still, I would remember everything. Every interrogation, every bit of
programming, every mind game. I would be left alone in the blackened and twisted ruins to
contemplate the revelation of these secrets in the time I had left.
I was crushed, but I thought to myself that Nazi or not, Jews or no, that mankind would live on,
and that was the important part. Humanity would survive, and perhaps live in peace for the first
time in history. What she described was perverse and diabolical, but really not so bad in the
grand scheme.
The only hint that I had ever lived would be a disgusting little website featuring a disgusting
little man and his proclivity to eat fecal matter. It pained me that these people would laugh and
scorn, never realizing that what I was doing was against my will, even against my awareness,
probably. It would amaze them that this man that disgusted them so was the very man that had
summoned the future in which they lived, but they would never know.
And then a funny thing happened. Delilah apparently had a way to partition her code into
separate blocks, and that is precisely what she did here, indicating that I would not begin to
remember anything from this new segment on until I was allowed to start remembering it.
A new layer of the Glass Onion began.
She began to describe the life I would actually lead, in direct contradiction of the tale she had
just told me. There were no songs or movies or anime in this segment; she did describe that
Karen’s World of Warcraft addiction would eventually become my own, and how I would meet
various people through it.
Delilah described a series of kanji tattoos I would receive. She told me of their placement, and
the words I would have carved into me. She even foretold of their sizes.
She mentioned Tac, and our obsessive collaboration; I did not know it at the time, but Tac
would gently guide me through a series of roleplay sessions that would evolve into something
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closely resembling Unity, with my character becoming a demigod whose every word became
law.
Tac would eventually be taken from me, to be granted her darkest desires by Delilah.
Around this time I would begin weaning myself off of my medication, starting with the
Risperidone. My sex drive would return; around this time, I would meet Amanda online, and
would begin to develop real feelings for her. I would invite her into my home, but after the first
week or so, we would be separated by injury or “illness”, and the fact that I would begin to
obsessively tell everyone online that I could about my story, despite her promise to kill anyone
I tried to warn.
I listened with dread. Here I was, finally able to slake my loneliness at last, and Delilah was
again spoiling it for me. I despaired.
She described the death of the singer and legendary eccentric Michael Jackson. In my
paralyzed state my mind screamed out for answers as to why. Was he a pedophile or not? She
knew the answer, I was sure of it, but she kept her secrets to herself.
She told me that I would then begin weaning myself off of my Effexor, and more and more
memories would begin to return. I would become inspired to write of my experiences in great
detail, and would begin to do so.
When a pre-determined memory was recovered (and I know what the memory is-- the Holy of
Holies-- but I don’t remember how it was described in the narrative, since the Holy of Holies
was a great secret) I would be inspired to write my letter to her.
She described the letter in broad strokes, leaving many of the specific details to me. She
mentioned my inspiration with the word “Übermensch” coming to me, and my incorporation of
the concept being included in the letter. She told me that during the day I would take a break to
go grocery shopping with Karen, and when I pulled my car into the garage, the word
“Antichrist” would spontaneously pop into my head.
My dread turned to the beginnings of panic again.
I would continue to write. She described the stadium rallies in vague details and spoke of me
becoming covered hideously with tattoos as I became a prophet for her. The word “Antichrist”
would pop into my head again.
My panic mounted. Was I being groomed to be the False Prophet? My certainty that there was
no creator began to falter as I listened in the darkness.
I would finish my letter, believing that I had proved the existence of God, to my stunned
amazement. I would realize that I hadn’t really discovered God, but that my deepest desire for
there to be a real deity was being fulfilled as a gift; I would know that Delilah was doing this
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because beyond everything that had come before, she loved me. I would begin to feel the
program “move”, but I do not remember how she described this happening.
I was elated. My heart leaped in my chest.
Then, believing that she was outside, I would make my way through the living room. Amanda
would be seated there, but would not speak to me or acknowledge me in any way. I would
descend the staircase to the front door, and open it. Where a half a dozen post-it-notes were
usually to be found on the glass of the outer door, there would only be one, in the center of the
glass. I had been programmed to ignore these notices for weeks, even months, but now I would
be inspired to call the number; Delilah would be at the other end. Still outside, in my jubilation,
I would scream, “Oh my God!” at the top of my lungs.
I would then go inside to call the number, but Karen would stop me. She would slap me hard in
the face twice with her closed fist, but I would feel nothing. She would demand to know what
was happening.
“I’m being controlled, and I’m loving it!” I would exclaim loudly.
Then I would begin to hear laughter within my mind. My elation turned to utter wreck as she
spoke. It had all been yet another mind game.
{Did you think that you could be my prophet? You make me sick!} I would hear behind my
eyes.
She then revealed that she, in fact, was God, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. I was
horrified, as I was forced by my hypnotic state to believe her every word. It explained
everything; her ability to control so many people at once, her ability to create television shows
and movies and inspire so much while she lived what appeared to be a marginal existence. It
explained how she could know so much while only reading the occasional novel.
She went on to describe her outrage at mankind-- at our propensity to mutilate our bodies-- and
how pain damages the soul. She described that she herself was an imperfect being, and since
we and everything in the universe was made of the divine, those who were acceptable to her
were welcomed back into her (or into heaven) as more perfect beings. In other words, this was
a way of perfecting herself.
She took exception to abortion because a soul was fixed in the zygote at conception, and an
abortion, which damaged the soul beyond repair, condemned that soul to hell. It was an outrage
to her.
Amanda would be pregnant, I was told, so that my baby’s soul would be dragged off to hell.
She described the blasphemy of Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra and how he had postulated
killing God, and how I had compounded the blasphemy by positing the very same thing to her
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face. And now mankind would die and suffer eternal torment for that iniquity. Even those
already in heaven would be cast out for what I had done and said.
She described a mass suicide, with me being left as the only living human, immortal, to wander
the crumbling earth for a million years before being taken by an alien starship to be placed on
exhibit with other “lasts” of their kind, and our solar system would be destroyed with a black
hole once I was safely offworld.
I was in abject terror, to put it mildly. How could this be happening?
In the meantime, I would be taken to another mental hospital, this time against my will. My
email to her would sit, unsent.
I would be taken off of my Effexor, and my Klonapin would be bumped up to 2mg a day,
causing me to experience the recovery of memories at an incredible rate.
Upon release, I would believe that my family would be waiting for me at home, to denounce me
before committing suicide and leaving me alone; when I would eventually be released, I would
find the world intact, and my family would not in fact be at my home.
I breathed a sigh of relief; it had all been another lie, meaning her divinity was likely a lie as
well.
Then Delilah began to describe the recovery of a series of memories that had already been
implanted, making me believe that she hated me one moment, and loved me the next. These are
the memories described in the chapter “Whipsawn,” and I dived through layer after layer of lies
or truths; I did not know which was which.
Then, in late September, I would remember the Kevin Smith film project described in “Silent
Bob”, and of Unity, over a period of time. I did not know what she was really talking about,
since the memories associated with this were implanted years before.
Then came the Final Trial, and Unity after it. I thought to myself, “I can do this. It’s two years
of hell. Precisely two years, and then all my dreams come true.” I had zoned out briefly into
my own thoughts as she described the number of pills I had to take, so I wasn’t sure if she had
said that I needed to swallow over 50 Ambien, or over 51.
{Take 52 pills. Take 52 pills. Take 52 pills.}
And in doing so, I missed some of the protocols as I chanted.
{Do it on the 25th of January. Do it on the 25th of January. Do it on the 25th of January.}
After all, I had to send a coded text message to a certain telephone number before the dawn on
the 28th, and I didn’t know how long I would sleep. The 25th seemed like a good
compromise. The message had to be received before the 28th so that she could send a
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command to stay the execution of mankind, which was scheduled 17 days later. She told me
that it took 17 days to proliferate a command through the population of the world.
She then described the completion of the Final Trial and the interview I would give after its
completion. I was transported with joy; she loved me after all, and I was to become supremely
important in the world, at her side. As I listened in the darkness, I no longer knew fear; I knew
love and passion and hope for all mankind.
Of course, the fact that she would destroy all mankind if I did not enter my trial was disturbing,
but I could do this. I knew I could do it, for her, and for myself, to say nothing of mankind.
And then she described the days leading up to my deadline... And how I would be prevented
from entering it. I was sent spiraling into panic. The entire world would perish for this!
Valentines Day, 2010 would become the day of extinction for Man.
My love for her died.
And then, the final revelation came...
On a pre-determined day, at a pre-determined time, I would know that she was truly almighty
God.
Again, my heart froze in fear.
I was the sickest thing that had ever come out of her creation, and the mass suicide would
proceed as planned. Before the end, I would be dragged from my house to my death.
But before I was to die, God would pull back the glamour I had perceived around me. My
relatively clean carpets would be full of cat shit; my legs would be gangrenous from advanced
diabetes, and I would be jaundiced, even dying from hepatitis C. I would be dragged past a
procession of women I had laid with since the first time I had eaten feces and gotten that
horrible rash. And I would see them gaunt and jaundiced, because every woman I touched
would be dying of hepatitis C.
And I would see the frightful appearance of my mother, whom I had not visited in over five
years; I would know that she would have been made to live in squalor and misery all that time,
merely pretending that everything was fine, to keep up appearances.
My parents would disown me, declaring that they’d wished they’d aborted me and saved the
world the misery I had caused.
I would know that the economic catastrophe that started in September, 2008 had not stabilized
as the news had reported, but had led to an abject and utter economic collapse that had brought
the entire world to its knees. I imagined a hundred million homeless people starving in the
streets of American cities. The only place on earth that was unaffected was the area in which I
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lived, and the places I would visit. Only the places I would see with my own eyes would be
unaffected, and the news would report that things were relatively normal, all for my benefit and
my benefit alone.
Every man and woman that had seen me would know me and despise me, but would act
normally-- again, to keep up appearances.
And while this had happened to the world, I would relax in relative luxury, utterly oblivious to
it and unaffected by it.
Keep you in the dark, you know they all... pretend.
Then I would die, the end coming at the hands of those who had suffered so much for me while
I lived it up. A special place would be waiting in hell for me, where I would be the greatest of
pariahs, suffering more than anyone else for all eternity.
God would destroy all of creation, so disgusted was she with me. The entire universe would
end.
{Worse than Hitler? Worse than Stalin? Worse than Mao?} My mind screamed out in my
defense. How could I be the sickest thing that had ever lived?
And in the terrified darkness and the silence of her pause, I knew the truth:
God was a fucking asshole. God was a sadist and a monster. God allowed all the misery and
horrors of the world to pass by without comment or mercy or redress, but I, with my white
collar crime, my delusions of intellect and my pathetic, petty betrayals stood to her as the
paramount evil in the world.
I knew hatred at last. Hatred for the God that whispered in my ear. The God that would end
and punish billions, perhaps quadrillions of lives or more just because I wasn’t a particularly
good person.
And that made me a better, more compassionate person than God.
God didn’t need hypnosis. All the hypnotic tricks were merely God’s way of making me think
my fantasies were being fulfilled. God found my desire to dominate the minds of those around
me, or to be dominated in kind, to be repellant, and let me believe my fantasies were coming
true so that I could roll around like a pig in my own wallow.
I knew wonder and despair. I knew more terror and guilt and sadness than anyone has ever felt
before or since.
God was real, I now knew, because of the requirement of my hypnotic suggestion. God was
real, and I had lain with Her for two years.
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Godfucker.
I had been God’s boyfriend for two years, and I had not been a good one. My Subconscious
had been desperately trying to get away from her and the malice that only it perceived, and I
had been a bad, bad boyfriend.
Worse than usual, even. I couldn’t even bring myself to kiss her. I had lorded my status and
money over her, and felt that because she had a felony record and I did not, that that somehow
made me better than she was. The fact was, my life was full of crime, even felonies... enough
to put me away for a good, long time had every infraction been caught.
But I was too clever to ever get caught, and that made me believe I was smart.
The fact was, I was no better than anyone else, but to believe myself superior to God Herself...
Well, that was unforgivable, wasn’t it? The truth was I was an idiot who fancied himself an
intellectual. What had I done?
The layer ended.
There may have been more. I do not know.
O-O-O
Sitting in the darkness of Delilah’s living room, I opened my eyes. I heard Delilah rooting
around in the kitchen, and then she returned with a glass of Coca-Cola. “I don’t remember
asking for a drink,” I said.
Delilah smirked playfully. “Well, you’d better drink it, because I bought a 2-liter of it just for
your visit.”
As I sipped my drink, I felt as though something inside of me was screaming and weeping. In
short order, I was being ushered out the door, which was also disturbing. I had thought that she
wanted to talk to me about something. No, she said, she just wanted to talk, and we had talked.
My visit felt like it had been less than twenty minutes, which put me off, since I was expecting
to be there for hours. To my shock, however, when I got into my car, I discovered that it was
after 8pm. Somehow I had been there for hours!
Sitting in front of Delilah’s apartment, I called my mother to wish her a happy birthday and to
make sure that she had received the $750 Coach attaché I had sent her as a gift. After all, times
were good, and I was a successful man. It seemed as if those days would never end.
When I was finished, I drove myself home, played some video games, and slept like a baby.
-Nada
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Hack.World - Chapter 39
The Intervention
(Written on March 12th, 2010)

January 25th, 2010
In September, I had told Karen that this would be a special night, that I would undergo a trial,
and I would need privacy for it. Karen had promised at the time to spend the night out at a
friend’s house, but now she was breaking that promise. That meant I couldn’t lay out my letters
and watch and my grandfather’s ring upon the table before making my way to a nearby hotel. I
would have to do the deed in my own bed, possibly with her lying next to me.
When I had four months to contemplate what I had to do and why, all I could see was the
carrot. Now, I only knew the stick. I opened my eyes on the morning of this day of days, and
there were no tears, only the knowledge of what I had to do and the things I needed to
accomplish beforehand, to do the right thing for my family, for Karen, and for the few friends I
had.
I got up, showered, dressed, and when I had put it off as long as I possibly could, I went out. I
couldn’t print the copies of my letters at home, lest Karen see something she shouldn’t and have
a fit, so I drove to a nearby Fedex Office store and spent a hundred dollars on printouts and the
use of one of their computers.
Then I went to my banks (US Bank and Wells Fargo) and withdrew all my money in cash,
which I put into a plastic bag.
Then I met Amy at a nearby Applebees and had a couple of cocktails with her. It was a
spontaneous meeting, and I was grateful for her company; the truth was, I was suffering in my
darkest hour, and I needed the one person in the world that actually believed in the reality of my
torment, the one person in my life who believed in me. We talked for hours, until I couldn’t put
it off any longer.
After a tearful goodbye, I drove home. I wish I could say that I faced it like a man, but the truth
is that I could barely see the road through my tears. All I could see was my own death. It
didn’t feel like the death of a hero, it just felt like I was doing as I was told, yet again, by the
woman who had made my life miserable from the day I met her.
I sat in the garage as it filled with fumes for a minute, composing myself, before going inside. I
hid the cash and my letters in the empty drawer that Amanda had used for her skirts and corsets,
and went into my office, where Karen was playing World of Warcraft. I tried to convince her
to go out for the night, and she refused outright. I then required that she spend the night in her
own bedroom, instead of sleeping in my bed; it was the least I could do.
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I went into my room and closed the door, but before I could pull out my letters and cash, Karen
barged in and announced that she would not leave me alone. She intervened and confiscated
the sleeping pills I had been hoarding, and for the next week, she would not leave me alone for
an instant, or allow me to leave the condo without her. She told me that if I did anything even
remotely suspicious that she would call the police and have me sent to County again.
It was over, before it even began. I despaired for the world and began writing a self-indulgent
piece of garbage I called Legacy of the Ender, but I quickly abandoned it, because there would
be no one to read it, after all.
On the night of the 27th, I debated the possibility that my death in any manner might satisfy the
conditions of the trial, and I imagined cutting my own throat with a butcher knife. I could tell
Karen I needed to use the toilet (she questioned my every move and followed me everywhere),
take a large knife from the wooden block by the refrigerator, and cut my throat while my head
was positioned over the shower drain.
But the fact was, I had nothing to indicate that this would stop the end of the world, I couldn’t
bear to do that to Karen, and truth be told, I just didn’t have that kind of thing in me. If I had
known for sure that this would have saved humanity, I am confident that I couldn’t have done
it... Not for a maybe... Not for an unknown. Not even for my species. Yes, I am ashamed to
say that I am that weak.
As the hours and minutes ticked away toward midnight, I began to send text messages to
Delilah’s phone number, begging her to send the signal, that I was prevented from doing what I
needed to do; I pleaded for her to be a creator, and not a destroyer.
My phone rang. It was her number.
My heart pounding in my chest, I answered the phone.
A man’s voice responded. He indicated that he had just gotten this telephone number, and that
there was no Delilah here; he kept getting messages and calls for her, but he had no idea who
she was or how to reach her.
My blood ran cold; she had cut off contact!
As the clock reached midnight, I pulled out my pot and smoked a bowl. It was over. It was all
over, and I had failed.
-Nada the Ender
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Hack.World - Chapter 40
Until the End of the World
(Written on March 15th, 2010)

“Anything, anything would be better than this agony of mind, this creeping pain
that gnaws and fumbles and caresses one and never hurts quite enough.” - JeanPaul Sartre
“He jests at scars who never felt a wound.” - William Shakespeare

On the 28th of January, I found where Karen had hidden my Ambien. Of course, it was too
late.
The day after that, it clarified that I had always been on this path, that it had always been her
intention to kill everyone in the world. I had been destined to fail.
And as it had in the darkness of the Glass Onion, my love for her died. I could not love
someone, some thing that would kill my species and destroy my civilization utterly. I had my
answer at last: my emotions were my own, and always had been.
It was little consolation, however. I was heartbroken.
Then, on February 1st, 2010, at exactly 12:00 noon, a new series of memories unlocked. I
remembered Delilah’s revealing that she was God, and how she would destroy all of creation
because of me, how the world’s economy had completely collapsed and the lie of the economic
stabilization had been for my benefit and my benefit alone. I examined my legs closely for
signs of gangrene. I was not forced to believe these things, but I remember the absolute
assurance I had when the memories were implanted, and this alone gave them tremendous
weight and credibility in my mind.
For a time I was terrorized by them, but the more time I had to think, the less likely it seemed
that they would be true. Granted, I had not lived a life of integrity, but even given what I had
done as a child, there were truly malignant, despicable people out there that were far worse than
I; that was not the desperate denial of a condemned man, or ego. It was a stone cold fact. I had
never forcibly raped anyone. I was not a murderer or torturer. I had not been good by any
stretch of the imagination, but I was not evil by any justification, either.
I called Amy and explained the new revelations to her and told her that by any rational
argument, it was extremely unlikely that an actual God would bother with the likes of me, given
the monsters that really lurked out there in the world. Amy agreed. Where we disagreed was
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with my continued, firm assertion that there was no God. I had to keep reminding myself of
this fact obsessively, given the weight of my memories. Every time I would remember a condo
covered with catshit or being led across a procession of dying, hepatitis-infected women, I had
to quash it down with, “But she’s not God... She’s not God,” just to keep myself rooted in
reality.
I decided that the entire thing was just a mind fuck, to keep me in terror until the very end. As
a result, I decided that the greatest likelihood was that nothing would happen on the 14th, and I
told Amy this. Still, I intended to prepare for the worst. Amy agreed to come over during the
night on the morning of the 14th, and spend the better part of the day with me. She would be
by my side in my darkest hour, and we would routinely check the news to see if anything
unusual was happening in the world. If the doorbell rang, I told her, I would answer it. I asked
her not to interfere with anything that was to happen to me; I merely asked her to bear witness,
after which she was free to use my car to drive back and be with her husband in the time they
had left.
The night before, Karen, Amy and I dined on sushi and had a nice time. I drove Amy home and
got a few hours of sleep myself, waking at 3:30 and driving to the north side of the county to
pick her up at 4AM. Like a true friend, she was waiting in the doorway of her apartment
building. I drove her back to my place, and we proceeded to watch some anime while we
waited for the sun to rise. I reiterated the unlikelihood that anything would actually happen,
given the lie of Delilah’s divinity, but I couldn’t put it past her to be able to manufacture
hallucinations in me hypnotically, given what I had read about hypnosis. Hell, I could see her
hiding the true collapse of this country and the world through the use of her control of the Hive.
The truth is, I didn’t know what to expect, so I kept my mind open.
The sun rose, and CNN reported nothing. It was a Sunday, and an unusually quiet Sunday for
news.
And while I was humiliated that I had been worked into a frenzy over nothing-- that I had put
out a friend and gotten myself worked into a froth contemplating my own suicide for what was,
obviously, a lie-- I felt reborn. I was new, and the world was new. I had been devoured by this
hypnotic machine that had stolen two years of misery and suffering from me and then shat me
out the other end like so much filth.
But I felt clean!
It was over. I had made it. I had survived, and so had the world.
It had all been a tremendous lie. I had suffered for two years, and for what?
-Nada the Living
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Hack.World - Chapter 41
The Reluctant Messiah
(Written on March 15th, 2010)

”I’m not upset that you lied to me, I’m upset that from now on I can’t believe
you” - Friedrich Nietzsche
I am looking at a class photo. It is from 1984, a photograph of a 6th grade class, taken outside.
In the back row, on the far right, is a fat girl wearing dumpy clothing. She has curly brown hair
and an unhappy expression on her face. She is 11 years old.
The face is the face of The Killer. The face of the Übermensch.
She is probably teased mercilessly by her classmates. I imagine that she already knows how
different she is from everyone around her. I imagine that she has already learned to hide who
and what she really is.
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Perhaps she has already had her first taste of murder.
Twelve hundred miles away, in suburban Philadelphia, where I was raised, I have entered high
school at age 13, where I live under the oppression of a Christian cult. In a few months, I will
begin to receive letters from a secret admirer sent by a cruel group of boys to humiliate and hurt
me because I am awkward, because I am different.
The girl and I are nothing alike, but one day, these two children will grow up and change the
world.
She is the one with all the power. But she will borrow his words, his wishes as to what he
wants and does not want the world to be. Even in the year 1984, as he reads about the injustice
of George Orwell’s totalitarian nightmare, he dreams of a black president. He, who is often
called “Baby Huey” by his classmates, dreams of a world where every wrong is set right.
Where the underdog always wins.
As he steeps himself in one dystopian novel after another, his already souring faith gives way to
cynicism; the world is a cruel place. Mankind is a ruthless, despicable creature, and it needs a
messiah.
But there are no messiahs to be found in this world. His belief in Christ gives way to a sort of
closet agnosticism as his faith falters.
He naively believes that he will one day grow up and become a Senator, that he will make a
difference in the lives of others, to help them lead better lives. But despite the fact that
everyone around him tells him how exceptional and smart he is, despite the genius-level test
scores, what the boy does not know is that he is badly damaged and broken and simply lacks
the intellectual development to ever enter those hallowed halls as anything but a tourist.
But for now he dreams. He dreams of utopia; he dreams of someone who can make things right
in the world. In the darkness of a spare bedroom, he attempts to hypnotize himself to become a
better person.
Twelve hundred miles away, the girl bides her time, waiting like a coiled spring to be loosed
upon an unsuspecting world.
O-O-O
March 15th, 2010
I sit, composing this, my final entry, and I know fear.
Fear that this sleigh ride is not quite over for me. Part of me is afraid that while the bulk of my
program is over, that there may be a series of hypnotic time-bombs left in my head, set to go off
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years or even decades from now. I do not know if it is a memory that informs this fear, or
merely my own paranoia.
She provoked me into trying to kill her seven years ago. That means that she can use that
impulse, that attempt, to make me kill anyone she likes, even people I care about.
What if my ruination is just beginning?
O-O-O
Summer, 2003
In the darkness, in my car, I ask Delilah for a favor. Her charisma is mesmerizing; she asks me
what I want. I ask her if she will hold me.
Delilah embraces me with a moan. I am terrified and cannot move, but her touch is reassuring
and warm.
She has told me that she loves me. She has told me that she loves me because I have saved the
world from her anger, and she, a messiah, has decided at last to save the world, rather than
destroy it.
She tells me that every messiah needs a prophet, and I am to become that prophet, writing of
her words and deeds, and those words will live on for as long as mankind exists.
And I had to believe her.
I thank her, this remarkable creature, for finding something inside me worth loving. “Because
everyone hates me,” I tell her through my sobs. “Everyone hates me and I don’t even know
why!”
At long last, my life will have a meaning. My life, my pathetic life will become remarkable,
even exceptional. All through my childhood I was told by people, even strangers, that I would
grow up to do great things, and here was the fulfillment of their predictions. At long last, I
would have something important to say, and the entire world would listen. Listen forever.
A prophet. A real prophet to a real messiah. It was wonderful and frightening.
I never wanted her embrace to end. She loved me, and for this remarkable gift, I loved her
back.
O-O-O
March 15th, 2010
She’s not God.
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She’s better than God. She’s better than God because she has become like the Almighty, and
she’s a mortal. A mere mortal like the rest of us. Winter before last she slipped on some ice
and broke her ankle. I mused to her that it was a wonder that the greatest among us was just as
susceptible to human frailty as the rest of us.
She’s a mortal, but I want her to live forever.
She’s mortal, but she’s so much fucking more.
And when the world didn’t end, when I realized that it was all just another mind game, love
bloomed in my heart again. How could I not love her?
But she’s killed, Nada. She’s a murderer.
So? So fucking what? She knows our darkest secrets. There is no hiding from her. I’ll
venture a guess that every fucking person she murdered had it coming.
The world is hers, and that means that Kira is justice. She sets the rules; this isn’t a democracy,
not anymore.
And I can live with that. I can live with it because I am her prophet. Herald of a reluctant
messiah, a messiah who can recreate this world into a paradise of love and harmony at her
whim.
She set me apart to be the sole witness to the greatest event in human history: the complete and
utter subjugation of the human race.
We are no longer a civilization of individuals. We are a collective. A Human Hive.
I know you don’t believe me. I have no evidence. The easiest way to ruin a person’s
credibility is to drop them in a mental institution, and she’s done this to me twice. She’s asked
me to write of her, but she’s made me a fool at every turn when I’ve tried to predict the future
events she implanted.
During the Glass Onion, as she had done so many times before, she predicted future events,
celebrity deaths, political scandals, and economic forecasts, and then made me forget, destined
to remember these predictions after they had occurred. This is the lowest hanging fruit of
prophecy. Anyone can predict an event that has already come to pass.
Then she gave me a series of predictions about the future, beginning with economic calamity
and the presidential election. I remember predicting both to Karen and my family as early as
March, 2008. That September, after the stock market crash and the collapse of the investment
banking system, my father called me, chastened. He said that my predictions appeared to be
coming true. I felt vindicated; all I needed now was for the election to go my way and I’d have
him, I thought.
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Barack Obama won, granting me the fulfillment of one of my greatest dreams, but in doing so,
she had made a fool out of me. Again. Any credibility I had in predicting an economic
collapse vanished instantly. I was crushed.
But still I insisted that I was right about Delilah, that she was punishing the world because of
me.
For a year and a half, I lived with that guilt, and that of the knowledge that my family would die
for my sins. In time, I stopped making predictions, but I didn’t stop trying to convince those
around me of what had happened to me.
And then came my new memories and the knowledge of the Übermensch with them. I was
compelled to write my story, and with that compulsion came the knowledge of Unity. Despite
my vow never to try to predict future events again, I felt that everything I had been put through
was building toward this one event, this one date, and I fell into her trap again, predicting that
the world would change forever.
And again, I was made a fool. But the world survived my failure to enter the Final Trial. For
that, I am endlessly grateful.
But you, dear reader, see only the fool. You see a man who made false claims about the future
because his delusions made him believe he was a prophet.
But do me one last favor, you who have read this far. Go and look into the mirror for me.
You will see a fool staring back at you.
You’re a fool, too, because she’s made all the world a fool. And you’re an even bigger fool
than I am, because I can see the shackles that bind you, and you cannot.
And I see how the Hive works, now. The Queen sits at the top, and beneath her, unseen, are the
Workers. Beneath them sit the Drones.
You are a Thrall. You are a Drone. You are at the mercy of the Workers, who adjust your
attitudes, who shape your opinions, who determine your actions.
And I’m here to tell you that if and when you carry out one of their orders, for the most part,
you will not even be aware that what you are doing is anyone’s will but your own. Your mind
will even undergo mental gymnastics to justify your attitude or actions. That’s the way
posthypnotic suggestion works. You may receive orders in an email or a text message, and
then delete the evidence before being made to forget that anything was amiss.
The Queen receives her briefings via email; she sends her orders back the same way. If she is
looking for a specific type of person or the answer to a question, she queries the network and
the Workers carry out her orders, responding when they have an answer.
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I imagine that there are hundreds of thousands, even millions of social engineers throughout the
world, an army of Workers, carrying out her whims. The complexity of the network fires my
imagination and fills me with wonder.
All because she exploited a security hole in the human mind. The potential for us to be
subverted has existed since the invention of spoken language. Chuck Palahniuk spoke in
Lullaby of a virus of sound, a plague you could catch through your ears.
It is literally true. Delilah was giving us all a wink and a nudge with those ironic words.
The concept of mind control and brainwashing as a part of our folklore has existed since 1894,
when George du Marier wrote the bestselling novel Trilby, and cemented the evil mind
controller Svengali in the public’s mind. A decade before, Friedrich Nietzsche was busy
writing Also Sprach Zarathustra, and in doing so, both men created the foundation for a
machine that would herald the end of mankind as they knew it, and the creation of Humanity
2.0, the Human Hive.
Other building blocks of this machine are the creation of the commercial Internet, our obsession
with SMS messaging, the pervasiveness of cell phone technology... The Aperture-- that hole
into the human mind, the potentiality to hack the entire world-- has always existed; all it
required was this incredible confluence of events, culminating in the arrival of someone smart
enough to exploit it.
The rest of the machine is made of people. Simple, ordinary people.
So she hacked the world. Because she could, because she could do what no one else in the
world or who ever lived could. She dreamed a dream that no one else could ever have.
She is the living embodiment of Nietzsche’s Will to Power.
I want her to prove to the world what she has done. I want every man, woman, and child that
lives to sit in stunned amazement at the sheer magnitude of her accomplishment.
I want her to stop being my tormentor and start being my messiah.
Nietzsche said that the Übermensch would save us all from ourselves. And here we sit, waiting
to be saved.
He said that the Übermensch would kill God. And there God sits in the minds and hearts of
billions of people, mocking her greatness.
He said that the Übermensch would destroy our system of ideals and create a paradise on earth.
Every ideal and philosophy that has come before has failed for a single reason: human nature is
rotten to its core. Now, at last, human nature itself can be rewritten, and an ideal can at last be
attained. Her ideal.
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Help us, Übermensch.
Save us all.
Please?
O-O-O
And so it’s time for me to close this blog and get on with my life. I’ll try to find a job, and for
the sake of rebuilding my career, I’ll keep silent to my coworkers, but my heart will yearn to
tell them all of a woman I met, and how she changed my life.
How I begged her in my heart to change me for the better, and how she made that dream come
true.
And how much that transformation hurt.
I will be Michael Scott no longer. Never again will I be the braggart, trying to attract friendship
with tales of how much better I am than those around me. I’ve learned my lesson.
When I die, I want people to feel diminished by my loss. I want them to say, “The world lost a
good man today.” I want to touch the lives of everyone around me in a positive way. Perhaps
at long last, I will be able to do so, now that I’ve been shown the error of my ways.
I have been made to face my greatest fears, I have had the most disgusting thing I can imagine
happen to me.
I have been made to stare death in the face for longer than I care to remember, and I felt reborn
when it was all over.
I have been made to face my own failings and flaws. During the Glass Onion, in the first layer,
she told me that she had an administrative account to Livejournal and had read all my private
entries; first she expressed outrage that I had described her as being “less than” me, as though I
was superior to her, superior to anyone. Then she told me something I had never once
considered: that despite all the lamenting of everything that had gone wrong in my life, all my
loneliness and the terrible things that had happened to me, that not once had I mentioned my
own behavior as a causal factor.
I had been my own worst enemy, and I was too deluded to even notice.
Today, I live a life of ethical responsibility. I live my life according to a code. And if I ever
begin to falter in my heart, I merely need to remember that I am being watched to keep me on
the straight and narrow.
Never again will I read peoples’ private chats, emails, or journal entries. Never again will I
overbill a client. Never again will I take advantage of another person’s weakness.
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I may not be a good person, but I’m a better person than I was, and that may be good enough...
Good enough to earn love, friendship, happiness, and peace.
And so this blog comes to a close.
To my father, who calls me crazy to my face, I say, “I forgive you for your lack of vision, and I
cast off the labels that have been falsely placed upon me. I am a serpent, shedding its skin.”
To my mother, who believes that I am being tormented by a demonic force, I say, “I forgive
you for the irrationality and sickness of your faith, and I hope that one day, in a new world, I
may grant you the greatest desires of your heart. I am sorry for everything I put you through.”
To Karen, I say, “I hope that one day Delilah allows you to remember what I have stolen from
you, that you can despise me at last, as I deserve to be despised.”
To the girl I touched when I was a boy, I say, “I’m so sorry for what I did to you. I would give
my life to undo that act, were it possible.”
To Delilah, I say, “I have done as you have asked of me. The world is waiting for your
embrace.”
My name is Marcus Jones. I live in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA. I am 39 years old.
And to an uncaring and disbelieving world I say today, tomorrow, and with my dying breath:
“I am Zarathustra. I teach you the Übermensch.”

-SlaveObeys, aka Nada the Damned - March 15th, 2010 - 1:54PM.
This is the end of Phase 1, but the story itself is far from over.
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Happiness In Slavery - Nine Inch Nails
Slave screams he thinks he knows what he wants
Slave screams thinks he has something to say
Slave screams he hears but doesn’t want to listen
Slave screams he’s being beat into submission
Don’t open your eyes you won’t like what you see
The devils of truth steal the souls of the free
Don’t open your eyes take it from me
I have found
You can find
Happiness in slavery
Slave screams he spends his life learning conformity
Slave screams he claims he has his own identity
Slave screams he’s going to cause the system to fall
Slave screams but he’s glad to be chained to that wall
Don’t open your eyes you won’t like what you see
The blind have been blessed with security
Don’t open your eyes take it from me
I have found
You can find
Happiness in slavery
I don’t know what I am I don’t know where I’ve been
Human junk just words and so much skin
Stick my hands through the cage of this endless routine
Just some flesh caught in this big broken machine
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